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Development
 
Washington, D.C. 20523
 

Dear Si r: 

Transmitted herewith, in accordance with the terms of Con
tract No. AID/la-633 dated February 2, 1970, as amended, be
tween USAID and the \mnerican Technical Assistance Corporation,
 
is an evaluation report on the program effectiveness and manage
ment of the American Institute for Free Labor Develcpment (AIFLD)
in carrying out AID-financed programs in cooperation with labor
 
organizations in Latin America.
 

The report, which inciudes a number of recommendations for 
consideration by USAID and AIFLD, is based on investigation of
 
AIFLD operations and AID/AIFLD relationships in vlashington head-.
 
quarters and in Honduras, Guyana, and Brazil. The selection of 
the three country operations to be studied was made by USAID 
and was intended to provide reasonable examples upon which 
genieral conclusions might be drawn with respect to the AIFLD 
program as a whole. 

In the cou rse of preparing this report, documents and re
ports from a number of sources, including USAID and General 
Accounting Office evaluation and audits,were consulted. Inter
views were held with officials of labor organizations, employers,
host government officials, U.S. Government officials in Washington
and in the three countries, and officials of AIFLD and other Pmer
ican labor organizations. Classes and seminars given under AIFLD 
labor education programs and projects financed through the AIFLD 
program were inspecteu. Local instructors, vworker-students, local 
union officials, and others connected with AIFLD-financed activi
ties were interviewed. IFLD files and records in each of the 
three countries and in Washington were reviewed. 

The prir.ary emphasis in our report is on the question of 
the basic significance of AIFLO's pasL performance with respect
 
to U.S. objectives in the three countries. This reflects tht
 
scope of work set forth in the contract and the disproportionately
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small 
amount of attention devoted to this questicn heretofore
compared with the attention devoted to
as the details of AIFLD
 
financial allfairs.
 

The report consists of 
four parts as follows:
 

I. General 
Findings and Recommendation;
 

II. Field Survey Report 
on AIFLD Program in Brazil
 

III. Field Survey Report on 
AIFLO Program in Guyana
 

IV. Field Survey Report 
on AIFLD Program in Honduras
 

For convenience in presentation and 
use of the reports, they
are 
grouped by subject matter somewhat differently from the specifications of Article 
II of the Contract. 
 Part I covers
subject matter 
speci fied in paragraphs 3 and 4 of' Article 
the
 
II;
the remaining parts 
include for each country the coverage required by paragraphs 1 and 2. 
Recommendations 
are included in


each of the reports.
 

The work under this conLract was carried out 
over a period
of approximately five months. 
 Messrs. S. H. Chafkin, J. M. Pines,
W. H. Rusch and A. L. Freeman of this company and, at the 
request
of USAID, two personal 
services contractors 
to LISAID. M'4essrs.
Henry Hammond (a former U.S. 
labor attache with long experience
in Latin America) and Henry Hutchinson 
(a former U.S. Government
auditor) participated in various phases of 
the work. They
received full cooperation in obtaining 
informar ion and opinions
from officials of American embassies and USAID missions 
in the
three countries as well as 
from USAID officials in 'Washington,
and from the AIFLD staff members in Washington and in the three

countries.
 

Sincorel you rs,
 

President
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CONCLUS IONS
 

1. 
 The AIFLD progrm is the major instrument of the U.S.
 

Government in carrying thatout element of the U.S. Foreign
 
Assistance 
Act call ing for the encouragement of free, democratic 
labor unions 
in Latin America. (To the extent that the U.S.
 

Government considers 
attention to 
labor unions as an integral
 

element of Title 
IX of the Foreign Assistance ct, AIFLD is
 

also the major instrument now providing such attention.) In 
selecting AIFLD as 
its agent, AID adopted as 
a basic principle
 

that the use of an 
entity sponsored by American 
labor organi

zat ions and staffed overseas by people drawn from the American 

labor movement '-o work directly with Latin American unions 
could accomplish results that could not be 
achieved directly
 

by the U.S. Government. This report confirms the soundness of
 

AID's decision in this regard. 
 AIFLD has been accented by free
 
labor movements in the three 
countries studied -- authentics an 

American labor organization, 
 which can understand local labor
 
problems and aspirat:ons 
 more perceptively and sympathetically 

than can the U.S. Government, and which can assist within 
certain limits their efforts in coning with Problems of building 

a stronger laborfree movement in these countries. 

2. AIFLD's programmed activities 
are 
in two major catego

ries - labor education and social projects. Its unorogrammed 

activity-- and at least of equal importance-.is the "presence" 

effect of 
its overseas 
staff of experienced American 
labor
 

representatives with 
a strong sensitiv;ty to labor pol itics and 

http:importance-.is
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solidarity with local labor leaders. 
 This staff is in close
 

touch with local labor organizations, is available for and 
is
 

often drawn on for technical assistance, for counsel, for in

formation, and for the kinds of arrangements that give local
 

leader, important access to the network of U.S. and inter

national labor organizations and leaders for support. This
 

input of labor 
presence together with the available financial
 

support for labor education and for union projects 
is of prac-

tical use to union leaders in ottracting members, organizing
 

new unions and new locals, and in otherwise serving the partic

ular political, economic, and social 
objectives of the locai
 

free labor movement
 

3. USAID has to date invested a total of 529 million in
 

A.FLD's education and social 
projects activities. In the three
 

countries studied neither an evaluation system nor a body of
 

information exists which can permit AIFLD or any other organi

;:ation to measure 
the resu lts of such an investment with regard 

1.-o AIC's broad goal stated in the legislation. What information 

could be assembled during the course of the study suggests that
 

in all three countries the AIFLD labor rducation program and
 

AIFLD social projects have generally contributed to the growth
 

in union activity, to the involvement by the rank and file in
 

union matters, to better trained union leadership, and to more
 

effective union representation of worker interests in wages,
 

working conditions, and rights.
 

4. However, a large area of subjective judgment still 
re

mains 
as to rhe link between these acnievements of AIFLD and the
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broad labor goal stated in the foreign assistance legislation
 

and what the "right" amount of AIFLD program should be. Making
 

decisions on 
AIFLD requires a process of reasoning as follows:
 

(a) If the U.S. goal of: developing free labor unions
 

in Latin America could be substantially met by
 

maintaining a labor presence 
in selected coUntries,
 

then the AIFLD presence is in place and is accepted.
 

A possible program alternative thus is to finance
 

a low level of effort 
in the form of an AIFLD man
 

who would keep in touch and provide advice.
 

(b) 	 If there is serious doubt that presence and advice
 

alone can have a significant impact on the growth
 

of free labor unions in Latin America, then progress
 

toward the stated U.S. goal might be more safely
 

assured by adding an increment uf some kind of fi

nancial assistance, which most 
unionc and federa

tions badly need. 
 Labor education is certainly not
 

the only conceivable form of such assistance. 
 Out

right budget support to unions or federati-ns is an 

example of one possible option. But such 
an ontion
 

may present more severe political prob!Vms than an
 

education program which 
is already established and 

accepted. The form and magnitue of the education 

program thus becomes central. AID might wish to 

limit its investment only to advanced 
leadership
 

training courses 
in the U.S. The difficulty with
 

such a limitation is that it does nothing in the
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country to build 
a base of support and involvement
 

of rank and file and to 
use basic education courses
 

as a means of generating future leaders 
and stimu

lating the formation and growth of unions.
 

(c) 	 If a range of education program activity beyond
 

simply advan.'ed training 
in the U.S. is thus deemed
 

critical to accelerating progress toward the U.S.
 

labor goal, 
then 	AID will need to support education
 

proygrams somewhat similar to the existing programs 

in the three countries. The question of the amount
 

to be 	 in ainvested such program would flow from an 

analysis of what 
labor areas 
are of most importance
 

to the growth of free trade unions, whaL numbers of 

leaders are needed in some future time frame, what 

part 	of the burden can and should the local 
unions
 

undertake using their own or other non-AID resources,
 

etc. But 
the basic Dol icy question would be whether
 

an education program investment is sufficient to
 

yield acceptable progress toward the broad goal. 
The
 

answer would be based in Dart on evidence of effec

tiveness in reaching intermediate points on the path
 

toward the goal 
and in part on a political judgment
 

or 
leap of faith on the link between the intermediate
 

results and the basic purpose of 
the program. In
 

some countries however, the growth of 
free trade
 

unions may depend on 
their showing members that they
 

are of value because they 
can at least provide ser
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vices or projects even if they canrot get wage 

increases because collective bargaining and strikes
 

are outlawed.
 

(d) IF it is demonstrated (or judged in the Lbsence of 

objective evidence) that something in addition to
 

labor education is needed and that direct 
subsidies
 

are unacceptable, then financing projects 
for unions
 

becomes a logical choice. 
 Again, the questions of
 

what kinds of projects and how much needs to he in

vested in union projects to advance growth will
 

flow from analysis.
 

5. The AIFLD program, its composition and magnitude, have
 

not been developed by the above or 
any other discerniblc pro

cess of rational analysis, but rather by ad hoc operatiors,
 

opportunities seized, proposals promoted, and negotiations 
suc

cessfully carried out. 
 The fact that AIFLD has clearly had
 

beneficial effects 
is due to its operational orientation, the
 

labor background and judgment of its field staff, the drive of 

its top management and the political 
Support of the AFL-CIO.
 

AIFLD has unquest:onably provided assistance benericial 
to free
 

trade unions in Latin America, but there is a question which the
 

evaluation 'cannot assess as this to
to how much is worth the
 

U.S. It is clear frcm the evaluation that the time has for
come 


a major improvement 
in AIFLD management by the application of
 

systematic analyses, planning and continuing self-evaluation in 

AIFLD program development. The most serious shortcoming in 

AIFLD management 
is io longer in accounting, but in the absence
 



of clear operational objectives, 
a time frame for achieving
 

them, an 
explicit strategy, a consideration of alternative
 

programs, and an information systum that provides data which
 

permit evaluation and program modification. This inability to
 

communicate clearly to AID where it is going, why 
it is choosing
 

particular programs and their magnitude, and how it 
can know
 

what it is accomplishing underlies at 
least part of the fric

tions and uncertainties which often surround AID/AIFLD rela

tionships in Washington and in the field. 
 The importance of
 

free labor movements in Latin America is too great rely on
to 


continuation year after year of existing "good" activities
 

(called a program) or to determine allocation of U.S. funds for
 

labor programs largely on the basis of "what we did last 
year"
 

and political pressures.
 

6. 
 Early progress in eliminating the foregoing problem
 

will facilitate decisions by AID on the 
level of its financing
 

of AIFLD operations, on achieving redirection of AIFLD programs,
 

and on setting reasonable target dates For terminating assis

tance in particular countries. AIFLD's task is both develop

mental and political. Its institution building function should
 

be completed when it .as helped train a cadre of 
local union
 

leadership capable of understanding free labor interests, mobil

izing financial 
resources, and efficiently administering their
 

own labor education and social projects. 
 Some countries, such
 

as Honduras and Guyana, are probably well 
along in this process
 

and with judicious shifts 
in program emphasis and a rational
 

integration of all 
MIFLD assistance components, including even
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international trade secretariat assistance, the limits of what 
AIFLD help can accomplish in institution hulIding will ha./e been
 

reached in the rext few years. The free lebor movement in such 

countries at that tiie may or not movemay ahead on its own,
 

but this will be determined by influeices other than the
 

availability of trained unionists. 
 It may even be judged de

sirable by the U.S. Government 
at that tme to continue to fi

nance 
some element of AIFLD assistance in the cause of inter-


American free labor solidarity and political 
reflationships but
 

the decision would be clearly recognized as being based on other
 

than institution building objecti',s. 
 Some countries, such 
as
 

Brazil, undoubtedly present soecial labor problems in which 

political judgments are at least 
as important as institution
 

building considerations. But 
even in the 
case of Brazil, it is
 

time for the Brazilian free 
labor organizations to assume a
 

larger part of the cost of labor education now finar:cuJ hy AID 

through AIFLD.
 

7. Thus, it is possible to envisage significant changes in 

the composition of AID financing of AIFLD orograms in the future. 
AID financing ;n some countries may shrink to 
support only ad

vanced training in the U.S. or in other situations may expand or 
be real located to support count;-y or regional research and 

training institutions. AIFLD operations may be carried out 
in
 

some countries without AID financing of any 
kind. AIFLD., as
 

an independent institution, will 
be shaping itself in light of
 

changes taking place in Latin American labor movements and or
 

resources available to AIFLD. 
 Committed to the basic goal of
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encouraging free labor movements 
in Latin America and serving
 

currently as the principal source of funds 
for AIFLD activities,
 

the U.S. Government needs 
to define clearly with AIFLD the 
area
 

of coincidence of its interests with those of AIFLD. 
 The recom

mendations which follow 'are offered to 
help accomplish this.
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RECOMMENDAr IONS
 

AID continuation of 
its investment in support of free
 

labor development in Latin bmerica should take place only on 
the
 

basis of explicitly confirming and 
redefining AID objectives,
 

possibly along the 
lines suggestud below. 
 The widely differing
 

views about AIFLD within the U.S. Government, the questions 
as
 

to whether AIFLD should be developmental or political, the
 

charges--publicly 
 stated or discussed in corridors-- that
 

AIFLD is essentially a gesture by the U.S. 
Government to the
 

AFL-CIO, and therefore that AID has 
to live with it, have
 

created uncertainties adversely affecting AIFLD/AID 
relation

ships in Washington and 
in the field.
 

AID can dispel at least part of 
the cloud of uncer

tainties by terminating the AIFLD contract 
and finding other
 

means to achieve its 
statutory obligation, or by reconfirming
 

its commitment to 
using AIFLD for this 
purpose. 
 if AID chooses
 

the latter course 
(for whatever reasons), 
it should contract
 

for AIFLD services--overall and country-by-country on 
the basis
 
of seeking AIFLD's commitment to 
taki? prompt actions along the
 

line.z 
recommended herein. These recon-vendat ions have been
 

framed primarily to increase the effectiveness of AIFLD's op

erations, to maximizc 
the return on AID's 
investment therein
 

and to preserve the concept of AIFLD 
as an it-deDendent labor
 

institution operating with 
a reasonable degree of 
flexibility
 

in a difficult Field.
 

The implementation of these reconendations should
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become the responsibility of 
a small AID/AIFLD task force
 

charged by both organizations with:
 

(a) Reaching agreement 
on the scope of a reasonable
 

action progjram to incre;'-e AIFLD effect iveiess.
 

(b) Establishing a realistic timetable for 
the in

stallation of specific charcges.
 

(c) Monitoring performance to assure that 
the changes
 

have been made and 
are operating as intended.
 

Some of the recommendations 
can 
Le acted upon early;
 

others will require 
a longer period for successful implemen

tation. We recommend that 
a time limit of 18-24 months be set
 
for completion of a!l 
 the tasks required bv the recommendations.
 

We further recommend that 
the task force meet as orten 
as neces

sary but not less frequently than bi-monthly during this period
 

to assure 
adequate implementation progress.
 

A. Program Effectiveness
 

1. The AID-financed labor 
program administered by AIFLD,
 

should be viewed as flowing from poli 
,es and related
 

specific goals determined by AID 
in consultation with
 

AIFLD and not as 
the purchase of 
a stated volume of
 

specified activities.
 

2. AID and AIFLD should acknowledge 
 as basic policy
 

principles:
 

a. 
The desirability of transferring responsibility
 

educational 


social 


for financing and operating all and
 

project activities to labor groups
local 


at the earliest feasible time;
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b. 	The desirability of continued U.S. 
labor movement
 

technical assistance to Latin American 
labor move

ments, at increasingly sophisticated levels, as
 

specific goals are attained.
 

3. 	AID monitorirng and evaluation should be 
concerned pri

marily with AiILD progress toward goals and continued
 

compliance with broad policies. 
leaving the contractor
 

maximum operational flexibility in conduct of project
 

activities addressed to specific performance goals.
 

B. 	Education Program
 

1. 	AID should request thal. AIFLD Country Program Directors
 

establish education program goals linked to:
 

a. 	The specific needs for trained labor 
leadership in
 

the country;
 

b. 	The requirements for instituting within the country
 

a labor education program, financed and operated by
 

national labor organizations;
 

c. 	The skills 
required to make national labor movements
 

function independently at designated levels of pro

ficiency.
 

2. 	AID should request AIFLD to 
develop standard achievement
 

levels, 
course curricula, and evaluation mechanisms, for
 

all advanced courses, so that:
 

a. 	Adequate pre-requisite accomplishment can be assured;
 

b. 	Terminal training objectives can be specified;
 

c. 
 Impact on student's later performance can be appraised.
 

3. AID should request AIFLD to develop its Front Royal and
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Labor Economist programs 
as an integral part of in

dividual 
country program planning processes, and to
 

assure integration of these programs with other pro

gram alternatives, arrange for a substantial part of 

the direct studenC costs to be charged to the country 

budgets.
 

C. Social Projects 

1. AID should request that AIFLD Country Program Directors 

develop country social projects strategies with: 

a. Maximum reinforcement of other program activities;
 

b. Identification of specific goals 
that go beyond
 

implementing a designated number of projects; 

c. Acceleration of 
building within federations and
 

confederations responsibility for supporting and 

administering social 
projects for unions 
in lieu
 

of AIFLD-Iocal 
union relationships.
 

2. AID should request AIFLD to develop a system for 

measuring the impact of small social projects that in

cludes performiance indicators related to the goals 

speci fied.
 

3. AID should continue to support the AIFLD in
role 


developing rural 
or campesino unions, 
and the broad
 

range of activities required thereby.
 

4. AID should support 
AIFLD technical assistance in housing
 

projects where 
it is consistent with 
program objectives
 

and where it is needed to 
help Latin American labor
 

unions qualify for financing from local and 
international
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sources.
 

D. 	Program Planning, Budgeting, and Evaluation Procedures
 

1. 	AID should request AIFLD to accelerate the use of
 

planning, evaluation and control procedures that will
 

expand the participation and improve the capability
 

of the AIFLD Board of Trustees and its Executive Com

mittee in policv formulation and evaluation of AIFL11
 

performancc on a continuing basis. For this purpose
 

it is essential Lhat AIFLD create a senior staff posi

tion and Fill it with an individual possessing the
 

requisite analytical skill end experience to assume
 

full-time responsbility for program planning and evai

uat ion.
 

2. 	AID should request AIFLD to provide to its field staff
 

the necessary technical advice and support from its
 

headquarters staff and from outside sources as needed
 

to achieve acceptable planning and evaluation efforts,
 

including planning documents w) ich:
 

a. 	Formulate specific AIFLD ooerational objectives
 

as they affect the broad statutory goal of en

couraging free Latin ,American trade ,nions;
 

b. 	Include an anlysis and measure:ients where possible
 

of the output and impact of prograni activities in
 

relation to Institute objectives;
 

d. 	Provide persDective through the inclusion of
 

historical cost data on programs carried out and
 

results achieved.
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3. 	AID should request AIFLD to modify 
its reporting of
 

program activity to incorporate evaluative data on
 

progress 
toward specified program objectives.
 

4. 
 AID 	should request AIFLD to undertake as part of its
 

planning and evaluation effort 
a review of free trade
 

union capability 
in each country designed to clarify
 

past program impact anc. 
 identify specific special
 

training needs 
for 	the future. 

5. 	AID should review with AIFLD the ROCAP-financed Central
 

American seminar program to 
determine achievements in
 

light of possible alternative AIFLD uses of rethe 


sources required by this program.
 

6. 	AID should re-examine the 
rationale underlying its
 

support through AIFLD of ITS programs and determine
 

whether:
 

a. 	to continue, as 
a matter of pol itical judgment,
 

the present level of its support; or
 

b. 	to insist that AIFLD apply 
the foregoing planning
 

and evaluation procedures 
to ITS programs in order
 

to rationalize 
some level of aid as 
a condition for
 

continuing any AID financing for 
ITS 	programs.
 

7. 	AID should invite 
AIFLD views on labor Drograms in
 

the course of developing its budget requests to Congress
 

as part of a process of 
improving communicat ion between
 

AID and AIFLD in Washington and 
in the field. Washing

ton and field exchanges of views will 
clarify future
 

policy priorities and funding problems. 
 Particular
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attentIr)n l-oiild be topaid determination of an 

appropriate relationship between the Headquarters
 

budget and actual 
field support 
need 	. PIFLD field
 

offices should be instructed by AIFLD/W to consult 

fully during tne field budgeting process with the 

local AID staff thein developrment of their initial 

country programs and budget submissions, and 	 to iden
tify 	fully to AIFLD/W any foreseeaole pol icy 
or bud

getary differences. 
 Such 	consultations 
should simplify
 

task 	order negotiation and Dp'eparat ion of the PIO/T. 
8. 	 AID should delegate responsibilit\ individualto 


missions for signing 
AIFLD task c rders. We also
 

recommend that 
.AIFLD extend authority to its Country
 

Program Di rectors to tasks ign orders on behalf of 
AIFLD. We also recommend that based on the development 

of adequate planning documents, task orders be developed 

on a two-year basis, even if funding is accomplished
 

annua I y. 

9. 	 AID should request AIFLD includeto 
 in the Directive
 

System a section on olanning and evaluation, covering 
methodology, budgeting, personnel 
involved, and a
 

specific time frame thefor accomplishr,ent of specific 

tas ks. 

10. 	 AID should request AIFLD to include the AIFLD policy
 

manual, when issued, 
in the Directive System.
 

11. 
 AID 	should request AIFLD to codify its 
cost, instruc

tion, selection, curriculum and 	other experience for 
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in-country education programs. 

12. 	 AID should utilize unexpended monies to fund those 

AIFLD country missions which have soundly demonstrated 

in the pianning process how they might expand their 

programs were more nmoney available. 

13. 	 AID !-houid request AIFLD to create a program planning 

and 	review committee consisting of the Executive Director
 

and senior staff to assure that progress is being made 

in upgrading the qual ity of program and planning analysis. 

14. 	 AID should request that the AIFLD headquarters budget
 

process include: 

a. 	A written explanation from each Department Head of
 

proposed departmental outla/s, such explanation to
 

be accompanied by historic documentation of the re

lationship of budgetary requests to country program
 

needs. The level of departmental staffing should
 

receive close scrutiny. 

b. 	A review by the Board of Trustees, with particular
 

attention given to the policy aspects inherent in
 

various levels of backstopping effort.
 

C. 	An evaluation of the effectiveness of the AIFLD
 

information program to date, with consideration of
 

the 	cost and impact of alternative med a. 

15. 	 AID should request that the appraisal of the AID/AIFLD 

Task Force on the implementaion of this report's plan

ning and control recommendations be made availabie to
 

the AID Task Force studying revisions of contract la-259.
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E. Financial Control and Internal Management
 

1. Each 
AIFLO Country program budget (both as originally 

prepared and a:s final izea in task orders) should show 

major procgrarii nputs (dollars) and significant expected 

intermediate outputs (ccarses held, Darticipants, etc.). 

The budget should then be used as a major control to 

identify deviations from planned activities and to pro

vide a focus for hIFLD program management and AID budget 

control. AID should assist AIFt..D/W in providing techni

cal assistance to 
the AIFLD field staff to develop an
 

appropriate level of competence.
 

2. The current system of AIFLD reports from the field 

should be reviewed to achieve a simplified internal
 

reporting system emphasizing evaluative data. The co

operation of AID should be sought chat, to theso 

greatest extent 
poss ble, the same data will serve the
 

needs of PID monitoring as well a,; AIFLD internal control. 

3. AID should request AIFLD to expand that section of the 

AIFLO Directives; treating personnel practices anplicable
 

to U.S. Nationals, to include a more detailed statement
 

of hirng, dismissal and promotion Drocedures.
 

4. AID should request AIFLD to codify personnel practices 

relating to locally-hired personnel, and the benefits
 

to which they are entitled. 

5. AID should request AIFLD to review the present AIFLD
 

Directives with the objective of removing those which
 

are not essential as major management tools.
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F. Reimbursement of Expenses
 

1. AIFLD/Missions should continue to 
collect and repor:
 

to AIFLD/W field-incurred expenses. To ensure an im

proved level 
of accuracy and timeliness in the submission 

of monthly expense reports, we recommend that AIFLD 

promptly fill the position of Regional Accountant -

North, and that he, together with the Regional
 

Accountant 
- South and the Director of the Finance 

Department, commence a program for providing continual
 

on-site technical assistance to each country staff.
 

Such assistance could be supplemented by AID Mission
 

Controllers, and we urge that informal mechanisms for
 

technical assistance be worked out. 
 We do not consider
 

it necessary to increase field staffs 
if attention is
 

given to upgrading the technical skills of those
 

presently employed.
 

2. AIFLD should continue to Frepare reimbursement vouchers 

for submission to AID/W. To 
improve the feedback of
 

reimbursement data to field we
the recommend that:
 

a. 
Salary and benefits data for U.S. nationals L
 

added to the duplicate monthly expense report
 

that is returned to the field;
 

b. F ield staff take the initiative to advise AIFLD/W
 

of applicable government regulations or soecial
 

circumstances which might affect accounting
 

treatment of field expenses; 

c. AIFLD/W return to each field program a copy of the
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voucher submission sent to AID/W, with a full
 

explanation of any differences between 
it and the
 

monthly expense report on which it was based. This
 

would 
include explanation of disallowances and re

classifications;
 

d. 	An additional secretarial position be created 
in the
 

Finance Department to assume responsibility for this
 

additional correspondence.
 

3. 	AID/W should continue to pay AIFLD voucher submissions
 

after review for certification and compliance with
 

budgetary restrictions. Payment would be on 
a pro

visional basis subject to post-payment audit by the
 

Mission.
 

4. 	AID/W should continue to forward to 
each Mission con

troller a copy of every AIFLD voucher submission that is
 

paid. AID Mission Controllers could then examine
 

vouchers with AIFLD Mission expense records, 
to determine
 

compatibility of AID payments with 
expense records and
 

legitimacy of specific exoenses incurred under the task 

order. The foregoing procedures ensure the integrity of
 

AIFLD's control over its own organization, contribute 

to achieving a more efficient headquarters operation,
 

improve the communications between AID and AIFLD at 
al
 

levels, provide timely reimbursement to AIFLD, and
 

furnish AID with the tools 
by which to accomplish a
 

prompt and direct 
review of field financial administration.
 

5. 	AID should request 
AIFLD to amplify its accounting
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manual to include more detailed explanation of 

expense reporting and costs that are reimbursable by AID. 

G. Contract Administration 

1. We recommend that AID clarify the assignment of re

sponsibility and authority in a single office within
 

the Bureau for Latin America (supported by such other
 

elements of AID and State as may be appropriate) to
 

administer the entire AIFLD contract 
on behalf of the
 

U.S. Government and to provide an effective mechanism 

for coordination with AIFLD on matters involving the 

promotion of free democratic trade unionism in Latin 

Amer i ca. 

2. AID should take immediate steps to compromise re

maining disallowances resulting from the 1966 and 1967
 

audits. The manaqerial time presently being expended
 

in a search for reco'-ds could better be utilized by both 

AID and AIFLD in monitoring and improving present
 

operat ions.
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CHAPTER I
 

BACKGROUND
 

This program and management evaluation of the American
 

Institute for Free Labor Development (AIFLD) is intended to
 

provide an assessment useful for decision-making and for 
con

structive recommendations pertinent to 
the achievement of
 

progress toward statutory free labor goals
 

The AIFLD program is contracted for by AID to assist in
 

implementation of the labor policy of the U.S. 
Government in
 

Latin America. The broad policy guidance of 
the Foreign Assis

tance Act (Sec. 601) i1 
emphasizes development of free trade
 

unionism, encouragement of 
trade unions' participation in
 

devePcoment 
as democratic institutions cort:'niplated by Title
 

IX, and delivery of benefits to workers in furtherance of 

All iance for Progress goal- The Rockefeller report also 

identified encouragement of strong, effectivu, free trade
 

union movements throughout the Western Hemisphere as an im

portant national objective.
 

The evaluation is concerned primarily with appraising
 

1/ The Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, 22 U.S.C.
'21 5i et. secLincludes two references pertinent AIFLDto ooer
ations. Section 207(e), 22 
U.S.C. §2167, declares that in
Furnishing development assistance ... the President shall place
arpropriate emphasis on the growth of... free labor unions,

cooperatives, and voluntary' agencies. 
..., The second reference
 
appears in Section 601 22
(a), U.S.C. §235](A), in which " ...
 
it is declared to be the policy of the United States 
... to en
courage the development and Use of cooperatives, credit unions,
and savings and lcan institutions ... and to strengthen free 
labor uniorns. . . . 
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the contribution of AIFLD to achievement of the statutory
 

objectives, as they have been interpreted by U.S. Government
 

representatives. 
 The political framework established by the 
U.S. Government For AIFLD activities has been accepted as 
given. The broad statutory mandate, the basic decision to
 

carry it out 
through foreign assistance, and 
the political
 

strategies developed as a result of it, are and beenhave sub
ject 
to serious question The evaluation, however, is limited
 

to examining the effectiveness of AIFLD 
as it has operated
 

within the framework of 
these basic decisions.
 

The evaluators studied extensively the Brazil, Guyana,
 

and Honduras programs of AIFLD. In all three countries, they
 

observed activities 
and viewed projects, examined program and 
financial records and interviewed widely among AID, U.S. 
Embassy,
 

and AIFLD staff. Fhe group also 
interviewed Latin American
 

Labor leaders and union members, U.S. and local employers, and
 
country government officials. Members of the Leam 
 attended
 

part of the AIFLD country director's conference the
at Insti
tute's education facility Front
in Royal, Virginia, in January, 

visited the Organizacior, Regional Interamericana de Trabajadores
 

(ORIT) in Mexico City, 
and also met with A!FLD Directors and
 

selected U.S. Government personnel 
in other countriesin Latin
 

America. The evaluation also draws on reviews of the AIFLD pro
grams in Colombia and Ecuador, made !969 thein by American 

Technical 
Assistance Corporation in connection with 
its work for
 

AIFLD in identifying ways to measure the 
effectiveness of 
its
 

labor education programs.
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A, Sources and Uses of Funds
 

The American 
Institute for Free Labor Development
 

(AIFLD) was founded 
in 1961 as a private, non-profit corpora

tion. Its mission then, as now, was to 
support the growth of
 

independent, democratically-oriented and 
responsible trade union
 

movements 
in Latin America. Since inception AIFLD has received
 

financial support 
from three sources: the U.S. Government
 

(through AID contracts), the AFL-CIO, and American corporations.
 

Total funds available to AIFLD through the end of 
1969 amounted
 

to $30,700,000, of which 917 were from AID 
 A summary of the
 

sources of Funds appears in Table No. 1.
 

Total expenditures in the year 1969 were 
in excess of
 

$6,000,000 of which 56' 
was spent in specific country programs;
 

32/ in support of the headquarters offices in Washington and
 

the education programs at the Training School at Front Royal,
 

Virginia, and at Georgetown University; 10' for the Union-to-


Union Program; and 2/ for drawings from the Regional Revolving
 

Loan Fund. A comparative Statement of Expenses 
for the Calen

dar Years 1962 through 1969 appears in Table No. 2.
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR FREE LABOR DEVELOPMENT
 

Sources of Funds, 1962 - 1969
 
(000 Omitted)
 

ucrpora-

Calendar Year Lebor tions AID 
 Total
 

1962 $ 110 $ 
133 $ 3971-/ $ 640
 

1963 139 954
159 1,252
 

1964 231 165 2,148 2,524
 

1965 200 164 3,472 3,836
 

1966 200 141 4,802Z/ 5,143
 

1967 200 136 5,293 5,629
 

1968 200 134 5,252 5,586
 

1969 200 122 5,768 6,090
 

TOTAL $1,460 $1.,154 $28,086 $30,700
 

Source: 1962-1966 data from Labor 
Policies and Programs,
 
a study prepared by the staff of the Committee
 
on Foreign Relations, United States Senate,

July 15, 1968, Table I. 1967-1969 data from
 
AIFLD audited financial statements and internal
 
records. Totals do not correspond to those
 
appearing in the Statement of Expenses due 
to
 
omission of minor 
sources of revenue.
 

Notes: 1/ Includes $100,000 from Department of Labor.
 

2/ As reported 
in 1966 audited financial statement.
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Washington
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Washington T
ing Schooliin-

Dominican Repub-


lic Housing 


Project
 
Union 
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Program 

Campesino
 

Training Pro-
gramn
Program


Labor Econcomist


Regional 

Nvu

ving Loan
 
Fund 


Notes: l/For 1902 aril 10CLG AlvLD Social 
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AMERICAN INSTITUTyE FOR FRET LIABOR DEVI, 

Statement of' Expenses, 

1962 


119,819 $ 


245,120 


Latin American Centers:
Argentina 

Brazil 

Central America73,150 


(Honduras) 
 (Honduras) 


Chile 


Colombia 

Dominican Re-


Fduador 
 17,506
Guyana
Jamaica '1,4 


Mexi co 

Pexc 

Peru 
 6,385

Uruguay 

Venezuela 
 32,425
Latin American Semn.r,.,.s: 

Caribbean 


El Salvador 


i caragua 

TOTAL 


Source: 1962-1966 
Relations, 

tat enent s. 

$ 2-'j 


data frwi labor 
United States 

5,6 1 


prepared bySenate, -uly staff of CocrnitteeI5, 1968. Appendix VI; 1967-1969 data from AIFLD 

Calendar Years 1962 through 1969 

1963 
 1964 1965 
 1966 
 1967 


502,803 $1,104,165 $1,075,031 $ 990605$105,3 $,9,o $ 860,605
6,0 


477,667 
 394,888 
 440,627 
 462,202 988,959

50,2772 
 9,377

50,277 405,520 69,377
 

22,814
 

70,178 
 112,951 


3,017 
 14,562 
 79,074 
 131,961
35,317 251,241
93,118 
 162,536 
 202,387 
 196,284
188,198 
 366789 
 509.879 
 499,678
103,997 
 297,716 
 578 814 

18,785 


459:09O 

79,062 
 144,827 
 143,6,,1 
 '-7,824 


70,448 
 103 001 
 156.539 
 "o,002 221,724
8,576 68,589 116,o 
 306,982 
 234,720 


42,009 
 47,767 
 132,350 226,543
l86 4
54,245 2
162,046 
 241,427
25,339 
 37,117

36,595 38,555 39,705
99,460 
 62,227
57,686 34,565
88,592 
 179,764


26,241 249,854 280,999
95,847 
 147,029 
 190,192
59,584 228,938
49, 336 138,709 99
120,379 
 98,290 

24,694 
 22,342
 

143 
 6,435 1.850
 
17 537
 

283---8 
 2 6 
 $4 8 5 3478,494 


Policies and Prorgrawi, a study 

cots o!" +i'71)Prop.cts [eparimfent.and 69,., respectively, wereAmounts for fIcntilfivl asof W~Ahlnvton Training sinilar expenses for ot!:.r years beingSchool. notI
of tteadquaLrters Education Department Fnr Front Royal Institute. 

Table No.2
 
T N
 

1968 
 1969
 

$,027,511 $,806,487/
10751$186 
 82 

1,004,034
 

43,218 631,566
 

93,006 
 134,043
 

111,043
 

226,221 
 152 156
 
189,212 
 204:029
 
446,378 
 547,110

563,207 
 683,690
6,0
 

184,229 
 222,305
 

2,0,853 
 224,298
 
165,416 
 '50,705
 

217,512 200,37n
 
424,585 290,975
 
10,000
 
45,397 
 28, 145
 

204,411 
 15,386

478,500 
 4'9,392
 
793 559,219
 

891S 097,235 

on Fore'gn
auditeo financial 

appltcable
speclfed.f
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B. AiD/AiFLD Decision-Making Process
 

Because AIFLD and the AFL-CIO have had extensive
 

experience in Latin America, and because labor is a major
 

political force in the United States, the formulation of 

governmental labor policies and programs has involved labor 

participation in a way that is not customary in governmental
 

agency relationships with other contractors. Country labor
 

policies, though ultimately the responsibility of the U.S. 

Ambassador, are developed at staff level, in various degrees,
 

by labor attaches, political officers, AID directors and pro

gram officers, and the AIFLD Country Program Director (CPD).
 

The evaluators Found that neither in Washington nor in 

any of the countries visited did there exist an adequate mech

anism through which all parties to labor pol ;cy and strategy 

formulation could meet together, exchange views, and evolve a 

coorJinated labor policy. Informal meetings among some of those 

involved are frequent, though usually concerned with operational
 

issues. There is a generality about Policies and an ambiguity 

about procedures for forming them that encourage dissatisfaction 

among all concerned. 

The pol icy of encouraging free trade unions may confl ict
 

with other U.S. objectives. As a contractor for AID, AIFLD is
 

bound to accept the requirement that its activities be consistent 

with broad U.S. pol icy. As a labor group concerned with the
 

welfare of workers, it may independently contend for different
 

policies. AIFLD is criticized by some for lacking militancy
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and backing overly conservative union leaders. However. the
 

evaluators encountered no instance in which the labor program 

was less activist tha, was considered desirable by the pre

vail ing view of i.he U.S. Mist ion.
 

One may 
 take issue wi0U the overal 1 U.S. approach to
 

Latin American labor, but the ciosen instrument of that ap

proach, AIFLD, appears be
to in harmony with the policy ori

entation of 
those who chose it. If it did not at least operate 

at the limits of activities permissible under U.S. Dol icy, 

AIFLD's credibility with Latin American labor would be limited, 

because LI.S. policy is rarely viewed as pro-labor. To broaden 

credibility would require degreea oi radical ism that is not
 

only unlikely in AIFLD but, more importantly, w-ould not be
 

acceptable tc U.S. governmental Dol icymakers. 
 AIFLD occupies
 

a middle ground that extends the role of the U.S. 
in assisting
 

Latin American labor beyond what Government can do directly, 

though not as Far as a 
labor group entirely independent of
 

government might. The AIFLD-administered subcontracts through 

which AID supports activities of international trade secre

tariats permit more independent action than the direct AIFLD 

program, but at the expense of reduced program control for 

AID. 

The differences that necessarily arise between 
 U.S.
 

government people concerned with 
implementing a policy in
 

which labor may be of less importance than other matters and
 

a contractor dedicated to 
the primacy of labor cannot be 
re

solved by changes in institutional arrangements. Nevertheless,
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clear recognition by U.S. Missions 
that AIFLD has a proper
 

interest and role 
in discussions of 
policy, followed by pro
vision of an appropriate forum for 
their manifestation, will
 

increase the constructive contribution by AIFLD.
 

The evaluators consistently found that 
those AID direc
tors who included AIFLD 
in their policy-making deliberations,
 

without sacrificing their own decision-making prerogatives, 
were able 
to resolve disagreements 
far more easily than those
 
who presented the contractor with a fait acconpli. 
 In Washing
ton, the basic questions on 
the AIFLD prograam's role in the
 

foreign aid program also appear 
 to be decided without close
 
consultation between AID and 
AIFLD. As a result, AIFLD manage
ment and AID/Washington enjage in an annual tug-of-war over
 
budgetary issues 
 in which questinns of fundinq level are de
cided against an inadequate bac<round -: and
pol icy program
 
agreement. Sound management requires 
that effective communica

tion be initiated early 
in the policy-makinq and budceting
 

process. 

This evaluation 
is not likely to resolve ail of the 
difficulties that have plagued negotiation of the labor pro
gram. However, it can 
help to narrow the issues 
by clarifying
 

the distinction between Drogram planninq and piecemeal 
bar

gaining. The evaluation emphasizes joint consultation about 
goals and the indicators acceptanle as 
evidence o 
 progress
 
toward them. 
 It also suggests 
that AIFLD should supplement
 

reporting of program activities with evaluatory data on progress 

toward program goals. 
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However, technical analysis and prcgress reporting
 

alone cannot determine the "right" amount to spend on the labor
 

program. Intelligent decision-making requ;res that costs and
 

benefits, or results, of alternative program activities be
 

considered, but policy judgment and personal views about the
 

organization of society, the interests of the U.S., and the
 

importance of labor are involved.
also Proper orgaiization of
 

the decision-making process requires that makers of 
essentially
 

pol icy decisions have before them facts that 
give reasonable
 

indication of the program consequences of alternative levels
 

of effort, in addition to having ample opportunity to hear the
 

views of contending parties.
 

Consideration can also be given to improving the decision

making process through centralization. At present, separate
 

country negotiations occur and each is potentially a time

consuming debate, frequently over minor sums. The AIFLD re

gional budget presents an added opportunity for confl ict. The
 

amount sDent on free labor development in Latin America tends
 

to be the chance outcome of several 
separate decisions made in
 

isolation. The simultaneous submission by AIFLD of all Country
 

Labor Plans, which could be the basis for 
a funding decision
 

based on a regional strategy, does nut in fact serve that purpose,
 

because each country budget is determined separately and appar

ently without reference to any considerations outside the
 

country. Indeed, the magnitude of individual AIFLD country
 

programs is largely fortuitous, being dependent in part on t'Be
 

AID Mission Director assigned to each country and whether
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Washington decisions to increase or decrease overall AID pro

grams in particular cuuntries affect AIFLD programs. 

There is cons~derable appeal to the concept of funding
 

AIFLD centrally and giving it: the responsibility (-f designing 

a regional labor program cnd ma,<ing allocations for AIFLD 

country programs from the single central fund on the basis of 

labor problems, prioricies and objectives. Such an independent
 

institute would be consistent with current Dronosals to provide
 

more and more U.S. aid through private institutional channels.
 

A centrally funded AIFLD would simplify life 
for country 41D 

missions which now allocate program funds for AIFLD. It would 

enhance the posture of indeoendence of AIFLD overseas staff 

who would no longer need to seek and negotiate AID country 

funds for labor programs A multi-year central funding arrange

ment For MIFLD vould reduce the annual administrative gymnastics 

which row surround the AID country program fundino approval 

process.
 

At the same time, divorcing AIFLD funding from AID
 

country program decision-making may have serious shortcomings 

for AID and for AIFLD. Relieving AID missions from any concern 

for AIFLD labor programs wi also relieve them of the respon

sibil ity for paying serious attention to the significance of 

the labor movements in the AID countries. The present and po

tential importance of organized labor in the countries we have
 

visited demands more rather than less attention from U.S.
 

embassies and AID missions charged with responsibility for making
 

effective use of foreign assistance in Latin America. While
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the size of the AIFLD proqram funded through an AID mission
 

may be quite small, it still requires an AID Mission Director
 

and his staff to consider and understand the labor problems 

addressed by the labor -roqram and the possible relationship
 

between that program and other U.S. objectives in the country.
 

In addition, the very sens~tivity of the labor area, which 
now
 

causes misgivings about whether AIFLD 1s adequately monitored 

by the U.S. rovernment, would seem to demand close country
 

level relations between the AID mission and 
the local AIFLD
 

office. While the separation in the field imp'ied by a cen

trally funded AIFLD may get AIFLD out of the AID mission's 

programmi ig process, there will be a need for some kind of
 

local U.S. Government policy control over loca) AIFLD activities.
 

While we see interesting administrative advantages in
 

a centrally funded AIFLD, the funding chanqe wi 
 not improve
 

the U.S. Government's position ii assuring effective use of
 

the funds and in protecting and harmonizing overall U.S. in

terests in the countries. We bel ieve that, once having de

cided to include labor programs with foreign assistance, such
 

programs should be a legitimate area for AID country programming
 

attention and 
related to achieving the broad objectives of U.S.
 

aid. At the same time, effective consultation arrangements be

tween AID headquarters and AIFLD headquarters would identify
 

opportunities for formulating broad regional 
labor program
 

policy and priorities and would provide leadership to their
 

field units in instituting systematic planning and evaluation
 

efforts.
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CHAPTER Ii
 

PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS
 

The AIFLD performance must be reviewed at both the
 

policy and operational 
level, asking:
 

(1) 
Is the program carrying out the activities
 

proposed?
 

(2) 	Are these activities having the contemplated
 

impact?
 

(3) 	Is this impact helping to achieve the 
long

range goal of U.S. 
labor 	and other policies?
 

The country reviews in this evaluation present details
 
of activities, results, and relationships to long-term goals.
 
While each country context differs, so that rates and mani
festations of change vary, 
some 	generalizations useful 
for
 
future programming have emerged. 
 They 	reflect both the
 
accomplishments and 
the deficiencies resultinq 
from 	past
 
efforts. 
 A summary table containing comoarative data 
on
 
accoipl ishments and impact of 
the AIFLD orngran in all three
 

countries is presented 
in Appendix 3.
 

A. Labor Education
 

The evaluation views 
results of 
the labor program as
 
a series of concentric circles 
increasingly distant, both
 

temporally and physically, from the program inputs being
 
reviewed. As 
more distant results are considered, inter
vening factors and the tenuousness of 
links between activities
 
and events make attribution of 
impact increasingly difficult.
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Identification of exogenous influences that prevent or in

hibit achievement of longer term objectives is part of the
 

evaluation process, often useful in revealing the assumptions
 

implicit in the original hypothesis about the results likely
 

to flow from program activities.
 

The specific program hypothesis of the AIFLD contract 

program has not been made more explicit than statement of an
 

,2ssumed relationship between labor educatio,, social projects,
 

and development of a free labor movement. The intermediate
 

steps and results through which this result is to be achieved
 

have not been stated with sufficient precision to permit
 

evaluation of effectiveness in reaching them. The evaluation.
 

approach is therefore concerned first with describing the
 

underlying theory of the program and the milestones or indi

cators of progress that appear to be most relevant to testing
 

the val idity of that theory and effectivrness of the program 

in helping to strengthen free labor movements.
 

Labor education and social projects are expected to 

contribute to free labor development by their impact on cur

rent and prospective trade union members. Free, independent, 

democratic trade unions are characterized by (1) membership 

dues payment and participation in union activities and de

csion making; (2) directors who serve the members and are 

accountable through democratic procedures; (3) assertion of 

rights through legal procedures; (4) independence from govern

ment, religious,or political party control. Although this
 

general framework is manifested in each country through insti

tutions and individuals subject to unique cultural, social,
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and political conditions, it is a guide to the ki ',-s of be

haviors and institutional developments flowing from them, 
that
 

AIFLD seeks to bring about. The link between AIFLD activities
 

and the conduct of those 
involved in them is sufficiently
 

direct to make this the 
initial focus of evaluation efforts.
 

Unless there is significant program impact at this level,
 

there is unlikely to be any program contribution to broader
 

outcomes. However, even 
if AIFLD activities are well-executed
 

and bring about desired behavioral changes among participants,
 

development of a strong free 
labor movement is not a necessary
 

consequence, since so many other 
factors affect it. Vfhen
 

productivity is low or government is hostile to free labor
 

interests, for example, the possibilities of building a strong
 

free labor federation are reduced. 
 The evaluation therefore
 

looks first at 
the direct impacts of AIFLD activities and then
 

reviews the relationship of these impacts to 
 the growth of the
 

free labor movement in each country. Effectiveness of the
 

AIFLD program varies with the context of goals with-n which
 

it is considered and the evaluatior attempts to make these
 

contexts explicit in every reference to program effectiveness. 

Each country paper describes in detail the educational
 

activities and direct 
impacts of the AIFLD program. The
 

country programs observed suggest that AIFLD has steadily im

proved in the capacity to organize and present 
labor orienta

tion Lourses for workers and more advanced courses for their
 

leaders. 
 This reflects both the lessons of experience
 

acquired by AIFLD staff and the 
increased availability of
 

AIFLD-trained uniorists who can present course materials. 
 In
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all three countries, 
there has been steady orowth of locai
 

union and federation sponsorship of basic or orientation
 

courses, either independently or as a supplement, which
 

permits AIFLD resources to go further.
 

The immediate impact of AIFLD educational activites
 

is partly reflected in the widespread presence of AIFLD
 

course participants holding high positions 
in free trade
 

unions and federations. While this does 
not necessarily mean
 

that their training has made them more effective leaders, it
 

is an intermediate outcome assuring that AIFLD graduates are 

in positiors where their training can be used. 
 The absence
 

of an AIFLD performance measurement system 
in the past made
 

it impossible to make a statistical finding about the behavior

al consequences 
 of labor education. Nevertheless, each
 

country evaluation includes evidence that many graduates of
 

AIFLD advanced courses do exhibit 
increased proficiency in
 

servina their membership. Although varying with the country
 

context, grievance administration, contract negotiaticn, and 

institution of new welfare services were among the areas
 

showing improvement. Precise quantificatici of the numbers
 

improving and the extent of their progress could not be at

tained, but observation and narrative reports support a finding
 

that the labor education efforts have raised the general level
 

of leader performance in the free labor movement.
 

The impact of beginners' courses is also difficult to
 

quantify with precision on the basis of past reporting prac

tices, although AIFLD is taking steps initiate for advanced
to 


courses 
a more extensive performance measurement system. The
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thousands of stjdents who have passed through 
these courses
 

are again an intermediate measure of accompl ishment. Their 

conduct after the courses, which would be the basis for de

scribing more significant impact, 
has also not been the sub
ject of routine performance measurement by AIFLD. Evaluation
 

of this impact is more difficult tha;, for advanced courses,
 

since numbers 
are greater and course content more general,
 

but the 
use of basic courses as a selection device provides
 

a ready intermediate measure useful 
in describing impact.
 

The principle that advanced courses 
will be filled from among
 

those completing basic courses 
is so well established 
in most
 
countries that 
the basic 
courses provide the principal screen.ing
 

and evaluation method for 
identifying future 
leaders. The
 

success of 
more advanced courses 
in improving leader perfor

mance 
is partly attributable to the 
intake and motivation
 

techniques of 
the earlier work. 
Since there is a steady flow
 

of trade unionists 
through the labor education syster in most
 

countries, the motivation function of the basic courses 

appears 
to be performed effectively.
 

Growth of local 
unions and federation membership and
 
dues income is not 
a measure of AIFLD education impact, unless
 

linked directly with 
the presence of course graduates. 


are growing 
faster in Honduras
 

Attempts 

to generalize about program effectiveness from gross figures are 
misleading. Free trade unions 

than in Brazil, for example, but this tells less about AIFLD
 

effectiveness than 
it does about the 
impact of political con

ditions 
in Brazil. The post-course conduct of Brazilian
 

graduates may be as 
close to desired goals 
as that of Honduran
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graduates, but possible broader effects 
of it are frustrated
 

by intervening factors.
 

The basic courses, in addition to providing a reservoir
 

of potential leaders, develop a consciousness and understanding
 

of solidarity among 
the rank and file that is ultimately
 

measured by their willingness to sipport strike decisions, and
 

other decisions 
r.quiring concerted action, democratically
 

reached. This rationale, frequently expressed by 
labor leaders
 

and AIFLD staff, is not readily verifiable in precise quanti

tative terms, particularly in the absence of 
a performance
 

measurement system. 
 It cannot be said with certainty that the
 

AIFLD program "caused" the acceptance and participation of
 

Honduran and Guyanese workers in the collective bargaining
 

process in those countries, or of Brazilian workers in the
 

limited sphere of union activities still open to ,.:hem. Never

theless, the free 
labor movement in all three countries has
 

been characterized by a growth of activity and 
involvement by
 

the rank and file that is so directly dependent on knowledge
 

and understanding of unionism that, 
as one of the major
 

sources of it, AIFLD must be held 
to have contributed to this
 

development.
 

The education programs in al 
 three countries have
 

had sufficient impact to force attention 
to questions of
 

new emphasis and direction. The number of active course par

ticipants is so great that, 
in both basic and advanced educa

tion, the federations and AIFLD must recognize that 
the goals
 

of 
the AIFLD education program should be primarily (1) 
to en

courage local 
unions and federations to assume responsibility
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for 
financing and operation nf basic worker orientation
 
courses; and 
(2) to concentrate increasing 
AIFLD resources 
in filling specialized training needs, including advanced 

leadership trainirg This evaluation is intended to specd that 
recognition and their response to it, acknowlEdging that prog
ress 
 has been made, though it 
cannot be appraised with the
 

clarity that 
is desirable.
 

The absence of systematic tabulation showing, 
for
 
example, how many AIFLD graduates regularly 
instruct 
in basic
 
courses may reflect inadequate emphasis of the significant 
institution-building accomplishment. 
 The basic premises of
 
free trade unionism are 
now being passed on 
by AIFLD graduates
 
through continuing 
local institutions 
that should be assisted
 
to fulfill systematically all 
national needs 
for this type of
 

educat ion.
 

The labor 
education program's accomplishments in
 
AIFLD's Front Royal and other specialized training are more
 
difficult 
to describe. The evaluation's country reviews elab
orate on 
the graduates of 
Front Royal 
who are now leaders,
 
but objective evidence of 
increased proficiency has 
never
 
been collected. Criteria of prof iciency vary for each country. 
In Ecuador, for 
example, 
the number of new collective agree
ments 
signed is demonstrably related 
to AIFLD efforts, while
 
this indicator 
is of 
little relevance 
in Brazil 
or Colombia.
 
In Honduras, leaders describe specific contract clauses as 
fruits of 
their AIFLD training, but 
the absence of systematic
 
performance evaluation makes 
it impossible 
to appraise inci

dence or significance. 
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The evaluators propose 
that AIFLD and AID undertake a
 

review of present free trade union capabiliti,.s designed to
 

clarify past prograr.- impact and to identify spc ific 
special
 

training needs for the future.
 

B. Socia Projects
 

AIFLD social projects activity must also be evaluated
 

in relation to several different goal contexts extending
 

from performance of activities, through completion of projects,
 

to broad economic and social impact on 
the free labor movement.
 

The program hypothesis underlying social projects efforts
 

relates them to development of strong free labor movements
 

through intermediate goals such 
as (1) economic benefits to
 

workers, (2) increased labor orqanizat on resources for servinc'
 

workers, (3) increased labor oranization carability for serv

ing workers, (4) increased rank and file solidariiry and parti

cipation in union activities. Progress in achieving these
 

goals is presumed to contribute to the strength of a free
 

labor movement.
 

Since social projects in the three countries studied
 

vary in character and amount, from a fe.' 
hundred dollars for
 

schoolroom furniture to multi-million d~llar housing projects,
 

and the AIFLD role also varies, generalizaticn about effective

ness in achieving objectives is difficult and 
too easily (en

ters on accomplishments, generally economic, 
for %.hich data is
 

readily available. 
 Since AIFLD performance r,,easurement has
 

not been yet extended to the difficult areas of changes in indi

vidual and organizational capability, for 
example, conclusions
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on these matters are necessarily less precise.
 

In all three countries, the development and execution
 

of social projects are wel 1-manag~d. Approva I procedures are 

clear and are handled expeditiously, financial 
controls are
 

adequate, and project implementation is appropriately assisted
 

and monitored. 

Suitable emphasis is given to self-help, including pro

vision of loans rather 
than grants whenever repayment capacity
 

exists. Requests for projects reflecting imiportant needs are 

plentiful enough 
so that: AIFLD is not reduced to stimulating
 

or approving dubious requests, 
as sometimes happens in similar
 

efforts.
 

The numbers and dollar 
amount of projects in the
 

three countries are 
included in the country evaluations.
 

These are measures of act ivity or input but tell little about
 

the immediate results of 
the projects or their cumulative im

pact on broader variables. For larqer projects, where the
 

A!FLD role is catalytic or contributory, the attribution of
 

outcomes to the program involves precarious assumptions about 

causation. 
 The social projects activities included in the 

$1l.,Or'O AIFLD program "caused" the $2,000,000 housing project 

in Honouras, for example, only if other contribution factors 

are taken for granted. In a smaller project, though AIFLD may 

clearly have been the dominant exogenous influence, disburse

ment of the loan and completion oF the project are only the
 

initial steps in a string of consequences that includes effects
 

on worker attitudes and behavior, public agency response, and
 

institutional capacity of federations and other 
labor groups.
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These kinds of results have not been systematically recorded by
 

AIFLD, so that evaluation conclusions relating to 
thm a e based
 

on direct observation, interviews, 
and review of narrativ- ,,aterials.
 

The direct effect of social projects on the workers' share cf
 

gross nalional product is important, though less significant than
 

the eventual impact 
of collective bargaining by a strong free
 

labo movement. 
 The AID and AFL-CIO resources channeled to labor
 

groups through social project loans 
are not the measure of this
 

economic impact. The increased willingness of orivate and govern

mental agencies to make funds available to labor groups, as a re

sult of these projects and related AIFLD activities, though 
not
 

easily tabulated, is a more useful 
indicator of )rogress.
 

WILD involvement in housing, found 
in all three countries,
 

not only contributed to construction of the specific projects
 

associated with the Institute, but has 
prompted initiation of
 

other housing projects 
for workers that are not directly linked
 

to 
AIFLD activity. The Guyana Industrial Training Center, the
 

ANACH Revolving Fund in Honduras, and the union hall 
projects
 

of Brazil, for example, are other examples of social projects
 

that have clearly generated substantial governmental -esource
 

inputs for 
labor's benefit. While it is impossible to know
 

what would have happened without AIFLD involvement, relation

ships between the social 
projects and governmental responses are
 

sufficiently close to support attribution of 
the responses to the
 

pro gram.
 

Impact on labor organizations' resources for serving
 

workers, and their ability to do so, 
are limited by the failure
 

to institutionalize social 
project support within the organiza

tions. The ANACH technical department in Honduras, designed to
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administer a revolving loan fund social project, is a first 

step toward helping labor groups acquire the capacity to
 

develop and review projects, monitor repayment of loans, and 

assist in project implementation. The present individual
 

project appro,)ch, though it gives local unions some experience
 

in these mattrs ,? n ca,n ". c ,tn ...- th . .. 

long-term imp-ovement in their capability. Larger projects
 

requiring continued assistance over a longer period of time 

are more effe:tive in achieving this goal.
 

The imDact of social projects on worker solidarity and 

participation in union activites is reflected by changes in 

membership and by behavioral changes amcng current members.
 

In Brazil, for example, there are convincing direct links
 

between a union or related cooperative's involvement in an
 

AIFLD social I roject and immediate grow:h in membership. This 

is readily ex:lained by the appeal of added union services,
 

the principal attraction unions can oifer to members in
 

Brazil. More impressive than the growth in membership, which
 

is often transitory, is the effect of social projects on 

self-help participation of members in continued delivery of
 

services through their unions. AIFLO financial and technical
 

assistance often leads to development of r_!w institutions, such
 

as an ambulance service or a union-operated school, that depend
 

on a union membership's voluntary participation for their
 

continuance. No tabulation of membership involvement was
 

av-9ilable, nor was data on permanency of impact presented.
 

There was, however, ample evidence that social projects not 

only provide benefits for workers, but also serve to train
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them in the administrative and other techniques required to
 

develop and conduct additional activities for themselves.
 

AIFLD cooperative and community development education activ

ities complement this training. 

An additional major impact of social project activ

ities is their effect on workers' attitudes to the United 

States. 
 Among many groups, a project is the sole tangible
 

evidence of foreign assistance and the Alliance for Progress,. 

In all three countries st',died, the combination of AIFLD per

sonal involvement at base level accompanied by social project
 

support had developed for the United States the reservoir of 

good will contemplated by the program's 
labor and governmental
 

sponsors.
 

The plethora of identifiable impacts, though yet
not 


the subject oF routine measurement by the contractor, suggests 

that the varied social projects activties respond to important
 

interests of the free labor movement. AIFLD is now at the
 

point where each country should develop an explicit strategy 

designed 
to integrate these activities most effectively into
 

a labor program addressed to specific free labor goals.
 

AIFLD's administration of social projects is charac

terized by absence of any explicit strategy. Social projects
 

administration 
is not linked to educational activities in most
 

cases, so 
that opportunities for mutual reinforcement are lost
 

An AIFLD social projects role limited to "banker for 

labor movements, ;, resulting in 
isolated improvements in ,,nion
 

administration and ability 
to work together, does not take ad

vantage of the full potential of this activity. If social
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projects are to effect maximum contribution to free labor
 

development, they must be planned and developed in a manner
 

consistent with defined labor development go-is.
 

If. for exa,..., e. strengthening of a confederation is a
 

priority goal, as ii Guyana, then projects should be manaGed
 

in a way that gives the confederation administrative experience
 

and identifies it -s the source of project funds 
and services.
 

The projects choc.tn or developed should be those which do most
 

for the confed rati. n. The measures of success are not "number
 

of projects" 
or changes in individual unions, but improvements
 

;n the confederat on's abil ity to get and administer funds.
 

In northeast Brazil, the 
implicit strategy involves fi

nancing social projects that yield maximum growth in govern

mental activities and services delivered 
to unions. This is
 

accompanied by subordinate concern for federations. Here un
 

ambulance purchase 
is likely to yield less progress toward
 

the goal than financing a union headquarters, and three small
 

union halls may bring forth more services and activities than
 

one big one of equal resource cost. The consequence of past
 

project choices 
must be recorded and reviewed in programming
 

future projects .
 

If the social projects effort is concerned primarily
 

with maximizing funds made available to labor, then large
 

projects and those with possible demonstration effects on
 

donors or lenders would be favored. AIFLD has rarely begun
 

to think of project activities as anything more than isolated
 

"good things" to do and this is reflected in the diffuse, and
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perhaps transient, impacts now achieved. 
The coordination
 

of social 
project activity with education, and development of
 

program plans linking both to achievement of specific goals,
 

is essential if self-sufficient free labor movements are 
to
 

emerge.
 

C. Coordination of Education and Social 
Projects
 

The compartmental ization of activities encouraged by
 

AID contracting practices and AIFLD organization has led to
 

over-emphasis on intermediate results. 
 The contracting par

ties have failed to develop and implement a long-run strategy
 

based on synergistic combination of 
related activities. The
 

"number of courses" or "number of graduates," and "number of
 

projects completed" are treated as the major impact. TIe re

lation of these and possible alternatives to the more imoortant
 

gcil of self-supporting national 
trr'de union education programs
 

and expanded activities, impl icit in all AIFLD projects, 
is
 

often not considered. 
 Distinctions among labor organizations'
 

technical and organizational canacity to adrinister their own
 

programs, their will to and their
do so, financial ability,
 

are blurred, so that program alternatives tend to be lost in
 

the traditional olethora of and orojects.
courses 


Possibilities for linking education to social projects,
 

to increase effectiveness of both, 
are too easily neglected.
 

The Honduras "action week" in which social 
projects are under

taken as part of a course, for exampie, has not been widely
 

duplicated. Where responsiveness to education 
is weak because
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of 	limited understanding of possible tangible benefits, unions
 

fresh from completion of a project are more promising candidates
 

for 	course work than those still uninitiated. 

D. 	The Union-to-Union Program (Task Order 42)
 

AIFLD funding for FY 70 includes $480,000 to be utilized
 

in support of the Union-to-Union Program. This is a program
 

which AIFLD subcontracts to seven (7) organizations. The sub

contractors are:
 

1. 	 Communications Workers of America, 

2. 	Retail Clerks' International Association,
 

3. 	Brotherhood of Railway, Airway, and Steamship Clerks,
 

4. 	 International Federation of Petroleum and Chemical
 

Workers,
 

5. 	American Federation of Musicians,
 

6. 	The Textile Workers' Union of America,
 

7 The Food, Beverage and Agricultural Workers' Union.
 

These organizations in turn use the money tc support Latin American
 

programs of the International Trade Secretariats (ITS's) with which
 

they are affiliated. The ITS's had been active in 
Latin America
 

for 	many years prior tn Task Order L 2. 

The subcontract program began in June, 1968, with an AID 

grant of $617,000 foilowing AID/W and AIFLD negotiations in 

which AID field missions were not involved. 

The seven organizations do not stand in the conven

tionally or legally understood relationship of subcontractors 

of AIFLD in that their activities are not specified irn the 

customary form of 
a detailed scope of work. Written agreements
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with them vary in describing rights and obligations. Calling
 

the "subcontractors'" work part of the "AIFLD program" is or!y
 

accurate if funding formalities are assumed to represent pro

gram realities. While collaboration among all 
of the labor
 

groups, including AIFLD, 
is close, the subcontractors are
 

autonomous in their ultimate choices of goals 
and activities.
 

AIFLD requires only that 
their work be consistent with free
 

labor goals and this has never led to veto of any proposal.
 

The AID relationship to the union-to-union program
 

(as Task Order 42 
is called) is far more distant than AID-


AIFLD ties. AID reviews regular quarterly program and monthly
 

financial reports submitted to 
AIFLD by the subcontractors dnd for

warded by AIFLD to AID 
 AID also audited the program in 1970.
 

Task Order 42, delegating the AID role, charges" AIFLD with
 

"coordinating and administering' activities of 
the sub-contractors.
 

While AIFLD performance of this 
role ias not included
 

the kind of close monitoring and supervision that it receives
 

from AID on the prime contract, there is continuing contact
 

between AIFLD and subcontractor staff in Washington and the
 

field. AIFLD approves subcontractors' plans and budgets,
 

reviews their activities and expenditures, and coordinates
 

field operations of all program thrnch the rPOK
 

Use of AIFLD as the funding mechanism for assisting the
 

international trade secretariats permits AID to 
avoid separate
 

negotiations, contracts, 
and monitoring responsibilities for
 

each of the subcontracts. It also facilitates development of a
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coordinated labor effort, strengthening Latin American
 
national 
free labor 
groups and encouraging Latin American 
in
volvement 
in international 
labor organizations. 
 The single
 
negotiation is consistent with the emphasis 
in this evaluation
 
on centralizing the basic "how 
important is labor?"' 
decision
 
and separating it from continuing program strategy 
issues. The
 
orinins of the subcontract program led to a separate funding
 
arrangement. 
 It would be possible to treat future Task Order
 
42 allotments as 
part of the total labor program funding de
cision, provided that the planninc, and evaluation procedures
 
recommended in this 
report for AIFLD were also applied to the
 

ITS segment.
 

Three of the subcontractors have turned primary admini
stration of programs 
over to AIFLD. 
 The American Federation of
 
Musicians, the Textile Workers' Union of America, and the Food,
 
Beverage and Agriculture Workers' 
Union, encourage AIFLD to work
 
directly with the 
international 
trade secretariats to which they
 
are affiliated. 
 In these three instances, the subcontractor
 
has no program operation role and 
limits participation to de
velopment of policy and activity goals. 
 The funds allocated to
 
it serve to 
increase AIFLD program activities in the areas pro
posed by the subcontractor. 
The three subcontracts shift AIFLD
 
emphasis, to this extent, from geographical (i.e., country)
 
programming to concentration on international 
union organization
 

and affiliation.
 

The other subcontractors 
include (1) Communications
 
Workers of America; 
(2) Retail Clerks' International 
Associa
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tion; (3) Brotherhcod of Railway, Airline, and Steamship
 

Clerks, and (4) International Federation of Petroleum and
 

Chemical Workers. The petroleum workers' subcontract is 

directly with an ITS arid, in [he other three cases, the re

lationship of the union and the 
ITS isso close that, except
 

for the European headquarters location of the internationals,
 

funds might equally well be given to them directly. The
 

executive boards of the ITS's are involved in administration
 

of their organizations' Latin American programs, including the
 

activities made possible by AID funding.
 

Despite the variety and complexity of administrative
 

arrangements, the broad goal of strengthening international
 

trade secretariats is clear. These international organiza

tions, concerned with sDecialized problems of particular
 

types of workers, are a segment of the inter-American labor 

movement that AIFLD country programs can serve only inciden

tally in their national efforts. The internationals are an
 

integral part of the free labor movement that AIFLD exists to
 

support and encourage, so that their inclusion in the AID

financed labor program complements AIFLD efforts and is consis

tent with achievement of U.S. goals. 

Because the international federations work in many
 

Latin American countries and have limited incomes, they main

tain few permanent offices, conducting their activities through
 

traveling representatives who cover several countries. As a
 

result, 
review of their programs during the evaluation ficid
 

visits was limited to occasional encounters with ITS workers
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and information obtained from AIFLD CPD's. 
 In Guyana, a
 

seminar sponsored by the Postal, lelephone and Telegraph 
In

ternational (PTTI) was in progress during our 
visit. In Hon

duras the evaluation visit coincided with 
the visit of a PTTI 

worker (financed under the CWA subcontract). She coordinated 

her activities with the CPD and arranged for a follow-up
 

seminar to 
be organized by him after her departure. In
 

Colombia on an earlier review, an evaluator found that the
 

AIFLD emphasis on industrial unionism 
 involved particularly
 

close collaboration with activities of the permanent repre

sentative of the petroleum workers' international federation. 

In addition, the subcontracts bring further into the
 

arena of international trade unionism a number of U.S. 
unions
 

with specialized knowledge and skills 
to contribute. Even
 

where the unions do not administer their subcontracts directly
 

their officers work closely with AIFLD on 
policy matters and
 

are heavily involved in ITS activities. The results of 
ITS
 

programs are seen in the organization of new unions, the
 

strengthening of local affiliates and 
new affiliations, and in
 

the services and technical assistance provided by the inter

national.
 

While the origins of the union-to-union funding did
 

not 
involve the kind of program analysis customary for AID
 

contracts, there has evolved a set of activities 
demonstrably
 

related to develonment of the free 
labor movement, .iith con

sequences that may be 
compared with those of altei,,'?-ive ex

penditures for this purpose. Although the ITS programs are,
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like AIFLD, still activity-oriented in their reporting,
 

there is often a directness of relationship between activities 

and impact that makes results more vivid. The creation of the 

Inter-American Federation of and WorkersLight Power and the 
affiliation of various Latin American teachers' unins with
 

the International Teachers' 
Federation (IFFTU), 
for example,,
 

can be traced partly to PTTI activities funded through the
 

subcontract. 
 More difficult to measure, but 
also visible,
 

are the strengthening of national 
labor movements brought about
 

by the organizing and service efforts of the 
internationals.
 

The flexibility of action required for 
ITS work, and
 

allowed in AIFLD administration of 
the subcontracts, emphasizes
 

the dilemma of government funding of labor programs. Reduced
 

governmental 
 control and intervention is desirable to encourage 

local union responsiveness and independence. 
However contrac

tors and subcontractors have more 
freedom of action than 
in
 

situations where tasks and activities may be sDecifically
 

defined and are likely 
 to remain unchanged This freedom 

creates an uneasiness among critics and AID sponsors that of

ten leads to suspicions of undercover activity and similar
 

transgressions. 
 The evaluators can 
only report that, while
 

specific activities under the subcontracts do always
not 


correspond to those described in original work plans, 
the
 

activities undertaken are 
known to AIFLD, are consistent with 
free labor g6als and AIFLD programs, and, based on our 
limited
 

field observation, appear to 
be conducted with reasonable
 

efficiency.
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The propriety and wisdom of AID support of 
ITS or
ganizations, with the 
limited control exercised, is a matter
 
of political judgrnent. As noted earlier, we saw only limited
 
ITS activity in the 
three countries visited. We 
are therefore 
unable to assess adequately the results of the AID investment 

in I"S programs. AID's financial support, through AIFLD
 
permits 
ITS's to broaden the activities which most of them
 
would be engaged in anyway although to a lesser extent. AID
 
support has been to 
help ITS's to do "more'' to help free trade
 
unions in Latin America. Because there does 
not appear to be
 
a clear quantum of result to be achieved by ITS's in any given
 
year, we cannot establish any clear quantum or 
"critical"
 

amount of AID financing that is essential 
or minimal. Thus,
 
in addition to the questions of propriety and wisdom, the
 
question of the magnitude of AID financing 
ror ITS program is
 

also a matter of pol itical judgment.
 

E. Alternatives 
to AIFLD
 

The Title 
IX aspects of AIFLD assistance lend themselves
 
more readily to consideration of alternatives 
thar, do those
 
aspects directly related to the statutory mandate for 1'icourage
ment of free trade unionism. Title suggests
IX a pluralistic
 

approach 
in which various democratic institutions, involving
 
participation from throughout 
a society, are simultaneously
 

assisted in developing. 
 The relative importance of trade
 
unions in this pattern may vary, though 
it is difficult to
 
imagine a serious Title 
IX effort that would not 
require major
 
attention to 
the labor sector. 
 The specific statutory direc
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tion to assist free trade unionism leaves less room for
 

plural ism. There are fewer means of pursuing the objective 

and even sewer institutions able to implement it within the 

context oF the foreign aid program. 

Seeking an alternative to AIFLD in the form of direct 

AID -ssistance to Latin American labor organizations would be
 

of dubious value. The experience to date suggests that AID's 

decision to extend assistance through a U.S. labor organization 

was sound. Another alternative sometimes proposed--AID financing 

of "competitive" U.S. labor groups (not under AFL-CIO control)-

is also open to question. Apart from the possible adverse con

sequences of introducing multiple (and competing) U.S. labor
 

voices into the Latin American arena, adding a new labor in

strument does not necessarily improve the quality of the labor
 

program. New entrants will need to develop experience and
 

effective staff.
 

The AIFLD now has a head start. Despite the array of
 

early mistakes, nany of which it now acknowledges, the Insti

tute has enough background and experienced field staff to be 

the leader in Latin American labor education. The foreign 

nationals trained by AIFLD and now working for it are a 

particularly impressive resource, manifesting a dedication 

and consistency of approach that cannot be: developed overnight. 

The program has also provided new foreign service 

careers for authentic representatives of the U.S. labor move

ment, including many from minority groups, a sector of society
 

previously almost entirely unrepresented in this field. The
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educational 
impact of this 
on U.S. Government officiais serving
 
abroad and 
on both the U.S. 
and Latin American trade union
 
movements 
is significant. 
 AIFID staff members 
are affected
 
by their experience and influence others on their return. For
 
the 
foreign service, the presence of the occasionally abrasive
 
labor leaders has brought about a better understanding of their 
own society and 
a new appreciation of 
labor's 
role in the
 
development process. 
 These impacts must not 
be neglected in 
reviewing alternatives. 

The OAS and ORIT are frequently mentioned as 
alternative
 
vehicles 
for the labor program. 
The OAS presently conducts 
a 
labor effort addressed primarily to 
improving labor ministry
 
performance and has 
limited experience, 
identification, or
 
standing among rank and file free trade union members. 
 'The 
Organization's assocation with goverr.,.ents wouid be 
an anomaly
 
in building free trade union movements 
based on dissociation
 
and 
independence from governments. 
 While AIFLD's 
 oqurces of 
funds are 
no secret, 
it has established 
itself as 
a private
 
institution in host countries and is somewhat freed of identi
fication with U.S. 
Government policies. 
 Under heavy pressures,
 
such as 
the war between Honduras and El 
Salvador, when 
nat ion
alist resentment of U.S. 
policy is strong, this is
insulation 

weakened, but 
it is an asset that 
cannot be 
lightly discarded.
 

ORIT presents a more difficult question. Lack of funds 
has prevented it from showing what 
it can do, although it 's
 
invited by 
AIFLD without fail 
to join in all 
festivities and
 
share 
in all tributes. 
 Many courses, 
for example, 
are identi
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fled as 
jointly sponsored, though one partner's contributions
 

may far exceed the other's.
 

ORIT, by serving as a political forum for Latin
 

American labor, helps AIFLD to maintain 
a less ideological,
 

more technical posture in -atin America. While stil, over

doing ideological warfare in a few countries, partly through
 

inadequate staff orientation, the current AIFLD approach 
con

centrates on 
showing how trade unions can get benefits for their 

workers within the Pan-American system, instead of berating 

alternative systems. Paradoxical ly, this is -_i iJ logically
 

strong technique, for the preconditLons of the system are
 

essentially a statement of democratic ideology. 
 ORIT, heavily
 

involved in political disputation, is helpinci to forge a
 

unified Latin American labor movement, but the unity :.o far
 

achieved is not yet promising for sponsorship 6f a regionwide
 

labor education program.
 

Heavily criticized already for being unduly influenced
 

by the AFL-CIO and U.S. Government policies, ORIT effectiveness
 

among its constituency is not likely to be improved by receipt,
 

for example, of funds now funneled to AIFLD. ORIT depends on
 

its member confedera-cions and federations. 
 When they are pre

pared to pay dues fu'iy and regularly, and to unite behind
 

regional policies and programs, the regional organization can
 

undertake major educational activities all over LatiH America
 

without U.S. assistance. The AIFLD, by working with ORIT 
to
 

strengthen constitu.!nt groups, contributes to that eventuality.
 

There is considerable speculation in AID and AIFLD
 

circles about the possibility of funding labor programs through
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ISDI (International Social 
Development Institute), the newly

authorized autonomous agency designed to relieve AID of pro

gramming responsibilities 
for Title IX and other non-economic
 

secturs. 
 Like AIFLD, ISDI is intended to facilitate aid out

side of government-tc-government channels. Since it has not 

yet begun to fund or operate programs, appraisal of it as an 

alternative vehicle laborfor efforts is at best tentative. 

NeverLheless, some general considerations flowing from evalu

ation findings suggest that an AIFLD, funded and monitored
 

by AID, is preferable to participation of the Institute in
 

labor affairs.
 

While field relationships between AID and AIFLD staff
 

are not perfect, there now exist 
a wide range of hard-won
 

understandings and accommodations that shoLIld not lightly 

be discarded. 
 In Washington, though relationships are more a
 

function of political realities than day-to-day needs to work
 

together, a process of mutual 
education and accommodation has
 

also taken place. If the recommendations of this evaluation
 

are followed, there should be further 
improvement. It is un

likely that any new 
institute would be characterized initially
 

by the knowledge and understanding of labor problems and pro

grams now present in 
field missions and AID headquarters. The
 

evaluation has also emphasized the 
importance of having labor
 

considered an integral 
part of AID country strategy development.
 

Shifting labor programs 
to ISDI will not serve this end and is
 

likely to lead to fragmenting of the individual country approach.
 

The unavoidable political implications of the labor pro
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gram also militate against transfer of 
responsibilities. 
Moni

toring the political consequences of AIFL.D activities 
is not
 

likely to be 
improved by inserting another organization into 
the
 

reporting network. 

F. Shifting AI'FLD Prorari Emphasis 

The best possibility for reducing AIFLD presence in
 

current activities, desirable because it would reflect orogress 

toward AIFLD goals, lies in the federations and confederations 

now assisted by the labor rrogram. The goal of self-sufficient 

free trade union movements iriplies constantly increasing sophis

tication of assistance efforts and dialogue. 
 AIFLD is rightly
 

criticized for sometimes being more con:c rned with it, own
 

presence than Nith 
 autonomy of the host country institutions.
 

Nevertheless, 
 in Brazil and Colombia, for example, educational
 

programs are clearly "theirs'' and riot "ours," 
 despite funding
 

sources. In Guyana, AIFLD 
 exerts little influence over t, local
 

education program 
 despite continuing financial support. 

Transition must involve transfer ot both orogram re

sponsibility and 
financial responsibility 
to Le full,,, effec

tive. With 
 the limited resources available to Latin Amercan 

labor groups, and the many competing claims on them, it is un

realistic to expect them to finance labor education, for 

example, with 
the vigor that the U.S. 
might like. AIFLD fi

nancial 
support is maryinal, in the 
sense of permitting re

ceiving groups to go beyond the margin of 
current activities.
 

As their resources expand, the set 
of activities at 
the margin
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changes. 
 AIFLD should not be monitored by AID 
to cet it out
 
of business, but 
to assure 
that local labor organizations 
are
 
assuming program and financial responsibility for an 
ever
widening range of activities, with AIFLD constantly moving 
into
 

more sophisticated vnrk. 
One might, for example, develop
 

specific goals related to 
auwonomous conduct of all 
basic
 

courses and orientation by national unicns, 
with AIFLD moving
 
more into 
faculty training and development of research centers.
 

When the technical 
asistance relationshiD 
is least
 
clouded by 
resentment, defensiveness, and emotional 
strain, as
 
in Honduras, transfer of 
responsibility 
to local institutions
 

can take place without Frustration on 
either side. 
 In otfer
 
situations, there 
is a ,delite b cc thot S nct ub; tos 


rigid rules. The Colombia model, 
for example, involves 
a
 

subtle play of leverage, cajolery, and dialogue designed to
 
maintain donor 
influence without sacrificing recipient 
self

respect.
 

As long as AID money is used to assist 
Latin American
 
unions, an independent U.S. financial control 
agent will be
 
necessary. 
The AIFLD mechanism, by insulating the Latin
 
Americans from some of 
the more difficult requirements of 
an
 
AID fiscal system not 
designed for their accommodation, is
 
essential 
'o the continued assistance that these 
institutions
 

should receiw-e fcr as 
long as 
a foreign aid prog-am continues
 

in Latin America.
 

AIFLD has 
broadened labor activities to include work
 
with agricultural unions. 
 Cooperatives, community development,
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and even agricultural extension have become subjects of In

stitute attention. Countr\y Missions and Wash ington evaluators 

have questioned both the relationship of these activities to
 

free labor develooment and, assuming tkere iK a relationship, 

choice of AIFLD as the vehicle for performing the activities 

This evaluation concludes thac (1) development of a rural 

labor movement including landless workers, tenants, and small
 

proprietors, is vital to strong free trade unicnisr in Latin 

America; (2) this development involves activities not typical 

of industrial union development; and (3) the AIFLD is an 

appropriate choice for this work, when the objective is pri

marily related to trade iinion develoment. 

While AIFLD is as capable of hiring specialists as most 

other contractors, its special ski is the ability to recruit 

from within the U.S. labor movement. Labor' wide ranqe rif 

service activities gives the Institute broad c(;rpDetence, Li-Jt 

there are 1iKits even to tni There are co-,p -c ac 

agricultural economists, and co r urit , I, fC r ex: i.. edeveloper 

outs ide the labor movement who are equal or better than th,:- e 

wit:i in. Without suggestIiq tha-t A 'FLD should he I1;; lited to 

labor people, there are occas lcns when other orgar i ?-it inS jiP(i 

and specialists are likely to perform more effectively This 

issue has surfaced in connection with rural work, because 

AIFLD's industrial labor activities have generally involved 

the organization, labor education, and assistance with col lec

tive bargaining that are accepted as "labor" activities. How

ever, competence to engage in housing and other social project 
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activities has been questioned.
 

When the goal is to expand the services offered by a 

labor group to its members, or to help rural workers organize 

to seek delivery of additional government service,,, 
 including
 

agrarian reform, the 
relation to AIFLD's skil s 
in organizing
 

and working with 
labor groups gives it an advantage over other
 

specialists. What appears as 
excessive belligerency to some
 

is no more than the typical drive to increase labor's share,
 

applied to areas beyond traditional collective bargaining.
 

Few agr'cultural extensionists or 
co-op specialists, for
 

example, view the interests of their constituencies with the
 

sense of advocacy, or have the tactical 
skills required to
 

further them, that U.S. 
labor representatives exhibit. 
 It is
 

only when AIFLD gets into the service bus iness, as in north

east Brazil agriculture and co-op work, that 
it becomes in

distinguishable 
from other service agencies, and even when
 

effective, is not contributing to the achievement of labor
 

goa Is.
 

The appropriate 
limits ot AIFLD activity should be de

termined by I) the o of
relat innshI proposed act ivities 
to labor
 
goals, and 2) 
the relaL inn o1f AIFD sKi Is in organizing and 

working w ith unions 
tu the p roos ed act ivit ies . Hous i ng, 

community deve I omrent, vocat iona l educat i-n and other act iv

ities, when conducted with labor organizations, will frequently 

involve application of 
these AIFLD special skills. The eval

uation suggests therefore that 
the range of appropriate AIFLD
 

activities is likely to be extensive. 
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AID, when viewing the labor program as a Title IX effort, 

is not set up to accommodate the extensive AIFLD activities 

designed to affect the distribution of resources. When AIFLD
 

helped FESITRANH get a big housing loan and build the project,
 

AID reactions emphasized that the Institute was "over" its
 

head" technically. This charge neglects the major AIFLD in

put, battling alongside the Federation to increase labor's
 

share. Organizations superior in technical competence refrain
 

from this aspect of project development The federations and
 

unions, however, looked to their labor supporters for the
 

assistance required to finish the job.
 

It is important to distinguish labor development from
 

community development. Free labor movements, though obviously
 

concerned with cormunity interests, exist primarily to increase
 

labor's economic benefits. This is true of rural areas, where
 

union and community may coincide, as well. The commitment
 

to assist in their development reflects a judgment that labor
 

needs help in confronting the competing claims of other groups.
 

In Brazil, for example, where the Governmentis political and
 

financial ccmmitment to industrial development is apparent,
 

this rationale is especially vivid. It follows that the
 

assistance is likel.y to emphasize the abrasive techniques and
 

pressures that labor has customarily used to "get more., The
 

built-in balanced tension that this produces is the essence of
 

economic democracy. Though mechanisms and models differ in
 

Latin America, the underlying theory is the same as that of the
 

U.S. free labor movement
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Because the ROCAP-financed Central 
American seminar
 
program was not with';n the scope of the evaluation, and because 
the program was undersevere strains during the evaluation 

period due to the Honduras-El 
Salvador controversy, an apprai

sal of its effectiveness could not 
be made. Such an appraisal
 

should devote specific attention to the possibility of making
 
use of the education staff beyond the Central 
American seminar
 

program itself. The experience of the staff might usefully
 

be applied as 
a technical assistance resource to 
;mprove the
 

design and content of national labor education programs else

where in Latin America.
 

G. Trade Union Attitudes
 

In all 
the countries visited during the evaluation,
 

and 
in Ecuador and Colombia previously, the recipients of
 
AIFLD help have 
looked favorably upon the Institute. The fi
nancial 
benefits of AIFLD assistance have now been scaled down
 
sufficiently to 
assure that AirLD is respected for reasons
 

other than its money. Tightened prerequisites for Front
 

Royal and more stringent policies about paying lost time, 
in
 
both national and U.S. courses, have reduced the junket aspects
 

of this most attractive element of the program.
 

Sincere positive feelings about AIFLD seem to be directly
 
related to the status of 
individuals within their national 
move

ments. 
 Rank and file beneficiaries of AIFLD assistance, for
 

whom the exposure is often their first direct evidence of U.S. 
help, respond with a loyalty and enthusiasm characteristic of the
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best Peace Corps successes. National officers of strong
 

movements, now familiar with the variety of scholarship and 

conference assistance available, tend to less
be enthusiastic.
 

For historical reasons, Honduras is an exception to this 

generalization. 
There is a hard-won 
lesson in these observations 

that AIFLD forgets occasionally to its detriment. 

Foreign aid can be damaging to motivation, and, among
 

Latin American labor leaders long accustomed to little, the
 

impact of small amounts can sometimes be enough to 
do the damage.
 

Continued leadership consideration for rank and filL, willing

ness to work independently, and resistance to 
ideological oppor

tunism, depend not only on selecting promising initial material
 

for education and assistance, but also on maintaining an appro

priate balance between continued assistance and performance.
 

Attempts 
to "buy" support for the free labor movement must fail,
 

because willingness to be purchased carries with 
it a transient
 

allegiance that demands a continuing price. The AIFLD 
is less
 

subject to this 
vice today, because lessons were learned, for
 

example, in Brazil When AIFLD is concerned primarily with
 

building a free 
labor movement, and only incidentally with
 

defeating communists and CLASC, now the case more frequently 

than in early years, the allegiances developed among constit 

uents appear to be stronger and more lasting.
 

As AIFLD delegates or transfers activities increasingly 

to national groups, trade union 
reception of assistance is
 

likely to involve less direct appreciation. In Colombia, where
 

transfer is most advanced and AIFLD staff's only contact 
with 
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local unions is at course-closing ceremonies, leaders are 

independent of, and workers are less aware of, AIFLD. Cere

monial rituals are carried out, 
but personal relationships
 

are more distant than in AIFLD-operated programs. Since this
 

is likely to be the direction of future development, AID and
 

AIFLD should reduce their expectations of person-to-peron
 

impact. This 
is a part of the price of success in institution

building.
 

AIFLD relationships with rural labor groups particare 


ularly effective in meeting the goals of Title 
IX and the
 

Alliance for Progress. The constituencies are from the poorest
 

and most neglected sector of Latin American society. 
 In Brazil
 

and Honduras, despite favorable legislation, governmental action
 

to assist the landless moves very slowly and an organized
 

voice to protest delays and redress grievances is essential
 

to progress. The campesino organizations are unions, though
 

not seeking collective bargaining contracts, and they value
 

AIFLD assistance more highly because they nced 
it so much ard
 

have no other source. done more
AIFLD has than "bear witness;"
 

it has assisted in the creation of functioning institutions
 

that have gained small victories. As the AFL-CIO's 1954 par-

ticipation 
in early Honduras struggles won continuing loyalty
 

from the Honduran industrial unions, AIFLD's current role may
 

achieve the same result among the campesinos.
 

The personal impact of campesino work iK not measured
 

in acres obtained or daily wages increased. The movements
 

have not reached this level. As with all early stage Latin
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American labor movements, their first aims 
involve protection
 

of 
individuals and enforcement of existing legislation. Impact
 

includes both bat:les made and victories won. Althouah the
 

expensive efforts required to 
measure these may not be justified
 

under the circumstances, it is important to recognize that the 

impacts are measurable and are not limited to 
evanescent
 

attitude changes. It should be noted, too, that 
the rural
 

workers' attitudes toward AIFLD and the U.S. 
are governed by
 

their perceptions of status changes related to their earlier
 

condition, not to some objective standard of economic achieve

ment. Economic improvement that seems negligible to an outside
 

observer 
is often highly significant to the beneficiaries.
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CHAPTER III
 

MANAGEMENT
 

A. Program Planning and Budgeting
 

Two docuients - the Country Labor Plan prepared by AIFLD
 

and the Project Implementation Order, Technical 
Services pre

pared by AID - represent the culmination of the planning process
 

within AIFLD and AID field offices. To review the steps in the
 

preparation of these documents, 
we use as a model AIFLD/Brazil
 

and AID/Brazil procedures. Reference is made to Table 3 which
 

provides a schematic representation of the steps, and to which
 

the following discussion is keyed. Planning for the 1970 cal

endar year is used as the example.
 

1. May 1969 - At its annual meeting the Board of Trustees 

reviewed a Country L.abor Plan and estimated budget for calendar
 

year 1970. The labor plan and budget were drawn up in the fall
 

of 1968 on the basis of policy guidance provided at 
the May
 

1968 Board meeting.
 

Following Board approval, 
the plan was sent to AID/W
 

and AIFLD/B with instructions to the latter to forward a copy
 

to AID/B. The Country Program Director was given authority to
 

negotiate with AID/B for 
a budget no less in amount than
 

approved by AIFLD/W. The negotiation of that budget occurred
 

in September and October, 1969.
 

The Country Labor Plan is a narrative, with a discussion
 

of program activities, 
some analysis of how those activities
 

further the achievement of AIFLD/B objectives, and a review of
 



Month 


May 1969 


Sept. '69 


Oct. '69 


Nov. '69 


Dec. '69 


Jan. '70 


May 1970 
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AIFLD/BRA I- PLANNING CYCLE
 

AIFLD 
 -AID
 
AIFLD/B receives Policy guidance
 
re: program content and esti
mated budget from AIFLD Board of
 
Trustees. Given on basis of
 
Country Labor Plan and 
budget
 
submitted Drecedinq Fall.
 

CPD reviews program and budget
 
approved in May and makes any

clianges deemed appropriate, e.g.,
 
to reflect inflation, political

environment, demand for 
specific
 
courses.
 

AIFLD/B and AID/B Labor Technical
 
Officer discuss AIFLD/B revised
 
program and budget. Budget items
 
negotiated and final agreement
 
reached at level of funding.
 

AIFLD/B submits budget negotiatedILTO writes 
PIO/T reflecting ne
with LTO 
to AIFLD/W, together gotiated program & budget. 
 Secures
with CLP and estimated budgets 'concurrence of other AID/B offices.

for 1971 & 1972. Negotiated bud- PIO/T forwarded to AID/W serve
get reviewed at AIFLD/W, incor-

to 

as basis for AID/W negotiations


porated into total AIFLD program, with AIFLD/W on 
1970 task orders.
 
and submitted to AID/W.
 

AIFLD/W and AID/W 
commence
 
negotiations on 1970 
task orders.
 

Conference of Country Program
 
Directors to 
review and finalize
 
Country Labor Plans and esti
mated budgets for 1971 and 1972.
 

/IFLD Board of Trustees reviews
 
Country Labor 
Plans and budgets,
 
and gives policy guidance for
 
1971 program.
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program expectations. The estimated budget follows 
a standard
 

AIFLD/W format. Administrative costs and program costs 
are
 

fairly well itemized. But there is no reference in the Country
 

Labor Plan narrative to the specific budget items. Nor is
 

there any reference to historical cost data, so that 
the proposed
 

budget can 
be placed in a proper perspective.
 

Discussions with AIFLD/B staff 
indicate substantial
 

thought and considerable reference to 
previous cost experience
 

had formed the basis 
for each budgeted item. Nevertheless it
 

is not really possible for the Board of Trustees 
or AIFLD/W
 

program and financial officers to review the Country Labor Plan
 

and budget adequately on 
the basis of Lhe supporting documenta

tion. There is ample opportunity, generally capitalized
not 


upon, for a thoroughly integrated presentation of a program and
 

cost 
experience and anticipated relationships.
 

2. September, 1969 - The budget which the Board of Trustees
 

approved in May, 1969, 
was drawn up in the Fall of 1968. Re

visions may be appropriate due to inflation, 
a changed political
 

environment, willingness of unions 
to contribute a greater share
 

to the cost of education programs, and the 
like. Thus the
 

Country Program Director reviewed and modifiec his plan and
 

budget as necessary to reflect the circumstances which had
 

changed during the twelve months that had elapsed since initial
 

preparat ion.
 

3. October, 1969 - At this point the Country Program Director 

made his official contact with AID/B with respect to determining 

CY 1.970 funding. In Brazil the AID Labor Technical Officer has
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responsibility for developing the AID program in support of 

AIFLD. In other Missiors the task is assigned to 
various other
 

officers.
 

Prior to 
this meeting, the Mission Director oresumably
 

had determined Mission priorities, had assigned a ranking to
 

labor programs, and had furnished the Labor Technical Officer
 

with guidance as to 
the funds available for allocation to
 

labor programs. While the priority question can 
be addressed
 

at almost any time, the allocation of funds is dependent upon
 

the passage of the AID appropriation legislation. Withcut this
 

legislation there is no basis for AID/B and to
AiFLD/B diSCUSS
 

the level of program funding. On the other hand, a careful
 

review of AIFLD/B program effectiveness '.,ould be timely in any
 

event, for it would contribute to subsequert Drograrn- funding 

decisions.
 

The basis for the AIFLD/B discuss )- with ID/B was 

the September 1969 revis on of the Countr, Labor Plan and budget. 

The AIFLD/B Country Program Director emphasized that his 

discussions with AID/B w.,ere most aDtly describec as necotiations.
 

Independent corroboration from the Labor Te:hnical Oft icer 
supports 

this view of the procedure. We were advined that the nego

tiations included a thorough analysis of AIFLD/B caoabilities
 

and its program plans, as described ;n the Country Labor Plan 

and supplemented by the Labor Technical Offi:er's own knowledge 

gained from regular program monitoring. Budget items were in

dividually analyzed relative tc 
 varying levels of program effort.
 

A program plan, with funding tied 
to the level of program
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effort, emerged from these negotiations; 
it was clearly the
 
result of a combined plannir j effort. But the mutuality of
 
the discussions should not 
be overdrawn nor obscure the fact
 
that 
AID/B always has the uppe- hand, since 
it ultimately 
con
trols 
the funds. Thus although AIFLD/B does have 
an opportunity
 
to do sound planning, its planning is subject to 
AID/B judgments.
 
These judgments 
are most evident 
in budgetary allocations.
 

We are 
aware that the AID/B approach to AIFLD/B funding
 
may not be typical of other Missions. 
 There is evidence in
 
Guyana and Honduras 
that suggests AID does 
not engage in as
 
thorough a discussion. 

4. November, i'6.2_ 
- The Labor Technical Officer wrote a
 
Project Implementation Order Technical Services 
(PIO/T) re
flecting the agreed upon proqram and budget. 
 After concurrence
 
of appropriate AID/B offices 
it was forwarded to 
AID/W Contracts 
Office to serve as 
the basis 
for AID/W negot'ations with AIFLD/W.
 

AIFLD/B forwarded the revised plan and budget 
to AIFLD/W
 
with an explanation of the variations between 
it and that
 
approved by the Poard of Trustees 
in May.
 

At the same time the 
revised 
1970 budget was submitted,
 
the Country Program Director prepared a Country Labor Plan and
 
estimoted budget for 
1971 and 1972. In effect, therefnre, there
 
was ar excellent opportunity to take a three-year period and 
establish long-range program objectives. 
 There is, however,
 
no evidence to suggest 
that this was an explicit element of
 
the AIFLD/B planning process.
 

5. . December, 1963 
- In theory, agreement should be reached
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on a contract between AIFLD/W and AID/W so that funds are
 

available at the beginning of the AIFLD/B program year,
 

January 1. In practice, agreement has generally been delayed
 

on all programs. This aspect of the AID-AIFLD relationship is
 

discussed later in this report.
 

6. January,_.1970 - A conference of Country Program Di rec

tors was held in January to provide each Country Program Direc

tor with an opporl:unity to describe fully his Country Labor 

Plan and estimated budgets for 1971 and 1972 to AIFLD/W program 

and financial offcers, prior to the submission of these 

documents to the Board of Trustees. If, as noted earlier, the 

Country Labor Plan and budgets were more thoroughly integrated
 

and a cost perspective provided, this review would likely be
 

more useful and e.xpeditious.
 

7. May __0I - AIFLD procedure calls for the Board of 

Trustees to r-EView. the 1971 and 1972 Country Labor Plans and 

estimated budgets. For reasons which we have pointed out else

where in this report, we think that the scope and analytic
 

quality of these cocuments -Form a poor basis for careful review
 

of policy judgments.
 

The evaluators found in the selected countries several
 

different plannirng models, but all involved essentially the
 

purchase by hlD of quantities of education and social project
 

activities consistent with a funding level arrived at by bar

gaining and political pressures. Because program objectives
 

are presented in very general terms and the activity categories
 

inadequately describe the project, the planning process carries
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an air of unreality that keeps it from grappling with real
 

program issues. This is compounded by the absence of substantive
 

AID/AIFLD consultations that might surface these 
issues. In
 

neither AID nor AIFLD does planning begin with the identification
 

of long-range and annual specific, quan':iried goals deduced from
 

p-eviously established policy objectives.
 

For five years, AID and AIFLD have tried unsuccessfully
 

to mesh their planniig and budgeting cycles. AID prepares plan

ning documents and AiFLD does 
the same, independently, with the
 

two meeting too often at 
a point where funding real ities have
 

made the meeting academic. The evalutors found unconvincing
 

rationales 
on both sides for failing to maintain the kind of
 

continuing communication that would make the cycling differences
 

harmless. The relatively small amounts rllocated to 
country
 

labor programs, the limited flexibility to go beyond initially
 

determined levels, 
and the large volume of fixed expenditures
 

within any program make most planning and budg-ting issues in

sign;ficant in relation to the amounts involved in other AID
 

programs. The failure to communicate results in an inordinate
 

amount of time being spent on trivia.
 

Even if communication improved, planning issues would
 

require reformulation to emphasize specific goals 
and .a broader
 

view of what AID is buying. An intelligent decision a',out the
 

number of seminars appropriate to an AIFLD project, for example,
 

with (1) an agreed view of the number of trained leaders re

quired, and the achievement levels expected of them, anc. (2)
 

the number of members for whom specified post-course behrviors
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related to AIFLD-assisted basic courses are desired, the planner
 

can establish targets and relate numbers of courses to them. 

More important, recognition that the specific goals of free 

labor development go beyond giving courses should encourage 

program plaining that draws 
on a broad range of AIFLD assis

tance related to important objectives. Because activities are 

described as seminars and projects, the technical assistance, 

organization eforts, and subsidies that AIFLD necessarily pro

vides, 
to menti~n only a few examples, are artificially sub

sumed in the two mL:-)r categories and are not considered as
 

alternatives that should be compared in planning the labor
 

program. The statistical research center proposed for Brazil,
 

for example, may well 
wind up as a "social project" as the 

technical department oF the Honduran agricultural federation did. 

The AIFLD Country Labor Plan, shared with AID only after 

approval by the AIFLD Board, would be 
far more useful if
 

developed in consultation with AID. The Country Labor Plan is
 

intended to stretch the AIFLD Country Director's vision, by
 

making him think about program possibilities, if funds could
 

be increased. The advantages of this desirable end 
are lost
 

by the failure to have it result from a dialogue with others
 

involved in labor pol icy and programs. The chance to educate
 

them is wasted and unnecessary battle lines are for'mcd 
instead.
 

AID, in too many countries, reluctantly discusses program
 

documents with the Country Program Director, but more often
 

compresses all discussion into a hurried debate about funding
 

levels shortly before submission deadlines.
 

-A range of practices exists, and in some countries the
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Country Program Director and one or more Mission people work 

things out There
together. is, nevertheless, a lack of accord 

among AIFLD, AID, and Embassy representatives about their roles
 

in planning the labor program and preparing the documents re

quired for implementation. 

This state of affairs stems from failure of both 
parties
 

to adhere to the extensive joint consultations originally con

templated in describing their relationship. Department of
 

State's Circular Airgram No. 72, dated November 9, 1965,
 

recited that:
 

"AIFLD's labor development specialists given
are 

nt responsibility with AID for planninq and
 

carrying out 
specific projects in accord with
 
United States policies, the needs of individual
 
country programs, and the provisions of the M1D
 
contract.
 

The Directors and members of AID Missions, in
 
close concert with, and with the concurrence of
 
the Ambassador and the Diplomatic Mission, 
are 
expected to define clearly for appropriate
officials of AIFLD the oe-tinent United States 
pol icies and labor program needs to be met by
AIFLD in each country. 

AID recognizes the des~rability, in many cases,
 
for Missions to provide specific guidance to
 
AIFLD and limited, rather than broad, responsi
bilities for planning and operations in areas
 
that are particularly sensitive. In general,
 
once the ground rules for project planning and

operation are clearly understood, it is expected
that the Mission will 
arrange for the essential
 
coordination, monitoring and evaluation of AIFLD
 
activities. If disagreements should arise, they
 
can be referred to Washington for discussion be
tween AIFLD and the Agency for International
 
Development or the Department of 
State, or both, 
as appropriate. It would be counterproductive
if official representatives of the U.S. Govern

ment were so involved in MFLO projects as to 
undermine the basic principe on which 
the AID 
policy and contract with AIFLD are founded: 
that United States unions should work directly
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with Latin American unions and that such union
to-union cooperation can accomplish results that
 
could not be achieved directly by the United
 
States Government." (Emphasis supplied)
 

The successful accommodatiors made by both groups,
 

in Brazil, for example, suggest that communication and con

sultation are feasible and effective. It requires AID to in

volve AIFLD much more extensively in preparation and review
 

of program documents. It also requires that AIFLD abandon
 

the generalities of the Country Labor Plan, 
so that both groups
 

can agree on desirable specific goals and sensible steps 
to
 

reach them that can be incorporated into a single consistent
 

inst rument.
 

A planning system concerned primarily with goals in

stead of activities has important implications for the moni

toring and supervision of the AIFLD contract. AID's 
concern
 

must shift from checking to see if activities have been per

formed to appraising progress toward stated goals. The con

tractor, once goals have been agreed upon, must 
assist AID
 

in identifying the indicators and targets against which progress
 

will be measured and must regularly provide information about
 

changes in them.
 

The AIFLD Board of Trustees could play a major role
 

in shifting program emphasis from activities to goals The
 

Board's annual review of Country Labor Plans does not 
now
 

tackle the hard questions related to development of a regional
 

labor strategy and the impact of alternative AIFLD activities
 

on its implementation. By requiring of the Executive Director
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a presentation that goes 
beyond delineation of activities to
 
include these matters, thereby exercising the prerogatives 
implicit in its policy-making position, the Board would move
 

AIFLD further along on 
the path to effective planning and 

p rog ramm ing. 

The procedures for the preparation of the Headquarters
 
budget are discussed in Section H.3., 
Organization Structure
 

and Staffing Pattern 
- Cost of Headquarters Office.
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B. Task Order Negotiations and Funding
 

1. Description of Procedure 

The PIO/Ts prepared by AID/Mission staff for country
 

programs, and those prepared by AID/W for regional 
programs
 

serve as the basis for definitive funding negotiations between 

AID/W and AIFLD/W. Once agreement has been reached, it is em

bodied in a contractual form known as a task order. The task 

order incorporates a statement of the program to be undertaken, 

the funds obl igated by AID to carry out that program, and a
 

budget outlining the expenses to be incurred. A separate task
 

order is negotiated for each 
country program and each regional
 

program.
 

Funds are available for program operations once the task 

order has been signed. When signed, the task orders sent
are 


to the respective AIFLD and AID Missions. 
The AID/Mission
 

Controller establishes an allotment page on which he enters
 

the AID obligation, and on which he will subsequently record
 

AIFLD/Mission expenditures. The AID/W Controller will follow
 

the same procedure with respect to the Regional task order
 

obligations.
 

Table No. 4 represents schematically this procedure;
 

AIFLD/Brazil is used for the purpose of illustration.
 

2. Problem Areas 

It is the exception, rather than the rule, for AID/W 

and AIFLD/W to conclude task order negotiations prior to t,.. 

commencement of AIFLD's program year, which 
is the calendar
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TASK ORDER FUNDING 

Table 4 

AIFLD/B 

Al FLD/W 

AID/B 

AID/W 

IO/T 

TASK ORDER 

AID/B 
Controller 

Open
l otmenl 

AID/B 
Program Office 

AID/B 
Labor Technica 

Off icer 

AIFLD/B 
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year. The initial bottleneck occurs 
with the preparation by
 

each AID Mission of the PIO/T. The Mission cannot issue the
 

PIO/T before Congress approves 
the AID appropriation and 'ID/W 
advises each Mission of the total "undng available to it. The
 

appropriation for FY 69 
was not passed until January 1969. For
 

AIFLD, 
this meant that PIO/Ts for the 1969 programs could not
 

be issued u;vtil 
after the program year in fact began. The
 

delays in 1969 were substantial.
 

For calendar year 1970 the AID/W Contracts Office urged
 

the Missions to complete the AIFLD PIO/Ts by November 1969.
 

However, AID/W reported that most of the PIO/Ts were 
received
 

after January 1. Consequently the Brazil task order for 
1970
 

was not signed until 
March, and this was one of the earlier 

contracts. he 1970 Guyana task order was unsigned as late 

as the first week in June. 

Even after the PIO/Ts arrive at AID/W, bottlenecks
 

occur as the result of the volume of work; 
AID/W contracts
 

officers must negotiate eighteen country programs and three
 

regional programs. Negotiation is also complicated by the
 

fact that AIFLD/W will often propose a country program in
 

excess of that reflected in the PIO/T. The AIFLD/W plan for
 

the country program may simply reflect its judgment that a
 

larger program is warranted, or it may reflect the utilization 

of unexpended program funds, 
the availability of which was not
 

known at the time the PIO/T was prepared. These factors operate
 

to make negotiations in Washington between AID and AIFLD time
 

consuming.
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In spite of delayed funding, field expenses 
are in

curred from the beginning of 
the year because of the on-going
 

nature of the program. The absence of funds 
requires AIFLD/W
 

to keep substantial 
year-end funds available or to secure non-


AID funds 
in order to make advances to the field and to shift
 

available monies with some dexterity among the field programs
 

and the headquarters office.
 

The effect of the shortage of funds is, in 
turn, shifted
 

to the field where disbursemerts may be deferred, 
loan and
 

grant awards delayedj programs rescheduled, etc. Here,too, a
 

premium is placed on dexterit'y. 

The potential 
for jeopardizing the effectiverlass of
 

the field operations is inherent in delayed program funding.
 

It is our opinion that AIFLD/W is to 
be commended for exhibiting
 

the dexteriiy needed to assure program continuity. But 
we feel
 

strongly that a more productive effort would be 
one directed
 

toward maximizing the utilization of funds continuous yearin 


round support of program operations and minimizing year-end
 

"crises" management. Our recommendations are directed toward 

achieving this objective.
 

In partial response to the problem of delayed program
 

funding, AID has undertaken to forward fund by three months
 

those AIFLD country programs where AID/Mission funds are 

available. Thus in Brazil, 
for example, the period covered
 

by Tasl Order 51 is now January 1, 1970 through March 31, 
 1971.
 

It is contemplated that PIO/Ts will 
still be due in Washington
 

in December 1970, but 
that AID/W will have three added months
 

to complete negotiations with AIFLD/W before the contract 
runs
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out. During this 
period AIFLD/B will be assured of 
AID funds.
 

AID anticipates subsequent funding on 
a twelve month basis,
 

that is, April, 1971 through March 31, 
 1972, but submission
 

of PIO/Ts would remain 
as at present, in November and December
 

of the preceding year.
 

We think this procedure has merit, and we 
urge that both
 
AID/Mission and AIFLD/M;ssion engage 
in the kind of continuing
 

consultation,- that will 
facilitate timely submission of 
the
 

PIO/T.
 

Since AIFLD Country Program Directors have already sub
mitted labor plans 
and budgets for 
CY 71, those whose programs
 

have been forward funded will 
have to rework them to 
delete the
 
first three months of 1971 addand three months of 1972. 

The utilization of unexpended funds 
presents a problem
 
to which we wish 
to draw special attention. Because program
 

plans are drafted 
in the field 
before the amount of unexpended
 

funds 
is known, such planning as occurs 
is within the context
 

of dollars to be newly-obligated. 
 It is on this basis that
 

AIFLD/Mission and AID/Mission arrive at 
a specific program
 

which AIFLD agrees to undertake. When unexpended dollars
 

become known, AIFLD/W will generally increase the program
 

budget negotiated 
in the field by the amount available. It
 

does so without obliging its 
Country Program Director to re

examine his budget 
in the same rigorous fashion as 
preceded the
 

original submission. 

AID, on 
the other hand, suggests that unexpended funds
 

should be forfeited, that 
such funds, once-obl igated to AIFLD,
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are not irrevocably AIFLD's for use in successive program years. 

We think it appropriate to consider a middle 
course.
 

We suggest that unexpended funds be utilized to 
fund those country
 

Missions which have soundly demonstrated in the planning 

process how they might expand their programs were more money 

available. Pipeline funds would "belong" 
to AIFLD, but not
 

necessarily to the country in which 
the pipeline occurred. We
 

prefer to see in refunds shifted to other country programs 


sponse to soundly-conceived program plans.
 

C. Internal Financial Control Procedures
 

In the foregoing Section on Program Planning and Bud

geting we suggested that attention be focused on establishing
 

within AIFLD a set of management tools which would provide a
 

basis for the control of significant aspects of the organiza

tion's financial position and operations. Such internal controls
 

as exist today are inadequate.
 

1. Budgetary Control 

We have described elsewhere in this report the charac

teristics of AIFLD's program planning procedures, and we have
 

suggested how the planning procedure could be improved through 

the introduction of a more adequate budgeting process. The 

planning and budgeting which we envision are intrinsically re

lated to one type of internal control, namely, budgetary control.
 

The budget embodies the standards of performance that are ex

pected. In turn, those standards enable a comparison of actual
 

results with the pre-established standards. The basis 
is thus
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laid for the prompt diagnosis of deviations and the initiation 

of corrective action. 

Each 
AIFLD country and regional program is funded on the
 
basis of a task order that 
includes a budget. 
 We feel that under
 
present procedures 
it provide. neither adequately detailed 
nor
 
sufficiently accurate or timely information. 'ts use as a 

control mechanism is thus rendered ineffective. 

We examined the task order budget for the Brazil pro
gram (which is much 
like that for Honduras, Guyana and other
 
countries) 
in order to reveal the weaknesses. 
 !n summary, the
 
budget shows 
no historical data so 
that current 
cost trends can
 
be evaluated or where 
new and augmented program efforts 
are
 
being made. 
 Second, it is confined to a numerical 
statement
 

of dollar costs to be incurred for major expense categories. 
Impcrtantly, 
no other internal document reduces 
to numerical
 

statement the output that wiil 
be secured for those estimated 

costs. This is particularly important in the labor education
 
program where it is imperative to know, for example, how many 
courses will 
be given, 
in which subjects, 
and how many stUdents
 
will attend each. 
 These expressions of output should not 
be
 
cf.,nfused with measures of 
impact of effectiveness. 
 The latter
 
seek to assess 
the validity of these outputs 
in achieving
 

AIFLD program objectives. 

We do not consider the budget today to present 
a statement
 
of program plans 
in sufficient detail 
so that those responsible
 

for the administration and monitoring of those program plans
 
can see what has been accomplished at 
any particular point 
in
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time. 
The Country Program D'rectory may carry much of 
this
 

iniformation around in his head, but ve daresay even the most
 

competent cannot keep track of all 
 of the signifcant factors. 

To 
reduce the plan to numbers is to provide him with 
a checklist
 

of significant program elements. 
 Supervisory and monitoring
 

personnel are similarly stymied if they 
cannot observe and
 

evaluate program progress, and therefore the performance of
 

the individuals responsible for that progress, 
in a systematic
 

and timely fashion. 

A second problem militating against efficient budgetary
 

control, namely, the inabilit'y to reconcile field expense
 

records with voucher submissions to AID/W, is discussed in 

Section D. below. 
 It is almost to obvious to point out that
 

prompt and accurate feedback of control 
information to the
 

man whose work is being controlled is essential; he is the one 
most likely to 
be able to do something if action 
is warranted.
 

We suggest in our recommendations how AIFLD 
can improve its
 

flow of control information.
 

An improved flow of information is not however the sole 
requisite for better control. 
 Data must be utilized. It is
 

our obseration that AIFLD managers generally do not express 

interest in or see much value to budgets 
as control toGls. It
 

may be due to their 
impatience with the misunderstandings,
 

delays, and errors that occur in available control information. 

It is our judgment that 
these admitted irritants have been used
 

as excuses either dismissto budget control entirely or to 
leave control 'up to 
someone else, usually the Director of
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Finance. Indeed, an often-heard statement in the field is 

that "they (meaning AIFLD/W) watch out for me." To counteract 

this prevailing attitude we include in our recommendations
 

that AIFLD managers be given technical assistance in budget
 

control, and th-): supervisory personnel in Washington make it 

clear that a heightened competence in this 
phase of financial
 

management will be expected of all 
staff.
 

In order that there be no misunderstanding of what we 

would expect from budgetary control, we think it should be
 

evident that we are suggesting to AIFLD a tool of major plan

ning and control. We do not envision a cumbersome, expensive
 

process 
that would deprive program people of needed operating
 

freedom and would supplant the exercise of management initia

tive. The greatest danger in'u-ing the budget as control is
 

that program inflexibility may ensue; the reduction of plans 

to numerical terms gives them a deceptive certainty which we
 

strongly caution against. 

Secondly, budgets have a way of growing from precedent,
 

and the fact that a certain expenditure was made in the past
 

becomes evidence of its reasonableness in the present. Budgets
 

must constantly be re-examined or they may tend to become um

brellas to hide inefficiencies. Such a budget is clearly use

less a,.-- a control tool, since the activities that it purports 

to cont:rol are of questionable validity in the first place. 

'rhus wo iave urged that the Country Program Directors and the
 

AID/M:ssions treat carefully their respective preparation of 

country labor plans and PIO/Ts. 
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There -are important aspects of AIFLD program operations
 

which can be defined by numerical standards,, for which budget
 

control, however, is not: the most practicabe means of ob

serving performance. These are discussed in the section 

immediately following, Non-budgetary Control.
 

Lastly, we are cognizant that quality of labor education
 

programs, quality of contacts with foreign 
labor ministries,
 

and the like, are important elements in judging effectiveness.
 

These intangibles, which are not easily reduced to numerical 

Dresentation, are perhaps best left to other forms of internal 

control, as noted below. 

2. Non-budgetary Controls 

We found that AIFLD does not have an adequately in

formative reporting system through which significant operating
 

data are collected, summarized, analyzed, and presented to top
 

management. This is not due to lack of diligence. There is
 

more than a sufficiency of reports--some required by MIFLD/W,
 

others on a different format by AID Missions, others apparently
 

self-prescribed--prepared by AIFLD country missions. 
 In addition
 

there are further outpourings of reports from the national 

labor education institutes supported by AIFLD and from the local 

AID missions. The difficulty is that the concentration is on
 

reporting program developments--often in too much detail--over
 

limited time periods. There is, however, no system to collect
 

information in a consi;tent manner to throw light on program
 

progress as opposed to program activity. Some efforts are
 

being made to develop better statistics for evaluative purposes,
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but the results are likely to be uneven and unlikely to 

provide all of the significant data that would be possible.
 

For example, with respect to social 
projects, follow-ups are
 

made too much in Lerms of whether a project accompl ished the 

physical thing it was supposed to do and too little on the
 

impact of the rroject on union development or the social wel

fare of a working group.
 

We think that, together with improvement in the planning
 

and budgeting system, overall reporting should be carefully
 

reviewed 
to achieve a greater yield of significant data while
 

simplifying the general structure and burden of 
reporting re

quirements. 
 In this undertaking a considerable contribution
 

could be made by AID Missions to integrate their own require

ments with an improved AIFLD reporting system.
 

We think first-hand observation is absolutely essential
 

to establishing effective control, 
and we consider the current
 

level of travel by supervisory personnel to the field, as 
well
 

as field personnel to Washington, to be appropriate.
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D. Reimbursement of Expenses 

I. Description of Procedure 

AIFLD prepares 
a monthly report of the expenses it has
 

incurred under teach task order. Because the procedures for
 

reporting and reimbursing country program expenses 
(rather- than
 

Regional program expenses) has given rise to 
the most frequently 

encountered difficulties, the following description is that of 

AIFLD/Mission procedures. 

Expenses are reported on a "spread-sheet" with columns 

denoting expense categories, e.g. salaries of local personnel,
 

benefits, rent and utilities, etc. The report, accompanied by
 

supporting documentation, is submitted in duplicate to AIFLD/W
 

at the close of the month. 

Expenses are reviewed in AIFLD/W and may be reclassified 
or questioned by the Finance Department prior to entry in 
country journals. When reclassifications are made on the 
country expense report, or when any other changes are made that 
make the report prepared by AIFLD/Mission different from that 
posted by AIFLD/W, the duplicate copy of the report submitted
 

by the field is returned to it with changes noted. 

Salaries, benefits and housing allowances of U.S. per

sonnel are paid by AIFLD/W, and consequently these expenses, 
attributable to the various field programs, do not appear on 
the monthly expense reports. AIFLD/W does not record them on 
the duplicate expense report returned to the field. 

AIFLD/W prepares a voucher submission for the period
 

covered by eaci monthly expense report. The voucher is the
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basis for reinbursement by AID. It shows the task order budget 

by expense category, that is, the total amount available, ex

penditures to date, charges covering the period for which the
 

voucher is submitted (distinguishing between Washington - in

curred exoenses, such as salaries of U.S. personnel, and field

incurred expenses), and the funds remaining.
 

The voucher is submitted to AID/W, and copies are sent
 

to AID/Mission offices (Labor Technical Office, Controller's
 

Office). Importantly, the voucher is the only notification
 

to AIFLD field offices of the expenses incurred in Washington
 

and chargeable to the country task order.
 

After review for certification and compliance with budget 

restrictions, AID/, advises the Treasury through an Advice of 

Charge (AOC) to reimburse AIFLD/W the amount of the voucher sub

mission. A copy of the AOC is forwarded by AID/W to Mission 

Controllers so that the amount of the payment can be entered 

against the AIFLD allotment. 

The time period required for reimbursement of field

incurred expenses is approximately two months. Thus, expenses
 

incurred in April, will be submitted to AIFLD/W by mid-May, and
 

in turn, submitted to AID/W in early June, with a check sent to
 

AIFLD/W by mid-June.
 

AIFLD/W then replenishes field operating funds by means
 

of deposits to bank accounts on which the field may draw.
 

Table 5 represents schematically the procedure which
 

has just been described.
 

The reimbursement procedure is somewhat different for
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five country programs. After AIFLD/W has prepared the voucher
 

submission for Chile, Guyara (regular program and Industrial
 

Training Center), Nicaragua, Guatemaia, and ROCAP, it is re

turned to the respective field offices. The voucher, in turn,
 

is submitted to the AID/Mission Controller fur approval, and
 

forwarded by him directly to the Treasury for payment. Whereas
 

reimbursement under the first described procedure requires two 

months, this procedure entails an additional three to six weeks
 

before a check is received from the Treasury. Table 6 illustrates
 

this procedure schematically.
 

2. Reconciliation of AID Reimbursement with Field Expense Records
 

There has been continuing difficulty in reconciling field 

expense records with the voucher submissions to AID/W. The 

return to the field of an amended monthly expense report has 

contributed to a reduction in the number of discrepancies. 

Nonetheless, the problem remains, and is a continuing source of 

irritation to AID/Mission personnel charged with monitoring, and 

to Country Program Directors who must operate within a budget, 

yet may not know with certainty either the amount of, or 

reaons for, Washington actions.
 

Two examples that were called to our attention in
 

Brazil are described in our Brazil report, Part I, page 183.
 

They involved problems of human error and delay, attributable
 

to the volume of work arising out of the centrdlized admini

strat ion, and gijps in the flow of data between AIFLD/W and 

AIFLD/B, specifically regulations of the Government of Brazil
 

covering the accounting treatment of social security expense.
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AIFLD REIMBURSEMENT PROCEDURE "B" ]-/
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Discrepancies also arise as the result of disallowances 

by the Director of Finance (called to 
his attention by the
 
accountant 
supervising the field reports) and, 
to a minimal
 
extent as 
the result of exchange rate differences between 
the
 
date of field expenditure and official 
journal postinq 
at AIFLD/W.
 

AID personnel 
have told us the difficulty they have had
 
in performing their monitoring function 
in the face of dis
crepancies in field expense records with voucher submnissions to 
AID/W. 
We consider the criticism legitimate. 


by AID/W Compared 

Our recommendations 
are directed toward the improvement of the reimbursement procedure. 
3. Field Reimbursement and Reimbursement 

We are 
cognizant of the present exploration by AID/W of
 
the 
feasibility ard desirability of delegating to 
AID Mission
 
Controllers responsibility for 
the reimbursement of AIFLD 
Country
 
program expenses based on 
vouchers prepared by AIFLD Country
 
Program Directors and submitted directly to the Controller. 
AID/W has shared with us 
the generally favorable responses of
 
the several Missions 
to the proposal 
(which would be accompanied
 
by delegation to 
the Mission of responsbility Fr signing AIFLD
 

Country task orders). 

We have also had the benefit of 
AIFLD/W thinking on the
 
question of the handling of 
field-incurred expenses.
 

We think the following objectives are Particularly relevant
 

to the discuss ion: 

a. 
To ensure the integrity of AIFLD control 
over its
 

own organization;
 

b. To contribute to 
the achievement of 
an environment
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within AIFLD for implementing sound financial 

administration; and 

c. To 	furnish AID with 
the tools by which to accomplish
 

a prompt and direct review of AIFLD/Mission financial
 

admi nistrat ion.
 

Any organization carrying out contractual 
obligations with 

AID will need and will want kind ofsome strong centralized con

trol over the expenditures of 
its fieid staff. The AIFLD head

quarters thus know shouldshould and be able to approve or dis

approve expenditures being made by 
the field. This is a matter
 

of sound management practice in carrying out its responsibilities 

to its 	own Board of Trustees and to AID.
 

If AIFLD Country Directors submit 
vouchers directly to
 

AID Missions, AIFLD would have to adopt 
a new accounting system
 

to maintain its control of expenditures. It is not satisfactory
 

from the standpoint of the existing central ized 
financial con

trol system to try to deal 
after the fact with vouchers sub

mitted by AIFLD staff 
to the AID Mission in each country. If
 

forced to conform with 
a country vouchering system,. AIFLD
 

would probably want to have the vouchers prepared by its Country
 

Director submitted first to 
AIFLD headquarters for review, with
 

the corrected vouchers then being sent 
back to the Country Program
 

Directors for submission to the AID Country Program Controller. 

This procedure, as noted earlier in this report, is already 
in
 

operation in Chile, Guyana and other programs 
and, as also noted
 

earlier, requires more time for completion of the reimbursement 

process than does the AIFLD Headquarters vouchering system. 
 These
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cases are quite different from the AID proposal that AIFLD 
Country Directors prepare and submit 
vouchers directly to 
AID
 
Country Controllers All that has hapoeried 
is that the volume
 
of mail has changed because the addresees of the vouchers have 
been changed; AIFLD headquarters 
still reviews 
or prepares the
 
vouchers in Washington prior 
to returning them to 
the field
 

for submission to AID Country Controllers. 

The heart of the problem is the exercise of AIFLD head
qua;-ters' responsbility for 
its financial affairs. 
 It is not
 
relieved of this responsbility by allowing Country Program
 
Directors 
 to deal 
directly with AID Mission Controllers. In
 
order to protect itself it will want in one way or another 
a) to 
prepare the vouchers itself itas is now doing; or b)
 
to review the vouchers prepared by Country 
 Progr-,, Directors 
before they are 
submitted to 
AID Controllers 
in the individual
 

countries.
 

It is important for AIFLD to have a strong policy-making 
body which is in a position to establish a framework for Insti
tute activities, to 
examine and approve program nlans 
in the
 
light of the framework, and finally to pass judgment on whether 
actual operations 
are within the approved program plans.
 

We look upon field disbursement as weakening the link 
between program planning on 
the one hand, and control and
 
evaluation of operations on 
the other hand. 
The connection
 
between the policy-maker and his control over the implementation 
of that policy ensures that policy is not 
made in a vacuum, and
 
that 
is it tempered by the cumulative result of past 
successes
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and failures. 
 It preserves for the policy-maker (and not 
a
 

third party) the first 
review of whether policy was carried
 

out. 
 note 
 over 


of funds to AIFLD offices 


It is important to that the power disbursement
 

in each country by AID Missions in
 

each country would not immedi-tely result in a fragmentation
 

of the AIFLD operations into essentially a series of individual
 

country contracts. Nevertheless, the possibility of the
 

erosion of AIFLD an
as 
 independent integrated organization
 

increases 
as steps of the kind proposed are taken, It is not
 

clear that such erosion would be 
in the interests of AID and
 

its broad labor objective in Latin America.
 

We view Mission reimbursement of expenses 
as detrimental
 

to the widespread application of sound financial 
management
 

thinking within AIFLD. 
While.individual 
Mission Controllers
 

would be in 
a position to exercise their professional
 

competence in addressing AIFLD/Mission financial affairs,
 

AIFLD/W would not be 
involved with 
the effort.
 

It is our conclusion 
that the top echelon of AIFLD must
 

be directly involved in, and unequivocably back, the effort
 

to strengthen financial 
administration. Without such involve

ment, a shift to direct AIFLD country program 
- AID country
 

controller 
relationships might be counterproductive in the
 

sense that Mission requirements would be 
looked upon as one
 

more "hoop to jump through' 
in order to get money, rather
 

than as an AIFLD policy about which the 
top echelon felt
 

strongly.
 

We look upon AID's objective to take those steps
 

necessary to implement 
a system that provides for effective
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review by AID of AIFLD financial procedures as entirely appro

priate and necessary. 
 However, we also think it important that
 

such step, as are taken be consistent with the foregoing 
con

siderations, especially those regarding AIFLD's 
integrity and
 

responsbility as an independent entity.
 

The GAO has recommended strongly AID exercisethat more 

direct control over AIFLD finances in the field. We do not
 

regard the exercise of greater control as precluding the 

possibility of 
retaining the present reimbursement procedure
 

and strengthening its weak spots. 
 Those weak spots have been
 

described in audit. r.ports and in this report. We view our
 

recommendations for: .1) improved program planning, budgeting 

and evaluation of both field and headquarters operations, 2) a
 

program of technical assistance, and 3) an improved flow of
 

reciprocal financial information between AIFLD/W and AIFLD/Field
 

as facilitating fully the legitimate monitoring duties of 
AID/W
 

and AID/Mission personnel.
 

E. Contract Administracion 

Contract administration 
is, in the first instance, the
 

responsbility of AIFLD/W, and secondly the responsbility of 
each
 

Country Program Director. It is apparent from audit reports
 

prepared by Touche Ross & Co., 
AID/Mission auditors, and the
 

GAO that AIFLD has not always placed a premium on sound in

ternal controls. 
 The deficiencies have been well-chronicled
 

in the numerous audit reports, and we will not examine them again
 

here. However, we feel obliged to 
place the reported deficiencies
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in a sound perspective so that present managerial practices can
 

be evaluated.
 

As our point of departure we direct attention to the
 

proposed disallowances cited by Touche Ross & Co., 
 in its audit
 

of AIFLD operations for the years ending December 31, 
 1966 and
 

1967, summarized on Table 7.
 

Column 2 lists the excess costs subm:litted over the costs
 

allowed, that is, the proposed disallowances, by organizational
 

element. 
 The largest dollar amounts in question occur in two
 

places, the Washington headquarters (which includes the Front 

Royal Institute but excludes the Labor Economist program) and
 

Brazil. Together these programs account for 407-of total
 

proposed disallowances.
 

We analyzed the proposed disallowances in the Brazil
 

program in order to 
shed further light on the problem. In
 

Table 8 those proposed disallowances are set forth by major 

category.
 

Proposed disallowances for lack of receipts 
for pay

ments to students, and the lack of receipts 
from participants
 

in special seminars 
arose because it was not AIFLD/b procedure
 

to required receipts from students who 
received travel and per
 

diem payments while attending education courses. The procedure
 

now requires that such payments be advanced to 
the instructor
 

and expensed only upon the return of from
a receipt the student
 

acknowledging payment. 
 This procedure is satisfactory to 

Touche Ross & Co.
 

Disallowances for lack of salary authorization and/or
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Table 7
 

DISTRIBUTION OF EXCESS COSTS SUBMITTED
 
OVER COSTS ALLOWED
 

(For the years ending December 31, 1966 and 1967)
 

Organizational 

Element 


Washington

headquarters 


Argentina 

Bolivia 

Brazil 

Guyana 


Caribbean Seminars 

Chile 

Colombia 

Costa Rica 

Dominican Republic 


Ecuador 

El Salvador 

Guatemala 

Honduras 

Jamaica 


Mexico 

Nicaragua 

Panama 

Peru 

ROCAP 


Uruguay 

Venezuela 

Labor Economist 


TOTAL 


Excess Costs Submitted 

Over Costs Allowed 


$240,005.59 

6,482.13 


47,074.19 

301,613.98 

68,157.64 


663.60 

65,595.37 

81,304.85 

7,799.15 


134,855.59 


31,232.42 

13,.550.30 


9.55 

32,656.12 

16,576.29 


15,169.21 

21,025.42 

36,880.45 

29,472.28 

108,156.81 


39,136.04 

39,261.93 

6,022.93 


$1 342,701.84 


Percent of
 
Total Excess Costs
 

18Y
 
1
 
4
 
22
 
5
 

negligible
 
5
 
6
 
l
 
10
 

2
 
1
 

negligible
 
2
 
1
 

1
 
2
 
3
 
2
 
8
 

3
 
3
 

negligible
 

100'
 

Source: Touche Ross & Co. audit of AIFLD for 
the years

ending December 31, 1966 and 1967, Schedule I.
 

http:342,701.84
http:6,022.93
http:39,261.93
http:39,136.04
http:108,156.81
http:29,472.28
http:36,880.45
http:21,025.42
http:15,169.21
http:16,576.29
http:32,656.12
http:13,.550.30
http:31,232.42
http:134,855.59
http:7,799.15
http:81,304.85
http:65,595.37
http:68,157.64
http:301,613.98
http:47,074.19
http:6,482.13
http:240,005.59
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Table 8 

PROPOSED DISALLOWANCES
 
AIFLD/BRAZIL
 

(For the years ending December 31, 
 1966 and 1967)
 

Disallowances 


Lack of receipts for pay
merits to students, and 
lack

of receipts from participants in special seminars 


Lack of salary authori
zation, and/or 
lack of
security clearance 


Inadequate documentation
 
for expenses, viz., 
travel
 
and per diem, supplies

and equipment, benefits,
 
rent and Utilities, 
over
seas allowances,
 
consultants' Fees,

miscellaneous direct
 
costs 


Severance pay, 
13th
 
month wages, bonus
 payments 


Expenses not 
included
in above categories 


TOTAL 


Amount 


$128,437.95 


116,490.73 


34,343.53 


7,563.39 


17,594.19 


$304,429.79 


Percent of Total
 
Disallowed
 

42%
 

38
 

11
 

2
 

7
 

100'
 

Source: Touche Ross & Co. audit of AIFLD for 
the years
ending December 31, 
 1966 and 1967, Schedules VII

and VII-A.
 

http:304,429.79
http:17,594.19
http:7,563.39
http:34,343.53
http:116,490.73
http:128,437.95
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security clearance derive from an oversight on the part of
 

AIFLD/B. Generally security clearance was 
secured, but salary
 

authorization was 
not. Since early 1969 appropriate approvals
 

covering both items are secured at one time by means of a form 

designed specifically 
 for this purpose. This procedure is
 

satisfactory 
to AID/B and Touche Ross & Co.
 

Inadequate supporting records were cited for disal

lowances of travel 
and per diem expenses, rent and utilities,
 

and other normal operating costs. AIFLD directives related
 

to collecting and reporting expense data now ensure that nroper 

documentation is secured. 
 Touch Ross & Co has assisted AIFLD 

in this effort. 

The disallowances attributed to severance pay, thirteenth
 

month wages, and bonus payments arose because of the fact that
 

the nature of these payments was misconstrued. A thirteenth 

month's wages, also 
known as a bonus, is required by Brazilian
 

law to be paid by employers to employees upon the completion of 

twelve months' employment; severance payments reflect a share
 

of the thirteenth month's wages proportionate to the length of 

time worked. The terms "bonus" and "thirteenth month wages" are 

misleading, because they 
are not bonuses as generally understood
 

in the United States. The legitimacy oF these paymen'-s under
 

the task order has since been satisfactorily settled with AID 

and Touche Ross & Co.
 

Thus there remains only 7 of proposed disallowances un

explained by the foregoing analyses. 
 The dollar amount involved
 

is less than $18,000.
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Our purpose in examining the Brazil 
program disallowances
 

was to analyze a significant proportionof the total disallowances 
cited, and to 
see what practices had been 
initiated to 
reduce
 
the 
likelihood that disallowances of this magnitude would 
recur.
 
We are satisfied that 
the procedures initiated are 
appropriate
 
to prevent the 
recurrence of such massive disallowances in
 
AIFLD/Brazil. 
 To the extent that 
the same procedures 
are
 
initiated at 
other AIFLD/Missions improvement 
should be marked.
 

Nevertheless, we 
should point out 
that in Brazil, AIFLD
 
now has an experienced accountant 
responsible 
for internal
 
financial 
controls. 
 Personnel familiar with 
financial reporting
 
are on the country staffs 
in Uruguay, Chile, 
Peru, and Colombia,
 
as well as in AIFLD/W. In the 
large number of smaller country
 
programs 
no one on the staff .issimilarly so well 
qualified.
 
Table 9, Percent of Excess 
Costs 
to Total Costs, by Orqaniza
tional Element, brings 
out the fact that even 
though the 
excess
 
dollars cited in each 
program may have been small 
relative 
to
 
the total costs questioned (Table 7), 
nearly every program had
 
a problem of financial administ-ration, 
several being sub
stantial relative to the size of the program. It is our judgment 
that there is a decided need for AIFLD to 
provide continuing
 
technical assistance to 
its field people charged with contract
 
administration in order that 
each may attain a level 
of suitable
 
technical proficiency. 
 AID/Mission controllers 
could assist
 
through on-site counsel. 
 We make recommendations 
to this effect.
 

We wish to take note of a very 
real 
problem occasioned
 
by the proposed disallowances 
due to 
lack of proper documentation.
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Table 9 

PERCENT OF EXCESS COSTS TO TOTAL COSTS,
 
BY ORGANIZATIONAL ELEMENT
 

(For the years ending December 31, 1966 and 1967)
 

Organizational 

Element 


Wash ington
 
headquarters 


Argentina 

Bolivia 

Brazil 

Guyana 


Costs 

Submitted to 

AID for Re-

imbursement 


$3,097,461.53 

368,041.66 

395,595.75 

974,187.92 

373,393.22 


Caribbean Seminars 7,658.25 

Chile 

Colombia 

Costa Rica 

Dominican Re
public 


Ecuador 

El Salvador 

Guatemala 

Honduras 

Jamaica 


Mexico 

Nicaragua 

Panama 

Peru 

ROCAP 


Uruguay 

Venezuela 

Labor Economist 


TOTAL 


323,285. 13 

406,196.73 

115,710.32 


1,00-5,886.97 


400,662.77 

106,343.65 

65,394.00 

89,669.00 

62,112.90 


94,894.61 

149,144.60 

98,415.42 


469,242.32 

360,758.03 


4OO,117.21 

215,812.73 

165,261.32 


$9,745,606.04 


Excess Costs Percent of
 
Submitted Excess Costs
 
Over Costs to Costs
 
Allowed Submitted
 

$240,005.59 87/
 
6,482.13 2
 

47,074.19 12
 
301,613.98 31
 

68, 157.64 18 

663.60 9
 
65,595.37 20
 
81,304.85 20
 
7,799.15 7
 

134,855.59 13
 

31,232.42 8
 
13,550.30 13
 

9.55 negl.
 
32,656.12 36
 
16,576.29 27
 

15,169.21 16
 
21,025.42 14
 
36,880.45 37
 
29,472.28 6
 
108,156.81 30
 

39,136.04 10
 
39,261.93 18
 
6,0'.2.93 4
 

,342,701.84
 

Source: Touche Ross & Co. audit of AIFLD for 
the years

ending December 31, 1966 and ,967. Schedules I
 
and VII.
 

http:342,701.84
http:6,0'.2.93
http:39,261.93
http:39,136.04
http:108,156.81
http:29,472.28
http:36,880.45
http:21,025.42
http:15,169.21
http:16,576.29
http:32,656.12
http:13,550.30
http:31,232.42
http:134,855.59
http:7,799.15
http:81,304.85
http:65,595.37
http:301,613.98
http:47,074.19
http:6,482.13
http:240,005.59
http:9,745,606.04
http:165,261.32
http:215,812.73
http:4OO,117.21
http:360,758.03
http:469,242.32
http:98,415.42
http:149,144.60
http:94,894.61
http:62,112.90
http:89,669.00
http:65,394.00
http:106,343.65
http:400,662.77
http:1,00-5,886.97
http:115,710.32
http:406,196.73
http:7,658.25
http:373,393.22
http:974,187.92
http:395,595.75
http:368,041.66
http:3,097,461.53
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(We understand the salary and salary-related disallowances have
 
been resolved to the parties' mutual 
satisfaction.) Even though
 

procedures initiated subsequent to the Touche Ross & Co. audit 
make recurrence of 
cost disallowances on the same scale unlikely, 

these challenged costs were in fact incurred. While they are of 
historical interest to us, they are currently a major problem 

for AID and AIFLD. As such, the management time expended, in 
the search for records and in negotiating specific items, 
is
 

enormous. We consider it useful 
to suggest that AID forgive all
 

but the most egregious violations, and, with AIFLD, turn 
its
 

attentiun to ensuring that the need 
for proper controls is
 

suffused throughout the field and headquarters organization, and 
that appropriate resources 
are directed to this end. 
 We feel
 

strongly that since control problems are now well understood, 
management talents would be best utilized 
in improving present
 

operations rather than 
in furLher exploration, and often
 

fruitless search, for historical evidence.
 

In addition to the foregoing quest ons of financial
 
rlanagement raised by Touchc Ross & Co., 
AID Mission Auditors
 

have enumerated several other 
areas of concern. The most recent
 

statement of their 
concern is set forth in 
a report (No. 70-173)
 

issued March 
9, 1970 that consolidates the results of Mission
 

audits of AIFLD country programs for the period April 
26, 1963
 

through July 31, 1969. (The consolidated report does not include 
reference to 
a subsequent audit by AID/Brazil auditors, to which
 

attention was drawn 
in the preceding discussion; we do not know
 

if other Missions performed follow-up audits, 
and if they did,
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whether they observed the same degree of ;mprovement as re

ported by the Brazil auditors.)
 

We have reviewed the problems that were most frequently
 

cited in the consolidated report. We are able to comment on
 

them only to tne extent that we observed field practices in
 

three countries, and studied the headquarters operation. Im

plementation of the steps AIFLD took in Brazil was in large
 

measure successful because AIFLD a: J an accountant to the
 

Brazil 
staff, and because the AID Labor Technical Officer
 

took an active part in introducing the changes. These cir

cumstances do not exist to the same extent at every AIFLD/
 

Mission. Thus we are not able to state with certainty that
 

performance elsewhere will show the marked improvement observed
 

in Brazil. We therefore have-recommended a concerted program of
 

technical assistance to AIFLD country staffs, to be provided
 

by AIFLD/W, hopefully in conjunction with AID Mission Controllers.
 

We do not regard it as useful to examine each cited
 

deficiency. However, within each of the following 
areas we
 

observed practices to which we think it appropriate to draw
 

attent ion.
 

1. Personnel Administration and Management
 

We reviewed the forms on which U.S. personnel and locally

hired personnel report their hours worked and sick 
leave taken
 

They were found to be satisfactory. Vie also view as adequate
 

the records maintained for accumulating hours worked, leave
 

earned, and sick time taken.
 

AIFLD updated comprehensively and reissued in July 1970
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its fringe benefits manual 
for U.S. personnel. Personnel
 

practices, e.g., employment, dismissal 
and promotion procedures,
 

for U.S. personnel 
are covered in the Directives. (See dis

cussion of Directive System which follows.)
 

Less satisfactory 
is the absence of a coordination of
 

benefits-and personnel practices 
relating to locally-hired per

sonnel. We understand that 
AIFLD field offices are directed to
 

follow the practices of 
the local AID Mission. This seems
 

reasonable to us, 
but we 	think 
it would be useful to bring
 

together in one volume 
a description of 
the varying practices
 

Such a tabulation would make clear 
inconsistencies between the
 

basic contract, AID/la-259, and local practices. (For example,
 

the consol idated audit report 
cited a 35-hour work week in
 

Argentina and Mexico, but a contract provision for a minimum
 

40-hour week.)
 

2. 	Student Program Administration
 

Student attendance records have been 
improved, and we
 

found that appropriate procedures 
had been initiated to secure
 

receipts 
for per diem and travel payment. This Company recom

mended in an earlier report means by which AIFLD could study 

the impact of its education program. Procedures were outl ined 

therein for, among other things, student follow-up. We observed
 

the early implementation stages in Brazil, and we think that
 

with continued diligence, the effort will 
be successful and
 

useful. The recommendations of that 
report are incorporated,
 

by reference thereto, 
in this report.
 

However, we 
agree with audit findings that AIFLD has
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been deficient in not 
seeking to bring together its cost ex

perience for in-country programs. Certainly costscourse will
 

differ from to
country country, and even within countries-

depending on location, level 
of instruction, etc. Nevertheless
 

we 
think it would be a major planning tool to have available
 

guidel ines 
for the benefit of education officers who have
 

diverse backgrounds--some are U.S. personnel, several are 

locally-hired, others are 
third-country nationdls. 
 In the
 

ensuing section on 
the AIFLD Directive System we discuss this
 

point further. 

3. 	 Property Management
 

AIFLD's management of U.S. Government property 
is super

vised by an outside inventory service. The consultant firm is
 
responsible 
for updating annually equipment and furniture
 

records for all AIFLD offices, and for marking property
s uCh 

in the 	headquarters office. 
The field inventory is accomplished
 

through a request to the 	 Country Program Director to provide a 
listing 	of all property; 
 the listing is compared wit:, a record
 

of what should be at 
the site; discrepancies 
are then examined.
 

The only on-site inspection is performed at 
the Washington offices.
 

Marking of equipment and furniture proved be
to an em
barassment 
in several countries; that 
is, the attention that 
was
 

drawn to AIFLD's relationship with the U.S. 
Government was 
found
 

to be detrimental to the establishment of satisfactory relations 

with local labor leaders. 
 Hence, AIFLD secured a waiver of the
 

marking requirement for field offices in July 1968. The con

sultants have contracted to mark equipment and furniture in 
the
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headquarters offices in accordance with AID 
contract requirements.
 

4. 	 Travel Administration
 

Authorization for international 
travel must be secured
 

from AID and AIFLD/W. It is our observation that the country
 

staffs and the headquarters staff observe the prior approval 
and
 

written authorization requirements. The Director of the Finance
 

Department is responsible for determining the 
legitimacy of the
 

costs 
incurred and for securing adequate documentation of the
 

expenses, 
 Those personnel with whom we spoke understood the
 

requirements and knew what 
costs were permissible.
 

5. Directive System 

The Directive System was established in July 1967 and
 

has served a useful purpose through its dissemination of 

various standard practices and operating procedures. We think, 

however, that it could be improved to the extent that the 

areas of coverage were expanded, greater detail were incorpor

ated into several of the present Directives, and its use con

fined to major performance categories. 

a. Need to include additional subjects
 

A major finding of this evaluation is the unsatisfactory
 

character of program planning and evaluation within AIFLD. We
 

suggest that it would be appropriate to include 
in the Direc

tives a section on planning and evaluation, to cover methodol

ogy, budgeting, personnel involved, and a specific time frame
 

for the accomplishment of specific tasks.
 

We have been advised by AIFLD that it is presently pre

paring a manual 
to set 	forth AIFLD policies. We did not a
see 
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draft of this document, but we suggest that 
it might be appro

priate to incorporate 
it into the Directives. It would provide
 

a basic pol icy 
framework around which the aforementioned
 

program planning could be carried out.
 

We have observed that AIFLD has 
r.,t codified any of its
 

cost experience for in-country education programs. 
 Similarly,
 

there is no 
compendium covering selection procedures, length
 

of courses, curriculum content, and the like. We appreciate
 

the need for AIFLD to remain flexible in its country education
 

programs; but we also consider the time ripe to 
bring together,
 

for analysis, evaluation, and future planning 
its experience to
 

date. Such a compilation might usefully be 
incorporated into
 

the Directives (as might 
be the existing Social Projects Manual).
 

b. Need for greater detail
 

The Directives treating personnel questions 
should be
 
expanded: We have 
in mind especially those'portions which out

line hir'ing, dismissal and promotion policies of 
 U.S. nationals.
 

A more explicit statement should be available to employees and
 

their fsupervisors.
 

We have urged elsewhere that a comprehensive program of
 

technical assistance on questions of 
 financial management be
 

undertaken. We think, as 
one aspect of this assistance, that
 
the accounting manual 
should be expanded, particularly those
 

sections 
treating expense reporting and costs that 
are not reim

bursable by AID. 

c. 
Need to confine Directives to major performance categories
 

We think the Drectives ought to be elevated to a major
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management tool. 
 Therefore, we consider such Directives 
as
 

"Admittance to 
the Executive Director's Office" and "Preparation
 

of Correspondence for Signature of the Executive Director" 
in

appropriately included.
 

6. Review and Follow-up
 

The consol idated audit report cited the need for 
internal
 

review and follow-up, apart from the annual 
review by the public
 

accountants. 
 We feel that the concept of the review should be
 

expanded to cover 
program as well as procedures. In a review of
 

program performance, we 
recommend questions be raised ac 
to the
 

efficiency of the methodology and 
its time frame.
 

The operation of the 
internal control procedures which
 

we have recommended, especially program budgets, will 
serve
 

to provide operating information on a continuing basis. We 

would expect that when problem areas were revealed, AIFLD
 

management would take prompt 
remedial action.
 

7. Staff and Supervision
 

On the basis of our experience under this contract and
 

under an earl ier one performed about 
a year ago, we have
 

generally found AIFLD staff to 
be highly motivated and generally
 

competent. We have recognized that they 
are more often "doers"
 

than conceptual izers and planners; 
that their backgrounds were
 

more often in labor organizing and union activities than fi

nancial management. Our recommendations 
to add a senior staff
 

member with 
a program planning and evaluation background, and
 

to provide technical assistance 
in financial management to
 

field personnel, spring directly from these factors. 
 Our atten



tion to the need to 
elevate the Directive System derives 
from
 
our conclusion that further guidance and supervision must 
be
 
provided, especially to 
the field staff in order to 
facilitate
 

improved program and personnel performance.
 

F. 
 Contract Monitoring and Supervision in the Field
 

The evaluators found varying styles and models of con
tract monitoring and supervision. In Brazil, 
the Labor Attache
 

maintained careful 
financial, political 
and program controls
 

through continuing sensitive communication with the Country
 

Program Director. 
 In Guyana, the AID Director and AIFLD were
 
engaged in a running battle over activities and administration.
 

In Honduras, Laborthe Attache and AID program officers shared 
monitoring responsibilities and disagreed over their exercise.
 

The Mission nevertheless was 
receiving ample information about
 
contract activities and intervening appropriately to coordinate 

them with other programs and objectives.
 

As with policy and planning, personalities strongly
 

influence the monitoring relationship. This evaluation seeks
 

to clarify desirable relationships so that the play of per

sonalities 
 is not further complicated by an inadequate in
stitutional 
framework or the failure to understand an adequate
 

one.
 

Although project activities are described as education
 
and social projects, the AIFLD contract 
necessarily covers 
a
 

range of activities that 
go beyond "teaching workers about
 

unions." 
 The AIFLD approach 
involves development of effective
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working relationships with local 
labor 
leaders, and assistance
 

that supports organization of 
new groups and federations.
 

The broad role can helpfully be described as "technical
 

assistance," since this conveys 
a better sense of what AIFLD
 

does than current activity descriptions. Speed and flexibility
 

of response, both critical 
to performance of the role, are 
not
 

encouraged by rigid contract 
relationships or monitoring re

quirements. At the 
same time, because of possible political
 

consequences, the contract monitor must have full 
information.
 

Where Missions have been concerned primiarily with
 

this kind of monitoring, as in Honduras, AIFLD has 
not been
 

overly constrained and contract performance has been good.
 

When the Mission seeks to 
direct both policy and the carrying
 

out of each activity 
related to it, an impression received in
 

observing some 
aspects of the Guyana project, the effectiveness
 

of contract performance is not 
greatly improved and the con

tractor's independence is compromised. When activities are
 

described in terms that 
identify a framework and magnitude,
 

with reporting concentrated on results, a basis 
for more effec

tive management is created. The contractor's presumably superior
 

knowledge of labor activities and their consequences suggests
 

that, once programs are agreed upon, the sponsor should have
 

sufficient 
confidence to permit wide discretion 
in their
 

execut ion.
 

AIFLD exacerbates management problems by 
a secretiveness
 

that causes unnecessary and often unfounded suspicions among
 

contract monitors. The sources of this problem probably lie 
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deep in the history of the labor movement and the growth of
 

the AID/AIFLD relationship. Thc evaluators 
are less concerned
 

with assigning responsbility for past inadequacies than with
 

emphasizing the advantages 
to the contractor of vigorously ful

filling the contractual obligation to 
report In Brazil, for
 

example, where the 
Labor Attache most strongly acknovledged the
 

sufficiency of reporting, monitoring problems were 
fewest.
 

The concern for specifying activities, exhibited in
 

project planning documents. and the over-monitoring produced
 

by it, can be remedied by:
 

(1) Identification of measurable goals and milestones
 

of achievement;
 

(2) Closer consultation in developing program plans;
 

(3) Recognition by Al1a of 
broad contractor flexibility
 

in activities to achieve them; and
 

(4) Full and prompt communication of activity and result
 

information by AIFLD.
 

G. Contract Monitoring and Supervision at AID/W
 

AID has established a Task Force to examine the present
 

contractual agreement 
between AID and AIFLD (]a-259). We suggest
 

that before focusing on specific administrative procedures, the
 

Task Force give consideration to the fundamental question of what
 

degree of operational flexibility AIFLD requires 
to perform
 

effectively. 
 We have suggested that an appropriate strategy
 

would be for AID to determine long range program goals jointly
 

with AIFLD and to leave to AIFLD the operations of the specific
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activities approved for the achievement of those goals
 

We have recommended that the implementation of this
 

report's recommendations be the responsbility of an AID/AIFLD.
 

Task Force. The Task Force should examine the quality, timeli

ness, and effectiveness with which the recommendations are im

plemented. Their appraisal of planning and control procedures
 

should be made available to the AID Task Force studying la-259,
 

so that with the assurance that appropriate and effective in

ternal management procedures have been established, maximum
 

operational flexibility can be accorded to AIFLD.
 

If AID and AIFLD are to participate in a join examination 

of program strategies and a determination of goals, AID itself 

should address itself to the problem of fragmented offices
 

within AID, each with varying, responsbilities for pieces of
 

the AIFLD program. We would consider as minimal the need to
 

assign responsibility and authority to a single office in the
 

Bureaufor Latin America to administer the entire AIFLD contract. 

H. Organization Structure and Staffing Pattern
 

The Washington headquarters of AIFLD provides pol icy
 

guidance, serves as a source of technical services to field
the 

operations, and, itself, operates an education orogram. In this 

section we examine the adequacy of the headquarters operations 

vis a'vis program operations. For a description of the organiza

tion structure and staffing pattern the reader is referred to 

Appendix No. II.
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1. Board of Trustees
 

The AIFLD Board of Trustees numbers among 
its member
ship representatives of 
labor, 
business and the professions.
 

The individual 
trustees 
have had varying experience with the Latin
 
American political, economic, and social 
environment. 
 The
 
trustees 
are called upon by the AIFLD charter to provide policy
 

guidance to 
AIFLD in the design, implementation, and evaluation
 

of Institute programs. 
 Their objectivity and 
independent per

sonal judgments are substantial 
resources 
to AIFLD.
 

We did not find evidence that 
the Board exercised its
 
responsibilities significantly. 
Two complementary factors
 

explain the present quality of policy guidance. First, 
the
 

Board meets only once a year 
 It is thus able to make only a
 
general ized policy review and- program assessment. In view of 
its
 

inabil ity to review program and budget 
reports on a systematic
 
basis, 
the Board can exercise only a superficial monitoring and
 

evaluation functiun.
 

On the other hand, we do 
not 
find that program planning
 
or field reporting of progress 
is either so 
readily available
 

or so 
usefully presented as 
to make Board review significant,
 

even 
if frequent examination were 
possible.
 

In looking for an exapnded Board role, 
we consider it
 
appropriate to suggest that 
the Executive Committee assert 
its
 
authority with 
respect to formulating plans, developing strategy,
 

and evaluating performance. The Committee ought 
to meet at
 
periodic intervals between the annual 
meetings of the full 
Board
 

membership. 
The major contribution the Executive Committee
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could make would be continuing guidance 
in program planning
 

and evaluation. 
 It would be helpful if the Committee's compo

sition included members with 
a close knowledge of AIFLD opera

tions. The Committee would continue to 
be 'ccountable to the
 

full Board for the exercise of its authority.
 

We have considered at 
some length in this chapter, the
 

deficiencies in planning and 
control procedures; 
our concern
 

has been to identify tools and methods 
by which the Executive
 

Committee (as well 
as AIFLD management and AID monitors) would
 

be able to contribute measurably to AIFLD program development
 

and management effectiveness.
 

2. Planning Staff
 

AIFLD planning procedures have not kept pace with the
 

development of 
the program. 
 "Because the potentialities for
 

program improvement 
are largely dependent on strengthening
 

planning procedures, we believe AIFLD should designate a
 

senior staff member whosesole responsibility would be program 

planning and program evaluation. It would be his 
job to ensure
 

that regional and country wereprograms consonant with overall 

AIFLD strategy for assisting the development of democratically

oriented free trade labor unions. 
 Each labor plan and budget
 

would be scrutinized for its understanding of underlying condi

tions, and its examination of alternative programs 
and varying
 

allocations of resources 
to achieve AIFLD objectives. The
 

planning process 
now involves simply the statement of what
 

activities are expected to take place, e.g., number of
some 


seminars. Lacking 
is a statement of the relationship of these
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seminars to 
some overall 
purpose, for example, that 
some number
 
of trained leaders 
is required to make local 
unions viable or
ganizations. 
 In other words, 
we would assign to 
this staff
 
member the responsibility for making certa~n that the impact
 
which 'IFLD wants to achieve is, in fact, 
furthered by a partic
ular combination of program plans 
in an explicitly stated
 

relat ionship.
 

We envisage as a major part the
of assignment of the 
AIFLD planner and evaluator providing on-site country-by-country
 
intensive assistance to the AIFLD country program director in 
developing specific short-range and iong-range program objectives
 
and strategies which would be reflected 
in appropriate documents
 
and reports. 
 At the same 
time, he will, as a necessary concomi
tant of the planning task, assist 
in installing relevant and
 
manageable evaluation 
information systems C'o 
permit continuing
 
evaluation of program effectiveness. 
 (Specific suggestions
 
on an evaluation system for 
AIFLD education programs 
were made
 
a year ago by this Company.) 
 AIFLD country program directors
 
generally are 
not chosen on the basis of 
their ability to con
ceptualize planning and evaluation problems, and many may need,
 
at least at 
the outset, help of the kind proposed plus on-the

job training.
 

The process of providing such assistance essentially
 
involves the planner/evaluator probing and drawing from the
 
country program director, a diagnosis of the labor problem 
in
 
the country which 
is precise enough 
to 
determine priorities,
 
identify choices of objectives and choices of programs, and
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select 
reasonable indicators of program effectiveness. 
 The
 
process must be carried out 
in a way which makes apparent the 
decision-making value of planning and evaluation so that AIFLD 
overseas staff members adopt and use the techniques as their 
own. Further, the same process must operate within AIFLD head
quarters and performance standards for planning and evaluation 
must 
become part of the basis of AIFLD judgment of staff per
formance. Without this, 
the process will become a game played
 
with papers a few days a year with 
the operations people doing
 
what they wanted to do 
in the first place. Necessarily the
 
Regional Directors and their 'Program Officers would work 
closely with the staff planner/evaluator.
 

Second, we suggest that 
AIFLD create a Program Planning
 
and Review Committee, consisting of the Executive Director and
 
senior staff, to assure that 
progress is being made 
in upgrading
 

the quality of planning and progidm analysis.
 

The Regional Directors assist 
in the development and 
im
plementation of the annual 
Country Labor Plans, 
program assess
ment, and coordination of regional hemisphere programs. They
 
review biweekly and other progress reports 
and communications
 
received 
From the field offices assigned to 
them and generally
 
backstop their operations. 
 The Country Program Directors have
 
been delegated considerable autonomy to make operating 
decisions
 
and the focus of the Regional staff 
is to respond to problems
 
and requests, 
rather than to provide continuing direction. The
 
Regional staff acknowledges the superiority of field grasp of
 
day-to-day requirements. 
 The policy of delegating major operating 
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responsibility to field staff seems wise; we are in accord
 

with Regional Directors' reluctance to question actions of
 

Country Program Directors. In none of the countries visited
 

have AIFLD staff complained of poor support or lack of
 

Washington response and interest.
 

The Regional Directors exercise their major substantive
 

control through review and approval of the Country Labor Plans.
 

In this capacity, and as noted above, we recommend that the
 

Regional staff work closely with the staff planner/evaluator.
 

3. Cost of Headquarters Office 

In order to determine the cost of the Headquarters office 

and thereby to judge the relationship between the support func

tions and field operations, we examined the total funds for 

which AIFLD had an administrative responsbility in calendar year 

1969. The Statement of Expenses for 1969, Table 2, page 25, 

shows expenditures of $6,097,235. To this should be added 

$128,767 for Impact Projects funded by the AFL-CIO, and $150,000 

which is estimated to be the funds individual country programs 

received directly from various AID missions for small Proiects. 

These funds are not considered part of the Institute's financial 

operations, but a realistic view of program activities would in

clude them. With the assumptions set forth below, we have 

estimated that adninistrative expense accounted for approximately 

19% of total funds. (See Table 10). 

The assumptions we have made are as follows: 

(1) All country program expenses are allocated to program
 

operations even though a proportion of each is admin
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Table 10 

DETERMINATION OF AIFLD ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
 

1969
 

Total Funds:
 

Per Annual Statement $6,097,235 
Plus: Impact Project Funds 128,767 
Plus: AID Mission Funds 150,000 

Total Funds $6,376,002
 

Program Expenses:
 

Latin American Programs $3,414,096
 
Impact Projects 128,767
 
AID Mission Projects 150,000
 
Regional Revolving Loan Fund
 

Drawings 111,043
 
Union to Union Program 631,566
 
Labor Economist Program 134,043
 
Front Royal Institute 'Program 318,000
 
Social Projects Department 247,000
 

Total Program Expenses $5,134,515
 

Administrative Expenses:
 

Washington Offices:
 

Executive and Regional
 
Departments $ 403,000
 

Finance Department 329,000
 
Administration and Personnel
 

Services Department 152,000
 
Information Services 85,000
 
Education Department 272,000
 

Total Administrative Expenses $1,241,OOO
 

Ratio Administrative Expenses To
 
Total Funds 
 197
 

Sources: AIFLD internal records; AIFLD's public accountants
 

Note: Headquarters departmental expenses were provided on a
 
rounded basis, thereby creating a rounding error of
 
$487 between total funds and the sum of program and
 
administrative expenses.
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istrative in nature. 
The underlying rationale
 

is that the Country Program Director, whose salary
 

and related office expenses are the largest admini

strative expenses, is, in fact, the focus of assis

tance and without him there would be 
no 'presence"
 

or program.!/
 

(2) 
The Front Royal, Labor Economist and Union to Union
 

Programs are treated as 
program expenditures although
 

a portion of each program is, in fact, administrative 

expense. We 
consider that such an allocation wvould
 

be impracticable to 
achieve 
in view of the difficulty
 

of assigning supervisory salaries 
to administration 

and program categories. The resultant distortion is
 

minimal 
since the.total dollars 
involved are 
a small
 

proportion of total 
funds administered,
 

(3) The expenses of the Social Projects Department are 

allocated to 
program expenses in their 
entirety in
 

view of the fact that staff specialists provide 
con

tinuing technical assistance to 
field projects.
 

The relationship between administrative expenses 
and total
 
funding indicates how much of the revenue dollar is spent for
 

I/ AIFLD has estimated that the administrative costs of the average
country program are approximately $42,000. This includes suchcosts as the salaries of the Country Program Director, and 
one
local ly-hired program officer and one messenger; variousbenefits; and office expenses. On the basis of 
fringe 

18 country programs in 1969, 
there would have been $756,900 of additional
administrative expense. 
The effect on the overhead ratio would
have been an increase to 31. 
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overhead expenses. In this case, the ratio was found to be 

19%. The ratio may be used as a measure of the organization's
 

efficiency, and we note that 19% is well within the range of
 

overhead rates applied by universities and other contractors to
 

AID contracts. However, comparative ratios may be misleading
 

unless one is aware of all of the facts behind each ratio. For
 

example, changes in funding due to additional grants, or in
 

expenses due to increased wages, could change the ratio without
 

any change in operating efficiency.
 

In order to keep a firm control on the level of admini

strative expense, we consider that much tighter headquarters
 

budgeting procedures are appropriate. The objective of such
 

procedures should be to make as explicit as possible the re

lationship between program expenses and administrative back

stopping.
 

In headquarters, the Director of Finance is responsible
 

for the preparation of the annual budget for AIFLD/W. The
 

Executive Director transmits to him the budget guidance he has
 

received from AID/W. In turn, guidance is given to individual
 

Department Heads, each of whom is then asked to prepare a budget 

for his operation. Each is given an opportunity to assess field 

needs and to plan an appropriate level of backstopping. For 

example, in the most recent budget planning sessions, the
 

Education Department considered the need for introducing ad

vanced labor courses For women; Information Services began its
 

planning for a film and brochure presentation of the Institute's
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first ten years.
 

The relationship between the level 
of program expenditures
 
and the financial requirements for headquarters backstopping is 
elusive. It is the Director of Finance who is most 
immediately
 

responsible for ensuring that the headquarters budget fully
 
meets 
the field requirements. To this end, he serves as the focuE 
for promoting a well-balanced program of support, that 
is,
 
well-balanced 
in terms 
of education services, social projects
 

assistance, information services, and the like. It is he who
 
also encourages an exchange of 
 information among Department 
Heads. 
 For example, when the Education Department contemolate:
 

preparation of extensive printed materials, 
the Administration
 

and Personnel Services budget must 
reflect this need 
in supplies,
 
perhaps reproduction equipment and personnel, 
distribution 
ex
pense, etc. In short, 
the Director of Finance provides coordi

nation.
 

It is, in our experience, fairly unique to 
fund an essen
tially support operation by means of 
a separate contract. The
 

implicit danger is, of course, that 
the level of support tends
 
to become an independent dollar amount, and 
reference to the
 
underlying programs which it assists tends becometo tenuous. 
We consider the most suitable way to 
keep SUDoOrt tied directly
 
to programs is to allocate each 
item of administrative exoense
 

to the various programs. Such a procedure we understand has 
been considered and rejected because of the arbitrariness by
 

which 
formulas for such allocations are derived, and because
 

Country Program Directors resisted being so 
charged. We do not:
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now recommend reopening this argument.
 

However we have concluded that the present level of back

stopping, as represented by a ratio of administrative expense to
 

total funds of 19%, did not result from any conscious decision

making to maintain support at 19%, or within a range of 15-20%,
 

or any other level. Hence we recommend that the AIFLD/W budget
 

process involve a more explicit statement of what constitutes
 

an adequate level of backstopping.
 

We offer the following guidelines for establishing the
 

headquarters budget. There ought to be an expl icit, written
 

statement by each Department Head of how the items in his pro

posed budget are a reflection of the needs of Country Program 

Directors. Each Department Head could draw on such evidence as 

correspondence from the field-relating to specific questions 

(e.g., the design of an educational program), or departmental
 

records of the time devoted to various tasks to support the 

field effort (e.g., number of monthly expense records processed,
 

the staff involved, and the time required therefor).
 

Our review of the organization did not include a task
 

analysis for each professional and non-professional position.
 

Nevertheless, our examination of the organization structure and
 

staffing pattern (Appendix II) suggests that early evaluation of
 

the responsibilities of the several program officer nositions 

in the Regional and Education Departments would be appropriate.
 

There are eighteen country programs, divided into a Northern 

Region covering ten programs, and a Southern Region covering
 

eight. Each Region has a Director, and each Director two pro
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gram officers. 
 Thus, for one Region three men are 
assigned
 
to support ten programs, and 
in the other Region, three men
 

are assigned to support eight programs. We doubt that 
the
 
demands of the country programs, even when coupled with those
 
of the various regional programs (such the Regional Revolving
as 


Loan Fund) warrant this 
level of effort.
 

Similarly within the Education Department there may be
 
overstaffing or duplication of 
regional duties. 
 Of three
 
program officers, one is assigned solely 
to the preparation of
 
textbooks and The AIFLD Review, a quarterly bibl iography of 
books and articles of interest 
to those in the 
labor movement.
 

A second program officer provides curricula backstopping and
 
monitors reporting requirements for northerna tier of country 
programs. 
1A third provides s4milar services for a southern tier
 
of countries, plus miscellaneous administrative duties 
connected
 
with the Front Royal programs. Sufficient evidence to substantiate 
the need for this level of Washington effort was not readily
 

apparent from our limited observations.
 

The Executive Director has 
 within his office three 
special assistant positions. One position carries 
responsibility
 

for administration of the Union to Union Program (Task Order 42).
 
The limited monitoring of this Task Order by AIFLD suggests
 
that this is not a full-time assignment. The duties of the
 
other positions are even 
less well-defined, calling only for
 
the carrying out of special assignments for the Executive Direc
tor in 
areas of program ddministration and financial 
matters.
 

We suggest that 
the need for these positions be scrutinized,
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since it would be unusual for an organization of AIFLD's size
 

to require additional program and financial staff personnel
 

with the 
level of program support already provided by the
 

Regional Directors and their staffs.
 

The Director of the Finance Department would still be
 

responsible for combining the 
individual requests into an overall
 

package which would be transmitted by the Executive Director
 

to the Board of Trustees for 
review and approval.
 

It would assist the Board 
if the budget were to dis

tinguish between those costs which are 
fixed, or committed, over
 

the period of the budget, for example, rent and insurance, and
 

all other elements of general overhead expense. 
 The second
 

category of costs constitutes the 
larger share of overhead,
 

and thus warrants detailed attention. These costs 
are subject
 

to management control, 
that is, they are dependent almost en

tirely on management evaluation and judgment.
 

Within the second cost category, a further distinction
 

may be drawn. Certain outlays will 
be essential to day to day
 
business operation, such as, 
expenses for management and super

visory personnel, accounting services, and 
I-ersonnel admin'

stration. Variations in these expenditures are likely to have
 

a relatively immediate effect on 
program operations. Such ex

penses 
are essential, but are, nonetheless, subject 
to con

siderable management judgment as to amount and extent. Other 

outlays for information services and new methods (such 
as the
 

introduction of electronic data processing) are 
less likely to
 

have an immediate effect on 
program operation. They, too, how
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ever, are 
also subject to management judgment and evaluation.
 

We have recommended elsewhere that 
the Board of Trustees
 

exercise the prerogatives 
implicit in its policy-making position
 

with respect to 
country program planning. We consider no 
less
 

essential Board review of the headquarters budget, and the exer

cise of its judgment and discretion over the proposed outlays.
 

Until the headquarters budget is presented in this
 

fashion, we do not think it possible to pass judgment (on the
 

basis of having seen only three country progranis) on the adequacy 

of the 	level of backstopping represented by 
a 1969 overhead rate
 

of 19% 
 An outside judgment is appropriate at 
such time as the
 

Department Heads document 
the need for specific levels of effort,
 

and the Board exercises its judgment with 
respect thereto.
 

4. 	 Conclusion
 

The weakest element 
in the AIFLD/W organization is in
 

program planning and evaluation. 
We think that AIFLD could
 

utilize to 
better 	advantage the objectivity and independent
 

personal judgment that the diversity of the composition of its
 

Board of Trustees provides. To secure 
a broader measure of
 

Board participation,we have proposed that the Executive Committee 

exercise its authority to 
review operations and headquarters
 

budgets, and to ask the questions 
that will shed light on AIFLD
 

policy objectives. 
 In turn, we would expect the policy objec

tives to be more sharply defined, and AIFLD will have to reor

ganize its own 
staff resources to accomplish this. AIFLD will
 

need also to facilitate the collection and flow of data 
requisite
 

to a proper exercise of responsibility of 
the Board, its Executive
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Committee, the staff planner/evaluator, and committee with
 
responsibility within MIFLD for program planning and evaluation.
 

We think the provision of technical support by the 
AIFLD/W staff, 
now limited principally to matters 
directly re
lated to 
program activities, 
should be broadened. Planning and
 
self-eval-uation procedures ought 
to become the focus of 
a staff
 
planner/evaluator, who would have the assistance of the Regional
 
Directors and their Program Officers, and others with specialized
 

knowledge of the individual countries. 
 Technical assistance in
 
questions of financial administration should be 
routinely pro
vided by the Finance Department staff, with the emphasis being
 
placed on a reciprocal 
flow of financial information.
 

We do not think AIFLD has adequately examined its back
stopping operation in Washington as to 
level and extent. We
 
suggest therefore that budgeting procedures within headquarters
 
be tightened to ensure that 
there is a critical examination of
 

this effort.
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Extract From
 

Contract AID/la-259
 
Between the


American 
Institute for Frco Labor Development
 
and the
 

United States of America
 

Article I - Scope of Work
 

A. Obiective
 

AiD desires to make available to the Latin American
 

Countries the technical resources and Lalents of the 
Contractor
 

to assist free democratic labor unions of 
Latin America in
 

the formulation and revision of their 
labor development plans
 

and in the implementation of certain elements of 
these plans.
 

Because of the special competence, resources, and knowledge
 

available to the Contractor, the technical 
assistance to be
 

provided is that of training union 
leaders, and aiding in
 

the establishment of institutions such as 
worker banks, credit
 

unions, cooperatives, worker housing, community service
 

projects, trade schools, work education centers, and medical
 

service centers. It is expected that 
these special arrange

ments between the Contractor and the 
labor unions of Latin
 

America will 
foster direct and fruitful private contracts.
 

B. General Approach
 

The technical resources of the Contractor shall
 

be mobilized in such so
a manner 
 that they can be marie
 

available on request to such labor unions of 
Latin America
 

within the development assistance programs of AID. 
 These
 

form part of the broader efforts of the countries of Latin
 

America and the United States of America 
to attain the
 

objectives and purposes of 
the Alliance for Progress 
as
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established in the Charter of Punta del 
Este.
 

This contract establishes the procedural and
 

organizational arrangements and mechanisms which will enable
 

the Contractor 
to provide technical assistance to the free
 

democratic labor unions of Latin America within, and as
 

part of the total assistance provided under the Alliance
 

for Progress to the countries of Latin America by AID. 
 All
 

technical assistance provided under this contract by 
the
 

Contractor will be approved by the Contractor and AID.
 

C, Type and Substance of Technical AssisLance to
 
be Provided
 

As requested by country US AIDs of 
Latin America
 

or AID/W, and as mutually agreed 
in writing by the Contractor
 

and AID, Contractor will provide:
 

1. Experts and consultants to work in Latin America;
 

2. Observation and training facilities and make
 
arrangements for training and observation
 
programs;
 

3. Training, demonstration, and instructional
 
materials, aids, and devices for 
use as needed
 
for carrying out agreed upon technical assistance
 
proj ects.
 

D. Organization of Assistance
 

Contractor's experts and consultants working in
 

Latin America will work directly with their counterparts
 

in such organizations as 
trade unions, cooperatives, civic
 

groups and interested U.S. and host country government
 

agencies. Latin Americans undertaking training programs
 

in the U.S. will be located in institutions providing
 

training.
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E. Method of Operation
 

The basic method of operation will be individual
 

projects formalized by written Project Implementation Orders
 

(PIO/T) previously agreed to by the U.S. AIDs and/or
 

AID/Washington. These PIO/Ts will describe in detail the
 

technical assistance activities to be undertaken, the
 

purposes and objectives of the activities, their relationship
 

to the Cooperating Country, the type and kind of advisors
 

to be provided, and/or the kind of observation or training
 

to be provided Latin Americans in the U.S. or Latin America
 

and will specify the total cost for the project, and the
 

division of costs between AID and the Cooperating Government,
 

if such are involved.
 

The Institute shall use its best effort to develop
 

projects in line with national planning requirements and
 

goals of the particular host countries and/or in line with
 

U.S. AID objectives in these countries. In this way a
 

regular channel will be opened for the consideration of
 

specific projects prepared by the Department and balanced
 

programming can be evolved in the host country as required
 

under the Charter of Punta del Este.
 

The Institute shall also develop all specific
 

projects in consultation with the AID Field and regional
 

missions in Latin America and reports on all projects shall
 

be submitted by the Institute to the AID Latin America
 

field or regional Missions. The Contractor shall submit
 

to AID a detailed budget to support the funding of each
 

proposed project. Based on the PIO/T and the Contractor's
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budget, AID will 
issue specific written task orders.
 

Administration and operational 
costs of the Contractor's
 

office in Washington, D.C. will be 
included in a separate
 

regional task order. 
 The task orders issued will enable
 

Contractor 
to carry o.t activities and expend funds
 

authorized within the 
limits established 
in the task order
 

and within the general limitations of 
this contract.
 

F. Participant Training Programs
 

1. It is understood that all 
participant observa

tion and training programs carried out under 
a task order
 

issued under this Contract shall conform to all 
applicable
 

regulations and procedures established by AID for participant
 

training.
 

2. It is also understood that 
the handling of
 

participants will 
require special attention of the 
Contractor
 

and additional 
services from the ConL,'actor including but
 

not limited to (1) general 
program management and processing,
 

(2) administration of subsistence payments, and 
(3) planning
 

of itineraries and 
special counseling.
 

G. Reports
 

It is contemplated that Contractor will prepare
 

and submit to 
the US AID and A.I.D. semi annual progress
 

reports covering the status of 
its work under this contract
 

or any task order issued hereunder indicating progress
 

made with respect thereto, setting forth plans and including
 

recommendations covering the 
current needs of the Cooperating
 

Country unions 
in the fields of activity covered under the
 

terms of this 
contract. At the conclusion of each task
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order, Contractor will prepare and submit to the US AID
 

and A.I.D./W three ,3) copies each of the final report
 

which summarizes the accomplishments of the task order
 

and which sets forth specific recommendations for the
 

continued successful progress and improvements of the
 

program in the Cooperating Country.
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Headquarters Organization
 

and
 

Education Program
 

The 	staffing, technical services 
to the field operations,.
 

and the education program operated by AIFLD/W are described
 

briefly in this Appendix.
 

I. 	Staffing Trend
 

The total 
staff 	of AIFLD/W has remained substantially
 

at the same level since June 1967 as indicated on Table 10. 

There were 97 Headquarters employees in June 1967 and 

June 1968; in 1969, a slight decline to 95; and as of 

June 30, 1970, 102. However within these totals, there have
 

occurred significant changes in departmental staffing. The
 

most notable change 
is the increase in the size of the
 

Finance Department staff from 13 
to 23 between 1967 and
 

1970. 
 (This 	trend is discussed in the following section.)
 

II. 	Present Staffing
 

The following discussion is keyed to an Organization
 

Chart and Departmental Staffing schedule, 
as of June 30, 1970,
 

which appear 
on Table 12 and 13, respectively.
 

A. 	Executive Director
 

The infrequency with which the 
Board meets,
 

and the paucity of useful 
data upon which it can base policy
 

decisions, contribute to the convergence of major policy
 

decisions 
 and responsibility for program implementation,
 

direction and control 
in the 	office of the Executive Director.
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AIFLD WASHINGTON STAFFING 
1967-1970 

6/30/67 6/30/68 6/30/69 6/30/70 

Executive and 

Regional 21 18 18 23 

Finance 13 17 21 23 

Administration 
and Personnel 
Services 13 14 13 13 

Education 

Washington 12 15 14 11 
Front Royal 15 14 14 16 
Labor Economist -- -- -- 4 

Information 

Services 7 7 4 2 

Social Projects 16 12 11 10 

TOTAL 97 97 95 102 

NOTE: Excludes Consultants and Summer Employees. 
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Under his 
immediate direction are the following organi

zational elements: 
 Regional Programs, Finance, Education,
 

Administration and Personnel Services, 
Information, and
 

Social Projects. 
 His staff consists of four professional
 

level positions: 
 a Deputy and three Special Assistants.
 

One Special Assistant is responsible for the Union-to-


Union Program (Task Order 42); 
another handles special
 

assignments in the financial field; 
the third, assignments
 

covering a broad range of AIFLD activities, including, but
 

not limited to, financial and program questions. There are
 

also six secretarial positions in the Executive Office.
 



AIFLD WASHINGTON PROFESSIONAL STAFF 
JUNE 30, 1970 TABLE NO. 12 

OF 	TRUSTEES EBOARD 


ASSISTAN TI
 

EXECIVE DIRECTOR 
 DIECORDIRECTOR
 

I ASSISTANT TO
 
IDEPUTY EXECUTV DIRECTR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
 

NORTH 	 SOUTHI AND PERSONNEL FINANCE EDUCATION SOCIALSERVICES 	 I INFORTION
DEPARTMENT DEPARTMENT PROJECTS 
 SERVICES
 
, 	 DEPARTMENT
 

I I i ROGRA UPV iGA
 
PRGA RAM AASSISTANT 
 ASSISTANT ASSISTANT ASSISTANT INFORMATION
ADFIIICRTIO 	 O 
 OFFIE 	 OF IT SOC• OFFICER - OFI 
 CHIEF L DIRECTOR DIRECTOR DIRECTOR* L OFFICE* 

PROGRAM PROGRAM
 

..... OFFICER UNION DVMP
C U T N PROGRAM 	 C mO~FFICER O PC HA 

OFFICT ACCOUNTANT FOT U."OFFICER" 	 PROGRAM D.0
CE 	 NITY SVC. 
ACCOU 
 DIRECTORAN
 

PRGA 	 ROYALA 

INSTITUTE
 

I OMESTIC 
u:OUNTANT PUPERVISOR ROJECT 

(UUApYjj 	 NAGERf 

DIRECTOR LABOR 

L-	 ECONOMIST EpCHNICN 
PROGRAM ARGENT A) 

ASSISTANT 
TO 	DIRECTOR
*Vcant as of June 30, 1970 
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Table 13
 

DEPARTMENTAL STAFFING PATTERN 
AIFLD/WASH INGTON 

(As of June 30, 1970) 

Professional Non-professional 

Level Positions-!/ Level Positions 

Executive 62/ 6 

Regional 6 5 

Finance 83 / 15 

Administration & Personnel 2 11 

Education
 

Washington 5 6
 
Front Royal 2 14
 
.Georgetown 
 2 2
 

Information Services 1
 

84 /
Social Projects 2 

TOTAL 39 63 

1/ There are no immediate plans to Fill 2 Dositions in
 
Regional, one position in Information and one position
 
in Social Projects.
 

2/ Includes one consultant for whom a position is not
 
shown on the Organization Chart, Table 12.
 

3/ One accountant is resident in Uruguay.
 

4/ Two social project specialists are resident in Latin
 
America, one in Argentina, the other in Colombia.
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B. Regional Proqrams
 

The staff of AIFLD/W includes 
two Regional Directors,
 

one with responsibility for programs generally 
in the
 

southern 
tier of South America; 
the other, for countries
 

in Central 
America and the northern tier of 
South America.
 

Four Program OfFicers assist the 
Regional Directors, and
 

two additional 
Program Officer positions are open; there are
 

no immediate plans 
to fill these vacancies. 
 Four secretaries
 

are assigned to the staff.
 

The program planning and review responsibilities of
 

the Regional Directors are commented upon 
in the text of
 

the report at page 118.
 

C. Financial Administration
 

The Director of the Fi-nance Department is responsible
 

for determining the procedures required 
to assure proper
 

management of the Institute's assets, 
its financial
 

position and operations, including reimbursement of field
 

expenses. 
 He is responsible for ascertaining that all
 

grant conditions are complied with, 
and he exercises a
 

policy role to 
the extent 
that he reviews expenses and
 

determines their legitimacy under 
the operative contracts.
 

AIFLD financial administration 
is highly centralized,
 

with most functions performed 
in Washington. The field
 

offices collect and report 
their expense data to AIFLD/W.
 

Posting 
to journals, ledger entries, preparation of reim

bursement documents, payroll 
for U.S. nationals, and other
 

basic accounting transactions 
are performed in Washington.
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The procedures that are utilized, and the problems that
 

have arisen therefrom, are discussed in Chapter III,
 

Management.
 

The Director of Finance also supervises the preparation
 

of the headquarters budget, and participates actively in the
 

negotiations with AID over the country program budgets. The 

procedures are described in Chapter I1, Management. 

The professional staff of the Department includes the 

Director, his Deputy, six accountants (one of whom is based
 

in Uruguay and serves as 
a regional consultant). The non

supervisory staff includes 
two senior bookkeepers, three
 

bilingual bookkeepers who assist the accountant assigned to
 

field reports; six bookkeepers; two secretaries; 
and two
 

clerk/typists.
 

As noted above the Finance Department staff grew
 

substantially between 1967 
and 1970. Table 14 sets out
 

comparative data for professional and non-professional staff
 

between 1967 and 1970. 
 The increase in the size of the
 

staff can be attributed to 
three sources: 1) an increase in
 

the number of AIFLD administered programs; 2) an increase in
 

the volume of activity of existing programs; and 3) an 
increase
 

in internal organization requirements.
 

1. Increase in Number of AIFLD-administered Programs
 

a. Impact Project Loans and Grants
 

The AFL-CIO first made available loan and
 

grant funds in 1965. The number of awards has 
grown substantially.
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Finance Department Staffing
 

1967-1970
 

Professional 

Positions 


6/30/67 3 

6/30/68 4 

6/30/69 7 

6/30/70 8 

Non-professional 
Positions Total 

10 13 

13 17 

14 21 

15 23 
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The Finance Department has responsibility for administering 

the funds and reporting to the AFL-CIO. Loans are to be
 
repaid over a five-year period, and the Finance staff thus
 
has a continuing bookkeeping job 
to.account for repayments,
 

as well as the initial awards. The following is a summary
 

of Impact Project awards:
 

As of Total Projects
(including loans) Loans Dollars Awarded 

12-31-65 29 14 $ 65,302 
2-2-67 69 32 149,860 

11-30-67 119 50 254,929 
12-31-68 174 50 410,519 

12-31-69 265 89 539,286 

b. Regional Revolving Loan Fund 

Funds were obligated June 30, 1968 for the 
Regional Revolving Loan Fund, and 
the balance of CY 68 
was
 
spent preparing 
a manual for administration of 
the monies,
 

and subsequent thereto, development of projects. The Finance
 
Department staff, we were advised, assisted this 
effort,
 

particularly, the first 
phase of manual preparation. The
 

lending activity to date is 
as follows:
 

As of 
 Loans made 
 Dollars lent
 

12/31/69 
 10 
 $269,000
 

6/30/70 
 26 
 $484,000
 
Finance staff 
is needed to handle the bookkeeping in processing
 

applications, posting repayments, and reporting transactions.
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c. Union-to-Union Program
 

AIFLD administers seven subcontracts under
 

the Union-to-Union Program. 
 The financial staff requirements
 

are similar to those for processing monthly field reports
 

from the regular country programs. AIFLD receives expense
 

reports from the subcontractors, examines the 
costs for
 

documentation and eligibility for AID reimbursement, enters
 

the costs in the books of account, prepares voucher 
submissions,
 

and reimburses the subcontractors. 
 The program was initiated
 

in 1968, 
and while the number of subcontracts has remained
 

the same, the level of subcontractor activity has 
increased
 

as evidenced by the funding level. During 1968, 
$43,281
 

was spent; in 1969, $631,566; For 1970, 
$600,000 is budgeted.
 

d. Labor Economis.t Program
 

The Labor Economist program was initiated
 

in 1966 at Loyola University. It was subsequently moved to
 

Georgetown University, and, as shown by 
the following
 

tabulation, the level 
of effort substantially increased.
 

Graduates 
(By Year of Completion 

of Proqram) Expenditures 

1966 -- $ 70,178 

1967 15 112,951 

1968 20 93,006 

1969 20 134,043 

The increase in the level of effort has had a corresponding
 

effect on the Finance staff, who must handle 
the financial
 

aspects of funding, accounting, reimbursement and reporting.
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2. Increase in the Volume of Activity of Existing
 

Programs
 

a. 	Front Royal Institute
 

AIFLD has had 
a program at Front Royal, Virginia
 

since 1966, and prior thereto, in Washington, D.C. between
 

1962 and 1965. The number of participants is set forth
 

below, by year of attendance:
 

Year Participants 
 Year Participants
 

1962 78 
 1966 61
 

1963 104 
 1967 108
 

1964 110 
 1968 121
 

1965 109 
 1969 136
 

The Finance Department staff has been responsible for the
 

administration of 
student, instruction, and maintenance
 

costs, and outlays in connection with the remodeling of 
the
 

Front Royal facility in 1966. 
 Such administration has
 

included payments to students, instructors, maintenance personnel,
 

suppliers; bookkeeping therefor; preparation of vouchers
 

for 	AID reimbursement.
 

b. 	Latin American Country Programs
 

The number of country programs during 1966

1968 was 15, and 14 
in 1969 (treating the Central American
 

countries as one program per 
Table 2, page 25). Aggregate
 

expenditures on 
country programs have shown a decreasing
 

rate of growth, as follows:
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Aggregate Percent Increase
 
Expenditures over Preceding Year
 

1966 $2,967,473 -

1967 3,332,602 11%
 

1968 
 3,474,122 4
 

1969 3,414,096 -2
 

Thus the significant feature of the country programs
 

with respect to Finance Department staffing requirements
 

has been neither an increase in the number of programs nor
 

an increase in funding; rather, it has been in the imple

mentation of review procedures prior to posting the expenses
 

of the field offices. No new personnel were required.
 

Instead the emphasis was properly placed on the education and
 

development of the bilingual bookkeepers. We have been advised
 

that the incumbents in two of the three positions have been
 

in the job two years.
 

c. Dominican RepuLlic Housing Project
 

Staffing requirements occasioned by the
 

Dominican Republic Housing Project were felt from 1965
 

through 1967. During this period AIFLD/W exercised concrol
 

over construction payments. The completion of the project
 

in 1967 thus acted as a partial offset to the added staffing
 

requirements of 1968.
 

d. Increase in Internal Organization Requirements
 

The Finance Department has also had to augment
 

its staff since 1967 to meet several internal organization
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requirements. 
 In 1967 AIFLD initiated a pension plan, and in
 
1968 a credit union. 
 A union contract signed 
in 1968 included
 
provision for a check off. 
 Each of these events placed a
 
demand on 
the Finance Department staff. 
 Further, during
 
1968 and 
1969 one person on 
the staff was detailed to assist
 
in the Touche, Ross and Co. audits of 
1966 and 1967
 

operations.
 

AIFLD's current plans 
to computerize its management
 
information system will 
presumably provide opportunities 
to
 
reduce that part of the staff responsible for manual 
record
 

keeping. Certainly, the 
investmenc in a computer system
 
should be directed at achieving at least equivalent cost
 
reductions. 
 Even under existing arrangements, opportunities
 

may exist for combining financial supervisory functions 
now
 
assigned to the five Washington-based accountants.
 

D. Administration and Personnel 
Services
 

The Chief of Administration and 
Personnel Services
 
is responsible for establishing procedures for 
the full range
 
of personnel-related questions, such 
as recruitment, wage
 
and salary administration, management training and 
career
 
development, personnel evaluation, and appropriate personnel
 
record keeping for AIFLD's staff of U.S. 
nationals. 
 With
 
respect to 
non-U.S. staff, AIFLD/W maintains some personnel
 
records and insures 
that AIFLD and AID policies are conplied
 
with both in Washington and in the field. 
 Administrative
 
services include purchasing and supply, travel 
administration,
 

and reproduction services.
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There are two supervisory positions and twelve 
non

professional level 
positions. The 
latter are grouped under
 

two sections: 
 reproduction, and communications and travel.
 

E. 	 Information Services
 

AIFLD/W publishes monthly The AIFLD Re~ort, which
 

reviews highlights of the 
Institute's activities; prepares
 

brochures, slides, 
and exhibits on various aspects of
 

AIFLD programs; serves 
as AIFLD liaison with 
rews media,
 

and Latin American specialists 
in industry and government.
 

These are 
the primary responsibilities of 
the staff, which
 

consists of a Director and one 
secretary. A second
 

supervisory position, 
Information Officer, 
is open, and there
 

are no immediate plans to fill 
the vacancy.
 

We think it appropriate for AIFLP 
to conduct a modest
 

information program. 
 Expenditures during CY 
69 for this
 

program were approximately $85,000. 
The AIFLD Report, and
 

its Spanish language edition, account 
for about 25' of this
 

expenditure.
 

The Director of Information Services pointed out 
the
 

several "publics" 
to which the AIFLD information program
 

is directed, among 
them being: Latin American labor,
 

government and business 
 leaders; dorme stic and 
overseas

based officials of State, AID, 
and USIS; the U.S. Congress;
 

and rank and file union members and potential members through

out Latin America. We suggested to the Director 
that it
 

might be appropriate to 
examine the effectiveness achieved
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to date by the information program in reaching these "publics."
 

An evaluation would reveal where the program had failed 
to
 

make an 
impact, and where, therefore, added attention might
 

be called for.
 

With an evaluation in hand, AIFLD would then be able
 
to analyze within a relevant framework the cost and impact of
 
the AIFLD Report as against alternatives such 
as radio, slide
 

productions, exhibits, posters, and the 
like. It may be,
 

for example, that an evaluation would show added 
resources
 

should be put 
into those media that would reach business and
 

industry leaders because among them the AIFLD image was 
only
 
dimly understood, and withdrawn from programs directed toward
 

union members since here the AIFLD 
image was well understood.
 

If such a situation were found to exist, 
then AIFLD might
 
well consider publishing fewer 
copies of the AIFLD Report, and
 

instead arrange for opportunities to present its slide
 

presentation and 
its exhibits more frequently at business
 

conventions, 
trade shows, and the like.
 

The optimal combination of information media can 
only
 
be determined after (1) an 
evaluation of past performance
 

in reaching various "publics,"' and (2) analysis of the cost
 

and impact of alternative courses of action. 
 We recommend
 

AIFLD commence such a study.
 

F. 	Social Projects
 

The social 
projects undertaken by AIFLD complement its
 
labor education program. 
 The Director of the Department has
 
on his staff specialists in community services, agrarian
 

development, architecture and engineering. 
 Tri' Department is
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charged with the responsibility for reviewing and approving
 

projects proposed by the field and for providing technical
 

assistance to country programs where special assistance may
 

be necessary to supplement the field staff.
 

The organization of the Department has undergone
 

restructuring in recent months. 
 Its composition is nine
 

professional positions, 
one of which is now vacant, and two
 

of which are permanently based in the field, and
 

two secretarial positions.
 

G. Education Services
 

The thrust of the Education Department is twofold.
 

First, the Department is responsible for assisting each of
 

the field offices to conduct labor education programs.
 

AIFLD/W assists through the preparation of texts and other
 

instructional materials; curriculum design; 
evaluation of the
 

academic quality of courses, selection procedures, and
 

student performance; and student follow-up. The Department
 

staff may also participate in the selection and assignment
 

of staff for field education positions. Professional staff
 

consists of five people: Director, Deputy, and three Program
 

Officers. There are six non-professional positions.
 

The other phase of the Education Department program
 

is its 
operation of the Labor Economist Program at George

town University, and the Front Royal Institute.
 

1. Labor Economist Program
 

Through a subcontract with Georgetown University,
 

AIFLD provides training in economic analysis and research
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methodology to Latin American union 
leaders who have
 

demonstrated a capability and interest 
in serving their
 

organizations as labor economists. As of January 1, 1970
 

fifty-five students had completed training since the
 

program began in 1966; 
another fourteen are currently in
 

traini ng.
 

According to the Statement of Annual Expenditures
 

(Table 2, page 25 ), $410,178 had been expended in direct
 

support of the program between 
1966 and 1969, inclusive.
 

During that period, there were 55 graduates. This represents
 

an average expenditure of $7,458 per student. 
 (No data exist
 

by which to allocate the time of the Drector of Education
 

and various members of his staff to supervision and technical
 

assistance to the program.)
 

According to AIFLD estimates the per capita cost of
 

the program for the fourteen students now in training is
 

$10,500, excluding transportation to and from home country.
 

AIFLD also estimates the per capita cost, excluding 
trans

portation, would have been $8,500 if the size of the group
 

had been twenty students, as originally contemplated. Fixed
 

charges, chiefly salary costs and related benefits, would have
 

been spread 
over a greater number of students.
 

The program has undergone a number of changes since
 

inception. One important change was 
the removal of the
 

instruction site from Loyola University in New Orleans 
te
 

Georgetown University in Washington in January 1968. 
 There
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have been several Program Directors, different faculties,
 

and varying program emphases. These factors limit the
 

precision of a comparison of 
current costs with historical
 

costs, but it is possible to oLserve broad trends from the
 

historical perspective.
 

The current costs appear to us 
to be at a level that
 

is not adequately explained by inflation or the varying
 

emphases of the program.
 

A major cost factor is salaries and related benefits
 

and overhead expense. 
 In addition to the Georgetown faculty
 

costs, AIFLD staff consists of a Director, an Assistant
 

Director, and two bilingual secretaries. The AIFLD Program
 

Director has both administrative and 
teaching resonsibilities,
 

the latter being supervision.of workshop sessions and
 

counseling on students' research projects. 
 The Assistant
 

Director assumes 
a major burden of administrative details.
 

We were advised by AIFLD that the Georgetown staff instructors
 

were also available to students for 
course counseling.
 

We think it appropriate to suggest a complete review
 

of the tasks assigned to each professional and non-professional
 

position, and the time requirements of those In light
tasks. 


of the fact 
that there are only fifteen to twenty students
 

enrolled in the program, we regard the allocation of AIFLD
 

staff effort to the program as 
likely to be excessive.
 

A second major cost element is that of instruction costs
 

for guest lecturers. AIFLD has 
regularly supplemented the
 

Georgetown curriculum with 
a short course in Industrial
 

http:supervision.of
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Engineering, with 
instruction provided by non-Georgetown
 

University faculty. 
 It is now considering the addition of
 
brief, intensive work in Accounting concepts, also to be taught
 
by non-Georgetown faculty. 
We recognize that AIFLD seeks to
 
obtain donated services as often as 
possible, and that when
 
such are not available, may have to 
incur substantial costs
 
to obtain Spanish-speaking instructors (or, alternatively,
 

translators). 
 We urge 
that AIFLD weigh carefully the costs
 

of curriculum additions against the anticipated benefits.
 

Some question has been raised 
as to the wisdom of
 
conducting the program in Washington, admittedly a high

cost location. 
 We feel, however, that 
the advantages of
 
the Washington location outwiegh 
the cost disadvantages.
 

There is 
a confluence in Wash-ington of research 
institutions
 

and Latin American interests which is unique to 
the hemisphere.
 
Among the research institutions are 
the various U.S. Government
 
units, such as 
the Social Security Administration and the Bureau
 
of Labor Statistics. 
 Major Latin American activities are
 
centered at the Organization of American States, 
the Inter-
American Development Bank, the World Bank, and the International 

Monetary Fund. It is important that the students see how 
government machinery can 
be organized to collect and analyze
 

statistical material; similarly important 
are the personal
 
contacts 
the students can make at 
the offices of organizations
 
with hemisphere concerns, 
as well as 
the use of their libraries.
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We are satisfied 
that AIFLD assists the students to draw on
 

these resources fully, and we 
therefore recommend the
 

continuation of 
the program in Washington.
 

We understand that AIFLD has considered and rejected
 

an alternative Washington location, namely, Front Royal.
 

It was felt that that 
location would present substantial
 

difficulties 
in securing faculty instructors, or if students
 

were transported daily to Washington, the 
transportation
 

time would be excessive. 
We agree that these problems would
 

likely render the instruction 
less effective.
 

2. Front Royal Institute
 

The Front Royal curriculum provides advanced
 

training to graduates of in-country education programs. 
 During
 

1969, courses were of seven 
weeks' duration; five cycles per
 

year; and an average of twenty-five students enrolled per cycle.
 

Through December 31, 1969, Front Royal 
had had 827 students,
 

enrolled in a curriculum which today includes, for example,
 

Advanced Labor Education Techniques, Union Structure and
 

Finances, Collective Bargaining, and Industrial Relations.
 

The Institute is a residence facility, and 
in addition to
 

two supervisors, there are 
fourteen non-professional jobs
 

as domestics, housekeepers, cooks, and the 
like.
 

;uring 1969, 136 
students participated in Front
 

Royal programs. The total 
cost for maintaining the Institute
 

and running the various programs was $318,000, or $2,338 per
 
student. Comparative costs for previous years are 
not avail

able, because accounting records were 
not set up so as to make
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possible isolation of such costs. 
 Commencing with 1970
 

such records will be available.
 

We were 
not able within the time constraints of the
 

contract to analyze the level 
of per student expenditure
 

for 1969, nor to compare it with the 
cost of other training
 

programs held in the United States. 
 We think however that
 

since AIFLD can provide a breakdown of the total cost by
 

major cost element (for 1969), 
and since AID has within
 

its own offices the resources of the International Training
 

Office, that appropriate comparisons can be made. We suggest
 

that such analysis be undertaken, so that planning and budgeting
 

for the next program year can be based on informed judgment.
 

There are, however, several cost factors common to both
 

the Front Royal 
program and the Labor Economist program
 

that our examination of the latter permit 
us to reiterate in
 

the discussion of Front Royal. First, 
we think there may be
 

an opportunity to effect cost savings 
if AIFLD were to
 

limit the extent to which it feels obliged to call upon guest
 

lecturers whose services 
are not available on a donated basis.
 

Second, since translators are needed for both the Labor
 

Economist and Front Royal programs, we think economies might
 

be realizable if attention were 
given to coordinating their
 

use between the two programs. One or two translators on
 

a full-time basis might be more economical than three or
 

four on a part-time basis.
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Third, it has been suggested that cost savings could
 

be effected if the Front Royal program were moved to a site
 

outside the United States. We think it likely that any cost
 

savings attributable to reduced student travel and lower
 

overhead would be largely offset by the cost of maintaining
 

United States personnel abroad, that is, instructors from the
 

American labor movement whom we regard as essential to the
 

program. Equally important we believe a site in the United
 

States, which permits exposure of students not only at the
 

school but also through field trips, to American culture
 

and the American economy and labor movement is a key contributor
 

to the impact of the program.
 

3. Evaluation of U.S. Education Programs and Planning
 

Recommendations
 

Evaluation of the Labor Economist training program
 

requires appraisal of both 1) the effectiveness of the training
 

in transmitting skills, and 2) the later employment of
 

graduates, since the program's ultimate goal is to incorporate
 

better-trained personnel into the staffs of Latin American
 

labor organizations. Encounters with program graduates during
 

the evaluation visits suggested that the Georgetown curriculum
 

is appropriate to the needs of labor groups and that instruction
 

is reasonably effective in preparing and motivating students.
 

This conclusion is not based on observation of classes or
 

testing of students, but on conversations with Georgetown
 

graduates employed by AIFLD or local labor groups. They were
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engaged in a variety of useful 
study efforts directly related
 

to 
improvement of union administration and bargaining ability.
 

The contribution of the 
program is less impressive
 
in relation to institutionalization of graduate skills 
into
 

continuing national efforts. 
 AIFLD records show, for example,
 

that only eight of the twenty graduates of course II, ending
 
in December, 1968, 
were using their training in full-time
 

labor-related employment when reviewed a year 
later. This
 

figure excludes three who were employed part-time by AIFLD.
 

While most other graduates continued in various union
 

activities, there 
is little basis for concluding that their
 

training in labor economics was 
being utilized sufficiently
 

to justify the cost. 
 Six of the fifteen Course I graduates
 

were working for AIFLD in December, 1969, and only three 
were
 

full-time employees of 
labor groups.
 

These figures emphasize the failure of AIFLD Country
 

Program Directors to integrate the Labor Economist program
 

into country program planning. 
They have sent students to
 
Loyola and Georgetown because the training seemed 
to be useful,
 
without fully considering the role of the 
returned graduate
 

in relation to free 
labor development objectives. 
 The program
 

has thus been more effective as a training ground for future
 
AIFLD staff than as preparation for labor economists who
 

will be supported by 
1abor groups in their countries.
 

Financial 
resources and priorities of unions and
 
federations in countries with AIFLD programs do not generally
 

allow for employment of full-time economic research staff,
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though the need for labor-related research is widely acknowledged.
 

This suggests that continued operation of the Labor Economist
 

program should be accompanied by more vigorous consideration
 

of graduates' future roles than has previously been the case.
 

Country program plans should show the relationship of the
 

graduate to planned or already-existing institutional
 

structures and, if the need for labor economist skills is given
 

sufficient priority to merit direct subsidy of future employ

ment, this should be made explicit from the start. Only when
 

AIFLD has determined the needs and opportunities for labor
 

economists by the same approach that this evaluation has
 

recommended for considering other labor education needs 
can
 

an adequate judgment be made of the wisdom of continuing the
 

program.
 

Front Royal training must also be appraised in terms of
 

both skills transmitted and later employment of them. The
 

country evaluations offer evidence that Front Royal graduates
 

continue in union activities and progress to positions of
 

increased responsibility in sufficient numbers to eliminate
 

concern about their training being wasted for lack of will
 

or opportunity to use it. To the extent that graduates'
 

comments are an indication of course effectiveness, the
 

Front Royal curricula also receive high marks. The broad
 

range of material covered in earlier courses made attribution
 

of specific impacts to training extremely difficult. Front
 

Royal courses are now becoming more specialized and include
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for example, studies In community development, cooperatives,
 

and contract negotiation. This specialization will make
 

future evaluation of student selection and performance
 

easier, 
since course objectives are necessarily more 
precise
 

than in general "advanced labor education"' or "leadership
 

training" courses.
 

The Front Royal program thus suffers from the same
 
lack of well-defined country program objectives that has
 

weakened 
in-country educational efforts. 
 Because labor
 

education needs have not been determined and accompanied by
 
specific related training goals, 
the impact of Front Royal
 

and other education activities 
is diffuse, difficult to identify,
 
and clearly below potential. The availability of Front Royal
 
and Georgetown "slots" 
to country program directors at little
 
or no cost to 
country program budgets has encouraged them 
to
 
send students to 
these courses 
without adequate consideration
 

of the additional 
activities and expenditures required 
to
 
achieve maximum benefit from students' participation. Alchough
 
the AIFLD Education Department has assisted country program
 
directors to better the 
individual qualifications of 
course
 

participants, there remains considerable 
room for improvement
 
in monitoring the relationship of 
these individuals 
to broader
 

aspects of country programming.
 

The process of integrating the Front Royal 
and George
town activities more effectively with country programs 
can
 
also be aided by making a substantial portion of 
the costs
 
of these educational activities 
a charge against each country
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labor program budget. Only student travel expenses to and 

from the United States and stipends for lost salary are now 

sometimes charged to the countries. A charge more closely
 

related to actual per-student costs would encourage more
 

careful consideration of Front Royal 
and Georgetown in relation
 

to all other program alternatives. Numbers of students from
 

each country would be determined by the implications of
 

country strategies rather than by some allotment of quotas
 

intended to give all countries a 'fair" share 
in the
 

programs.
 

A possible formula might 
involve continuing to charge
 

the overhead costs of the U.S. education programs against
 

Task Order 12 with direct costs to be shared by country
 

programs in accordance with their participation. The mechanics
 

of budgetary allocations are 
less important than establishment
 

of 
the principle that the Georgetown and Front Royal programs
 

are not 
isolated activities but alternatives to be considered
 

and used by country program directors along with others
 

competing for the limited 
resources available. Because
 

these two programs respond to common 
needs of many country
 

programs, regional administration is sensible and economic.
 

However, convenience of administration should 
not be permitted
 

to distort rational programming or detract 
from the planning
 

and additional activities required 
to maximize effectiveness
 

of the advanced labor education programs.
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H. Headquarters Location
 

It has been suggested to us by AID officials that
 

the AIFLD Headquarters operation might be less expensive if
 

it were moved to a Latin American location. This appears to
 

us unlikely. If the Institute is to continue to be managed
 

by people from the American labor movement, as we think proper,
 

the additional costs of maintaining them outside the United
 

States would essentially offset possible cost-savings in
 

clerical help and some other items of expense. There would,
 

moreover, remain the necessity of maintaining an office in
 

the United States to continue to provide linkages with
 

American unions as well as 
dealing with AID and other Government
 

agencies; to recruit and look after transportation, home
 

leave, and other requirements, of the program's American
 

personnel; and to handle sundry informational, procurement
 

and other matters in the United States. The result would
 

be, in effect, a split headquarters, with considerable
 

diseconomies flowing therefrom. 
 Perhaps even more decisive
 

would be a general inconsistency of this approach with the
 

Government's own policies of reducing field staff of Americans
 

abroad and of concentrating expenses as much as possible
 

in the United States for balance of payments reasons.
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APPEND IX 

CONPARATIVE DATA ON AIFLD PROGRAM ACCOMPLISWIENTS 
IN 	 [IFt"hODURAS, GUYANA A!1D-bRAZL 

DATUM HONDURAS GUYANA BRAZIL 

1. 	 General Indicators of
Program Impact 

A. 	Do(es) major labor
 
confederation (s)
 
cooperate in AIFLD program ? Yes 
 Yes 
 Yes
 

B. 	Approximate percent 
 About 90%. 
 About 90Z. However,
of active union 	 About 75%. Main gaps
perhaps 20,% of free
movement involved are in metal working,
 
AIFLD Program. 

in trade union members chemical and certain
 
are probably also dual 
 other industries in

members in communist-
 states of Sao Paolo,

oriented unions. 
 Guanabara, Rio de
 

Janeiro, and Minas
 
Gerva is.C. 	Opinions expressed by Very 
favorable. 
 Very favorable. There
Labor Leaders on AIFLD 	 Generally very favorable.
Labor leaders express 
 ,was a strong consensus
Prooram 	 Strong appreciation of
appreciation of both 
 expressing desire for 
 AIFLD support to labor
moral support and 
 further AIFLD support, education program, and
practical assistance. 

frequent expression
 
desire greater support
 
in other program activi
ties. Objection to AIFLD 
expressed by some unions
 
on ground U.S. Govern
nent and private busi
r-;ss financial support; 
nonetheless, prepared
 
to 	maintain friendly 
relations with AIFLD and
 
consider possibility 
working relationship on
some projects.
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2
IIIAPPENDIX ,p. 2 

COMPARATIVE DATA ON AIFLD PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHI.MENTS
 
IN HONDURAS, GUYANA AND BRAZIL 

DATUM HONDURAS GUYANA BRAZ IL 

D. AIFLD effects on AFL-CIO and later AIFLD AIFLD assistance hasgrowth of Free Trade Some part-time data
have been directly asso-
 helped major union main-
Unions. indicate positive relaciated with the organi- tain membership strength 
 tion between AIFLDzation of practically 
 in competition with Corn-
 activities and growth
every free labor union 
 munist-oriented group,
and union-related organ- of specific unions
Currently, most vigorous 
 involved therIein
ization in the country. growing union 
 has full
time Front Royal-trained
 
executive secretary di
rectly involved in or
ganizing activity. A
 
union with two 
Front
 
Royal graduates among 
officers has 
doubled in
 
size.
E. Collective Bargaining 
 Number of agreements 
 Collective bargaining
agreements, No collective bargaining
increased 
in 1969 
to normal in country even feasible under current
48 from 38 in previous 
 prior to AIFLD. 
 legislation.
 

year.
 

II. Labor Education 

A. Front Royal Graduates 

Number 
 15 /1 
 16 
 129
 
Percent traced 
 100 
 100 
 81
 

Percent of those
 
traced still 
in
labor movement 
 87-100 /2 
 94 
 91
 

/1 1967-69 only.

7 I00% of Front Royal graduates for 1967-69 were still 
in movement. 
A December 
1966 survey showed 87%
of all Front 
Royal and regional graduates still 
in the movement.
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APPENDIX III , p. 3 

COIMPARATIVE DATA ON AIFLD PROGRAM ACCO1iPLISHMENTS 
IN HION,DURAS, GUYANA AND BRAZIL 

DAT U11-1 HONDURAS GUYA1,A 	 BRAZIL 

Percent of those
 
traced still hold
ing union office or
 
full-time employ
ment with Labor 
organization. 	 100 
 81 
 83
 

Evidence of advance- A 	1967 survey found About half of grad-

ment 	 Sampling of 13 graduates
in movement 24% of 	graduates of uates 
either achieved showed 7 achieving higher
since training. 
 Front Royal and 	 higher titles or full- posts including presi

regional courses 
to time jobs in labor field dent of a Federation.
 
be union presidents. 	 entailing greater respon

sibility; remaining half,
 
status unchanged. 

Highest positions 1) President, National 1) Minister of Labor 
 1) Director General,
reached by Front Confederation of Fiee 2) Chairman, Trades National 
Dept. of Labor.
Royal graduates Trade Unions 
 Union Council. 	 2) President, Agricul
tural Workers' Con
federat ion.
 
3) President, Industrial
 
Workers' Federat ion, 
Rio Grande do Sul.
 

B. Georgetown/Loyola
 
Labor economics course 
graduates
 

Number 
 4 
 1 9 

Percent traced 25 
 100 100 

Percent still in 
Labor movement 
 75 100 	 100 
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APPENDIX 
III, p. 4 
CO/IPARATIVE DATA ON AIFLD PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS
 

IN HOiDUA_S 
 GUYANA AND BRAZIL
 

DATUM 
 HONDURAS 

GUYANA 


BRAZIL
 

Percent clearly
 
used as labor
 
economist.
 

Others holding posi
tions in union move
ment but not primarily

labor economics 
 100
 

C. 	Training under AIFLD
supported National 
Labor
 
Education Programs
 

1. General 
Data
 

Annual cost 
of
 
program (1969) 
 $40,000 /1 
 $132,000

AJFLD contribution 
 $25,000 
 $20,000 
 $130,000 
(Unions contribute
 

some teaching time 
in
residency program and most

of teaching 
time to region
al program. They also
 
defray most student trans
portation costs 
and make
various facilities avail
able.)
2. 	Labor Course at 
AIFLD

supported National
 
Labor Education Center
 

Length of course 
 26 	days 
 Average: 50 class 
 9 weeks
 
/l Including 
 hours
entire budget of Critchlow College, S37,000. 
 The Critchlow evening program in
business subjects, etc., is 	 not supported By AiFLD. 
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APPENDIX 
III , p. 5 

CON-PARATIVE DATA OiN AIFLD PROGRAII ACCOMPLISHMENTSIN HOW DU5,. G-UYANA AND BR1Y.ZT 

DATUI- HONDURAS 
 GUYANA 
 BRAZ IL 

No. of graduates 
 34F 1112 /1 550 weeks(cumulative)
 

No. of students (1969) 67 485 100
 

Statistical follow-up
on graduates 

- No follow-up maintained; 
 Follow-up now


local institute prepared 
 being made 
in effective
consider 
 form; results not yet
 
analyzed.
View of labor leaders Highly'favorable 
 Unanimously considered
on effectiveness of as clearly evident useful, but 
Highly favorable. While course feeling of non-participating unions
from fact officers 
 weakness widespread 
 consider the course too
of unions almost 


automatically 1"conservative," theysent 
express view that profor training, 

gram improved over past
 

View of business and year.
Major U.S. employers
other Generally consideredobservers expressed Generallystrongly useful, not wellbut only marginally
favorable opinions. known to employers; no
owing 
to course weakness, well-defined body of
 

opinion noted outside
 
of labor field.
/1 Data obtained in Guyana 
for four years only: 1965, 1966,
available; 550 1968, and 1969. Data forstudents proposed for 1967 not
1970. AIFLD/W data show much higher figure, but presumably
includes one-day and weekend lecture programs.
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APPENDIX III, p. 6 

COMPARATIVE DATA ON A IFLD PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMFNTS 
IN HONDURAS, GUYANA AND BRAZIL 

DATUM 
 HONDURAS 
 GUYANA 
 BRAZiL
 

Other evidence of 
 Some evidence that 
 Some evidence and opinion
course effectiveness Course graduates extremecourse graduates 
 that training has improved ly 
active in helping
organize new unions, 
 union effectiveness and 
 organize and participate
helped reduce wildcat 
 in courses at regional
strikes, 
 level throughout Brazil.
 
Considerable evidence
 
found in cursory examina
tion of foll_.-i-up indi
cates great deal of
 
varied union activity

by course graduates.Highest position 
 Most leaders, 
includ- Union presidency.
reached by graduates Presidency, National
ing entire 25-man 

Labor Confederation (one
directorate of 

of eight top union posts)
farmers' union are
 

course graduates. 

3. Orientation (Basic) 
Courses at Regional

and Local Levels 

Length of Course Usually 10 days Usually weekend seminars Seven to ten days.

(some only 3 days)
 

No. of Courses (1969) 20 
 ( Courses mainly weekend 139 
No. of Students (1969) ( seminars;460 ( not currentlygiven; 
full data not 
 3,700
 
No. of Students ( available.
1,648 (
(Cumu lat ive) 14,106

( 
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APPENDIX III , p. 7
 

CO-iPARATIVE DATA ON A IFLD PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHIENTS 
IN HODURA U_GYANA AND BRAZ Il 

DATUM HONDURAS GUYANA BRAZIL 

Follow-up procedures None. 
 None. 
 No attempt made to follow
up all students. However,

those offering promise for
 
further training are
 
noted for follow-up as
 
candidates for higher
 
tra ining.


Views of labor leaders Uniformly regarded 
 Regard course as needed
on effectiveness of as effective and Extremely favorable into broaden educational 
 most areas; regarded as
course, important 
 effort and provide a too unsophisticated in
 
means of selecting stu- some large cities. 
dents for advanced courses.
 

View of business and Major U.S. employers 
 Regard past efforts Not observed.
other observers expressed strongly 
 as ineffective.
 
favorable opinions
 

Other evidence of Evidenced in disci-
 Courses are generally
course effectiveness plined and responsible 
 well distributed throughparticipation by union out 
this vast country.
rank and file. 
 Strong evidence that 
regional system helps

identify leadership poten
tial for further training.
Insufficient data to form
 
inpression of results at
 
grass roots level.
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COMPARATIVE DATA ON
IN HONDURAS, 

AIFLD PROGRAM ACCOIMPLISHMENTSGUYANA AND B-RAZ IL 

DATU/M HONDURAS GUYANA BRAZIL 

4. Special Courses and 102 lectures to 7,457 Some lectures.
other Education 
 people. 	 Variety of cou.rses
 
Programs 
 11
Evening courses 
in business

35 special courses for subjects given at Critchlow
900 people in cooperative Labor College, but 
not suphousing, etc., 
and ported by AIFLD.
 
courses 
for women. Usually
 
5-10-day length.
 

I1. Small Social Proiects /1 
Amount spent over $100,000 
 $23,700 
 $362,000
(loans and grants)
 
No. of projects 
 29 /2 
 15 145

Percentage of succes-
 100 
ses according* to AIFLD 

87 90 
self-evaluation
 

Evidence of project Substantial funds havevalue in strengthening 	 Largest project has assis-been made available to 	 Most projects directlyunions 	 ted major unions to corn-
support union coopera- municate with members by 	
related to assisting

unions to acquire union
tives and a union- providing a printing press
operated revolving loan 	 halls and provide serbeing effectively used to
fund all of which are 	 vices to members. Alpublish union newspapers.
operating successfully, 	 though statistical
Other projects have con-
and to establish a union 	 indicators lacking,
tributed equipment useful
technical assistance 	 evidence suggests prodepartment 	 in union operations,which holds motion union growth anddehparme whisupport

much promise.tinporm to labor education program.
 
/I Including AID RRLF profit, AID-financed small
77 Not including loans under a local 	

projects and AFL financed impact projects.revolving 
loan fund established with some 
of these funds.
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APPENDIX II, p. 9 

COMPARATIVE DATA ON AIFLD PROGRAM ACCOIMPLISHMENTS
 
IHOiN UASJUYNA AND B<AZIL
 

DATUM HONDURAS 
 GUYANA BRAZ I L 

Evidence of project 
 Medical projects re-
 Several small projects Loans to acquire union
value in contributing garded as highly 
 have clearly benefited halls 
serve to provide
to welfare of working successful, 
 working class communi- loci for medical, dental,
people. 
 ties with long-term legal, and other servi
improvements; while 
 ces. In addition, many

impact limited, reason- projects have involved

able in relation to very direct supply of medi
small funds expended. 
 cine and other service
 

equipment. Good fol
low-up indicates monies
 
well spent for purposes
 
lent or granted.
 

IV. Housing Proiects
 

Njmber of units 
 1,200 
 534 
 432
 

Loans from U.S. and 
 $2,270,000 from 
 $693,600 
 About $1.5 million
international lenders 
 International 
 AFL-CIO loan 
 in USAID counterpart

Development Bank 
 funds.
 

Quality of construc- Good. 
 Good. 
 Very poor, but average
t ion 

for new low-cost
 

housing in country.
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COMPARATIVE DATA ON AIFLD PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
IN HONDURAS, GUYANA AND BRAZIL 

DATUM HONDURAS 
 GUYANA 
 BRAZIL
 

Impact of Project Projects ha\estrengthened As a pioneer project has As a pioneer projectlabor by enabling it for stimulated other housing 
 has played a role in
first time 
to handle as evidenced by current stimulating of
large projectsand establish construction similar pro-
 Brazilian low-cost
credibility for substantial ject on
borrowing. Both workers 
adjacent property workers' housing
and by construction of 
 programs, under which
and employers, who contribu-smaller similar project 
 union members benefit
ted 
land, appear well satis-by union group with help 
 from advantageous
fied. Further project 
 of AIFLD architect, 
 terms.
 

propospd.
 

Financial loss 
to None expected. 
 None expected.
U.S. 	lenders None expected.
 
(Except through
 

declining value of
 
Brazilian cruzeiro.)


Reputation in 
coun- Favorable 
 Favorable 
 Favorable
 
try of A~IFD archi
tectural and engi
neering services
 

V. Vocational Training
 
School
 

U.S. cost of pro-
 $530,000 /1

j ect 

Foreign contribution 
 Government of Guyana
 
gave land and has now
 
taken over full opera
ting expenses.
 

/I Exclusive of some continuing expense for 
one American advisor to September, 1970.
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p.11III
APPENDIX 


COMPARATIVE DATA ON AIFLD PROGRAM ACCOI*PLISHMENTS 
IN 1IO1,-DURAS GUYANA AMP BRAZIL 

DATUM HONDURAS GUYAN'A BRAZ IL 

Number of students
accommodated 

120 (one shift basis) 

Number of graduates

(first year operation) 


155 /1
 
Number placed to March 1, 
 73% in trades for
1970 


which trained.
 

1 Some courses, six months' duration; others, 
one year.
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REPORT OF EVALUATION REVIEW VISIT
 

TO ARGENTINA, CHILE, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC AND
 

URUGUAY
 

The 
conclusions and recommendations of the preliminary
 

evaluation report were reviewed with AIFLD and U.S. Mission
 
representatives during brief visits 
in July to Argentina,
 

Chile, Dominican Republic and Uruguay by a member of the
 
evaluation team. 
 An unscheduled stop in Venezuela also
 
permitted extensive discussion with the U.S. 
labor attache
 

of the circumstances accompanying suspension of 
the AIFLD
 
program there. 
 AIFLD country programs were not evaluated
 

during the visits, except 
as 
evaluative observation was
 

incidental 
to review of the preliminary report.
 

Although the statutory, cultural, and political
 

contexts of 
the labor 
programs in the four countries differ
 
widely, the recommendations of the evaluation are 
relevant
 

to all, since they deal 
primarily with program management
 

and administration. 
 There was general agreement among
 
those inter'.iewed that the 
proposed changes 
in practices
 
and attitudes were feasible and would substantially improve
 

operation and effectiveness of the AIFLD program.
 

Program Effectiveness
 

The evaluation's emphasis on 
specific program goals
 
flowing from policies determined by AID in consultation with
 
AIFLD, responds to an 
increased desire for collaboration that
 
already prevails in all four countries. AIFLD Country Program
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Directors, showed -notable-will i:ngness ,to seek,Misi advic 

and counsel on both administrative and substaniv
 

..	Sensitive labor attaches wereeas ing communication by providing
 

a single liaison point for AIFLD matters, except in Chile,
 

where there is no labor attach currently on .the staf.
 

Combining Embassy and AID representation in one person.
 

simplifies planning and administration with no sacrifice of
 

control or efficiency.
 

Ambassadors and AID Directors agreed with 
the recommendation
 

that the AIFLD CPO be included in policy discussions and
 

financial necotatios Frc the earliest stages. Despite
 

rsr,-ntmvrlt of tht U.S. political considerations to which some
 

~,ttrih e iji. of thv'r AIFLD orojects, all recognized 

,,",ra tor -on zor tr ibute to both oolicy
 

:,.v*.,. -I ,. &,:),-r - r am funding levels.
.
 They
 

....;t I, ' t.. ,: ,. v s 	had beccre far more sensitive 

"+r," .
'9. , . o, he. 1i ssion than during the 

,
, 
, ° , : r.re m.Vre n con[l)aints of inadequate 

t , ,.causemnore extensive contact
 
:'.i " .,' ", ;- di t ed forrial reporting less 

'.h,; e t. 	 e.mples of consul tat ion andI-',.c 


,C rd, il,.:w, ecov,-,"ered, all of the countries exhibit the
 

lack or sn.ec;fI: project roals that the evaluation identif ied
 

as 
a ma]or ~we~anes of the AIFLO program. Consultation to
 

define the political limits and broad goals of 
the labor projects
 

has eliminated the basic disagreements and misguided AIFLD 
 .
 

independence that often plagued operation oF early programs,
 

AA 
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without disturbing the freedom of operation necessary to 
the
 

AIFLD Mission. Discussion has, however, rarely led 
to trans

lation of the broad goals 
into specific targets of accomplishment,
 

so that AIFLD project descriptions are still concerned primarily
 

with fixing an appropriate number of 
courses or seminars.
 

In all 
four countries, the evaluation's recommendation
 

that responsibility for financing and operating AIFLD-type
 

activities, particularly basic labor education, be shifted
 

local
rapidly to groups is accepted in principle.
 

However, the fragile institutional bases presently
 

available suggest that this goal 
is not likely to be attained
 

within the next five years. 
 In Uruguay and Dominican Republic,
 

AIFLD is helping to build free 
labor confederations that are
 

slowly moving to self-suffici-ency. 
 In Chile, a Labor Education
 

Institute newly formed by the Ministry of Labor and the
 

University of Chile is the most promising AIFLD collaborator.
 

The Argentina program involves a strategy of bringing together
 

diverse sectors of the 
labor movement that is presently less
 

amenable to the institution-building goal, 
though individual
 

unions increasingly share course costs. 
 This program embodies
 

the continued, more sophisticated, technical assistance
 

program recommended in the evaluation for 
those countries where
 

the labor movement 
is less in need of assistance in basic
 

education and small projects.
 

Because the goal of a self-sufficient free labor con

federation is far off 
in two countries and hardly foreseeable
 

at all in Chile, specific program goals would be 
intermediate
 

milestones at best. 
 In Uruguay and Dominican Republic, for
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example, cooperatives are assisted as 
part of free labor
 

confederation development, 
a 
logical activity in countries
 

where services rather than higher wages are likely to be the
 

unions' major contribution 
to worker welfare. Strengthening
 

the confederations through cooperative services 
is given
 

priority over 
delivery of educational services by them. 
 In
 

Chile and Argentina, even 
this limited specificity is lacking.
 

The 
Dominican Republic cooperative project has 
identified a
 

need to train 
thirty cooperative administrators and 
an equal
 

number of treasurers, 
and has 
instituted educational activities
 

reasonably likely to 
achieve this 
result. 
 In no other country
 

program does 
there exist even 
this limited degree of 
precision
 

in relating AIFLD activities 
to desired specific results.
 

While some lack of 
specificity is attributable to the
 
limited opportunities available 
to AIFLD, particularly in Chile,
 

so 
that.;the acceptance evidenced by participation 
in seminars
 

is itself a goal, 
the more important explanation lies in the
 

unfortunate history of 
the AIFLD program. Courses and
 

projects were purchased by AID, and the CPD measured 
success
 
by the size of his budget for these activities, and 
not by
 

their 
impact on the development of free 
labor institutions.
 

The improved relationships among Embassy, AID, and AIFLD
 
personnel in 
the field support 
the evaluation recommendation
 

that discussion should move 
from broad policy and goal
 

questions to joint determination of specific related goals
 

achievable within budgetary constraints.
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This process can 
be accelerated by explicit acknowledgment
 
that separate AID and AIFLD planning documents are an unnecessary
 

duplication of efforts, 
so that consultation about likely budget
 

levels and achievable goals 
takes place on a continuing basis,
 

with 
timely and appropriate formal documentation emerging as
 

required. 
 While AIFLD staff exhibited some attachment to
 

their unilateral Country Labor 
Plan, they agreed that the
 

negotiating position it presents could equally well 
be conveyed
 

earlier and more directly to AID. The unwillingness of AID
 

officials to reveal proposed budget levels 
to AIFLD results
 

from concern that this will 
inhibit later attempts to reduce
 

amounts as new information appears. AIFLD field and head

quarters staff resist strongly anything that appears 
to be a
 

cut in program funds, 
even wfien early commitments are identified
 

as tentative. Nevertheless, as 
AIFLD staff come to under

stand the AID budgeting process more clearly, they 
are less
 

likely to seek advantage from clearly preliminary commitments.
 

The evaluation emphasis on joint consultation and negotiation
 

centered in the field 
is appropriate 
to the operating conditions
 

of the four countries visited. 
 Although Washington offices
 

of AID and AIFLD will continue to be involved 
in review and
 

approval of country decisions, the 
locus of decision-making
 

should shift to 
the field and headquarters veto powers should
 

rarely be exercised.
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Evaluation
 

The absence of specific program goals makes evaluation
 

of program impact by AID and AI 
LD primarily subjective. In
 

all Missions, AID and State Department personnel 
were
 

satisfied with AIFLD proficiency in carrying out program
 

activities. They were not all 
as confident that these
 

activities were having the desired impact, and their judgments
 

were hampered by the 
absence of clear definitions of what that
 

impact should be. Evaluations of 
labor program effectiveness
 

were principally declarations relating 
to broad political
 

attitudes of local labor movements, beyond AIFLD control,
 

rather than considered statements about the 
immediate consequences
 

of particular AIFLD activities.
 

The failure to evaluate program performance with sufficient
 

rigor and precision results 
in part from AID and AIFLD attitudes
 

that funding levels are 
not likely to be influenced by appraisal
 

of program effectiveness, since political considerations
 

dominate these determinations. Even 
if this were true, and
 

it is at best an oversimplification, 
it is not an excuse for
 

abdicating the responsibility of achieving maximum program
 

impact from the resources allocated. 
The needs for sufficient
 

precision in goal 
definition to permit program evaluation, and
 

for continuing evaluation by AID and AIFLD once goals 
are
 

defined, were evident in the initial 
evaluation visits to Brazil,
 

Guyana, and Honduras. The 
later review in four other countries
 

strongly corroborates the earlier conclusions and related
 

recommendations.
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Monitoring and Supervision
 

The political monitoring of the AIFLD labor program
 

by U.S. government personnel merits mention. 
 The highly
 

sensitive political environments of Argentina, Chile, Dominican
 

Republic, and Uruguay make 
it necessary for AIFLD projects to
 

maintain an often precarious balance between U.S. and national
 

governm(ental concerns 
and among those of competing labor
 

interests. 
 Labor attaches and political officers have effectively
 

interpreted the broader policy implications of these matters
 

to AIFLD Country Directors and have thereby avoided possibly
 

damaging actions. 
 Mission cbncern for an appropriate U.S.
 

profile in the countries visited has been conveyed to AIFLD
 

and responses in the 
labor projects have been consistent
 

with Mission policies. 
 The U.S. labor attach in Venezuela
 

confirmed that the decision to suspend the AIFLD program in
 

that country was made by the country team and not by the
 

Venezuelan government. In the four countries visited, 
it
 

was evident that State Department personnel are equally
 

concerned that the labor program not embarrass the U.S. with
 

host governments. 
 They also recognized that encouragement
 

of free labor movements 
is not always a high priority of
 

governments, but is nevertheless 
an important area for U.S.
 

assistance. Ambassadors and AID Directors who did not view
 

the labor program as an indispensable element in country program
 

strategy were in all 
cases committed to maintaining a U.S.
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labor presence and giving 
some assistance to 
local labor
 

movements, 
to demonstrate U.S. concern and 
to be in a
 

position to act 
effectively should changed circumstances
 

make the labor 
program more critical.
 

Financial 
Manaqement and Administration
 

In Argentina, Chile, Dominican Republic and Uruguay,
 
routine financial operations problems are 
handled with 
little
 

difficulty. 
 Mutually satisfactory documentation Forms have
 

been developed, questionable expenditures 
are cleared in
 

advance, and 
the AIFLD Regional Accountant stationed in
 

Uruguay helps 
to prevent or 
clear disallowances 
in the
 

three southern countries. A variation of the payment system
 

recently proposed by AID has operated successfully 
in Chile
 

for the 
past six months. However, at least one AID
 

financial 
officer was concerned that 
it would add to an
 

already heavy wc-rk 
load. There was 
general agreement with
 
the evaluation recommendation that AID and AIFLD Washington
 

offices promptly remit detailed financial information 
to field
 

offices, so that 
reports of expenditures 
can be reconciled
 

and completed. This will 
permit to
local AID controllers 


provide AIFLD with 
the financial management assistance now
 

lacking and will 
enable both 
to maintain effective budget
 

and financial control over 
program expenditures. 
While AID
 

controllers and program officers did not appear 
to view local
 

payment as 
a way 
to exert program control 
over AIFLD, they
 

acknowledged the possibility. 
 They emphasized, however, 
that
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the PIO/T is equally useful in exercising control. In all
 

four countries, AID and Embassy staff were distinguishing
 

carefully between management information control and actual
 

direction of program. 
 AIFLD staff were taking pains to make
 

appropriate management information available and 
none had found
 

that this led to interference with program operation.
 

The present system of sending vouchers to Washington
 

for payment is accompanied by informal local clearance of
 

questionable expenditures. 
 This system, when accompanied by
 

this report's recommendation for preliminary post-payment
 

review of documentary support, should not produce a significant
 

volume of disallowances. 
AID problems with AIFLD financial
 

management arise from lack of communication and not from the
 

mechanics of payment. 
 Monitorinq arrangements observed
 

during the four country visits suggest that effective
 

communication can 
be achieved without blanket revision of
 

payment procedures.
 

The evaluation recammendation that Task Orders be
 

negotiated 
in the field, also related to financial management,
 

met with little resistance. AIFLD Directors, though concerned
 

that headquarters have opportunity for prior approval of
 

their decisions, acknowledged that accomplishments of the
 

Washington negotiations were not clear to AID program
them. 


officers were equally vague about the rationale or value of
 

AID/Washington contributions 
to the process of converting
 

an order for services into a contract. The inordinate delays
 

in Task Order execution, and their harmful effect on orderly
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program operation and administration, make any system for
 

accelerating negotiations appealing. 
 A concerted effort by
 

AID and AIFLD to shift negotiation and contract preparation
 

to the field, even 
though final authority necessarily remains
 

in Washington, will improve field morale and AIFLD program
 

performance.
 

Social 	Projects
 

The evaluation criticism of AIFLD country programs 
for
 

lack of 
a social project strategy was less applicable to the
 

four countries than to those covered in initial visits.
 

With the exception of Chile, where political conditions have
 

forced 	a moratorium of current activities and a restructuring
 

for the future is now underway, cooperative and housing projects
 

are being planned as integral parts of free labor development.
 

While 	strategies are not always explicit or 
detailed, the country
 

programs seemed relatively free of the emphasis on 
numbers of
 

social projects, without relation 
to ultimate goals, observed
 

elsewhere. Cooperative development 
is being linked to con

federations and federations in ways likely to strengthen the
 

labor movement and simultaneously provide added assurance of
 

co-op survival. Prior tendencies to support isolated individual
 

cooperatives have diminished, though current efforts do not
 

ignore 	cooperative assistance and education 
at the local level.
 

In Argentina, where housing projects 
are the major avenue
 

available for demonstrating benefits of the 
Pan-American
 

system to wealthy and sophisticated labor groups, AIFLD 
is
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a significant factor in broadening union 
access to U.S.,
 

international, and Argentine credit sources.
 

The potential impact of union-related cooperative
 

movements appears to be far greater than that of 
individual
 

small projects, without sacrificing the human resources develop

ment goals urged as their justification. The FENSA (sugar

workers federation) multi-service cooperative in the Dominican
 

Republic, for example, has had 
an impact on workers' attitudes
 

and standard of living that 
could not have been achieved by
 

dedication of an equal amount of resources to typical social
 

projects. It does not follow that all 
AIFLD programs should
 

immediately shift emphasis to cooperatives. The evaluation
 

seeks, rather, to emphasize that small projects, cooperatives,
 

and housing programs are among the many alternatives that
 

should be reviewed in developing a strategy for assisting a
 

free labor movement. The choice of activities is then
 

dictated by the relationship of their likely consequences
 

to specific free 
labor goals previously identified. AIFLD has
 

not customarily presented social projects 
in this analytical
 

context and has therefore been unable to describe effectively
 

the program results attributable to them.
 

The International Trade Secretariats 
- Task Order 42
 

Because there were few 
ITS activities in the three country
 

programs evaluated, 
the review visits were, at AID request,
 

directed to examine further work under Task Order 42 and 
the
 

relationships o1 AID and AIFLD to it. Limitation of attention
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solely to Task Order 42 was not feasible, because the close
 

relationship of ITS efforts to AIFLD programs, and their diverse
 

funding sources, make attribution of activities and results
 

to the Task Order impossible. In the Dominican Republic,
 

for example, the AIFLD Director identified only one
 

permanent ITS representative, a Peruvian on the FIET staff,
 

and he was being financed with $20,000 from AID country funds.
 

The CPD was expecting a visit from an FITITV staff member
 

not paid under T.O. 42.
 

The AID Mission in Uruguay had recently ceased funding
 

representatives of PTTI, ITF, and FIET, a practice begun in
 

1963 as part of the intensive labor program conducted in
 

that country. A Task Order 42-funded FIET representative
 

assigned to Argentina now covers Uruguay. AID/Washington
 

funds were being used to bring Uruguayans to an ITF seminar
 

in Costa Rica, and ITF had just appointed a permanent representative
 

in Uruguay who will be paid under the Task Order. PTTI has
 

continued an Uruguay office with its own funds. The PTTI
 

representative also covers Argentina, where the AIFLD program
 

includes seminars jointly sponsored with various inter

nationals and financed from Task Order 42, AIFLD country funds,
 

or both. In Chile, AIFLD paid for a seminar held in conjunction
 

with the FITE Congress that was, in part, supported from Task
 

Order 42 funds. IFPCW coordinates occasional seminars in
 

all four countries through a traveling representative, but is
 

more active in other countries.
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The agrarian union program, funded from T.O. 42 but
 

involving no international union, spent $3,000 during FY 
70
 
for a seminar in Argentina and allocates similar amounts to
 
other countries each year, 
 This money is an addition to
 
each AIFLD program that 
could equally well 
be treated as
 
part of country program budgets and does not require separate
 

administration.
 

The above is not a complete description of ITS activities
 
in the four countries visited, but illustrates the diversity
 
of financial arrangements that accompany them. 
 In addition,
 
the FITE, FITITV, and agrarian union programs are 
administered
 
directly by AIFLD/Washington, in consultation with the 
inter
national unions, while the other 
internationals, after
 
initial 
program review with A.IFLD, operate independently with
 
regional budgets and forward vouchers through their U.S.
 
affiliates, directly to AIFLD Headquarters.
 

The activities financed under Task Order 42 do not
 
constitute a program with separately identifiable consequences.
 
The work of the international 
trade secretariats 
in Latin
 
America is supported by the Task Order and by other AID
 
expenditures like those described above. 
 This, and their
 
direct relationship to AIFLD goals, makes the secretariats
 
an 
important subject for evaluation. Strengthening its organi
zation is not only the goal 
of each ITS, but 
is also frequently
 

a goal 
of AIFLD country programs.
 

ITS activities 
in the four countries include (a)
 
technical 
assistance to affiliates, (b) direct organizing and
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affiliation efforts, (c) local, national, and regional
 

education, and (d) Inter-American congresses or conventions
 

where secretariat business 
is conducted and affiliations
 

are cemented. The goal of affiliating additional unions and
 

federations gives the ITS's a clarity of objective difficult
 

to achieve in AIFLD programs. Activities are often sporadic,
 

being related to the presence of traveling representatives,
 

though local affiliated groups carry on routine ITS work
 

continuously. 
 In Chile, for example, a permanent unsalaried
 

PTTI representative services local 
unions, while simultaneously
 

on leave with pay from his employer to represent his own union.
 

In Uruguay, the one union affiliated with FITE works between
 

seminars to affiliate the other eight eligible to enter the
 

Federation. 
 AIFLD staff also provide an informal continuing
 

presence for the ITS's by their regular 
contact with affiliated
 

groups.
 

AID monitors no ITS activities except those financed
 

from country funds. Because independence is even more critical
 

for ITS operations than for AIFLD, Mission knowledge of 
ITS
 

activities comes primarily from AIFLD. CPD's assume no
 

specific responsibilities in connection with Task Order 42,
 

but keep track of ITS work as part of their own program
 

operations. In Argentina, an ITS uses 
the AIFLD office. In
 

all four countries, visiting ITS 
staff contact AIFLD routinely
 

and work closely with the CPD. AIFLD Country Directors
 

emphasized, as did AIFLD headquarters staff, that they do
 

not interfere with the autonomy of ITS personnel, but their
 

shared goals and activities bring about a process of consultation,
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negotiation, and joint planning that 
serves the enlightened
 

self-interest of both groups.
 

Coordination is not complete. In Uruguay, for example,
 

the international federations are not wholly sympathetic with
 

AIFLD's development of the free labor confederation,
 

since they think it weakens concern of local unions with
 

international work. Nevertheless, an accommodation involving
 

mutual program reinforcement has been reached that 
is likely
 

to permit an optimum free labor development result. Some
 

AIFLD/Chile staff suggested that the internationals had not
 

done the organizing job requi'red to supplement AIFLD educational
 

activities. 
 More important than the perhaps oversimplified
 

conclusion about program effectiveness is their recognition
 

that the two efforts are comp.lementary aspects of the free labor
 

development process.
 

They are, however, also parallel in some respects,
 

since AIFLD cannot duplicate, for example, the specialized
 

organizing and technical services the 
ITS's provide in their
 

fields. The ITF (transport workers) seminars on containeri

zation, partly supported through T.O. 42 and other AID sources,
 

are an example of this division of labor. FITE skill in
 

expediting inter-country work of entertainers, important 
to
 

affiliate members but not of general 
interest to labor movements,
 

also reflects the specialized concerns of the internationals.
 

The immediate measure of ITS impact and status is
 

affiliation of local 
unions and federations to the international
 

groups as a direct 
result of specific seminars or organizing
 

activities. A FITE representative identified two additional
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unions that affiliated following recent seminars, giving
 
the international 12 affiliates and 95 percent of the more
 

than 20,000 eligible workers in Argentina. The ITF, with
 

AIFLD help, obtained affiliation of CUTT, Uruguayan transport
an 


workers federation, following three seminars and additional
 

organizing work. Two Uruguayan and two Argentine textile
 

unions joined FITITV after some of their members attended
 

a regional seminar in Argentina, bringing the international's
 

combined membership in the two ccuntries to more than 140,000.
 

FIET has a 12,000 member affiliated federation in Chile and
 

FITITV is seeking to affiliate d 10,000 member group there.
 

FITE's Chile affiliate has only 500 members. PTTI has major
 

affiliates in all four countries. 

The FIET representativ.e in the Dominican Republic is 
organizing bank workers with the goal of eventually bui lding 
a national federation that can be affiliated with the inter
national Federation. This effort, Dossible only when the 

ITS has a continuinCl presence, exemplifies the basic strength 
and purpose of the international trade secretariats. They 

are the only instrumentality with the interest and resources 

needed to open up new 
sectors to un~onizarion and are 
the
 

only organizations designed 
to attack work-related problems
 

that cross country lines.
 

The affiliation information mentioned above is limited
 

because the ITS's were not 
directly contacted or had no
 

offices and the AIFLO Country Directors had no records showing
 

the results of Task Order 42 work or 
their own ITS-related
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activities. 
 Local federation membership records 
are limited
 
at best and numbers were difficult to obtain during the brief
 
visits. 
 Dues payments to the internationals, also a useful
 

indicator of progress, 
are 
even harder to confirm. AIFLD
 

could easily ma-intain a more systematic record of 
ITS activities
 

and performance.
 

The use of the Task Order 42 
funding mechanism complicates
 
CPD efforts to coordinate ITS efforts with 
their own. ITS
 
program plans are 
frequently prepared without consultation with
 

CPD's and only the requirements of the field situation
 

bring about eventual coordination of efforts. 
 While
 
representatives covering more than one 
country should be financed
 
regionally, 
the close relationship of AIFLD and 
ITS educational
 

activities suggests that thes-e should be financed from a
 
common pool that includes Task Order 42 
funds. AIFLD country
 
budgets would receive additional 
funds earmarked for ITS
related educational activities identified through joint planning
 
efforts. CPD's currently have no 
role in ITS T.O. 42 planning.
 

The proposed change will 
not compromise ITS independence any
 
more than current collaboration does, but will 
improve
 

coordination and orderliness of 
the two efforts, so that 
ITS
 
representatives know well 
in advance what AIFLD can offer to
 
assist them. 
 It will also help to define more clearly for
 
CPD's their responsibilities with respect 
to monitoring of
 
ITS activities. 
 ITS Regional Representatives, 
once cleared
 
by AID, cannot be closely monitored without destroying their
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effectiveness, but their AID-funded educational expenditures
 

and activities can more easily be reviewed when coordinated
 

initially with those of AIFLD.
 

AID support of ITS activities supplements already
 

existing programs. Although certain ITS employees and seminars
 

are linked directly to AID funds, attribution of results to
 

them is highly arbitrary, since activities financed from other
 

sources are equally significant. Furthermore, the numerous
 

links between AIFLD and the internationals make some ITS
 

progress an incidental output of each AIFLD country program.
 

ITS work, though morespecialized and more directly
 

involved in organization than that of AIFLD, seemed generally
 

comparable in impact and effectiveness. AIFLD staff did not
 

suggest that their ITS colleagues were less zealous or
 

efficient, though the intermittent nature of Regional
 

Representatives' work reduces continuity of efforts and hence
 

the rate of impact. In none of the countries was there a
 

labor program strategy suggesting serious imbalance between
 

current AIFLD and ITS funding levels. AIFLD Country Directors
 

are able to maintain appropriate balance in activities by
 

varying their support of the international unions' work.
 

Because the ITS's are more clearly independent of the
 

U.S. government than AIFLD and can engage in a broader range
 

of activities, encouragement of their work is an important
 

supplement to the AID-financed free labor development progra
 

Some sacrifice of program control by AID is justified in
 

order to maintain this independence, since the ITS goals
 

and activities are consistent with those of AID. At present
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funding levels, with 
limited monitoring by AIFLD, U.S.
 

interests are adequately protected.
 

Representatives of 
the international unions do riot
 
appear 
to be sources of intelligence for 
U.S. Missions and
 
would not remain effective for long 
if they were, While the
 
receipt of U.S. government Funds by the internationals 
is no
 
secret to 
their Latin American affiliates, actual 
or prospective, 

the absence of any e.idence of the governmerntal relationship 
is a major advantage to the secretariats. If U.S. support 
or control increased, this advantage could easily disappear.
 

The ITS's, though 
still heavily influenced by U.S. and
 
European unions, 
are an excellent training ground for 
developing
 

independent, technically-oriented Latin American union
 
officials. 
 The present support of them by AID contributes to
 

achievement of this goal.
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CHAPTER I
 

SUMMARY APPRAISAL AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 

A. SUMMARY APPRAISAL 

This summary appraisal is organized to present 
our con

clusions, and reasonsthe therefore, with respect to the following 

key quest ions: 

(1) Are there valid objectives for an 	 AIFLD program 

in Brazil?
 

(2) Is reasonable progress being made 
toward these
 

obj ec c i res ? 

(3) Can the proqram be significantly strengthened? 

(4) Is the ranacerient of the program eff ic ient? 

1. 	Validity of O[jc tives
 

The objec,:tiv,_- ,I- th U.S. 
 applicable to AIFLDthe program 
are set forth in [h,,h bas ic toreiqn ass istance leg is lat ion. Para

phrased, these 
 are r,, ost er the development of Free, independent
 

and democrat ic trade 
 un ions and in Title IX the development of
 

democrat ic inst i tUt ions.
 

The statement 
 t these objectives immediately poses the 
quest ion of their rea i iso under the current Brazil ian pol it ical 
regime. There do not presently exist in Brazil the pol it ical 

conditions and Frameworklegal necessary for the establishment of 
free and democratic trade unions. While unions are able to elect 
their own officers and conduct their own affairs, in accordance 
with Brazilian legislation, the officers must be approved by the 

Government and the unions tnemselves are subject to Government 
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intervention, which is exercised whenever they step seriously
 

out 	of line. The form of corporate-state collective bargaining
 

provided by Brazilian law--between labor and employer federations-

is presently meaningless since wages and salaries are essentially
 

fixed by Government. The right to strike is so circumscribed as
 

to be virtually non-existent.
 

That the Government of Brazil will voluntarily relinquish
 

its holds and restraints over the labor movement in the ne3r future 

is unlikely. Such action it would regard as jeopardizing both
 

its economic and political objectives. Shortly after the re,olu

tion, a bill to permit collective bargaining and progressively
 

eliminate the trade union tax (by which the unions are supported 

by the state) was drafted and sent to Congress. After second 

thoughts the Government withdrew its support and the proposal died. 

Given these conditions, the AIFL.D program obviously cannot
 

proceed on a straight line toward the development of free trade
 

unions as this term is generally understood. It must settle for
 

something less, and the program's validity must depend on whether
 

this "something less" has a value commensurate with the effort
 

expended.
 

Accordingly, we have examined with care the objectives that
 

AIFLD is seeking, explicitly or implicitly, to achieve. These
 

objectives, as we perceive them, are the following:
 

(a) 	to prepare the union movement for the day when free
 

and democratic trade union activities may be permitted;
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(b) to improve the capability of unions to work along
 

lines of opportunity to secure modifications in
 

Government policy that will permit 
in one respect
 

or another freer unions with 
a freer sphere of
 

activity;
 

(c) 
to assist unions at least to strengthen tieir
 

organizations, in the face of restrictions on their 

activities, by conducting social 
and other programs 

that are legally permissible and of benefit to their 

members; 

(d) to help weakly organized labor groups, particularly 

rural workers, to organize viable movements to give 

them a growing voice to work for improvement in their 

economic condition; and 

(e) to train a cadre of democratically-oriented leader

ship against the eventuality of revolutionary or 

other conditions in which a void of such leadership
 

might leave an 
open field for communist leadership. 

We believe that these aims make good sense for several 

reasons. 

First, while observers of Brazil may differ as to the course 

the future may take, there can at least be agreement that it is 

uncertain, that there are possibilities of shifts in various 

directions, and that the status quo will not continue indefinitely. 

A policy that does not anticipate the possibilities for change 

would be deficient. 
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Second, the Government of Brazil has stated repeatedly
 

that it wants the country to move 
 toward greater popular participa

tion. Assuming these statements of intent to have some meaning,
 

it is possible to contemplate that at some point, a qradual
 

softening of political party, press, and 
labor restrictions may
 

take place. If such a program 
 develops, it will become increasinqly 

important to the stab i i ty )f the country and the success of the
 

effort that there be a responsible labor movement, with 
a trained
 

and moderate leadership, to, 
 take on the incr ,ased resr)onsibilities
 

which will accompany greater 
 freedom of act ion. The existence of
 

such a movement and leadership could well be a significant, con

ceivably a decisive, factor in bringing about 
liberalization of
 

the system.
 

Third, the possibility cannot be excluded of 
a rift in
 

Brazilian political leadership or 
other political convolutions
 

in which labor might become an important force, and perhaps the 

balance of power, in determining the direction in which the country 

is going. In a sufficiently revolutionary situation, there can 

be little doubt that communist labor leadership, now driven under

ground, would re-emerge. An AIFLD program can 
provide no certainty
 

that such 
leadership would not be successful--but 
it is the best
 
"insurance" available against this contingency. By seeking out 

and training unionists of leadership potential in the ideoloqy of
 

free trade unionism, AIFLD should succeed at 
least in draining off
 

some of the leadership potential 
that miglht go to the left. Further,
 

the greater the depth of its educational effort, the greater will
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be the 	possibility that authentic free trade union leaders, capable of
 
holding their 
own against communist rivals, would arise should a
 

crisis 	come.
 

Against all this, there 
is, of course, the possibility that
 
Brazil will 
move even further to the extreme right or to the
 

extreme left, 
so far indeed that the continuance of an AIFLD pro
gram would become impossible. 
 Under such circumstances, it 
can
 
be argued that the entire AIFLD effort would have been a wasted
 

one. 	 It can also be argued that 
the total AID effort would go
 
down the drain with it. However, even a change 
to this extreme
 

might not be permanent. The existence of a trained 
cadre of unionists, 
oriented toward democratic trade unionism, could be of value on 
the
 

next turn of 
the wheel.
 

Given the 
limited options available to the U.S. 
to influence
 
the development of Brazil 
toward 	a more 
free and yet stable society,
 
we believe that 
the AIFLD program represents an 
option of consider
able value. Free institutionscannot be built without 
ideological
 

support and this 
is the 	area in which AIFLD seeks 
primarily to
 
achieve 
impact within a movement encompassing a large portion of
 

Brazilian society.
 

Considering the size and 
importance of the country, 
the
 
annual 
cost of AIFLD in Brazil--about $600,000 or 
roughly 5 percent
 

of the total 
technical assistance program in Brazil--appears 
a
 
reasonable investment. 
 There is, however, another factor that
 
should be taken 
into account in weighing costs against the potential
 
benefits of the AIFLD program. 
 That is that much of what AIFLD/B
 

does also serves a dual purpose in contributing more broadly to
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the AID objective of promoting social development in Brazil. A
 

substantial part of the AIFLD effort 
is devoted to technical
 

assistance and the development of social services 
(medical, dental,
 

educational, etc.) through the trade union movement. 
 That part
 

of the program devoted to labor education also serves significantly
 

to equip labor leaders better to 
operate unions which provide sub

stantial social services to 
their members. While precise accounting
 

calculation would be impossible, 
we believe it would be reasonable
 

to consider that on the order of half the cost of 
the program has
 

a dual value--contributing broadly 
to social development of the
 

working people of Brazil at same
the time that it strengthens the
 

labor movement in a more narrow sense.
 

2. Progress of the AIFLD Program
 

The impact of the various elements of the AIFLD/B program
 

is set forth fully in Chapter IV of this report. In the present
 

section we endeavor to summarize this impact in overall terms.
 

The principal component of the AIFLD/B program, which 
is
 

basic to all five of the objectives presented above, is the training 

of union leadership. In this respect, AIFLD has 
succeeded in
 

developing an 
extremely efficient and professional operation within
 

Brazil centering in the Instituto Cultural do Trabalho 
(ICT), which
 

offers an advanced nine-week residency course at 
Sao Paulo and
 

seven to ten-day regional courses throughout Brazil. The advanced
 

course to date has trained about 550 union 
leaders or potential
 

leaders, and 
is currently operating at a rate of 100 per year.
 

A total of 482 regional courses 
have been held with participants
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totalling 14,106 active unionists; by 1969 the regional program
 

had reached a level of 3,700 students for the year. Comparing
 

the total of students against a total 
of 2,053 unions in the 

country it is evident that the program is providing training in 

substantial depth. Further, the latest figures show an accelerated
 

rate of training, which reflects the substantial progress being
 

made in improving administration and content of 
the program, as 

well as the existence of a strong demand for the training being 

provided. 

Through 1969 
a total of 129 Brazilians had also been
 

sent to 
Front Royal and nine to courses in labor economics at
 

Amer ican un ivers it ies. 

AIFLD/B is currently endeavoring to follow up on students
 

who have attended ICT and schools in the U.S. to find out 
what
 

happened to them subsequently. Unfortunately, this follow-up has
 

not yet been completed. However, we have gone through a consider

able amount of data gathered thus far with results 
that we find
 

highly encouraging. Of the 
129 Front Royal graduates, 104 have
 

been traced; of these ninety-four are still in the 
labor movement
 

and ten have left it, died, or been deprived of political rights.
 

Of the ninety-four clearly still 
in the movement, eighty-seven are
 

holding union office or 
working professionally for labor organizations
 

in Brazil, e.g., as instructor-coordinators for 
ICT. There is
 

considerable evidence that 
a number of Front Royal graduates have
 

advanced to positions of greater responsibility.
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Follow-up data on the graduates of ICT was, at the time of 

our study, much more scanty. However, sampled returns show almost 

without exception that the graduates are very active in the union 

movement. In this respect, we found the ICT follow-up procedure better 

than that of AIFLD in that it asked information on all union 

activities, not merely the position held by the graduate. This 

impressed us since many of the graduates whose forms we examined
 

but who were not union officers indicated some other type of
 

significant union activity, for example, participation in the forma

tion of union cooperatives or assistance in the conduct of ICT 

regional courses. This strongly suggests that the educational 

process is an important link in the chain of stimulating union 

activity. 

With respect to the regional courses, no general follow-up
 

is contemplated, but the instructors identify graduates of each
 

course who have potential for advanced training. ICT maintains
 

excellent records on these individuals, and a system exists to give
 

them special consideration for the ICT residency course. Thus,
 

the regional courses serve not only to train a broad base of
 

unionists but also to provide a sifting process to identify potential
 

leaders.
 

While numbers is one indication of progress, another indica

tion is the achievement of graduates who have made unusual progress.
 

In this respect, an outstanding example is the president of the
 

Agricultural Workers' Confederation, whose progress to one of the
 

eight top jobs in the labor movement is directly related to his
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training first at ICT and later at Front Royal. Another Front
 

Royal graduate now occupies the third most important post in the
 

Brazilian Ministry of Labor.
 

The one area in which impact appears to be slight has been
 

in the training of Brazilians in labor economics at American univer

sities.
 

While the educational program of AIFLD in Brazil is funda

mental to all its objectives in the country, the program has also 

been used to serve certain specific objectives. For example, AIFLD 

is currently sending twenty Brazilians to Front Royal for an 

advanced course in collective bargaining--a speciFic move to pro

vide training in anticipation of the time when freer trade union
 

activity may be permitted, It is significant that this course has
 

met with an enthusiastic response.
 

AIFLD has also provided special training for some unionists
 

in such fields as cooperatives and community development to enable
 

them to develop and operate more effectively programs of service
 

to union members. In the rural field particularly it has provided
 

courses that in effect constitute technical assistance in rural
 

development and agriculture as a means of strengthening the organiza

tion and program of labor institutions for rural workers.
 

The small projects program of AIFLD/B has been used primarily 

as a means of helping unions to strengthen their organizations, 

in the face of restrictions on other activities, by conducting social 

and other programs of benefit to members. Using both AID and AFL-C!O 

funds, AIFLD/B to date has financed a total of 145 small projects 
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with Brazilian unions. The total involved has been $312,000 in
 

soft loans and $50,000 in grants. The main purpose (69 projects)
 

has been to aid the construction or purchase of union halls for
 

the dual purpose of providing a union headquarters and a place
 

where social services desired by members can be offered. Most
 

of the remaining projects have been to assist in the provision
 

of medical, dental, educational and other services to members,
 

chiefly through the union halls. This program is excellently
 

managed and with a good follow-up, Some early projects mainly to
 

finance cooperatives (AIFLD/B now generally does not provide loans
 

For this purpose), failed, but in only three instances is it
 

expected that loans will not be repaid. Considering the small
 

amounts involved in each project, the results being achieved in
 

broadened union activity are impressive. Unfortunately data are
 

not collected to compare size of union membership before institu

tion of a project with membership following a period of operation
 

of the extended union program which the project made possible,
 

although we observed some evidence of correlation. AIFLD and ICT
 

staff believe from observation that the small projects program 

increases receptivity to the educational program but no statistical
 

correlations have been attempted.
 

The AIFLD-conceived Vila Samuel Gompers housing project
 

in Sao Paulo is difficult to evaluate. Sinc3 AIFLD itself withdrew
 

from the construction phase owing to disagreement with USAID/B and
 

the Brazilian parties, it bears no responsibility for the distressingly
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faulty construction. The cunstruction 
is, however, considered
 

average for new low-cost housing in Brazil and the community appears
 

to be a happy one. There is much reason 
to believe that the
 

project may have had 
a very sizeable impact in stimulating the
 

workers' 
housing program of the Brazilian Government. 
 Since the 

program initiated by the Government makes low-cost housing avail

able on better terms to unionists than to others, this is an 

important means of increasing the interest of urban workers 
in
 

union membership. In addition AIFLD/B's work in providing com

munity center and development support to Vila Samuel Gompers has
 

been excellent. Our judgment is that as a pioneering effort the
 

project was a worthwhile endeavor.
 

The northeast program of AIFLD/B 
is largely related to
 

the objective of helping weakly-organized worker groups--specific

ally rural workers--to organize viable movements 
for self-help and
 

to provide a voice to make their needs heard. 
 At the outset AIFLD/B
 

began with the organization of labor centers that were overly
 

ambitious in terms of the potentialities. It should be recognized,
 

however, that AIFLD/B has encountered--and must still face-

extremely difficult problems 
in operating in this economically under

developed area. AIFLD/B 
has been learning from experience and the
 

program has been steadily gaining in effectiveness. On balance
 

the AIFLD/B effort has made encouraging progress in developing
 

labor institutions through which workers are doing more for them

selves, are receiving more social services, and have an 
instrument
 

through which they can more effectively voice their grievances.
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AIFLD/B has also on an experimental basis been engaged
 

in rural development work ;n the southern part of the country,
 

chiefly through conducting courses oriented toward technical
 

assistance rather than 
labor education. Available evidence
 

suggests 
that this work has been highly successful and may provide
 

program 
ideas appl icable to the northeast.
 

In summary, our finding 
is that the AIFLD/B program has
 

achieved with moderate resources a considerable impact on 
the labor
 

movement, and particularly on labor leadership, in Brazil. 
 Initial
 

program problems have been largely overcome, the quality of the
 

program has been greatly enhanced, and the outlook for 
further
 

progress toward program goals 
is excellent.
 

3. 	Strengthening of the Program
 

In examining 
the AIFLD/B program for strengths and weaknesses,
 

we have 	 made a particular effort to examine its scope and selectivity 

of coverage. 
We have 	wanted to learn whether it is reaching most
 

of the labor movement and also whether it is reaching with parti

cular intensity the key unions and key labor areas in which poten

tially the greatest labor power rests. 

On this score, our findings are generally favorable but
 

establish some areas 
in which we consider there are material
 

weaknesses. AIFLD/B has succeeded very well in forming and main

taining effective relationships with top leadership of the confedera

tions in Rio de Janeiro. 
 This has facilitated the strengthening
 

of the ICT and its development into an institution which has 
a wide
 
breadth 	of reach throughout all eight of the 
labor confederations
 

of Brazil.
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Through education programs, small projects, and other activi

ties, it would appear that AIFLD is reaching most of the unions
 

of significance in Brazil and great .numbers of small ones. Every
 

state is being reached, sometimes more in one program aspect
 

than another, and in fairly reasonable relationship to its
 

importance.
 

There have been some criticisms of AIFLD/B for its concen

tration of activity in the northeast--where it spends about forty-six
 

percent of its basic operating funds, though a significantly lesser
 

proportion of its educational and small loan funds. The suggestion
 

has been made that it might be better for it to deemphasize the
 

northeast and concentrate on rural workers in the south, where 

We are not in accord with this criticirn.
progress is easier. 


We do not consider that that the rural workers of the south (as
 

opposed to the industrial) rank as high as northeastern rural
 

workers on any scale of priorities. The predominantly rural north

east accounts for about half the population of the country. While
 

in political terms the northeast is of less importancethan the 

south, nonetheless, the achievement of economic development and
 

stability in the northeast is vital to its achievement in Brazil
 

as a whole. Owing to poverty and lack of economic development,
 

the area requires some concentration of effort if any significant
 

impact is to be achieved. We therefore feel that AIFLD/B is 

basically correct in concentrating some effort in the northeast, 

and that proportionate to its resources it is making a respectable 

contribution with reasonable prospects of achieving significant 

impact.
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Our major concern is that the impact of the AIFLD program
 

in Brazil tends to be at its 
weakest in the major urban centers,
 

where the labor movement could be of greatest 
importance at any
 

time that the "chips were down." To test our thesis, we asked
 

the Labor Attache's office to prepare for 
us a list of the strongest
 

and most important local unions in Brazil. 
 We then compared the
 

list (twenty-three unions) against records of attendance at 
ICT
 

at Sao Paulo, the Front Royal program, and the small projects
 

program. 
The result showed that eight of the twenty-three unions
 

had been reached by one or more of these programs and fifteen
 

had not. Most of the unions not reached are in the key metropolitan
 

industrial areas 
of Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, and Belo Horizonte.
 

As indicated in Chapter IV of this report, there are many
 

reasons for the lessened impact of the AIFLD program 
in the key
 

unions and key 
labor areas. These include affiliation of some
 

unions with the non-AFL-CIO wing of American labor; 
the greater
 

sophistication of city unionists, making 
labor training courses
 

of less interest to them; the greater availability of other things
 

to do in cities than attend labor courses; and the non-participation
 

of some labor federations and unions 
in the ICT program as an aspect
 

of their 
stance to appear more progressive than the confederation
 

leadership. Another factor 
is that some unions have a rank and
 

file with leftist leanings, which m-ke their leadership, non

communist though 
it is skeptical of maintaining too close relations
 

with AIFLD.
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In some measure these difficulties may be insuperable. It
 

is particularly not our intention to sugqet that AIFLD should engage
 

in a "jurisdictional" battle in Brazil reflective of divisions in
 

the American labor movement. On the contrary, we believe AIFLD
 

is to be commended on its restraint to avoid such difficulties.
 

Nonetheless, we believe that the AIFLD/B program can benefit
 

considerably by the addition of a strategy to maximize its poten

tial impact in key unions and key labor areas. In our view a
 

degree of "saturation" at key points is an important complement
 

to the breadth of impact already being achieved. Along this line
 

we have several suggestions to make, which are not necessarily
 

a l1l-inc lus ive. 

First, we believe there are a variety of steps that might
 

be taken on the educational side. Through patient negotiation
 

there may yet be good chances of bringing more key unions into the
 

ICT program; even those who were reported to us to be most opposed
 

to AIFLD/ICT indicated to us that they understood the ICT had
 

improved in the past year. Leaders of such unions, who assert the
 

school is still "too conservative" in orientation, also told us
 

they would be willing to lecture at ICT if invited. This may pose
 

for AIFLD and ICT some problems of labor politics in their relations
 

with the confederation leadership, but at least the possibility 

of introducing the principle that all labor points of view ought 

to be given expression at ICr should be considered. 



There may also be means of strengthening the regional
 

courses 
in the cities, particularly in ?io de Janeiro and Sao
 

Paulo where few are given and attendance is poor, Perhaps the
 

key 
is to use different methods of organizing classes, or to
 

develop shorter and more sophisticated programs. We noted also
 

that very well attended regional courses are being given in Santos,
 

which is supposedly one of the most left-wing labor cities. The
 

technique used there (course sponsorship by interested ICT graduates)
 

may not be tactically right in other cities, but the success
 

achieved suggests that with careful 
study better approaches might
 

be found in other cities.
 

The techniques of regional course sponsorship through
 

regional institutions such as that established in Rio Grande do
 

Sul, while perhaps less likely to provide a solution for larger
 

cities, offers highly promising possibilities of achieving larger
 

educational impact as well 
as of building stronger locally op

erated labor programs at regional levels. The feasibility of
 

encouraging similar developments in other states, as AIFLD/B and
 

ICT already fully recognize, merits serious attention.
 

It would also seem 
to us desirable to reconsider the system
 

of selection of Front Royal candidates with a view to greater
 

assurance of some concentration of impact labor areas
on and
 

unions of key importance. At present, AIFLD has 
a general rule
 

of requiring candidates for Front Royal to be graduates of 
ICT,
 

and in turn graduates of regional 
courses are preferred for enrol

ment at ICT. While this is academically sound, the ICT has a
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greater draw from secondary unions rather than from those of
 

prime importance. Indeed in some measure its program is designed
 

to help the weaker unions. Our concern, however, 
is that
 

this will bias selection for Front Royal 
in just the opposite
 

way from what would seem to us desirable--in other words, 
to
 

emphasize selection of good students 
from secondary unions rather
 

than potentially important 
leaders (who may be or regard themselves as
 

too sophisticated for the ICT courses) from the labor unions with
 

the greatest present or 
potential power and influence. We bel ieve
 

in a certain sense AIFLD is aware of 
this problem and makes numerous
 

exceptions to its 
rules. We would like, however, to see this
 

awareness surface in a more explicit policy to identify and
 

direct a more intensive level of effort in the Front Royal pro

gram at 
the key centers of union strength.
 

Still another proposal 
we would advance would be the possibil

ity that AIFLD/B offer courses 
in English to union leaders in the
 

key cities of Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. Brazilian labor is
 

notably lacking in leadership with strong foreign language capabil

ity. We suggest that there could be many values 
if AIFLD would
 

offer opportunities 
to rising young Brazilian unionists to learn
 

or improve their English. This could contribute to improved
 

results 
from the Front Royal program; better communicatior under
 

union-to-union program; greater ability of Brazilian 
leaders to
 

follow and participate in international labor developments. 
 The
 

labor field should be no exception to the principle that more rubs
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off through exposure to American education and methods, 
on those
 

who speak English than those who do not, and that in
interest 


continuing to 
follow American developments is much more sustained.
 

Outside the education field, we are strongly impressed
 

with the opportunity for AIFLD to register more 
impact in the big
 

cities by undertaking community development work at 
low cost
 

workers' housing projects in metropolitan areas. AIFLD/B has done
 

an excellent job in rendering such services for Vila Samuel Gompers,
 

and the Brazilian National Housing Bank has 
approached it as to
 

whether it could undertake similar work The
in other projects. 


cost 
in our view would be moderate proportionate to potential
 

impact, and the work would have a "dual" 
value in contributing to
 

Brazilian social development. We would like to see 
this considered
 

sympathetically by USAID/B 
for possible funding of additional AIFLD
 

local employees to undertake such work.
 

Greater consideration might also be given to pinpointing
 

some support through the small loan project (and the RRLF) to key
 

union sectors. While small loans 
are more applicable to the smaller
 

unions, the program has sufficient scope to deal with some of
 

the larger ones, and 
indeed some of the most appeal ing projects
 

have been with rather important unions. Another possible area of
 

help to the large city unions may lie in assisting them, through
 

training or technical assistance, for participation in the joint
 

management-labor worker safety committees which have recently been
 

provided for under Brazilian law.
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We have also given consideration to the possibility of
 

vocational education projects as a possible means of achieving
 

impact with key urban labor groups. However, our initial reaction
 

is that it does not offer dollar-for-dollar the impact that might
 

be achieved by other means. There is, moreover, a sizeable govern

ment program in the field, against which AIFLD efforts would likely
 

appear insignificant.
 

In addition to looking particularly into the scope and
 

incidence of AIFLD/B coverage, we have also tried to 

judge a qualitative element. Does the program have real "push" in
 

the direction of promoting concepts of free trade unionsm, or has 

genuine labor content been dilutedto the point that it has little
 

meaning except perhaps for the promotion of lodge halls for workers?
 

We are satisfied that the program does have "push." 
 The
 

Front Royal courses are obviously well oriented toward free trade
 

unionism in the 
tradition of modern democratic societies. AIFLD's
 

initiative 
in giving a Front Royal course for Brazilians this
 

year 
in advanced collective bargaining also impresses us that
 

there is no intention on AIFLD's part to lose sight of the basic
 

objective . 

The ICT program we considered was reasonably well oriented.
 

It deals extensively with the rights of 
labor under Brazilian law,
 

which is clearly necessary if labor leaders are to try to help
 

their people to realize such rights 
as they have. It also covers
 

comprehensively the history of 
labor development in Europe,
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the United States, and Latin America, and deals with such matters
 

as the right to organize, to strike, and to bargain collectively.
 

Its basic tone is to favor a modern capitalism in which labor
 

has equal rights.
 

Such criticism as we have of the ICT courses is pretty much
 

in line with AIFLD's and ICT's self-evaluation--namely, that in the
 

past the course has been given too academic a stamp. We are in
 

full accord with current objectives to make them more practical.
 

We would particularly suggest strengthening the courses to give
 

more positive emphasis to some of the things Brazilian unions can
 

do under current circumstances. Some case discussions of ways in
 

which some of the more successfulBrazilian unions are providing 

greater services to their membership, protecting worker rights,
 

and achieving larger membership rolls might be a means of securing 

greater practical impact. 

Although we agree that the regional course should concentrate
 

on Brazilian conditions, we believe that it would be better balanced
 

if it included some introductory cultural exposure to labor develop

ment within western society generally or at least within the Alliance
 

for Progress.
 

We have also noted that in various other ways the AIFLD
 

program in Brazil (particularly in the northeast) tries to help
 

local unions to equip themselves to provide a voice for their mem

bers and press for their rights. In this respect, though controlled
 

in many ways by Government, unions are not entirely supine. A
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recent protest by labor unions to the 
ILO against Government mis

treatment of unionists is one of a number of evidences that--within
 

limits--they will try to represent their people.
 

AIFLD currently has under consideration a possible plan by
 

which the labor confederations, supported by AIFLD, might establish
 

a system of collecting labor statistics 
(cost of living, etc.)
 

throughout Brazil as a means of giving unions 
 data of their own
 

for negotiating with Government on 
wage and salary levels. We
 

have expressed some reservations to this proposal it
as now stands,
 

or as we understand it. Nonetheless, the developme't of 
some
 

system by which labor might make 
itself felt by scrne responsible
 

research of its own 
in the general sphere of economic planning and
 

wages would appear to merit consideration.
 

As a final comment, we would express the view that AIFLD
 

has a good sense of balance between pressing the free trade union
 

point of view and recognizing the tactical limits 
under present
 

conditions in Brazil. us
It has been suggested to that AIFLD's role
 

in Brazil is one of "brinkmanship."1 We would subscribe to 
this
 

generally as a good characterization of 
the role A!FLD has to play.
 

We also believe that it is commendable that AIFLD is playing it
 

with considerable sensitivity. We consider finally that more
 

opportunities for gently pushing responsible free 
trade unionism
 

a little more can be found, and that the search 
for such opportuni

ties should be a continuing one.
 

4. Administrative Effectiveness
 

AIFLD/B is well organized and effectively managed. The
 

staff is competent, fully utilized, and shows a high degree of
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interest in the program and its 
success.
 

The accounting system administered locally is fully satis
factory owing to improvements made about a year ago. 
 This view
 
is shared by the USAID/B controller and the AID regional 
auditor.
 

There are some remaining problems stemming from procedures of 
AIFLD/W. No more 
than $18,000 of "proposed disallowances" from
 

prior years remains unexplained. 

The program planning and budgeting system of AIFLD/B appears
 
to us to leave much to be desired. This is in large part a re

flection of what we consider to 
be a basic deficiency in the
 
overall AIFLD "Country Labor Plan ' 
programming as a management 

tool, with which we deal in Part I: General Findings and 

Recommendations. 

There is an 
excellent working relationship betwee -tAIFLD/B
 
and the Embassy and USAID/B, which monitors AIFLD/B through the
 
Labor Attache, who also functions as 
USAID/B Labor Technical Officer.
 

We believe that closer consultation between the Labor Attache and
 
USAID/B to achieve greater coordination and concentration of 
cover
age through both the Front Royal 
and union-to-union programs 
in
 

key unions and key labor 
areas would be desirable. Ideally the
 
union-to-union program could both reinforce AIFLD and pick up the
 
slack in important union areas 
that AIFLD cannot effectively reach.
 

Over the 
course of time AIFLD/W and USAID/B have built up
 
on 
AIFLD/B a series of detailed and overiapping reporting require
ments which are excessively burdensome. 
 A lesser quantity and greater
 

quality of information, particularly evaluation data measuring
 

program progress and achievement, is desirable for effective program
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monitoring. Among other measures that should be instituted is
 

a single reporting system on the ICT program, which would serve
 

all the needs of AIFLD/B, AIFLD/W and USAID/B. Evaluative
 

reporting, reflecting follow-up on course graduates and impact
 

of small loan projects should be stressed and a great deal of in

consequential reporting on detailed program developments eliminated.
 

B. RECOMMENDAT IONS 

1. Genera l
 

The AIFLD program in Brazil should be continued for the
 

primary objective of developing a stronger labor movemert, oriented
 

toward free trade unionsim. A companion objective should be to
 

contribute, through labor organizations, to the broader social
 

development 	of the working people of the country.
 

The program should be improved through greater strategic
 

planning aimed at balancing the current breadth of coverage of the
 

program with more effort to achieve concentrated impact in key
 

unions and key labor areas.
 

2. Labor Education
 

AIFLD/B should continue to strive to maintain an effective
 

balance in its labor education activities between the teaching of
 

a general free trade unionist philosophy and the teaching of
 

subjects particularly applicable to the conduct of union affairs
 

under the conditions existing in Brazil.
 

Particular consideration might be given to strengthening the
 

ICT course at regional level through the inclusion of some modest
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cultural exposure to currents of labor union activity within
 

western countries generally and within the Alliance for Progress
 

in particular. 

Efforts should be continued to make the ICT program more
 

practical, including training, based on the experiences of the
 

most successful unions in Brazil, on techniques in the organization
 

of workers, the attraction and recruitment of new members, and
 

assistance to workers through social services and 
the protection
 

of their rights under Brazilian law.
 

Consideration should be given to extension of the labor
 

education program to include short programs or courses to be given
 

at the individual union level for the training of the rank and file.
 

As a means of providing Brazilian labor with a tool for 
im

proved communications with free trade union movements 
in other
 

countries, and also of achieving a greater impact with union
 

leaders in key city areas (especially Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro),
 

AIFLD/B should consider the feasibility of offering courses in
 

English for promising unionists likely to have substantial oppor

tunities to make effective use of it.
 

AIFLD/B should diplomatically maintain contact with key
 

unions not now participating in the ICT educational program and
 

give continued study to means by which their cooperation might
 

be realized. In cases in which unions refrain from participating
 

in the ICT programs on grounds of conflict with their international
 

relations with other free labor organizations, AIFLD/B should respect
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the choice and not regard it as precluding the rossibility of
 

cooperation with the unions concerned in other areas in which it
 

might be feasible and useful.
 

AIFLD/B should give particular consideration to means
 

by which the ICT regional program could achieve greater impact in
 

the large cities, particularly Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo.
 

AIFLD/B should continue to explore the possibilities of
 

increasing the effectiveness and local support for the ICT regional
 

course program through such means as the regional institute mecha

nism developed in the state of Rio Grande do Sul.
 

AIFLD/B should review its techniques for selection of
 

candidates for Front Royal to assure that it achieves a reasonable
 

concentration of impact consistent with the foregoing recommendations
 

regarding ICT programming.
 

Brazilians should not be brought to the U.S. for training
 

at American universities in labor economics unless it is well

established that they will occupy positions on their return in which
 

the training will be put to substantial use.
 

AIFLD/B should try to devise with the Brazilian labor
 

confederations a formula by which the latter would agree to begin
 

a gradual assumption of financial responsibility for the ICT educa

tional program. It is recognized that at the beginning the Brazilian
 

contribution would be modest or token in amount; the key point at 

this time should be to establish the principle. 

3. Social (Small and Impact) Projects 

In view of the high rate of inflation ih Brazil, AIFLD/B 

should consider the possibility of revising its loan procedures to 
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provide for repayments in amounts sufficient to offset at least
 

some part of the depreciation in currency value.
 

AIFLD/B should not consider any plan to transfer control
 

over its small loan program to local labor organizations, unless
 

the latter also make sizeable financial contributions.
 

4.~Hous-ing
 

USAID/B should take every action possible to remedy the
 

most serious defects in the construction of Vila Samuel Gompers.
 

5. 	Northeast Program
 

The northeast program should be continued on approximately
 

its present level of effort with the objective of gradually
 

broadening geographical outreach as local self-sufficiency grows
 

in the initial projects. For the immediate future, the emphasis
 

should be on achieving greater impact from the present five centers
 

before undertaking the development of new ones.
 

Study should be given to whether the AIFLD experience
 

in rural development in the southern part of Brazil could be used
 

advantageously to improve the northeast program.
 

6. Possible New Program Activities
 

Support of a confederation-sponsored labor statistics or 

labor economics program merits study. Great care, however, should 

be given to assure that it is soundly conceived and reasonably 

calculated to have an impact commensurate with cost. Alternatives
 

as well as a single plan should be considered.
 

As a means of securing greater AIFLD impact in key city
 

labor areas, priority consideration should be given to the possi

bilities of an arrangement between AIFLD/B and the Brazilian
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National Housing Bank whereby the former would render community
 

development services to new workers' housing projects in Brazil.
 

USAID/B should give sympathetic consideration to a request for
 

funds for such purpose.
 

It is generally recommended that AIFLD/B avoid the field
 

of vocational education in Brazil (except as is incident to its
 

rural development program) in the light of the limited possibili

ties of achieving substantial impact in a country of the scale
 

of Brazil.
 

Consideration might be given to some form of assistance to
 

Brazilian unions in the field of worker safety.
 

7. Management of AIFLD Program in Brazil
 

There should be closer consultation between the Labor
 

Attache and AIFLD/B on basic strategy for achieving maximum impact 

with the Brazilian labor movement, particularly with a view toward
 

achieving concentrated coverage of key unions and key labor areas
 

through both the AIFLD program and the union-to-union program.
 

The program planning and budgeting procedures of AIFLD/B
 

should be substantially revised to provide a more effective manage

ment tool both for AIFLD/W and the local CPD. (More detailed 
recom

mendations are made in Part I as this problem is general and not 

confined to Brazil.) 

The reporting requirements imposed on AIFLD/B by both USAID/B
 

and AIFLD/W should be greatly simplified and rationalized. This
 

should include the setting up of a basic ICT reporting system that
 

would simultaneously meet the informational needs of AIFLD/B,
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AIFLD/W, and IISAID/B on the ICT activity.
 

AIFLD/B should continue its program of follow-up on educa

tional programs, social projects, and other activities in order
 

to develop more complete and meaningful data on program impact and
 

achievemernt.
 

The remaining accounting problems relating to AIFLD/B, 

which have their origin in AIFLD/W, should be resolved. (More 

detailed recommendations are made in Part I.) 
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CHAPTER II
 

CONTEXT OF THE AIFLD PROGRAM IN BRAZIL
 

Brazil is a vast and complex country with vast and complex
 

political, economic and social problems. The institution with
 

which the AID and AIFLD must work, the Brazilian labor movement,
 

is equally a large and complex structure sharing and conditioned
 

by these political, economic and social problems. What these
 

problems are and the conditions under which they must be faced
 

can perhaps best be focused against a backdrop of their historical
 

development.
 

A. POLITICAL, SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC BACKGROUND
 

1. Political
 

Brazil's political history is composed of a series of
 

episodes of varying degrees of representative government alternating
 

with varying degrees of authoritarianism.
 

From 1889 until 1930 Brazil was a loose organization of states
 

each controlled by highly personalized local or regional political
 

parties. National governments evolved from "deals" among these
 

parties and personalities. The result was a weak central government
 

with real power exercised by the states, not infrequently at odds
 

with one another.
 

The year 1930 marked a major change in Brazilian political
 

affairs. In that year a group of junior officers of the military
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spearheaded a revolt, the "Revolt of the Lieutenants." The result
 

was successful and a relatively 
little known figure from Rio
 

Grande do Sul, Getulio Vargas, 
was named Provisional President.
 

He was to leave an indelible imprint.
 

Vargas was a master manipulator of political forces and
 

began consolidating power in his own hands. By 1937 he 
was able
 

to cancel the scheduled elections, set aside the 1934 Constitution,
 

ban the political parties, rule by decree, and launch his "Estado
 

Novo."
 

The Estado Novo was 
a faithful copy of the corporate state
 

concept of Italy and Portugal. Workers, employers and the pro

fessions were to be organized in "sindicatos" under detailed rule!
 

laid down by the Government. A Labor Code (Consolidacao dos Leis
 

do Trabalho) was promulgated which regulated practically every
 

aspect of trade union activity and placed the unions firmly under
 

government control. It controlled their 
source of funds throuoh
 

the Trade Union Tax and their leadership through control of tPi'e
 

election of their officials. At the same time sweeping socf'al
 

benefits were decreed and Vargas' 
favorite posture was that of
 

"0 Pai dos Pobres" (The Father of 
the Poor). He was ou->ted by
 

the military in 1945 and General Dutra was 
elected Preilsident.
 

In the elections of 1950 Vargas was returned to the.'Presidency by
 

a decisive vote. Four years 
later, beset by econoriic and political
 

troubles and facing another ouster by 
the MilitJry, Vargas committed
 

suicide.
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In the approximately sixteen years since Vargas' suicide
 

Brazil has had seven administrations. Vice President Cafe Filho
 

completed the Vargas term. 
 Juscilino Kubitschek was elected in
 

1955 and Janio Quadros in 1960. 
 Quadros after one year resigned
 

and was succeeded by Vice President Joao Goulart. 
Goulart,one
 

time Labor Minister under Vargas, turned sharply to the left,
 

openly intervened in favor of leftist candidates in trade union
 

elections and his economic policies were such that 
inflation, long
 

a problem, by 1964 had become rampant. 
 The military moved on him
 

and General Humberto Castello Branco was the choice of the military
 

to succeed him. The trade unions were intervened, the political
 

parties banned, and a policy of stringent economic austerity
 

adopted to bring the rampant inflation under control.
 

Marshal Arthur da Costa e Silva succeeded General Castello
 

Branco in March 
1967. The Marshal had pledged to 'humanize the
 

revolution," but by December 
1968, to meet student violence, contro

versy with the Church and mounting congressional oppositionthe
 

Government promulgated institutional Act No. 5 giving the President
 

broad dictatorial powers.
 

President Costa e Silva suffered a stroke 
ir.August 1969
 

and when by October 
it had become apparent that the President would
 

not recover, General Emilio Garrastazu Medici was named to succeed
 

him.
 

Through all of these changes the influence of Getulio Vargas
 

has survived. The laws he promulgated in founding the Estado Novo
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in large part remain in force today. Especially in the field of
 

labor, the Consolidacao dos Leis do Trabalho (Labor Code),with its
 

tight control by the government of tradc union activities and
 

finances and the exercise by the government of most of the conven

tional trade union responsibilities for wages, working conditions
 

and fringe benefits remain practically unaltered.
 

The Medici administration has publicly expressed its hope
 

for an early return to democratic processes but has set no time
 

table. It has also expressed the opinion that the conventional
 

democracy is not suitable to Brazil. New mechanisms are being
 

sought which will permit greater popular participation in government
 

without reopening the doors to a return to the political and economic
 

excesses of previous years.
 

It is in this political context that the Brazilian trade
 

union movement must develop its potential and within which the AID
 

and AIFLD programs must operate to assist it.
 

2. Economic
 

Over the years the Brazilian economy has experienced alterna

ting periods of growth and regression associated with large and
 

profitable production of one or another of the natural raw materials,
 

Brazil wood, sugar, gold, diamonds, rubber and coffee. Each in its
 

time has spawned periods of affluence for one or another social
 

group or geographic area. Recurrent spasms of inflation and defla

tion have been an accompaniment. The masses of the people have
 

participated marginally in the periods of prosperity and weathered
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the periods of hardship as best they could.
 

Rates of economic growth have fluctuated widely over the
 

years. According to official data published by Frank Brandenburg
 

e Associados (FBA) in its publication "The Brazilian Economy,
 

1969-70" gross domestic product per capita in real terms during
 

the period 1960 through 1970 fluctuated between the extremes of
 

a negative 1.5 percent in 1963 to a projected 8.0 percent in 1970.
 

During this period the contribution of the several sectors also
 

showed marked changes. The agricultural sector contribution
 

declined while the industrial and services sectors rose sharply.
 

This growth is impressive but there is little to indicate any very
 

marked improvement in the equitability of the distribution of its
 

benefits among the various social sectors.
 

Inflation has been a chronic problem. After the revolution
 

of 1964, the government set inflation control as one of its primary
 

objectives. It has attempted to achieve this by such measures as
 

exchange controls, measures to stimulate both traditional and non

traditional exports, wage controls and some price controls. Some
 

progress has been made. From the 80 and 90 percent rates of the
 

pre-revolutionary period the rate has been reduced to about 20 to
 

25 Dercent.
 

The government's wage policy has been a highly controversial
 

issue. Allowable wage increases have been held to levels below
 

the anticipated price rises and the policy has been enforced by the
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Courts. 
 The trade unions contend that the wage policy has resulted
 

in serious deterioration of real wages with resultant 
increasing
 

hardship on the workers. Furthermore, the wage policy has practi

cally eliminated collective bargaining in any meaningful 
form.
 

Only about 30 million of Brazil's 90 million people are 
in
 

the labor force. Nearly half of these are 
in low wage agriculture
 

contributing only about 20 percent of the GDP. 
 Industry has been
 

expanding rapidly and its contribution to the GDP is estimated
 

at about 30 percent for 1970. However, its share of the labor
 

force will 
probably be no more than 20 percent. High production
 

costs reflected in high prices 
in a low wage market handicap Brazilian
 

industry not only domestically but weaken its position in the inter

national markets.
 

Labor's economic plight is 
a serious one. It is dependent
 

upon government determination of its wages. Faced with low wages
 

against high and rising prices and with 
little that it can do for
 

its members in the economic sphere, it has 
little at its disoosal
 

with which to at"ract dues-paying membership.
 

3. Social
 

Unemployment and underemployment are of serious proportions
 

although there are indications that both have declined modestly
 

over the past couple of years. 
 Substantial numbers 
of both urban
 

and rural workers live only partially within the money economy.
 

Among the rural elements a small, overworked patch of ground may
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enable the individual to engage in some degree of subsistence
 

farming. The urban unemployed lack even this recourse. Brazil has
 

an agrarian reform progi-am on the books but as yet it has been
 

implemented only partially.
 

The drift of population from the rural to the urban areas 

has inundated the large cities with masses of unskilled workers many 

of whom must first be trained for even simple tasks in the indus

trial or services enterprises, even if job openings exist for them.
 

Housing does not exist for these people,with the result that huge
 

slum areas have grown up to breed further problems of health and
 

nutr it ion. 

School facilities have not kept pace with population growth.
 

Illiteracy is high and poses a serious problem in both urban and
 

rural areas.
 

It is in this area of social problems that the Brazilian 

labor movement has its major role to play. Cut off from political
 

activity and with little latitude for action in the economic
 

sphere, the trade unions can and in fact are encouraged by the 

government to be active in providing social services.
 

B. OBJECTIVES AND PROGRAMS OF AID IN BRAZiL
 

In presenting its proposals for the assistance program in
 

Brazil for FY 1970 the Agency for International Development (AID)
 

stated its objectives in the following terms:
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"Brazil 
is half of the South American continent. Its
 

size, population, natural 
resources and large industrial
 

base make it crucial to the orderly development of the
 

hemisphere and 
to the success of our overall assistance
 

efforts in Latin America. U.S. assistance programs in
 

Brazil have three overriding objectives: 

(a) 	Social Development and Reform - particularly in the 

critical sectors of agriculture and education to 

insure more widespread participation in the process 

of development and in the benefits derived from
 

economic growth; 

(b) Stabilization - bringing inflation under control, 

which is essential to the rapid growth and sound 

development of Brazil's economy; 
and
 

(c) 	Increased Economic Growth 
- a 	sine qua non for 

social justice and more equitable income distribution."
 

Within this overall program the 
labor sector is handled
 

as one element as follows: 

"To strengthen the free democratic trade union movement 

in Brazil by leadership training, encourage Brazilian-

American "union-to-union" exchanges, development of Brazil ian 

trade union services and by helping the Ministry of Labor 

in efforts to improve and expend services in fields directly 

affecting worker benefits, 
interests and productivity."
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The American institute for Free Labor Development (AIFLD)
 

is the instrument being used for the execution of this program
 

in the ranks of Brazilian organized labor. It provides courses
 

in labor education, a substantial part of this effort through
 

a sub-contract with the Instituto Cultural 
do Trabalho (ICT)
 

formed by the eight Brazilian labor confederations. /1 Classes
 

and seminars of varying degrees of academic sophistication are
 

carried on at 
local, regional and national levels. Advanced
 

academic training is provided at the AIFLD's facility in Front
 

Royal, Virginia and at Georgetown University.
 

The AIFLD also assists local unions in executing social
 

projects. These projects are financed by either or
loans grants
 

using both AFL/CIO and AID sources of funds.
 

The AID also runs a union-to-union program independently of,
 

but with some dugree of collaboration with,AIFLD. Under this pro

gram groups of unionists from a given union or 
field of activity
 

are sent to the U.S. for periods of up to about a month where they
 

are programmed jointly by AID and the U.S. 
Department of Labor with
 

the assistance of their counterpart union in the LI.S. In turn a
 

team of usually two people from the U.S. 
host union are sent to
 

/1 	This arrangement provides an interesting example of the flexibility

of legal interpretation and perhaps some measure of 
the importance

attached to the education effort by the Brazilian Government.

Although inter-confederation,-federation and-union rrganizations
 
are 	prohibited by ICT was
the 	Labor Code, the recognized and

given legal status by the Government. A similar organization

at the Federation level is functioning at Porto Alegre in the
 
state of Rio Grande do Sul and similar organizations in other
 
states have been proposed.
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Brazil at a somewhat later date to complete the exchange. They
 

are programmed in Brazil by USAID in collaboration with the
 

Brazilian host union.
 

The annual labor program of USAID/B runs about $830,000
 

or around 6.4 percent of the total technical assistance program.
 

A p,-ogram of leader grants is also operated under the
 

auspices of the Cultural Affairs Office (CU) of the Department
 

of State and administered in the field by US IS. These grants are
 

reserved for influential or potentially influential trade union
 

leaders and are generally of short duration.
 

The International Trade Secretariats (ITS) have had some
 

education programs in Brazil sometimes independently and sometimes
 

in collaboration with AIFLD. At the present time only the Inter

national Metal Workers' Federation (IMF) and the International 

Chemical Workers' Federation (ICF) have programs in Brazil. These 

programs are small and limited in scope. 

On the Government side, AID is carrying on several technical
 

assistance programs in the manpower and statistics fields with
 

the Ministries of Labor and Planning. These programs utilize U.S.
 

technical specialists from the U.S. Department of Labor Technical
 

Assistance Corps (DOLITAC), or the Department of Health, Education
 

and Welfare (HEW) for assignments to the appropriate Brazilian
 

agency for periods ranging from one or two months to as much as two
 

years or more. In support of the work of the U.S. technicians,
 

selected Brazilian technicians are sent to the U.S. for training
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and observation in their particular fields. On their return to
 

Brazil these specialists are expected to support and ultimately
 

take over the work of the U.S. specialists.
 

Independent of, but related 
to these programs, is the activity
 

of the International Manpower Institute (IMI) operated by the
 

Department of Labor under contract with AID. 
 The IMI provides
 

specialized training in the manpower field at 
a fairly high academic 

level. Ten Brazilian technicians have attended this course since 

1965 and an additional one is enrolled for the 1970 course.
 

C. THE BRAZILIAN LABOR MOVEMENT 

The Brazilian labor movement has had a history of develop

ment differing in material respects from that of other labor move

ments of the hemisphere. As 
a result, Brazilian organized labor
 

today is not exactly a parallel of other labor movements either
 

in its structure, philosophy, or attitudes. These differences pose
 

problems which have had to be taken 
into account by both AID and
 

AIFLD in developing their objectives and programs.
 

Prior to 1930 the Brazilian labor movement developed along
 

lines closely comparable to many of the other countries of the
 

hemisphere. During 
the early 1900's its leaders and organizers
 

were Spanish, Portuguese, Italian and German immigrants. Anarchist
 

principles dominated the movement. 
 In fact, as early as 1909, the
 

anarchist unions formed a Confederacao Operaria Brasileira (COB)
 

which limped along for nearly twenty years.
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During World War I the Brazilian labor movement grew rapidly.
 

However, under the economic difficulties of the 1920's, the bitter
 

internal struggle between the anarchists and communists,and the
 

severe repressive measures by the government, the trade union
 

movement stagnated.
 

The advent of Getulio Vargas to the Presidency and the
 

launchina of his Estado Novo marked a definitive change in the
 

course of Brazilian labor. The Estado Novo was a corporate state.
 

In the classical way this provided for the grouping of workers
 

and employers in parallel organizations and provided for collective
 

bargaining to be handled between these parallel organizations.
 

For the regulation of the trade unions a comprehensive
 

labor code, the Consolidacao dos Leis do Trabalho, was adopted
 

which, in all of its salient features, remains in force today.
 

The code regulates in detail almost every aspect of union organiza

tion and operation and provides almost all aspects of working condi

tions and social benefits. The following are a few of its features:
 

(a) 	Detailed procedures for the organization of a
 

trade union and its recognition by the Labor
 

Mi.nistry as a "legal" trade union are provided.
 

If not recognized by the Ministry the organiza

tion is "' illegal"and is denied access to the 

labor courts. 

(b) 	The fields of economic activity in which unions
 

are to be formed, and the grouping of these unions
 

into Federations at the state level and into
 

Confederations at the national level, are pre

scribea. Confederations in six (now eight)
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fields, e.g., Industrial Workers, Commercial
 

Workers, Land Transport Workers, etc., were
 

defined but there is also a prohibition against
 

the consolidation of these Confederations in a
 

central labor body.
 

(c) A system of labor courts, ranging from the Court
 

oi First Instance, the Junta de Conciliacao e 

Julgamento, through a Tribunal Regional do Trabalho 

to a Tribunal Superior do Trabalho handles just about 

every kind of employee grievance and labor/management 

dispute.
 

(d) For the financing of the trade unions the labor code
 

provides for a Trade Union Tax (Imposto Sindical).
 

This tax amounts to one day's pay per year and is paid
 

by all workers whether members of unions or not. The
 

proceeds of the tax are distributed according to a
 

prescribed formula to the unions, federations, confedera

tions, and a government-controlled fund called the Fundo
 

Sindical. Workers who wish to belong to a union pay
 

union dues in addition to the trade union tax.
 

The provisiois of the labor code have been applied with
 

greater or lesser degrees of stringency depending upon the govern

ment in power. However, the existence of this all-encompassing
 

code of regulations of trade union organization and activity has
 

had pronounced effects on the present character of Brazilian
 

organized labor, among them the following:
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(a) 	Collective bargaining for all 
practical purposes
 

is non-existent. 
 On an industry-wide basis 
the
 

union and employer, through their federations,
 

present their demands and offers. 
 The "negotia

tion" then goes through 
one or more levels of the
 
labor court system and an award is handed down.
 
Differences 
in which the court does 
not rule simply
 

remain differences. 
 Under the government's present
 

wage policy 
the wage increase will 
be limited to the
 
amount allowable under 
the government's prescribed
 

formula. There is practically no bargaining at 
the
 

plant level.
 

(b) 
The union rarely becomes 
involved with management
 

in worker grievances. 
 The worker who has 
a grievance,
 

if he 	cannot work 
it out on his own, takes it to the
 
labor court where he may receive some assistance from
 
the union. The substitution of the 
labor court
 

mechanism for normal grievance 
 procedure removes
 

another of the conventional 
union roles.
 

(c) 	 Working conditions similarly are defined and prescribed 

in the law. Should the union seek advances in this
 

area 
the employer can take the position that 
these
 

matters are defined 
in law,and that he 
is observing
 

the law.
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(d) 	Fringe benefits such as vacations, overtime, etc.,
 

are also prescribed by law leaving the union little
 

room in which to maneuver in this area. However,
 

it was observed that some employers are providing
 

benefits beyond those legally required.
 

(e) 	Union finances are provided by the trade union tax.
 

The trade union leader does not need to rely on a
 

large dues paying membership for finances, and con

sequently there is only minimal pressure on the
 

leadership to exert great effort in the organizing
 

field. An example is one industry with well over
 

200,000 employees all of whom pay the trade union
 

tax, about 20,000 of whom are members of the union 

and of whom less than 18,000 voted in the last union 

elect ion. 

In summary, the very comprehensive provisions of the law
 

leave the unions with limited ability to influence wages,
 

working conditions or social benefits. At the same time the
 

financing of the labor movement by the government,through the
 

trade union tax, has the double effect of providing the government
 

with an instrument for firm control, and shelters the labor leader

ship from the necessity to build membership to provide its economic
 

'resources.
 

Despite the legal limitations on its conventional activities 

the Brazilian trade union movement is a large one and extends 

across the country's whole spectrum of economic enterprise. Eight 
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national confederations are provided for under the 
law. A sense 

of both the scope and magnitude of the organization is provided in
 

the following tabulation of the confederations and their claimed
 

membership:
 
Claimed
 

Orqan izat ion Membership
 

(a) 	National Confederation of Industrial
 
Workers (CINTI) 
 5,000,000
 

(b) 	National Confederation of Commercial
 
Workers (CNTC) 
 3,500,000
 

(c) 	National Confederation of Land Transport

Workers (CNTTT) 
 140,000
 

(d) 	National Confederation of Workers in
 
Credit Institutions (CONTEC) 140,000
 

(e) 	National Confederation of Maritime, River
 
and Air Transport (CNTTMFA) 450,000
 

(f) 	National Confederation of Agricultural

Workers (CONTAG) 
 2,500,000
 

(g) 	National Confederation of Communications
 
and Publicity Workers (CONTCOP) 85,000
 

(h) 	National Confederation of Educational and
 
Cultural Workers (CONTEEC) 30,00
 

Source: American Embassy, Rio de TOTAL 11,845,000
 
Janeiro's A-1066 of 9/25/68.
 

Claimed membership figures tend to be inflated, grossly
 

so in the case of agricultural workers, and there are probably
 

no exceptions. However, even if to make an
one were 	 arbitrary
 

downward adjustment of perhaps 50 percent the Brazilian labor
 

movement would still constitute an impressively large and poten

tially influential organization. /1
 

/1. A public opinion survey of workers in Rio de Janeiro released by

MARPLAN of Brazil during our visit indicated that 37 percent of

the workers belonged to unions. Of those belonging to unions,

65 percent said they were satisfied with them. Jornal do Brasil,
 
May 4, 1970.
 



On the international plane, four of the Brazilian confedera

tions, CNTI, CNTC, CNTTT, and CONTCOP are affiliated to the Inter

national Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) 
and its regional
 

organization, the Inter-American Regional Organization of Workers
 

(ORIT). The following International Trade Secretariats (ITS) 
 also
 

have Brazilian affiliates:
 

(a) Postal, Telegraph, and Telephone International (PTTI)

(b) International Metalworkers Federation 
(IMF)

(c) International Federation of Petroleum and Chemical Workers (IFPCW)

(d) International Chemical Workers Federation 
(ICF)

(e) International Transport Workers Federation (ITF)

(f) International Federation of Commercial Clerical and
 

Technical Employees ( IFCCTE)
(g) 	Inter-American Federation of Working Newpapermen's


Organizations (IAFWNO)
 

The National Brazilian Confederation of Christian Workers
 

(CBTC), an association, not a recognized trade union organization,
 

at one time was 
affiliated with the Latin American Confederation of
 

Christian Trade Union Organization (CLASc). However, this relation

ship was broken off in 1966. 

Because of the limitations placed on it in the conventional 

fields of trade union action,Brazilian labor leaders turn to 

action in the social services field as the avenue through which
 

to attract membership and maintain their support among the rank
 

and file of the workers. Action in this field also 
is facilitated
 

by the fact that the government strongly endorses this position.
 

In various public statements government spokesmen have emphasized
 

the priority which the unions should give to 
such fields as
 

education, leadership training, medical assistance, etc., as
 

services to their membership. 
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An excellent detailed analysis of the position of the
 

Brazilian trade union,as a result of its enforced reliance on its 

social service as against its conventional trade union role,was 

published in Jornal do Brasil for May 3, 1970. A translation of 

the article is presented as Appendix II to this report. 

In considering the kind and content of labor programs in
 

Brazil,AID and AIFLD must take these realities into account.
 

D. LABOR PROGRAMS IN BRAZIL OTHER THAN AIFLD
 

In addition to the AIFLD there are a number of other programs
 

in the labor field some of which have been identified briefly in
 

a previous section of this report. In the following paragraphs
 

an attempt will be made to examine these in somewhat more detail:
 

1. International Trade Secretariats (ITS)
 

For a time following the Revolution of 1964 a number of 

the ITS were operating and maintained offices in Brazil. In 

early 1969 a law was passed requiring all foreign entities such 

as the ITS to submit to a security check and be licensed to operate 

in Brazil. /1 For a time this stopped the work of the ITS. However, 

clearances were received but limited resources and lack of active 

support by their local affiliates resulted in most of them closing 

their offices. By the end of 1969 only the International Metal
 

Workers' Federation and the International Chemical Workers' Federa

tion remained active.
 

/1 It is significant to note that this order did not apply to the
 
AIFLD. The then Minister of Labor ruled that AIFLD, being an
 
activity within the Alliance for Progress framework, did not
 
fall within the intent of the order.
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In the past the ITS has attracted a notable amount of support, 

as for example, the Postal Telephone and Telegraph International 

(PTTI) in the years immediately preceding and following the 1964
 

Revolution. For whatever reason this support and enthusiasm among 

the Brazilian labor groups has varied. Perhaps one Brazil'an trade
 

union leader expressed it when asked by the evaluation team why
 

his union was not affiliated with any of the internationals. He
 

replied that if the headquarters of the inLernational were in Brazil,
 

he would be interested; otherwise, no.
 

The ITS have a role to play in assisting counterpart Brazilian
 

unions in both educational and social projects programs. The cummunitV
 

of professional interest between them presumably should facilitate
 

communications. However, the ITS lack resources with which to under

take such activities on any but a very limited scale. All except
 

one have their headquarters in Europe and have worldwide interests
 

which compete with the interest in Latin America. Those active in
 

Brazil in the past have cooperated with the AIFLD.1 / A few are
 

thinking of renewing their activities here at least on some modest
 

scale. AIFLD and ITS efforts should reinforce one another but from
 

the purely practical standpoint of resources alone, it does not seem
 

realistic to expect more than a modest effort from the ITS, except 

in activities which might be stimulated under the provisions of
 

Task Order 42.
 

2. Inter-American Regional Organization of Workers (ORIT)
 

The ORIT maintains a main office in Rio and a sub-office in
 

Sao Paulo. Each is a one-man operation. It carries on no independent
 

I/ It does not apply to IMF and the ICF, both of which go their
 
own way and maintain little or no contact with AIFLD.
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assistance programs for its affiliates beyond providing three or
 

four scholarships each year to the ORIT school at Cuernavaca. Four
 

of the Brazilian Confederations including the two largest, the
 

Industrial Workers and the Commercial Workers, are ORIT affiliates.
 

The mission of the ORIT offices is primarily to keep touch with
 

its affiliates and to supply them with information on developments in 

the field of international labor. Brazilian labor leaders seem
 

to value their international associations, but to resent somewhat 

the fact that the ORIT should be headquartered, not in Brazil,
 

the location of its largest affiliates, but in Mexico. Whether
 

the rank and file of 
the Brazilian workers has any awareness of,
 

or particular interest in,international affiliation, was impossible
 

to determine but appears doubtful.
 

3. Organization of American States (OAS)
 

The OAS, through its Trade Union Technical Advisory Com

mittee (COSATE) has provided the Brazilian trade unions with some
 

technial assistance and support. A study of certain economic aspects
 

of Brazilian labor's wage and price position was conducted in 1967
 

by a research expert retained by the OAS through COSATE. Several
 

trade union leaders commented favorably on the project. At the
 

present time, however, no similar operations are under way. The
 

OAS has provided a number of scholarships to labor leaders for ORIT
 

and AIFLD courses. This program has been very smalland its impact
 

limited by its resources.
 

An OAS technician in the manpower field is also being made
 

available to the Ministry of Planning 
on a periodic consulting basis.
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He has collaborated well with the AID manpower special'sts and is
 

held in high professional regard by them. For the Ministry of
 

Labor the OAS is providing at least two scholarships for Ministry
 

specialists to the Training Center at Lima, Peru.
 

On balance, it can be said that the assistance rendered by
 

the OAS while limited in amount has involved people of fairly
 

high professional competence and has had a positive, beneficial
 

effect. This view is based upon information obtained in interviews
 

with the Minister and three other top officials of the Labor Ministry.
 

4. International Labor Organization (ILO)
 

The ILO now has three technicians assigned to Brazil. One
 

of these is a rural education specialist,and a second is an expert
 

in vocational training. 

The third ILO specialist is the first of a group of four
 

technicians to be supplied under an ambitious United Nations
 

Development Program (UNDP) project. The project is a five-year
 

program contemplating the use of about eighty man-years of tech

nician time in the fields of manpower planning, statistics and
 

vocational training. The ILO and the United Nations Economic
 

and Social Council (UNESCO) will collaborate in the program and
 

supply the needed experts. The first of the team is presently
 

collaborating with AID's experts in the manpower field in getting 

the program under way. 

5. AID Ministry-to-Ministry Program 

This program (officially titled the Labor Ministry Services 

Expansion and Improvement Project) is intended to help the Brazilian
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Ministry of Labor and Social 
Welfare to improve its professional
 

competence and efficiency. It covers the areas 
of labor statistics,
 

worker skill improvement, employment services, 
labor standards,
 

wage and manpower administration and social security. 
 The cost
 

of the project over 
its life span (FY 1965 to FY 1973) is estimated
 

at US$1,582,000, of which about 6 percent would be supplied from
 

the Trust Fund. 
 In addition the Brazilian Government is supplying
 

office space, and counterparts to work with the U.S. 
technicians.
 

Over the 
life of the program to date the services of nineteen
 

U.S. technicians totalling about 165 man-months have been supplied.
 

Concurrently, some forty Brazilian technicians 
in fields such as
 

industrial safety, social 
security administration, price data
 

collection, price index computation, data processing and 
industrial
 

medicine have visited the U.S. 
for observation and study courses
 

ranging from one to three or 
four months' duration.
 

The lines of communication between the AID and AID contract
 

technicians on the one 
hand and the counterpart Brazilian agencies
 

on the other are complex but seem to be operating well. Both the
 

Ministry of Labor and Social 
Security and the Ministry of Planning
 

are involved in this work,but there was 
no indication on the part
 

of the U.S. technicians that they have any difficulty in gaining
 

access 
to or working with tiheir Brazilian counterparts. On the
 

Brazilian side the Minister of Labor and his 
four top subordinates,
 

when interviewed by the evaluation 
team,commented in the most
 

favorable terms on the professional competence and cooperation 
on
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the part of the U.S. technicians who have been or are presently
 

assigned here. 
They also commented favorably on the results of
 

the training received by Brazilian technicians in the U.S. In
 

this connection the Minister said he hopes 
it will be possible
 

to send additional substantial numbers of his people for similar
 

training.
 

The following is a brief summary of some of the programs
 

carried out under the Ministry-to Ministry program:
 

(a) 	Labor Statistics, The National Salary Department
 

(DNS) of the Ministry of Labor in 1966 embarked on
 

an ambitious project to produce consumer price
 

indexes to assist 
in its minimum wage recommendations
 

and sought the assistance of AID on this program. As
 

a result U.S. technicians recruited through DOLITAC
 

from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) were
 

sent to Brazil to work for periods of from one to
 

six months in the DNS. At the same time DNS 
techni

cians were sent to the BLS for 
short periods of intensive
 

training in specialized fields. On the advice of the
 

U.S. 	technicians 
the project was reduced somewhat in
 

scope to make it more manageable. Indexes have been
 

prepared for thirteen cities and are being published 

entirely by the Brazilian technicians. Previously
 

only much more limited data were available to the DNS
 

in the indexes published by the Getulio Vargas Foundation.
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Considering the vast economic differences between
 

the several geographical 
areas of Brazil,this was a
 

serious problem for 
the DNS. The DNS has recently
 

begun regular publication of its 
new data although
 

much remains still 
to be processed.
 

The U.S. technicians reported very favorably on 
the
 

cooperation they received from 
their immediate counter

parts and from other officials of the Ministry.
 

It seems reasonable to believe that for the 
near future
 

at any rate the government will maintain 
its present
 

wage policy of limiting increases 
to a figure approaching
 

the cost of living increase. This policy lends added
 

urgency to the need for 
reliable measures 
of the con

sumer price changes. 
 With the more comprehensive and
 

reliable data at 
its disposal, 
more realistic determina

tions of wage adjustments will be possible.
 

It should be noted that this 
project generated an
 

important by-product. As 
a base for the preparation
 

of the price indexes, family expenditure studies were
 

excellently planned and executed. 
 As a resL'lt, according
 

to the technicians, they provide a rich 
source of data
 

for research and planning 
in many related fields such
 

as 
training and employment.
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The six Section Heads of the Department, whom the
 

Director of the Department facetiously refers to as
 

his "cabinet," all were trained under this program
 

and speak some English. They were unanimous in their
 

favorable evaluation of the training they had received
 

and said that without it they could not be doing their
 

present jobs as 
well. The only criticism that could
 

be elicited was that in some of 
the cities they visited
 

and worked in the per diem was 
so low that they had
 

some financial troubles. Also, they 
were emphatic
 

(as was the Director) in saying that the program should
 

be continued at least on a reduced scale for new people
 

coming into their organization and for short refresher
 

courses in new developments at some future date for
 

those who have had the training and are now in executive
 

jobs.
 

(b) Industrial Safety. This project began 
in 1966 with
 

the assignment of a technician from the U.S. 
Bureau
 

of Labor Standards 
to work with the Brazil ian Ministry
 

of Labor on development of a long-range industrial
 

safety and hygiene program. In accordance with the
 

program developed, nine Brazilian technicians were
 

sent to to
the U.S. observe and receive 
intensive
 

training in their fields. In least
special at 
 one
 

case the Brazilian autonomous agency which employed
 

the technician paid all of his expenses. By 1968 the
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program had progressed to 
the point at which the Brazilian
 

Government was able to promulgate an order requiring 

all employers of 100 or more people to establish 

permanent joint management/labor safety committees
 

to implement the program. Opinion among the people
 

interviewed by the evaluation team is that 
the program
 

is proving successful, but statistical data on 
accident
 

rates, to provide a quantitative measure of 
improvement,
 

are not yet available.
 

(c) Skill Training. Focal in
points of this activity are 


the National Manpower Department (DNMO) of the Ministry
 

of Labor, the Ministry of Planning and the National
 

Industrial Apprenticeship Service 
(SENAI). On the U.S.
 

side the center of activity 
lies with the Human Resources
 

Development Section of the AID, including two U.S.
 

Department of Labor specialists under contract.
 

A variety of studies to determine skill needs of the
 

economy have been made, combined with studies of training
 

resources and methods 
to be used. As a result the DNMO
 

has embarked on an action program to provide training
 

for 100,000 workers primarily in the construction trades.
 

As 
a corollary, the DNMO has established regional offices.
 

These regional offices will 
serve as data collection
 

and training centers concentrating on the
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determined needs of the specific area. The DNMO
 

also is embarking on a program to create a system of
 

employment offices. At present it has twenty-four
 

placement agencies scattered throughout the country,
 

but according to the Director of the DNMO they do not 

have the necessary services nor the trained personnel 

to make them effective. He is seeking a program of
 

training in the U.S. Employment Service to qualify
 

his key technical personnel.
 

One U.S. technician has been working with SENAI. The
 

objective in this case has been a dual one: to improve
 

SENAI's conventional apprenticeship training procedures
 

and to expand SENAI's activity to include in-service
 

training.
 

The program with SENAI is based on recommendations made
 

by two U.S. technicians after a six-week detail to
 

SENAI in 1966. From 1966 to 1968, four U.S. technicians
 

were detailed to SENAI and since 1968 one has been
 

detailed to put the program into action.
 

The program has moved forward but slowly. SENAI is
 

an old and established bureaucracy with almost zero
 

turnover in its personnel. Consequently, movement up
 

the ladder for the lower echelons is slow. It is
 

difficult therefore to gauge the effect of U.S. training
 

on the course of the younger technicians. However,
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the present U.S.'technician working with SENAI believes
 

that that agency will be able to take over on its own
 

by the time his tour of duty is completed. The develop

ment of skills at all levels is an urgent need in Brazil.
 

The AID programs have helped to improve the practices
 

of such institutions as the DNMO and the SENAI at both
 

the planning and operational levels, and consequently
 

have made a contribution to the ultimate solution to the
 

problem. Material with which to attempt to quantify this
 

contribution might be developed but does not now exist.
 

(d) The International Manpower Institute (IMI) Ten persons
 

sent to the IMI course in Washington since 1965 were
 

identified by the evaluation team. Of the ten, six
 

are still active in the manpower field, five of them
 

working with SUDENE in northeast Brazil and one with the
 

DNMO in Rio de Janeiro. One is now with the ILO teaching
 

at the Labor Ministry Training Center in Lima, Peru. 

One is known to have left SUDENE, but his present where

abouts is not known. Two appear to have been unfortunate 

selections. On their return they expressed disatisfaction 

with and disinterest in the course, and both are believed 

to have left the government for other employment.
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While it does not appear that any of the former
 

participants have made major moves up the ladder,
 

it is significant that eight of the ten are still
 

active in the field for which they received training.
 

(e) 	Social Security. About three years ago the Brazilian
 

social security system was restructured. Whereas
 

previously there had been a number of separate insti

tutes for separate economic categories, these were
 

combined into one organization, the National Institute
 

of Social Welfare (INPS). Problems long imbedded in
 

the system,such as the early age at which pensions are
 

payable, the loose definition of "disability" etc.,
 

were compounded by new administrative problems arising
 

out of the consolidation.
 

In 1967 the services of a U.S. consultant were provided
 

to INPS for a brief period of time. The same consultant
 

returned for a short tour in 1969 and found that some
 

considerable progress had been made by INPS in its
 

administrative and organizational set-up. However, he
 

also noted that considerable improvements remain to
 

be made.
 

As a result a program involving the services of two 

teams of two technicians,each from the U.S. Social 

Security Administration,to be assigned for six-week 
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tours to the INPS,has been developed. Concurrently,
 

two teams of four members each would visit the U.S.,
 

for four months' tours, one to study general adminis

tration and the other, disability evaluation and reha

bil itat ion. 

This program scheduled to be carried out in fiscal
 

1970 (supplemented by a further program in fiscal 
1971)
 

has not been implemented yet due to top level per

sonnel changes in the INPS and the desire of the new
 

INPS President to reassess his training needs.
 

(f) Census. A technical assistance program with the Brazilian 

Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE),because of
 

its peripheral relationship to the present evaluation,
 

was not investigated.
 

Regarding the Ministry-to-Ministry programs in general, the
 

evaluation team found that Ministry officials 
are well pleased
 

with the results obtained and very favorably impressed by the pro

fessional competence of the U.S. technicians supplied. They also
 

expressed great satisfaction with the results of the training 

received by the Brazilian technicians whom they have sent to the
 

States. In this connection, they said that their needs in this
 

field have been filled only partially and expressed the hope that
 

it will 
be possible for the Ministry to send additional numbers of
 

its personnel to the States for training over 
the next few years.
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6. AID Union-to-Union Program
 

The concept of the union-to-union program was developed
 

some years ago with the trade unions of Japan. It has since been
 

adapted to Brazil and there is also a similar program in Colombia.
 

The thinking behind this program in Brazil is that while 

industrialization and modern management techniques are developing 

rapidly, the trade unions' structure and techniques are not developing 

at the same pace. The objective is to expose influential and 

potentially influential leaders, especially younger leaders, to 

modern methods in the U.S., thereby permitting them to adapt the
 

results of their observations to their own needs in the Brazilian
 

context. The program is also intended to build up a mutual rapport
 

and understanding between Brazilian leaders and the leaders of
 

counterpart U.S. unions.
 

Operationally, the program consists of selecting promising
 

leaders of a given influential union to visit their counterpart
 

union in the U.S. for periods ranging from four to six weeks. While
 

in the U.S., these leaders are programmed jointly by the AID, Depart

ment of Labor and the host union. The program is designed to permit
 

them to study at first hand the structures, administration, and
 

operational techniques of a U.S. union in the same professional
 

field as their own. The Brazilian team is generally composed of
 

about eight to ten members. In a follow-up arrangement a return
 

visit to Brazil of about three weeks, duration for two, sometimes
 

three officers of the U.S. host union, is sponsored. A variant in
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one instance consisted of sending the Brazilian team to a short 

course at the University of Puerto Rico. All of the Brazilian
 

teams make a brief visit to the ORIT school at Cuernavaca, Mexico,
 

en route either to or from the U.S.
 

Since its inception some 400 Brazilian trade unionists and
 

forty U.S. trade unionists have participated in the program. Ac

cording to the Non-capital Project Paper (PROP) dated December 16, 

1969, the total cost over the life span of the program (FY 66 

through FY 74) is estimated to be U.S.$1,659,000, of which U.S, 

$112,000 is to come from the Local Currency Trust Fund. 

No systematic follow-up on the participants in this program 

was maintained although 
a system to contact returned participants
 

on their reactions has been instituted. A record is available
 

in the case of two members of a team of labor journalists which
 

attended a University of Puerto Rico course. 
These men reported
 

that the course and the trip had been very usoful in that they
 

had gotten a number of ideas for improvements to be made in their
 

own union newspapers.
 

In conversation with other labor leaders who had participated,
 

or who had headed unions in which other officers of the union had
 

participated in the program,favorable comments on it were received.
 

Some felt that the experience of visiting and observing their
 

counterparts'operations in the U.S. had broadened their outlook
 

and given them new ideas for improving the work of their 
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own organizations. Others felt that the visits of the U.S. trade
 

unionists were especially helpful in stimulating rank and file
 

interest in the union. (The group in Porto Alegre made a special
 

point of this.) On the negative side the feeling was expressed
 

that too often the relations between the Brazilian trade union
 

and its U.S. counterpart tended to end once the exchange visits
 

had been completed. They felt that some device for maintaining
 

periodic contact between the parties should be developed.
 

On balance it seems that beneficial results are being achieved, 

but in the absence of an objective and sustained follow-up the 

magnitude of the result among more than 400 widely scattered 

participants remains unknown. 

7. State Department Cultural Exchange (Leader) Program 

Labor leaders also participate in the Cultural Exchange 

Program under the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (CU) 

of the Department of State. The program is administered in the
 

field by the Cultural Affairs Officer (CAO) of the United States
 

Information Service (USIS).
 

Between 1967 and 1969 eight Brazilian leaders in the Field
 

of labor affairs visited the U.S. under this program, according
 

to information made available from CU files in Washington. Among
 

this group have been three presidents of labor confederations,
 

two university professors of labor law active as advisers to labor
 

confederations and the Ministry of Labor, two members of Congress
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active in labor matters in the Congress,and one priest active in
 

campesino affairs and an 
adviser to a rural workers' federation.
 

Two of the confederation presidents are still 
in the same
 

positions. The third, while no longer president, is Director of
 

Labor and Social Affairs of the Confederation. The remaining five 

grantees continue active in the roles they had t the time of their 

participation in the program. 

Inasmuch as participants 
in this program are already prominent
 

figures at the time of their selection,it is not surprising that
 

in general they have not advanced materially. However, it is
 

encouraging 
to note that all of them remain active in important
 

roles in the labor field, the consideration which dictated their
 

selection in the first place.
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CHAPTER III
 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF AIFLD PROGRAM IN BRAZIL 

A. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 

The prime objective of AIFLD in Brazil as in other coun

tries is to assist in the development of free and democratic
 

trade unions. By "free and democratic trade unions" we under

stand unions which are truly responsible to their membership,
 

which are neither controlled by nor dependent upon government, which 

are committed to free or open societies, and which can deal 

effectively with employers on an equitable basis to achieve
 

responsible goals in wages and working conditions. By "develop

ment" of such unions we understand the training of intelligent
 

and capable leadership, the organization of workers in such
 

unions, the creation of union infrastructure to serve the interests
 

of the membership, and the achievement of financial capabil ity to
 

carry out effective programs without outside support.
 

Under the conditions obtaining in Brazil there is a long
 

way to go before these aims could be fully achieved. AIFLD and
 

AIFLD/B are both conscious of this problem. The nature of
 

Brazilian law and administrative practice, as we have seen, results
 

in unions being financially dependent upon the state, which 

extensively controls and circumscribes their activities; it requires 

that union leadership be acceptable to the state, and almost 

completely eliminates the right to strike or the ability of unions 

to conduct collective bargaining as this is generally understood. 
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It is therefore implicit in the AIFLD program in Brazil
 

that there is no opportunity to work in a straight line toward
 

full accomplishment of the goal. Therefore, the immediate objec

tives can perhaps best be restated as follows:
 

(1) 	To prepare the union movement for the day when
 

free and democratic trade union activity may be
 

permitted.
 

(2) 	To strengthen the capability of unions to work along
 

lines of opportunity to secure modifications in
 

government policy that will permit in one respect
 

or another freer unions with a freer sphere of
 

activity.
 

(3) To assist unions at least to hold their own as an
 

organized force, in the face of restrictions on their
 

activities, by conducting social programs and other
 

activities that are legally permissible and of benefit
 

to their membership.
 

It is evident that the pursuit of these policies carries
 

with it no assurance of success. Every hope that exists, and
 

indeed the whole of the AIFLD program, could be cut down at any
 

time by the Government of Brazil. There is, indeed, a body of
 

opinion, which we find much in the minority, that holds that the
 

outlook is already so dismal that AIFLD is wasting its time and
 

endangering its reputation by association with a labor movenwint 

which is too much captive to the state.
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This appears to us to be too dogmatic a view. No one can
 

predict the future course of Brazilian politics nor exclude the
 

possibility of considerable shifts either by evolution or more
 

climactic events. For this reason the AIFLD/B program has been
 

'
likened to an "insurance policy to assure that there will be
 

a responsible democratically-oriented trade unionism that can
 

avail itself of opportunities that may be created, so that a clear
 

field is not open to extremist movements of the far right or far left.
 

This rationale seems to us to justify more than amply the
 

limited resources being put into the AIFLD program. Free institu

tions will never work unless they have roots in the working population.
 

Further, should events occur in Brazil which make it impossible for
 

independent institutions to exist, it will not only be the AIFLD 

program which goes down the drain; the entire AID effort will go 

down with it, too. 

There is also room for some mild and cautious optimism within
 

the existing political situation. AIFLD is not only tolerated
 

in Brazil but generally welcomed and regarded by some elements,
 

such as the Ministry of Labor, with relative favor. The Brazilian
 

Revolutionary Government has made a number of statements and passed
 

some legislation (unimplemented or almost wholly so) in favor of
 

workers' interests in such fields as agrarian reform and collective
 

bargaining. Further, while labor unions are effectively controlled
 

by Government, they do provide a voice for labor and make numerous
 

attempts to register their views with Government and secure liberali

zation in policy. Trained and responsible leadership, not feared
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by Government as representing a potential threat from the extreme
 

left, could some day carry some weight and perhaps be a significant
 

factor in an opening toward a freer society.
 

B. SCOPE AND TECHNIQUES OF AIFLD PROGRAM 

A broad perspective of the AIFLD program 
in Brazil can be
 

gained by examination of Tables 1 and 2.
 

Table I classifies total expenditures (including loans
 

and counterpart funds) of $3,601 thousand from 1963 through 1970,
 

according to source of funds. 
 At current levels the AIFLD/B
 

program runs somewhat less than 5 percent of the entire USAID/B
 

technical assistance program, and 
is modestly supplemented with
 

some financing through AFL/CIO funds. 
 Table 2 classifies expendi

tures according to the object of expenditure.
 

AIFLD/B's main office is established in Rio de Janeiro,
 

where approximately 46 percent of the basic program costs 
(salaries,
 

rent, administrative expenses) incurred.
are An office of
 

approximately equal 
size and cost is maintained in Recife. A
 

small 
office (8 percent of total) is maintained in Sao Paulo.
 

The core of AIFLD's program in Brazil 
is labor education.
 

This consists primarily of courses given by Instituto Cultural do
 

Trabalho (ICT), an organization jointly controlled by the eight
 

Brazilian labor confederations and AIFLD, and almost wholly financed
 

by the latter. The 
ICT gives seven to ten-day "regional courses"
 

throughout Brazil as basic orientation in Brazilian unionism and
 

union leadership. 
 In addition it gives a nine-week advanced residence
 

course four times annually at its center in Sao Paulo, to which
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Table 1 

AIFLD/Brazil Sources of Funds 
1963-1970 
(in '000) 

Year U.S. Government/l AFL/CIO Other Total 

1963 $ 73 $ 73 

1964 $ 170 18 188 

1965 526 $ 2 - 528 

1966 399 19 418 

1967 659 1 - 660 

1968 545 38 - 583 

1969 594 22 - 616 

1970 (est.)/2 535 /3 - 535 

TOTAL $ 3428 $ 82 $ 91 $ 3601 

Source: 	 AIFLD/B records. Price, Waterhouse audits of ICT;
 
Touche, Ross audits of AIFLD/B; AID/B Controller's
 
Office.
 

Notes:
 

1. 	Including counterpart, converted to dollars at then
 
prevailing exchange rate.
 

2. 	Task Order 51 for the 1970 program is presently being
 

renegotiated. Figures shown are the original approval.
 

3. 	Unknown.
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AIFLD/BRAZIL PROGRA
 
AND RELATED AID/B
 

19
 

(000 

Basic Program Cost2/ 
 Education Program
 

Rio de Jan-
YEAR 
eiro ICT Courses ITS AIFLD/B USA-
Recife Sao Paulo 
 & Seminars Courses- Special 
 Courses

, -_ _ Ed . Pgm . 

1963 
 $ 33 
 $ 40 
1964 
 134 
 54 
1965 
 255 
 101 $ II
 
1966 
 224 
 113 42
 
1967 
 374 
 119 107
 
1968 
 129 $ 129 $ 22 
 135 
 $ 10 
1969 
 137 139 
 23 137 14 $ 3 

Est. 1970-Vi 143 143 25 
 160 
 10 4
 

Source: AIFLD/B records; Price, Waterhouse audits of 
ICT; Touche, Ross audits of AIFLD/B; AID/B
Controller's Office. 

Notes: 1. Task Order 51 for the 1970 program is being renegotiated.The figures shown theare oric
approval.
 

2. Basic Program Cost for the years 1963-1967 cannot be allocated among offices.
 
3. The International Trade Secretariat (ITS) conducted an education program wIith AIFLD/Bfunds from 1964-1968. Funds for 1964 
are included in 1965, and funds for 1968
included in 1967. are
Unions comprising ITS are 
Postal, Telegraph & Telephone Internatiol
International Federation of Commercial, 
Clerical and Technical Employees; and
International Federation of Petroleum and Chemical 
Workers.
4. Brazilian students have attended AIFLD courses 
in the United States since 1963. The
associated cost is included in Basic Program Cost 
for the years 1963-1968.
5. $42,000 of loan funds have been repaid; $37,000 was reinvested in 1969.
6. Task Order 51 specifies $50,000 for small projects. 
 In addition, an undetermined amo
of 
loan repayments will be reinvested.

7. $9,000 of 
loan funds have been repaid.
 
8. Unknown
9. Listed according to year obligated. Conveted to dollars at 
then prevailing exchange
 



TABLE 2 

IOGRAM EXPENDI TURES 
ID/BRAZIL COUNTERPART 

1963 - 1970 

(000 omitted) 

Social Projects 

A 4 
rses-

Small 
Loans 

Projects 
Grants 

Impact Projects 
Loans7/ Grants 

Regional
Revolvin
Loan Fund 

Counterpart 
N.E..BrazilT 

TOTAL 

$ 73 
188 

$ 2 $ 159 528 

$ 16 $4 $ 10 9 418 

33 7 1 19 660 

24 1 25 13 95 583 

3 112.2/ 4 18 4 $ 25 616 

4 40/ 8/ 535 

I0/B 

original 

-'LD/B 
-e 
1ationa1; 

The 

amount 

iange rate. 
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labor union officials and potential leaders are drawn from through

out Brazil.
 

At the apex of the educational structure AIFLD sends Brazil

ians to the U.S. for training at its educational center at Front
 

Royal and, in a few cases, for training in labor economics at
 

American universities.
 

AIFLD's program also includes a substantial element of
 

technical assistance and a significant social projects program.
 

Both of these aspects of the program have the objective of strength

ening the unions chiefly through broadening the scope of their
 

services to members. Thus, they also make a meaningful contribu

tion to social progress in the country going beyond basic develop

ment of the trade union movement. This could be said of the labor
 

education program as well to the extent that it provides training
 

oriented to furthering social service and community action.
 

While the Rio de Janeiro office is largely concerned with
 

overall administration of the AIFLD program and basic representation
 

of AIFLD with the Brazilian labor movement, the Recife and Sao Paulo
 

offices are primarily engaged in technical assistance activities.
 

At Recife the principal aim is to work with union organizations
 

to enable them to provide a voice for rural workers, to prepare
 

them for land reform, and to take such action as is possible under
 

existing circumstances to improve their economic lot. Thus, it
 

is involved in promoting and developing the programs of rural
 

workers' interests to Government agencies, for community development,
 

for experimentationin new agricultural techniques, for distribution
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of food and fertilizers, for rendering of dental care, and other
 

services. All of the counterpart used in connection with AIFLD
 

programs 
in Brazil has gone into the northeast programs, and
 

social ("small" and "impact") projects have also played a sup

porting role.
 

In the south technical assistance has been much less
 

extensive. It has 
involved community development work, in asso

ciation with local labor organizations, essentially in rural
 

areas and also at the Vila Samuel Gompers urban housing project
 

in Sao Paulo.
 

Social projects (small projects financed with USAID funds
 

and impact projects supported by AFL/CIO funds) are conducted
 

partly on a grant but chiefly 
on a loan basis. They are carried
 

out throughout the country to help strengthen unions. 
 They relate
 

principally to the building or purchase of union halls and to
 

assisting unions to provide medical and other services to members
 

through these halls.
 

AIFLD has used the Regional Revolving Loan Fund only for
 

one project--development of a successful low-cost vacation center
 

for textile workers.
 

The various elements of the AIFLD/B program are described
 

in considerable detail in the succeeding section oF this 
report,
 

together with commentaries on their impact and on problems and issues
 

which warrant consideration in program evaluation and planning.
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CHAPTER IV
 

DISCUSSION OF PROGRAM ELEMENTS
 

A. 	LABOR EDUCATION 

1. 	Description of Education Programs
 

AIFLD's program for labor education in Brazil includes:
 

(a) 	advanced training in the U.S.;
 

(b) 	advanced training at the Instituto Cultural do
 

Trabalho (ICT) at Sao Paulo;
 

(c) 	 regional courses sponsored by ICT throughout Brazil; and 

(d) special courses given by AIFLD/B.
 

These elements will be discussed in order.
 

a. 	Descript!on of Training in the U.S.
 

The following is a listing of the labor courses in the U.S.
 

to which Brazilians have been sent from 1963 to date, including
 

a group of twenty now in process:
 

Front Royal:
 

Instructor Training Courses 81 
Advanced Leadership Courses 35 
Advanced Collective Bargaining 20 
Training for International Trade Secretariats 8 
Community Development and Cooperatives Courses 7 
Labor Relations Courses 6 
Labor Teacher Training 4 
Communications Course 2 

Sub-total 163 

American Universities: 

Loyola (Labor Economics) 3 
Georgetown (Labor Economics) 7 

Sub-total 10
 

TOTAL 	 173
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AIFLD/B's method of selection of candidates is to request
 
nominations from the respective Labor Confederations. To insure,
 
however, that candidates named are suitable for training,AIFLD
 

establishes ground rules 
to govern selection. 
 Thus, in 1969 AIFLD/B
 

notified the eight Brazilian confederations of the following
 

ground rules, established by AIFLD/W, to be effective
 

January 1, 1970:
 

"l1. 	Participants must be between 18 and 50.
 

"2. 	Participants must have participated 
in an ICT
 
residential course.
 

"13. Participants must not previously have participated
 

in an AIFLD course in U.S.A.
 
14. The participants should be selected, depending upon
 

the course, as follows:
 

"a. Collective Barqaininc 
- Officers of unions,
 
federations, and confederations.
 

"b. 	Leadership Training 
- Officers and union
 
delegates to federations.
 

"ic. Instructors -
Union members as as
well those
 
c ited in (a) and (b) can be chosen.
 

"d. 	Cooperatives and Community Development
Directors of cooperatives and of unions 

-
that

work in community development. 

"e. 	As for special courses 
there should be selected

unionists to whom the course applies.
 

"f. 	Any candidate who does 
not meet these criteria
will be able to participate only with 
the previous

knowledge and approval of AIFLD."
 

The last provision is in effect an 
escape clause which
 
makes it possible for the confederations and AIFLD to agree upon
 
exceptions 
necessary to select outstanding candidates that do not
 

meet 	ail 
 of the other criteria.
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Within the framework of this procedure AIFLD/B does endeavor
 

to negotiate with the confederations to select certain individuals
 

whom it believes of unusual ability and promise and particularly
 

desirable for training in the U.S. AIFLD/B believes that this
 

method works better than if AIFLD itself were to attempt to select
 

candidates directly, since the latter course would be resented by 

the confederations as interference in their affairs. Direct selec

tion by AIFLD/B could arouse suspicion of efforts to build up men to
 

undermine the position of current leadership, which would be pre

judicial to the AIFLD program and to the individuals selected.
 

b. Description of Advanced Training at ICT in Sao Paulo
 

The Instituto Cultural do Trabalho (ICT) is a non-profit
 

organization controlled by a Board of Directors on which all eight 

of the labor confederations in Brazil are represented. Various
 

AFL/CIO and AIFLD officials (including Messrs. Meany and Doherty, and
 

the AIFLU3/B Country Program Director) are also members of the Board. 

Prior to reorganization in 1968, the ICT had been controlled
 

by a group representing essentially academic rather than union 

interests who were considered increasingly non-responsive to the
 

aims of both the unions and AIFLD. In consequence, a reorganization
 

was successfully achieved, by which control passed to the labor
 

confederations, and a change in the ICT direction was effected.
 

The Institute is now directed by Senhor Helcio Maghezani,
 

who was formerly Vice President of the Confederation of Communication
 

Workers and President of the Sao Paulo Federation of Communication
 

Workers.
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The ICT's full-time staff consists of eighteen employees,
 

as follows:
 

1 Director
 

1 Supervisor of Instructor/Coordinators
 

8 Instructor/Coordinators
 

8 Administrative employees
 

In addition to the full-time staff, the 
ICT draws heavily
 

on part-time lecturers. 
 These include ranking officials of the
 

Brazilian trade union movement, several of whom come 
down from
 

Rio de Janeiro to give their courses. Instructors also include
 

professors from the University of Sao Paulo, 
local attorneys and
 

others who work with 
labor unions, and the Director of the AIFLD
 

off ice in Sao Paulo. 

The Institute is recognized by the University of Sao Paulo
 

and graduates receive a certificate from that institution 
as well
 

as from ICT. This significantly increases the prestige of parti

cipation in the ICT courses.
 

The Institute 
is housed in three buildings, one of which is
 

for administration,and the others 
for residence facilities
 

(dormitories, sitting room, dining 
room and kitchen) and classrooms.
 

The premises are relatively old but functional and very neat and
 

well-maintained. 
There are liorary and mimeograph room facilities.
 

The ICT also publishes a printed newsletter.
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The following is a statement of sources of income and object 

of expenditure for 1969: 
New Cruzeiros 

Dollar 
Equivalent 

Receipts: 

From AIFLD 
Other 

NCr 593,253 
12,437 /1 

$ 131,800 
2,800 

Total NCr 605,690 $ 134,600 

Expend i tures : 

Admin istrat ion 175,653 39,000 
Building expense 98,584 21,900 
Courses at ICT 136,259 30,300 
Regional courses 159,373 35,400 
Ba lance 35,821 8X0 

Total NCr 605,690 $ 134 6o 

/1 Chiefly rental of facilities to another labor group.
 

The foregoing expenses include costs of operating the
 

regional courses described in the next sub-section as well as the
 

advanced residency course with which this sub-section is concerned.
 

As will be noted from the figures, the ICT is almost com

pletely financed by AIFLD. During the past year, however, significant 

progress has been made in securing a greater measure of Brazilian 

support than the above figures would indicate. New rules have
 

been promulgated by ICT under which the respective unions are
 

required to provide transportation of students to and from Sao Paulo,
 

although the Institute continues to pay some expenses in certain
 

cases (e.g., where expensive air transport is involved). In addi

tion, progress has been made in persuading unions and some employers
 

to assure continuance of salaries of students during the nine-week 

study period; approximately a quarter of the class enrolled at 

the time of our evaluation study was provided for in this manner,
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and 
it is expected that the proportion will increase. Finally,
 

ICT has had considerable success in eliminating the practice of
 

paying lecture fees to 
lecturers from union organizations and to
 

some extent 
the necessity of paying their per diem and transportation
 

expenses. /1
 

Over the long-run it is contemplated both by AIFLD and the
 

confederations that the 
latter will take over financing of the ICT.
 

However, as 
this involves getting eight separate confederations
 

to agree to make new commitments of funds 
in an equitable manner,
 

it will be a slow and complicated process.
 

The 
ICT gives four courses (formerly three) a year, each of
 

nine weeks' duration. Except for local 
Sao Paulo students, all are
 

residents at ICT. 
 Each class consists of approximately twenty-five,
 

of which tkwo each 
are chosen by the eight labor confederations. A
 

few are selected by ITS's 
in Brazil and by AIFLD/B. Priority is
 

given to outstanding graduates of regional courses, whose names
 

are supplied by the ICT to the confederations, and to persons
 

occupying important union positions.
 

The ICT course is comprehensive in its coverage. Subjects
 

include world 
labor history with emphasis on Europe, the U.S., and 

Latin America; study of the development and organization of the
 

Brazilian 
labor movement and of all Brazilian legislation affecting
 

labor interests; union leadership; human relations 
in the work
 

situation; and the philosophies of capitalism, socialism and communism.
 

AIFLD/B has alsa calculated the support made available by
local unions and federations For regional courses as worth
NCr$16,080 in 1969 (NCr$9,280 for instruction time
of local labor 
leaders at NCr$20 an hour, and NCr$6,800 as the
value of union meeting places provided). This would be roughly

US$4,000.
 

/L 
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Courses 
are presented by Lhe lecture and discussion method.
 
A class attended by the team appeared to be extremely well conducted
 

with active and interested class participation. In addition the
 

ICT supplies students with a considerable number of paperback
 

textbooks, all in Portuguese, and several published by the ICT
 

itself.
 

The thoroughness with which 
courses are organized is further
 

evidenced by the abundance of mimeographed course outline material
 

made available to us--some 300 pages 
including the regional courses.
 

A detailed examination of the course outline material on
 

the residency course has provided a good means of analyzing 
its
 

orientation. The approach 
is scholarly, and presentation of facts
 

is markedly preponderant over ideological contert. 
With respect
 

to the latter, where it emerges, it 
can be described as reflective
 

of moderate democratic trade unionism. 
The course outline criti

cizes communism on the ground that Marxist theory has been proved
 

faulty,and that the conditions of 
labor and all of society under
 

capitalism (e.g., 
U.S.A. and Germany) have risen rather than deterio

rated. 
 With respect to socialism, it is indicated that experience
 

shows that intervention of the state contributes 
to social harmony
 

and progress only when it is limited to correcting faults of 
indivi

dual initiative,or to guarantee the "normality" of collective 
life,
 

Capitalism is described as 
being either exploitative, paternalistic,
 

or organic (11organico"). The 
latter is described as a system in
 

which capital and labor are equals and in which unions their
secure 
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rights through collective work contracts and recognize the rights
 

of employers. 
 In the study of the functions of unions, such
 

matters as the right to organize, the right to strike, and the 
right
 

to bargain collectively are included.
 

In sum, the 
ICT conveys the impression of a very efficiently
 

operated school both in physical appearance and program organiza

tion, which is educating for leadership in the Brazilian labor
 

movement within the context of 
a philosophy of moderate democratic
 

trade unionism.
 

c. Description of 
Regional Courses Sponsored by ICT
 

In addition to its courses at Sao Paulo, ICT gives worker 
education courses throughout the various regions of Brazil. For 

this purpose, it has on its staff eight regional coordinators who
 

give these courses, often with the assistance of local ICT graduates.
 

At the end of each year the coordinators meet and a schedule
 

of classes for each region is prepared for the following year. Some
 

courses are given by day, but most are given in the evening after 

working hours. As a general rule, courses will not be given unless 

a group of twenty is interested. 

There is some regional variance as to the manner in which the 

courses are organized and sponsored. The most organized system is 

in Rio Grande do Sul, where most of the labor federations have 

gotten together to organize a comprehensive program of labor educa

tion within the State in cooperation wiivh the ICT and the ICT
 

coordinator of the State. 
 This system is described in Appendix III
 

to this report.
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It is hoped that this system can ultimately be applied in
 

other states. However, there are frequently frictions among the
 

various union federations within a state, which makes this 

difficult to achieve. In some provinces certain federations are
 

for varying reasons uninterested in the ICT program. In consequence
 

there wilP be varying patterns of union support and cooperation. 

One of the most irteresl ing local variations is in the port
 

city of Santos, which has a reputation as a "hotbed" of radical
 

union activity. Here the local union leadership (which of course
 

has long since been purged of communists) did not cooperate in
 

organizing local courses. Their reasoning is believed to be that
 

the courses might undermine their positions in two ways: (1) by
 

alienating some of their left-wing voting members because of ICT's
 

alleged "conservative" orientation, and (2) by training individuals
 

who might later challenge the established leadership. In consequence,
 

a number of ICT graduates got together in Santos and are organizing
 

courses in cooperation with ICT apart from the unioni leadership. 

The courses thus appeal to trade unionists who occupy a middle
 

grcund between the established leaders whose main interest is in
 

holding their union jobs and the more radical elements of their
 

constituency. In other word , the organizers represent that element
 

of union leadership with probably the greatest promise in the develop

ment of an authentic free trade union movement.
 

The ICT maintains records on regional courses given and
 

evaluates the outstanding students. Usually two or three are
 

identified as having very good potential for more advanced training.
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While the confederations are not obliged 
to select these persons
 

for ICT residency training, they are asked to give 
 them priority
 

consideration.
 

There are three courses given at regional level--a basic
 

orientation course of seven days' duration; 
a union education course
 

of ten days;and special courses 
(chiefly shop steward). Decision
 

as to what course to give in each localityare made by the ICT
 

regional coordinator for the region. 
 The shorter orientation course
 

is deemed most elementary, but is essentially a cut-down version
 

of the longer union education course. latter
The in turn is
 

essertially a shortened version of the ground covered in the 
ICT
 

advanced residency course. The regional courses, however, eliminate
 

completely any discussion of international labor history and develop-

ment and concentrate on Brazilian labor organization, practice
 

and legislation. While they thus 
serve to make labor leaders more
 

knowledgeable and effective under Brazilian conditions, they do
 

not appear designed to have much broadening effect.
 

ICT has also recently inaugurated a correspondence course,
 

which appears to be well received.
 

d. Description of Special Courses
 

Most of the special courses given directly by AIFLD have been 

in the field of rural agriculture. Some of the courses are 
in the
 

northeast and are touched on in the subsequent section of this 

report dealing with this region of Brazil. 
 In addition a number
 

of courses on rural agriculture and community development have been
 

given on an experimental basis in southern Brazil. These courses
 

involve about thirty participants each and extend over a one-month
 

period. An experimental course in school administration was held in
 

Rio de Janeiro city.
 



2. 	 Impact of the Labor Education Program
 

a. 	 Impact of Advanced Training in the U.S.
 

From 1963 throuigh 1969 AIFLD sent a total of 129 /1
 

Brazilians to Front Royal and nine to labor courses at Loyola and
 

George Washington Universities.
 

At the present time AIFLD is in the process of building up
 

records from which it can be shown where these people are now
 

placed, both absolutely and in comparison with their positions at
 

the time of selection for training in the U.S. If carried out
 

fully, this will provide an important indication of impact. /2
 

From information currently available in AIFLD/B files,
 

we have compiled data on the current positions of 129 Front Royal
 

graduates who studied during the years 1963 through 1969. This
 

compilation is presented in Table 3. From this Table, it will
 

be seen that ninety-four of the 129 are still in the union move

ment, only ten have clearly left it, and twenty-five cannot be, or
 

have nci: as yet been located. (The tracing process is continuing.)
 

Of the ninety-four clearly still in the labor movement, eighty

seven are in positions of leadership or working professionally
 

for labor organizations in Brazil.
 

/1 	The gross total is 135, of which six individuals attended
 
more than one course.
 

/2 	We have suggested to AIFLD/B that they make this analysis
 
separately for students attending different types of Front Royal
 
courses. The reason for this is that different courses should
 
lead to 	different expectations. For example, one would hope
 
that those going to a course on advaiced union leadership would
 
rise to higher positions in their unions. However, those atten
ding a course in community development can best be measured
 
according to their subsequent accomplishments in this sphere
 
oF activity.
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Table 3 

Positions Held in Brazilian Labor Movement by

Front Royal Graduates (Classes 1963
 

through 1969)
 

Position Held in 1969-70 
 No. 	of Front Royal Graduates
 

GRAND TOTAL 
 129
 

Officials of Confederations 
 3 
Pres idents 	 -7
 
Other 2 

Officials of Federations 
 23
 
Presidents 
 9

Other 
 14
 

Officials of Unions /1 43 
Pres 	idents
 
Other 
 25
 

Officials of Other Labor Organizations 	 18
 
ICT
 
AIFLD/B 
 7
 
ITS 
 3
 

Union Members 
 7
 

Others 
 10
 
Government Official T
 
Out of Labor Movement 
 7
 
Deprived of Political Rights I
 
Deceased I
 

Not 	Known 
 25 /2
 

/1 	Not including confederation and federation officers also 
holding positions with local unions.
 

/2 	The number of unknowns may be unduly high since AIFLD/B has
 
not yet completed its 
project of tracting ex-students.
 

Source: AIFLD/B statistics and files.
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A much harder task is to pull together data comparing
 

current jobs with those held at 
the time the students were sent
 

to Front Royal. Moreover, in view of the short time that has
 

elapsed, great progress cannot necessarily be expected. Nonetheless
 

we have worked out these data for 
one group of students--those who
 

went 
to Front Royal in 1966. We chose this as a year late enough
 

to reflect a shake-down in the selection process, yet early enough
 

that significant changes 
in position might be observable. The
 

resultsare presented in Table 4.
 

Of the thirteen persons whose full records 
we could locate
 

(of a total of fourteen), seven appear to have risen to positions
 

of greater responsibility though, of 
these, two (both ICT instruc

tors) have since left their posts. Two appear to hold approximately
 

the same level of responsibility as before. Two officers have
 

lost ground--one reverted to ordinary member status, and the
 

other was deprived of civil rights by the Government. The
 

status of two ordinary members sent is unknown, which makes 
it
 

probable,though by no means certain, that they have not reached
 

leadership positions.
 

Taking these sets of data together, we believe the conclu

sion is warranted that Front Royal training is effective in reaching
 

individuals of leadership potential. The statistics also tend to
 

support the general belief that Front Royal training helps a
 

union man seeking election or re-election to union positions,
 

but because many other factors are involved this can-iot be
 

effectively measured.
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Table 	4 

Status of Students Before Attendinq Front Royal
 
Classes in 1966 and as of 1 o969
 

Former Status 
 Present Status
 

1. Ordinary Member 
 President of Union
2. Secretary of Federation President of Federation
 
3. Treasurer of Union 
 President of Union

4. Ordinary Member 
 Employed professionally by AIFLD/B
5. Ordinary Member ICT Instructor
 
6. Ordinary Member 
 ICT Instructor, now retired

7. Ordinary Member ICT Instructor, now only
 

8. 	Union Representative ordinary member
 

to Federation 
 Director of Union
 
9. 	Director of Education
 

of Union 
 Director of Union

10. First Secretary of Union Ordinary Member
 
II. President of Union 	 Deprived of civil rights by


President of the Republic
12. Ordinary Member 
 Status unknown

13. Ordinary Member 
 Status unknown
 

Source: AIFLD/B files.
 

We also made a rough check of Front Royal candidates accord

ing to the unions they represent. This 
indicated very substantial
 

representation of the industrial workers 
(CNTI) in many branches,
 

including important metallurgical (including steel) and petro

chemical industries. 
 The commercial and communications workers were
 

also well represented. Our examination suggests, however, that
 

the banking and transportationi sectors were not 
as well represented
 

as might have been expected. Agricultural representation was also
 

weak, but: promising candidates in this poorly organized sector are
 

not plentiful. (It is highly significant, however, that the current
 

President of the Confederation of Agricultural Workers 
is a graduate
 

of both 
ICT and Front Royal.) The main gap in terms of strategic
 

importance of unions is the 
lack of candidates from key industrial
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unions in the larger industrial areas, a problem to which we will
 

refer at length later in this report (see pp. 103-106). 

We also had a look at the subsequent histories of the
 

three Brazilians sent to Loyola and six sent to Georgetown during
 

the 1966-69 period.
 

Of the three Loyola men, one works for 
an ITS in Brazil
 

(International 
Federation of Commercial,Clerical, and Technical
 

Employees). Another worked for 
a time for a labor-sponsored
 

statistical gathering organization in the state of Sao Paulo and
 

is now Financial Counselor of the 
Industrial Workers' Confederation 

(CNTI). A third is employed by the Communications' Confederation
 

(CONTCOP).
 

The Georgetown graduates 
are now (1) a union secretary;
 

(2) financial counselor of a union; (3) President of the Federation
 

of Worker oF the State of Amazonasand Director of Organization of
 

the 
Industrial Workers' Federation; (4) secretary of a banking
 

union; (5) alternate fiscal council member of 
a banking union;
 

(t'))
assistant of the Federation of Agricultural Workers in the
 

province of Sergipe.
 

These data available from AIFLD/B do not provide sufficient
 

information to judge the extent 
to which education in the U.S.
 

is being put to 
productive use by course participants. While
 

they are almost all positioned where it could be useful, 
our
 

general impression is that the training 
is not being significantly
 

utilized in positions of key importance that should have been
 

expected. 
We would suggest much more careful planning and
 

evaluation of this sector of the program. 
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b. Impact of Advanced Training at ICT 

The ICT is developing a "follow-up" system to learn what
 

becomes of its alumni. 
 Some results should be available
 

in a few months. The most we were able to do was 
to make a spot
 

check of some of the follow-up responses. From this it would
 

appear to us 
that, as in the case of Front Royal, the results will
 

show a good correlation between training and subsequent union
 

performance. 

A feature that we liked about the ICT's follow-up is that 

it asks for information on all of an alumnus' subsequent union 

activities, not only his union position. This turned up some 

interesting data showing that many of the alumni, though not holding
 

office, are actively engaged in union activities. These include
 

work on the formation of union-sponsored cooperatives and assis

tance to ICT in organizing and conducting regional workers' education
 

courses. This gives a much fuller picture of the 
impact of the
 

training program; follow-up information on Front Royal graduates
 

should also be more impressive if this feature were included. A
 

dedicated active unionist may often be of more long-run value to
 

the achievement of authentic free labor unions than those 
so placed
 

as to rise swiftly and facilely to positions of nominal leadership.
 

To gain a better idea of the coverage of ICT, we have com

piled from AIFLD/ICT records three Tables showing respectively
 

the following:
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Table 5 - Classification of ICT Students According to 
Trade Union Field 

Table 6 - Classification of ICT Students According to 
Union Office Held 

Table 7 - Classification of ICT Students According to 
Region of Country from which Drawn 

All of these Tables are based on the 136 students attending
 

courses held between March 5, 1969 and June 1, 1970, 
the period
 

during which ICT has been operating under its current leadership.
 

Our judgment is that in most respects these data indicate
 

a fairly well-balanced selection of candidates. 
 There are, however,
 

a number of conspicuous holes.
 

In the industrial fields, the metallurgical industry (which
 

includes automobiles, shipbuilding, steel mills, metal fabrication)
 

is poorly represented in proportion to its strategic strength.
 

(See Table 5). To a lesser degree this 
is also true of the petro

chemical industry. This 
is in large part due to the non-participation
 

of key unions 
in the Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, and other industrial
 

areas in the AIFLD/ICT program.
 

In view of the key importance of Sao Paulo in Brazilian
 

industry, we would not 
view unfavorably the high concentration of
 

ICT students drawn from that state (See Table 7). 
 Again, however,
 

considering the non-participation of key Sao Paulo unions in the
 

ICT program, we question the validity of the Sao Paulo emphasis
 

(which probably results from sheer proximity to ICT).
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Table 5 

Classification of ICT Students Accordinq to Trade Union Field
 
(Period March 1969 to June 1970) 

Field No. of Students 

GRAND TOTAL 136 

Manufacturing and Related 
Chemicals 

Industry 40 

Garments 
Food Processing 
Metal lurgy 
Combustible Fuel 
Shoes 
Glass 
Textiles 
Combs and Buttons 
Paper 
Carpentry 
Electrical 
Hides and Skins 

2 
4 
2 
I 
4 
2 
5 
I 
7 
2 
I 
1 

Bakers 
Tailor ing 
Graph ics 

1 
2 
1 

Utilities 
Telegraphy 
Telephone 
Electrical Energy 
Urban Utilities 
Gas 

31 

16 
8 
1 
1 

Transportation 
Port Workers 
Stevedores 
Drivers 

23 
9 
2 
12 

Other Services 
Journal ism 
Banking 
Educational and Cultural 
Commercial 
Labor Union Employee 
Nurs ing 
Civil Construction 

31 
-7 
9 
6 
10 

1 
2 
2 

Rural 11 

Source: AIFLD/B and ICT statistics
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Table 6 

Classification of ICT Resident Students
 
According to Union Office Held 

(Students attending between March
 
1969 and June 1970)
 

Off ice 
 Number
 

GRAND TOTAL 
 136
 

President 
 25
 
Vice President 1
 
Secretary 
 19
 
Treasurer 
 15
 

Union Representative to Labor
 
Federat ion 
 6
 

Supplementary Directors /1 12
 
Fiscal Counselors 
 10
 
Social Directors 5 
Legal Counsel I
 
Librarian I 

Shop Stewards 8
 
Ordinary Members 
 33
 

/1 These persons are elected to fill vacancies should they occur
 

in other offices.
 

Source: ICT statistical records.
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Table 7
 

Classification of ICT Students Accordinq
 
to Region of Country from
 

which drawn
 
(Period March 1969 to June 1970
 

No. of Unions 
Region and State No. of ICT Students in State 

GRAND TOTAL 
 136 2,053 

South 26 427
 
Rio Grande do Sul -T 
 7
 
Santa Catarina 8 126
 
Parana 
 114
 

Central 
 89 892
 
Sao Paulo 7
 
Rio de Janeiro 14 
 125
 
Guanabara 
 9 108
 
Minas Gerais 7 
 181

Espiritu Santo 1 33
 
Brasilia 
 3 3 

Northeast 
 17 595 
Bahia 7 
Pernambuco 
 10 101
 
Piaui 
 -- 81 
Para iba 
 -- 58 
Rio Grande do Norte 
 -- 55
 
Alagoas 2 
 24
 
Serg 'e -- 21
 
Ceara 
 -- 120
Maranhao 1 57
 

1nter ior 
 4 139
 
Goias -T 
Para 
 2 55
 
Amazonas 
 1 39
 
Other States and Territories --
 6 

Source: AIFLD/ICT statistics
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We also note that ICT draws very poorly from the important
 

northeast sector of the country except from Pernambuco, where AIFLD/B
 

has a branch office at Recife. It indicates, in fact, a very weak
 

impact on an important area. Much of this gap is due to the fact
 

that the ICT course is not geareJ Lo agricultural workers, for
 

which different laws and problems apply than to other workers. ICT 

is currently considering a special course ior rural workers. We
 

believe, however, that 
ICT and AIFLD should also review whether
 

they are getting sufficient students from the industrial, transport,
 

and other sectors in the northeast.
 

The gap in the southern state of Parana is of comparatively 

little importance, but is a curiosity that Would warrant investiga

tion. Apparently the confederation selection process has so far 

resulted in by-passing it in favor of more important states since
 

Parana has many regional courses.
 

Another factor that should be taken 
into account in evalua

ting ICT's impact is that it tends to draw heavily from small unions
 

and seems to be less effective in attracting "up and coming" poten

tial future leaders of strong unions. Therefore, the large number
 

of union presidents (see Table 6) attracted can be look<ed 
at two
 

ways. On the one hand, it is doubtless a means of giving many
 

small unions their first injection of trained leadership. On the
 

other hand, this is not the source from which the future top leader

ship of the Brazilran labor movement is likely to spring.
 

In sum, therefore, our judgment is that the ICT advanced
 

course given at Sao Paulo has a substantial impact through broad
 

sectors of the labor movement of this large and diverse country.
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However, -this impact has 
some weaknesses at points 
in which the
 
Brazilian labor movement 
is currently and potentially most important.
 

c. 
 Impact of Regional Courses Sponsored by ICT
 

The following is a tabulation of the program of regional
 

courses 
sponsored by AIFLD/ICT:
 

No. of 
 No. of
 
Courses 
 Students
 

Offered by ICT, July 
1963 to April 1968 308 
 9,472
 

Offered by AIFLD, April 
1968 to
 
December 31, 1968 /1 
 35 
 934
 

Offered by ICT, 1969 
 139 3,700
 

TOTAL 
 482 14,106 

As indicated 
in Table 8, the effort is well-spread through
out the various regions of Brazil. 
 For example, in contrast to
 
the small 
numbers of students 
in the northeast to attend the ICT
 
residential course, there have been more regional 
courses given in
 
the northeast than 
in any other section of Brazil. Similarly, there
 
have been many regional courses given 
in Parana although, during
 
the period wc examined, there were no 
students from Parana who went
 
to ICT. 
 This appears to indicate that at 
the moment the principle
 
of drawing to 
ICT the best candidates from successful students in
 
regional courses 
is working unevenly, giving due allowance to 
the
 
probably 
lower average quality of the northeast student.
 

A major factor that we have noted in analyzing data on
 
regional courses 
is that relatively few are given 
in major industrial
 

During this period of reorganization of 
the ICT, AIFLD/B gave courses

direct ly. 

/1 
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Table 8
 

Classification of AIFLD/ICT Reqional Courses
 
According to Region in which qiven

1963 -1969 

1969 April-Dec. July 1963

_6968 April 1968 TOTAL
 

GRAND TOTAL 
 139 35 308 48?
 

South 
 41 16 
 52 109
 
Rio Grande do Sul 22 7 22
Santa Catarina 9 
 5 15 29
Parana 
 10 4 
 15 29
 

Central 
 57 
 9 97 163
 
Sao Paulo 7 _E7 
Rio de Janeiro II 4 15
Guanabara 
 5 
 9 14

Minas Gerais 13 5 23 41Espiritu Santo 

Bras i l ia 2 1 

3 
2 

3 
5 

Northeast 
 30 10 132 172
Bahia 6 
 I 8 15
 
Pernambuco 
 6 5 
 83 94
Piaui 3 
 2 5
 
Paraiba 
 1 7 
 8
Rio Grande do Norte 6 
 1 
 8 15

Alagoas 
 2 2

Serg ipe 
 4 4
Seara 
 7 2 
 10 19

Maranhao 
 2 
 8 10
 

Interior 
 9 - 27 36 
Goias -- -  9 
Para 
 - 8 8
Amazonas 
 2  8 10

Other States and 4 
 - 5 9 

Terr i tories 

Source: AIFLD/B and ICT statistics
 

Note: The 1969 and Total columns each add up to two less than their

Grand Totals since the region and state of two courses were
 
not immediately identifiable from information available to the
 
evaluators at the time of compilation.
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centers. 
 They tend to be popular in smaller communities where
 

people can gather more easily and have fewer things 
to do. In
 

addition, the unions being small and 
less well developed, officers
 

can 
take time to attend courses; in contrast, the city union
 

official, especially 
if his union work must be done after hours
 

from a regular job, is less likely 
to be spared from his regular
 
duties. /1 Still another factor at work appears 
to be a lack of
 

enthusiasm for 
courses by many well-paid city leaders, who may
 
Feel that the result might build up potential rivals or union
 

activism that could adversely affect the comfortableness of their
 

positions. Finally, at 
least at leadership levels, city unionists
 

are generally more sophisticated and 
less in need of courses.
 

Thus, in 1969 there were only 
five courses given in Guanabara
 

(city of Rio de Janeiro) with an average participation of eight
 

compared with an average participation of twenty-seven throughout
 

the program. Similarly, 
in Sao Paulo, there were only three courses
 
with an average participation of nineteen. 
 In contrast, however,
 

it is interesting to note that 
in Santos (where courses are given
 

independent of fiveunions) courses were successfully given with an 
average enrollment of twenty-nine. The ICT ability to achieve
 

impact in this important labor 
area would appear to merit further
 

analysis and follow-througi. 

/L This same factor presumably is operative also in the case ofthe ICT res ident ial course to the extent that an off ic ialfrom a large union is less likely to be able to get time offfor a course than one from a small one.
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Time and lack of readily available statistics made it 

impossible for us to examine regional courses with any thorough

ness in terms of the impact on various sectors -f industry. 

Available evidence suggests that the impact of the regional 

courses is much stronger than the ICT residential courses on 

rural workers, but shares much the same limitations in key 

industrial sectors (such as metallurgy and, to a lesser extent, 

petrochemicals), particularly in the states of Sao Paulo and 

Guanabara. The impact on communication workers ( a well organized 

labor sector) appears substantial. 

d. Impact of Special Courses 

We have not attempted to make a detailed appraisal of the
 

rural development courses being given in southern Brazil as
 

they are too new and experimental,and we have tried to concentrate 

on the major program activities to date. There is, nonetheless,
 

much evidence that these courses are extremely popular. They are
 

more oriented toward technical assistance than to labor organiza

tion. For this reason and because of the more prosperous condi

tions in the south, they appear to be significantly more effective
 

in promoting community development than efforts in rhe northeast. 

The former Labor Attache in Brazil, with whom we had dis

cussions prior to visiting Brazil, strongly indicated a belief 

that rural work in the south presented much better opportunities 

for impressive results than in the northeast. In addition, we 

have noted that courses given in some areas of the south have 

created strong interest in other areas that have learned about them. 
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During the period of our evaluation, AIFLD/B received a request
 

for such a course from a union federation in Santa Catarina,
 

including assurance that the federation would arrange a meeting
 

place and accommodations for participants.
 

3. Problem Areas
 

a. Relevance of Cour:es 
to Brazilian Conditions
 

Given the 
limited ability of Brazilian unions under current
 

conditions to function as 
unions in a normal 
sense, the question
 

arises as 
to the value of teaching union officers and workers
 

techniques that they are unable to put 
into practice. More
 

specifically, 
in terms of the major subject which is academic
 

under existing circumstances in Brazil, is it worthwhile to teach 

"collective bargaining?" We found only one instance in which a 
union leader suggested to us that this was an unprofitable use 

of time. In most instances on the contrary there appeared to
 

be substantial interest 
in the subject at all levels of union
 

leadership. 
 As officials of one lbor cunfederation put it to us, 

they want their people to know what collective bargaining is,
 

particularly the younger 
ones who will be rising into positions
 

of leadership. In other words, meaningful collective bargaining 

is a goal which most union leaders hope one day to achieve. They
 

want to be prepared for 
that day, and they hope that being prepared
 

for it will somehow help to bring it about,
 

Aside from this hope that 
they may some day realize col

lective bargaining as it is practiced 
in other countries, labor
 

leaders also hope that they may be able to achieve some more
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limited progress through pressing for Government action to make
 

more meaningful the restricted form of collective bargaining pro

vided under existing Brazilian labor legislation. As noted earlier,
 

union federations do bargain nominally with employer federations,
 

but such bargaining is now meaningless since the employer group
 

must act unanimously. IF the employer group fails 
to act unanimously,
 

the case goes to Government arbitrators who, under current policy,
 

refuse to breach the Government wage line even though (as sometimes
 

happens) only a single employer may have voted against a higher wage
 

level. Thus, it would not take a radical change in Government policy 

to provide some substance, within controlled limits, to this form
 

of collective bargaining. Finally, as a last resort labor con

federations and federations can bargain('lobby'' might be a better
 

word) with the Ministry of Labor as to the levels at which wag es 

and salaries are set. some cases
In they have secured modest
 

increases through this route. To pursue this 
course effectivel,'/
 

they need to marshall much the same kinds of statistics and argu

ments that would be used in direct negotiations with employers.
 

We believe it is to the credit of AIFLD's imagination that
 

it decided to offer an advanced course in collective bargaining 

for Brazilians at Front Royal for the fall of 1970. The mere
 

fact of offering such a course makes a point and takes 
the edge
 

off possible criticism that AIFLD issimply riding with the situa

tion in Brazil,rather than seeking available opportunities and
 

techniques to build toward free and responsible trade unionism.
 

The generally enthusiastic response to the course, and the proposal
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of more candidates than can be accommodated,are evidence that the
 

union movement is something more than a captive of the state,
 

content to be relegated to the status of a social service bureau.
 

We are inclined to be somewhat critical of the courses
 

given by ICT at regional level on the ground that they do not
 

provide the broadening impulse of exposure to world labor history
 

and union development. As against this, however, we recognize
 

that at this level the emphasis should be on teaching people how
 

to run unions within the context of Brazilian life and on the
 

rights of workers as they are provided for under Brazilian law.
 

We recognize also that the conduct of "militant" courses could
 

lead to problems that would be wholly counter-productive. Nonethe

less, some modest cultural exposure to currents of labor union
 

activity within western civilization generally, and within the
 

Alliance for Progress in particular, would seem to us to achieve
 

a better balance and to be feasible within the range of what would
 

be acceptable in Brazil.
 

Another point on which it seems to us that the ICT courses, 

both in Sao Paulo and regionally, might devote niore attention is 

to labor organization--the recruitment of new members. It is 

generally agreed that many union leaders in Brazil, in the interest 

of maintaining their positions, or out of sheer inertia, and because 

unions are largely financed out of the Government-collected 

"imposto sindicao" rather than by union dues, do not seek additional 

membership. Others are aggressive in trying to build up their 
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membership rolls. We believe AIFLD/B and 
ICT should give consi

deration to means for adopting a more positive stance to build
 

up both a stronger proselytizing spirit and a greater know-how of
 

recruiting techniques. The preparation of case studies on 
some
 

of the more successful union efforts to expand membership might
 

be a particularly valuable teaching tool.
 

The previous point leads us to a final comment that the ICT
 

itself is aware that its 
courses were originally established with 

too academic a frame; since its 1968 reorganization, it has been 

working toward making them more practical. We believe this de

velopment should be encoureged. Again, we consider that practical 

examples of how some of the more vital unions are helping their
 

members, not only through social services, but also through protec

tion of the rights afforded them under Brazilian law, would give
 

greater substance to the ICT courses. 

b. 	 Education at Local Union Level 

The ICT courses, even at the regional level, are essentially
 

designed only for union officials and the most active and interested 

union members. Except in rare instances they are offered only
 

for groups of unions. There are apparently no short workers'
 

education courses or 
programs for use in educating the rank and 

file at the level of the individual union. /1 Given the objective 

of encouraging democratic unions, in which each member has a voice,
 

we believe that it would be desirable for AIFLD/B and ICT to
 

consider possibilities in this direction. 
 Now that a large number
 

A very few short courses have been given at federation level.
 /1 
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union members have been trained at 
ICT, there should be a
 

considerable reservoir of trained unionists capable of presenting
 

short programs at the union level. The preparation of materials
 

for short (even single evening) programs that could be given by 
ICT 

graduates at the local 
union level would appear to merit considera

tion. It would also give graduates an opportunity to put into
 

practice something of what they have learned about the conduct
 

of union meetings and the discussion of labor topics.
 

c. Language Barrier
 

To a much greater degree than unionists in other Western
 

Hemisphere countries, Brazilian unionists are 
handicapped in com

municating with their colleagues of other countries by a barrier
 

of language. 
 This difficulty is less in understanding than in 

being understood; while a Brazilian can in varying measure tune 

his ear to Spanish, a Spanish-speaking nerson will encounter much 

difficulty. Thus, at Front Royal, when Brazilians are brought to
 

classes taught 
in Spanish, they often have problems participating
 

in classes; they also are handicapped after clasees in communica

tion with classmates and teachers. Accordingly, AIFLD periodically
 

organizes all-Brazilian classes at 
Front Royal to be taught in
 

Portuguese; this however excludes 
the Brazil ians from the broader
 

benefits of discussion with unionists from other Latin countries.
 

The problem of language is, we suggest, even broader than
 

the dilemma of how to work with Brazilians at Front Royal. The
 

entire Brazilian labor movement is singularly lacking in leaders
 

with the language capabilities to function wil:h full effectiveness
 

in international 
labor circles. There is, nonetheless, an evident
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interest on the part of many Brazilian labor leaders in the English
 

language. Many do indeed speak and understand a considerable
 

amount. There is therefore a base on which a fairly strong English
 

language capability could be built. We believe that there are so
 

many values--in improved results from the Front Royal program;
 

in better communication under the union-to-union program; in
 

greater ability of Brazilian leaders to follow and participate
 

in international labor developments; in sustained ability to main

tain contacts and exchange correspondence, etc.--that it '.ould
 

be worthwhile for AIFLD/B to consider a program of offering English
 

language training at selective points in its program for Brazilians.
 

This might include offering English courses in Rio de Janeiro and
 

Sao Paulo to union leaders and intensive English language training
 

of Front Royal candidates who would appreciate this added oppor

tunity of increasing the value of their experience in the U.S.
 

We recognize that the objection might be made that the 

offering of English language training could be offensive to
 

Brazilian national pride in their language. However, we see no
 

reason why this should be so if the courses were properly offered
 

as an opportunity for Brazilian labor leaders to increase their
 

capacity for effective communications with labor leaders of other
 

countries. English courses for labor leaders could also have
 

added impact at advanced levels through the use of English language
 

readings in the labor field.
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d. 	 Lack of Support of Key Unions
 

One of the major factors which limits the AIFLD impact 

in Brazil is the reflection in this country of splits in the
 

American and international labor movements. Though all eight of
 

the 	Brazilian confederations participate 
in the ICT, some of the
 

local metallurgical unions maintain relations with the 
IMr
 

(International Metallurgical Federation) and indirectly 

the 	UAW. 
 In fact, on a very small scale the IMF /1 sponsors
 

a workers' education program among metallurgical unions.
 

The international split between the IFPCW and ICF also
 

seems to have repercussions. While the IFCPW had previously worked
 

closely with AIFLD, it has yet secured a
not license under present
 

Government regulations to in Brazil.
operate 	 Meanwhile, the ICF,
 

which is not supported by AFL/CIO is operating and, although unsuc

cessful in attracting Brazilian affiliates, appears to be a factor
 

limiting chemical union support of 
the AIFLD/ICT educational
 

program. ICF also engages to 
a minor degree in workers' education.
 

A number of key unions in Brazil, including metallurgical
 

and chemical unions and also some 
important unions in other fields,
 

have also adopted a position somewhat independent of the naticnal
 

confederations. 
 On one occasion, bypassing confederation leader

ship, they arranged a meeting directly with the President of Brazil.
 

The leaders of these unions 
tend to regard themselves as more
 

"authentic" and activist union 
leaders than the heads 
of the 

confederat ion. 

/.1 	 IMF operates without, so far is as known, a license from 
the Brazilian Government as required of ITS's. 
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Still another factor that seems 
to work against some
 

unions participating in the AIFLD/ICT educational program is the
 

existence of left-wing elements 
in their membership, While leader

ship has 
long since been purged of communist and other radical
 

officials, the current 
leaders have to give some attention to left

wing voting strength 
in the rank and file. Thus, the maintenance
 

of a certain posture of 
independence of the confederations and
 

the confederation-controlled 
ICT may appear to offer advantages.
 

A personal interest in maintaining union position, and therefore
 

to avoid developing well-trained potential rivals educated by the
 

AIFLD/confederation-sponsored ICT, appears also to be a contributing 

factor.
 

All of theelements of union politics described above add
 

up to a very complicated picture, and the degree to which the
 

unions concerned are for or against AIFLD and 
ICT varies consider

ably. However, to get a better perspective of the problem, the
 

evaluation team discussed AIFLD with 
tha leaders of t:wo principal
 

Sao Paulo federations (the metallurgical and chemical) which are
 

critical of ICT.
 

The leaders of these unions told us 
that they were not
 

unfriendly toward 
 AIFLD but that a difference of opinion existed
 

within their organizations as to the advisability of relation

ships with AIFLD and ICT. With respect to ICT they stated that
 

they regarded it as being too conservative and as not reflecting
 

all the views within the Brazilian labor movement. 
 They volun

teered, however, that they understood it had considerably improved
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since the reorganization of 1968. 
 They also stated that there was
 

a body of opinion which objected to 
the fact that AIFLD was financed
 

by the U.S. Government: and 
to some extent also by private American
 

firms. They said that many felt that 
unions should work together
 

on a union-to-union basis without outside interference. 
 The
 

President of the chemical federation stated that 
one of his unions
 

had applied for an AIFLD loan but 
later decided not to pursue the
 

project for which funds were applied for. He complained, however,
 

that in handling loan applications AIFLD asked for a great deal
 

of information on union activities, financing, etc., 
and suggested 

that such requests constituted interference in union affairs. The 

implication of his remarks appeared to be that AIFLD might be 

gathering such information for purposes going beyond the needs of 

a loan 	program.
 

The metallurgical federation seemed io take the view that,
 

while they would find it difficult to take part in ICT, they 

would take a different view of AIFLD assistance in such fields as 

medical services. Indeed, the metallurgical federation had 

recently made application for medicine from AIFLD/B. 
 This appli

cation was 
initially turned down by AIFLD/W but we understand is
 

now being reconsidered. 

We believe that AIFLD's best course 
is to exercise patience,
 

restraint and labor statesmanship in maintaining as 
good relations
 

as possible with labor groups which have reservations with respect
 

to it and to the AFL/CIO. To the extent that others too come to
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Brazil to promote free trade unionism, this can have complementary
 

value if unproductive rivalry can be avoided. Further, we should
 

expect that over the course of time there is reason to expect
 

that some of the non-participating unions could ultimately move
 

in the direction of taking part in the AIFLD/ICT program. For
 

example, we asked the two union leaders referred to above whether,
 

if invited to lecture at ICT to give their point of view they
 

would accept, and both said they would.
 

e. Limited Interest in the Large Cities
 

As has been indicated, the ICT regional courses attract
 

relatively low levels of interest in the big cities--most parti

cularly Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo. (This is partially, but by
 

no means entirely, due to the factors of labor politics ,e'lerred
 

to above.) We believe that this suggests the need tc study some
 

new approaches as to how the program can be made effective in
 

these key areas, or as to whether some new appruaches are desirable.
 

One possibility might be to offer courses that are well

publicized and cut across federation lines, rather than dependent
 

upon specific federations for students. Perhaps offering them
 

within a city on an evening basis in strategic locations which 

are easy for workers to get to would help. There are also indica

tions that, for people already in positions of union leadership,
 

shorter courses keyed to topics of current interest might be useful.
 

The foregoing are only suggestive. The point of our com

ment is that training in the big cities is disproportionately low
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and that thorough study ought to be given to means 
of achieving
 

greater impact. 

f. Consistency of Selection Techniques with Obiectives 

The AIFLD system of giving preference to regional 
course
 

graduates 
to go to ICT and to ICT graduates to attend Front Royal
 
has considerable merit in terms of building a strong educational
 

system. The question is the extent to which 
this technique is
 
effective in reaching the individuals who have the greatest promise
 

of becoming key union leaders of the future.
 

We believe that to a large extent 
it does have this potential.
 

Indeed, 
there is evidence that successful students who are 
identi

fied in the educational process and pass 
through its successive
 

steps have a better chance of reaching positions of responsibility.
 

We have already noted that one confederation president, still 
a
 

very young man, was developed through 
ICT and Front Royal programs.
 

On the other hand, we have some reservations--largely because of
 

the emphasis of ICT on 
small unions from which top leadership in
 
the future is less likely to come 
than from the strategic major
 

city unions.
 

While we see much merit in a broad approach that will help
 

to raise the level of effectiveness of 
labor leadership as a
 
whole, it also seems to that there
us is need for some measure
 

of concentration of effort 
in developing leadership in depth in
 

the really key urban unions which will count if and when the 

chips are down.
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In this respect, we recognize that AIFLD will waive the
 

requirement of study at the residency course at ICT in order to
 

accept outstanding candidates for Front Royal. Accordingly, a
 

desirable flexibility does exist. What we sense is the lack of
 

a thorough pinpointing of the key labor groups and a basic strategy
 

to assure that these points are covered proportionately to their
 

importance.
 

g. Financing of ICT
 

Given the AIFLD goal of building free labor institutions
 

that will ultimately stand on their own feet, at some point a
 

start should be made toward assumption by Brazilian labor organi

zations of some part of the cost of ICT. Thus far, as noted above,
 

Brazilian labor unions have taken over only certain pcripheral
 

costs. We recognize the difficulty, under Brazilian conditions,
 

of working out a program of local financing of the labor education
 

program. The prohibition of a unified labor movement under Brazilian
 

law, division of the movement into eight distinct confederations,
 

and government control over union financing introduce complexities
 

not found in other countries. We believe, however, that some
 

formula might be devised by which the confederations could agree
 

to a gradual assumption of financial responsibility. The key would
 

appear to be to establish a token system of financial support that
 

would establish the principle and provide a basis on which progres

sive increases in Brazilian contributions could be negotiated. We
 

have found AIFLD/B mindful of the desirability of moving in this
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direction, and their main reason for not having moved more rapidly
 

appears to have been a justified priority in setting ICT on a
 

sound course. In talking with labor leaders in Brazil, we were
 

frequently told of their aspiration to move from - position as
 

recipients of assistance to one of being able themselves to assist
 

in the development of labor movements in other Latin American
 

countries.
 

B. SOCIAL (SMALL AND IMPACT) PROJECTS
 

1. Description of Social Projects 

In Brazil, as in other countries, AIFLD finances small
 

projects with labor organizations in order to strengthen them as
 

unions and to encourage and assist them to extend their activities
 

into social services of benefit to their membership.
 

The following is a statement of the amount used for such
 

projects in Brazil according to source of funds:
 

Source No. of Projects Disbursements
 
Loans Grants
 

USAID/B Small Projects Funds 105 $2-34-,00 $2-,006
 
AFL/CIO Impact Project Funds 39 53,000 29,000
 
AID Regional Revolving Loan Fund 1 25,000 ---


TOTAL 145 50 z000$312,000 

The great majority (almost 90 percent) of these projects
 

has involved interest-free loans to unions or to union-related
 

organizations. Grants have been generally limited to cases
 

involving the supply of drugs obtained through the Direct Relief
 

Foundation in the U.S., or cases involving extremely poor rural
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unions. The funds supplied by USAID/B have been set up in a
 

revolving loan fund which can be used and re-used by AIFLD/B in
 

accordance with general terms of the task orders. AIFLD/W,
 

however, requires that AIFLD/B obtain its approval for all 

loans and grants over $2,000. In the case of AFL/CIO impact funds,
 

each project requires approval of AIFLD/W and reimbursements are
 

returned to Washington.
 

Table 9 presents a classification of small projects by the
 

purpose of the loan or grant.
 

As will be noted the great majority of projects has been 

for the construction (in some cases remodeling, compretion, or
 

equipment) of union halls. These loans are small ranging from
 

NCr$2,000 to NCr$35,000. Almost all of these projects are financed
 

out of USAID funds, since the rules for AFL/CIO impact projects 

preclude use of funds for this purpose; there are a few marginal
 

cases (e.g., addition to a union hall to build classrooms for
 

secondary school education) which meet the AFL/CIO criteria.
 

Next in importance are loans or grants for medical equip

ment and supplies--mainly to equip medical and dental offices in
 

union halls and for drugs to be dispensed and, in a few instances, 

for ambulances. Other loans are also generally related to services
 

provided by unions to their members such as support of union-sponsored
 

cooperatives, schools, community and vacation centers. One of the
 

largest projects--a vacation center for textile workers located at
 

Santos--is financed under the Regional Revolving Loan Fund. In a
 

few cases vehicles, mimeograph machines and typewriters are supplied
 

for union operation.
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Table 9 

Small Social Projects Conducted bv
 
AIFLD/B Accordinq to Purpose,
 

Cumulative May 1, 1970
 

Regional Revolvinc
 
Purpose of Small Projects Impact Projects Loan Fund Project

Proiect Total (AID-financed) (AFL/CIO-financed) (AID-financed)
 

Total 145 105 39
 

Union halls, con
struction, purchase,
 
or expansion 69 66 3
 

Medicinal and dental
 
equipment and sup
plies 30 12 18
 

Office machinery,
 
vehicles and tools 17 11 
 6 

Support of coop
eration 13 8 5
 

Schools and educa
tional equipment 4 2 2
 

Emergency aid
 
(food, etc.) 5 2 3
 

Vocation and com
munity centers 4 1 2
 

Miscellaneous 3 3 -

Source: Data compiled from AIFLD/B files.
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The basic purposes of small AIFLD projects are to assist
 

unions in developing facilities for the conduct of their affairs
 

and the rendering of service to their membership. Given the
 

limited role of unions under current Brazilian law to represent
 

their members in negotiations with employers to secure higher wages
 

and improved working conditions, they have little to offer their
 

membership and little basis for attracting new members unless they
 

provide social services. The emphasis placed on union halls is
 

based not only on the need for a union office and meeting place,
 

but also a lccale in which social services can be provided.
 

The most-prized services are medical and dental sincc
 

government health facilities are inadequate and involve long waits
 

for attention. Depending on the wealth and location of a union,
 

there are other services that have much appeal. The supply of
 

legal and funeral services is widespread. Frequently, there is
 

a lack of government schools beyond the primary grades, but the
 

government will often provide teachers if a union will provide
 

classroom facilties in its union hall. Adult education, both
 

academic and courses such as sewing, may also be givei. Consumer
 

cooperatives are frequent aspirations--though less frequent
 

successes. For larger unions of reasonably well-paid workers,
 

a low-cost vacation center is a viable proposition. Finally,
 

union halls operate as community centers for dances and other
 

special events and often sports and physical education. For all
 

these reasonsa union hall can occupy a position of considerable
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importance in the life of a working community, where there are
 

few other 
sources of social services and recreational opportunities.
 

AIFLD/B has found that 
its ability to make loans finds a
 

ready market, and the number of applications considerably exceeds
 

the funds available. 
While there are other sources of funds,
 

particularly for stronger unions, they 
involve what may often
 

be interminable waits 
for loans on much less favorable terms.
 

Accordingly, AIFLD/B does 
not have to seek out projects. It has
 

become generally known that AIFLD is 
a favorable source, and AIFLD's
 

problem is essentially to select those of greatest merit and
 

assurance of repayment.
 

AIFLD/B makes a thorough investigation of each loan or grant
 

application to assure 
that the project is well-conceived, will
 

contribute to strengthening the union, 
is not excessive in amount,
 

and that the union will be able to repay. Approval for a loan
 

or grant 
is also required from the union's federation, national
 

confederation, and the Brazilian Government. /1 
The union must
 

also secure approval for its application from a general assembly
 

meeting of its members. A detailed questionnaire
 

must be answered giving information on the size, finances, and
 

activities of the union and how the 
loan will aid it.
 

AIFLD/B has found most 
loan requests to be acceptable. 

While in a I rge proportion of cases it requires changes in the
 

project and reduces the amount 
it is prepared to loan, in few
 

/1 This latter is a requirement of Brazilian 
law, which forbids
unions 
to accept foreign assistance without Government approval.
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cases has 
it found it necessary to make outright rejections. At
 

times, applications are withdrawn. AIFLD/B
 

has on its staff a local architect to review the soundness of
 

building plans and to make helpful suggestions.
 

In summary, we believe that 
it would be hard to visualize
 

a small loan program more conscienciously administered to assure
 

the best use of every dollar from the viewpoint of both the lender
 

and the borrower.
 

2. Impact of Social Projects 

The theory of social (small and impact) projects is that
 

they help to build unions and to give them basic facilities to
 

operate, to provide services, and thus to hold and 'to attract
 

members.
 

We believe the theory is sound. There ;s certainly a clear
 

consensus among labor leaders in the country that their ability
 

to maintain the vitality of unions in the face of limitations on
 

normal union activities depends upon offering services that 
are
 

desired by the workers. (See Appendix II)
 

AIFLD/B itself maintains a follow-up procedure not only
 

to secure repayment but also to assess 
the success of a project in
 

achieving its objective. In financial terms, about half of the
 

loans are behind in rayments but in most cases by only four months
 

or less. In three cases, loans presumably will have to be written
 

off.
 

In terms of achieving objectives (a more rigorous test of
 

success than loan repayments)AIFLD/B rates five out of thirty-nine
 

projects financed with AFL/CIO funds as failures. With respect
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to projects financed out of USAID funds 
the percentage of failure
 

appears lower since these are concentrated on union halls, which
 

are generally the most successful. A large proportion of the
 

failures concern early projects to aid cooperatives. Most coop

eratives are shaky or have gone out of business although AIFLD/B
 

has recovered--or expects to recover--the loan funds 
in all but two
 

cases. In the light of experience AIFLD/B has basically eliminated
 

loans to cooperatives from its program although 
it may be prepared
 

to consider special cases offering unusual 
prospects for success.
 

Another failure concerned a brick-making machine that 
was never
 

put to use.
 

We have also made our own independent evaluation of small
 

projects. This included an examination of the files 
on a random
 

sample of ten projects--of which eight turned out to involve
 

construction and purchase of union halls, one,purchase of a mimeo

graph machine, and one, purchase of equipment for a dental office. /1
 

All of the union hall projects seemed to be well conceived with the size
 

of loan proportionate [o the financial capacity of 
the union and
 

the extent of self-help. The documentation indicated clear intent
 

by the unions to gain members and to improve their services. While
 

r,ny projects were 
too new to evaluate results, in the case of
 

union halls completed there was considerable evidence that they
 

were being well used and that social services had been installed
 

/1 AIFLD/B small loan project files are extensive with originaldocuments, newspaper c ippings, photos, 
status reports, etc.
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in them. In some cases there were clippings showing that the
 

project had received wide newspaper coverage including generous
 

mention of AIFLDo. The mimeograph project was impressive since
 

the file included samples of the union's informative and well

prepared (with decorative cover) twenty-page newsletter. Included
 

in the newsletter was extensive coverage of an AIFLD/ICT educa

tional course. The union itself appeared very active with 520
 

members out of a potential of 580. The dental project was note

worthy in that it was undertaken with a key union--the second
 

largest of conmercial workers in the country with 19,500 members 

out of 35,000 potential. Pictures indicated a well-equipped and
 

well-staFfEd dental operation.
 

We also visited several social projects in the Rio de
 

Janeiro area. /I One involving the addition of classroom facili

ties to a union hall was impressive. The facilities are used on
 

a three-shift basis both for secondary education of children and
 

for adult education. The union secretary indicated that the project
 

had resulted in a large block of workers joining the union. The
 

Government had supplied teachers and the union itself was providing
 

for school administration. Another project involving the purchase
 

of an ambulance was dubious in terms of impact but was nonetheless
 

apparently fulfilling a widely-felt need and performing numerous
 

errands of mercy in between collisions.
 

We have suggested to AIFLD/B that it might be useful in its
 

follow-up procedures to obtain information on union size some
 

time after a project is completed to compare with membership before
 

/1 	We would have covered more save for limits of Brazilian
 
geography and traffic. The visit to two projects took up
 
an entire Saturday.
 



approval. In many cases (e.g., where the aid is small such as
 

grant of drugs through the Direct Relief Foundation or where the
 

union already approaches 100 percent organization) this will not
 

be a meani,,gful criterion; frequently, however, it would be a highly
 

useful indicator of success. 

On balance, considering the small size of the projects
 

and the fact that they are mostly loans, our judgment is that the
 

results amply justify the program. These results consist not only
 

of strengthening union organization at the grass roots, but also
 

of helping large numbers of the working people of Brazil to obtain
 

badly-needed medical, dental, educational, and other help. This
 

dual impact, together with the multiplying effect of a loan pro

gram, warrants the conclusion that this use of funds is extremely 

product ive. 

3. Problem Areas 

a. Depreciating Value of Brazilian Cruzeiro
 

Owing to the successive devaluation of the Brazilian cruzeiro
 

at a rate of around 25 percent yearly, inte-est-free loans repay

able_- over a five-year period will recover in terms of purchasing
 

power only about half the money lent. When repayments are not
 

made promptly, the shrinkage is even higher. In consequence the
 

AIFLD loans are at least half grants in character, and the AIFLD
 

revolving fund will, in the course of time, spiral down to zero unless 

substantial new funds are periodically injected.
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AIFLD itself well recognizes this problem, and has been
 

giving thought to possible changes of policy. Many loans in Brazil
 

are made on a basis whereby repayments are adjusted to offset the
 

devaluations. AIFLD could, therefore, either by this means and/or
 

introduction of irterest charges eliminate or cut back on the
 

shrinkage of its funds.
 

In our view it would be desirable to take some action along
 

this line. Our reasoning is not that it is objectionable that aid
 

under small and impact project programs should include a grant
 

element. Rather it is on the ground that the present procedure
 

does not provide full flexibility of choice in deciding whether
 

and to what extent the aid should be grant in character. Thus,
 

the same treatment is generally extended to a strong union that
 

could repay in equivalent purchasing power as to a smaller union
 

for which this would be more difficult.
 

b. AIFLD Administration vs. Building of Union Lending Program
 

The question naturally arises as to whether at some point,
 

to give permanence to the loan progrm,, for unions, a union lending
 

organization ought not to be established to take over some or all
 

of this work. This would have the merit of building another insti

tution through which the Brazilian labor unions could work together.
 

It also has several drawbacks. First, if only one union institu

tion were created, it would need the support of, and a plan of
 

operation that would be considered equitable by,all eighc con

federations; conversely establishing an institution for each
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confederation would fragment the effort. Second, it would involve
 

putting more eggs in the basket of the confederation and thus
 

I mit AIFLD's ability to encourage and support developments at the 

union level.
 

Our judgment is that it would be preferable to continue
 

the present system unless the confederations are prepared to
 

allocate significant resources of their own to the establishment
 

and financing of a lending agercy. In the latter eventuality,
 

it would seem appropriate for AIFLU to provide some financial
 

support to help get Euch an organization started, while continuing
 

its own small projects program on a more limited scale (e.g., by
 

generally eliminating aid for const!uction of union halls).
 

c. 	Linking of Small Proiects to Other AIFLD Obiectives
 

AIFLD screening of applications for small projects does
 

include evaluation of the significance of the projects to union
 

development, a key element of basic AIFLD strategy. Further,
 

the acquisition of a union hall is so basic to the establishment
 

of an effective union operation under Brazilian conditions that
 

there is good reason for viewing projects in this category as, 

with reasonable supporting evidence, almost certain to serve the 

program objective. It would, however, be useful if better evidence 

were collected to test results in terms of impact not only on the 

development of union social services, but also on union membership 

and participation in the ICT educational program. Current evidence 

suggests these results, but is too scattered and fragmentary to 

lead to conclusions. 
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It is furthermore tempting to suggest that loans and grants
 

for small projects might be conditioned on union agreement to
 

some measure of cooperation with the ICT regional program. We
 

believe, however, that it is better to promote the ICT program
 

by persuasion and example than with what might be regarded as a
 

sledgehammer approach. This would apply particularly to many
 

significant unions which do not now participate in the ICT program
 

for reasons connected with inter-union politics. Many of these
 

may well be won over with patience. In the meanwhile, some assis

tance to them through small projects provides another channel through
 

which AIFLD can improve relations with them and further its objec

tives by means other than the educational program.
 

C. HOUSING PROJECT 

1. Description of Housing Project
 

A housing project was originally conceived by AIFLD in
 

1964 as a means of achieving major impact with workers and unions
 

in the important Sao Paulo area. AIFLD contemplated financing
 

the project with $23 million of AFL/CIO pension funds co be pro

tected by an AID guerantee.
 

In view of the conditions following the revolution, and
 

AIFLD concerns with respect to the labor policies of the new
 

government, AIFLO proposed reducing the plan to a pilot project
 

pending later approval of the guaranty program. In August 1965,
 

USAID/B entered into a loan agreement with the National Housing
 

Bank (BNH) for NCr$5 million of counterpart funds. Part of
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USAID/B's objective was to support the Bank, a new agency of the
 

Brazilian Government, in developing an ongoing program of low-cost
 

housing construction. Thus, the loan is repayable without adjust

ment for devaluation, which makes it almost tantamount to a grant to
 

the Bank. The Bank in turn was 
to relend the funds to COOPSEP, the
 

trade union cooperative set up to operate the project. The AIFLD
 

role was to provide architectural and engineering services.
 

When the project was let to bid in June 1966, there was
 

disagreement among AIFLD, USAID/B, BNH, and COOPSEP as 
to the bidder
 

that should be awarded the contract. USAID/B took the position
 

that there should be rebidding. AIFLD decided to withdraw completely
 

except to provide (at no cost) community services subsequent to
 

completion of the project.
 

USAID/B apparently decided that its commitment to BNH had
 

come too far to withdraw gracefully and, following rebidding, agreed
 

to award of the contract to a new low bidder in May 1967.
 

The project was Finally completed about the end of 1969.
 

The project consists of 432 units distributed in twenty-seven
 

four-story walk-ups, of which 340 have been occupied to date.
 

2. 	 ImDact of Housing Project
 

The impact of the Samuel Gompers project is debatable in
 

view of its small sze and the fact that the cost of apartments
 

is high (nearly $7,000 for fifty-two square meters and about $50
 

monthly instalments after modest down payments). In an area in
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which the minimum wage is $42 a month, only highly paid workers
 

can afford to live there. Nonetheless, the residents are unionists
 

and they appear to form a happy community.
 

It has been suggested by USAID/B sources that the most
 

important impact of the Samuel Gompers project may have been to
 

provide a spur 
to the Brazilian Government to act through the BNH
 

to launch a large-scale workers' housing program of 
its own, While
 

this would probably have taken place anyway, the planning of Vila
 
Samuel Gompers as 
a pioneer project is believed to have had some,
 

and possibly considerable,effect. 
 In any event the GOB is now so
 

heavily engaged in workers' housing 
that it seems dubious that the
 

conception of further schemes by 
AIFLD could be of sufficient com

parative scope to have significant impact. 

Since AIFLD withdrew from housing construction as such, 

its performance is chiefly to be measured in terms of the community 

services it is now rendering to the project. On this score, we 

would give it very high marks. It has organized the community 

center with a full 
program of activities that seem to be very well
 

received. In addition, 
it has organized the residents on a land

scaping project which has gone a long way to redeem the project 

from becoming a newly built slum. 
 This presumably has con

tributed to the impression, which we share with other visitors,
 

that despite the deficiencies mentioned below, Vila Samuel Gompers
 

is a happy community. The Brazilian National Housing Bank 
is
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sufficiently impressed with AIFLDls community service work that it
 

would 	like AIFLD to provide similar assistance for other workers'
 

projects which it is financing. 

3. 	Problem Areas in Housing Proiect
 

The basic problems of Vila Samuel Gompers are that the
 

construction costs were too high and that the quality is deplorable.
 

With respect to costs AIFLD architects suggest that the
 

cost of NCr$466 per square meter for a three-bedroom apartment is
 

about 50 percent higher than it should be. However, the existence
 

of a community center is an added value in the Gompers project.
 

In any 	event it appears clear that costs were measurably higher
 

than other Brazilian low-cost housing projects.
 

With regard to quality, conistruction is very poor with
 

respect to sewage, windows, interior partitions, doors, roofs,
 

water system, sidewalks, and drainage channels. Finally, the
 

floor of the community center, used for sports among other
 

activities, sags in one corner.
 

Since the construction was undertaken through BNH, an organ
 

of the Brazilian Government, USAID/B agreed upon an inspector
 

chosen by the latter, who was considered reputable. Further,
 

AIFLD architects have examined other recent low-cost housing
 

projects in Brazil and report that Vila Samuel Gompers is no
 

worse than average. Since AIFLD is itself very anxious for USAID/B
 

to do whatever may be possible to remedy the defects, and since A IFLD 

had no 	part in the construction phase, there is no reason not to accept
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this judgment as objective. This also serves to explain why,
 

despite the shortcomings, the apartments are being sold and the
 

tenants better satisfied than one would expect.
 

Nonetheless, we find it distressing that the construction
 

is so bad--and with respect to electrical installations apparently
 

dangerous--in a project bearing the name of a noted American and
 

a plaque indicating connection with the project of both AIFLD
 

and AID. Even though the project may be fairly representative
 

of Brazilian low-cost housing, we would urgently recommend that
 

USAID/B take some action, through pressure on BNH, if possible,
 

or even through some additional expenditure of funds if necessary,
 

to eliminate or minimize some of the more glaring defects. We
 

would recommend also that AIFLD/B, through its community action
 

program, expand its efforts to improve the presentability of the
 

proj ec t. 

We believe that the Vila Gompers project has been valuable
 

in identifying a very useful role that AIFLD can play in workers'
 

housing developments--without the expenses and frustrations of
 

participation in housing construction, a phase in which we take
 

it neithcr AID nor AIFLD would relish a repeat experience. This
 

is the demonstrated ability of AIFLD to provide leadership in 

community development in workers' communities. AIFLD/B would 

be prepared to act on BNH's request that it provide similar 

services for other projects, but does not have the resources to do 

so, We suggest that USAID/B consider providing AIFLD/B with 
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modest resources for this purpose for two reasons. First, it is
 

a way by which AIFLD can secure greater impact in urban areas-

a problem which we have identified at several points in this
 

report. Second, such work would have a dual value in view of
 

its direct relevance, not only to development of unionists'
 

activities, but also to one of USAID/B's primary program objec

tives--social development and reform.
 

D. NORTHEAST PROGRAM
 

1. Description of Northeast Program
 

The AIFLD program in northeast Brazil, though funded under
 

the country task order, is in most respects autonomous, with
 

distinctive goals and activites. The current task order offers
 

evidence of the northeast's special status by describing the AIFLD
 

role as "technical assistance to rural trade union and community
 

development projects, including rural labor centers..." This
 

broad mandate, not found in other AID activity specifications for
 

AIFLD projects, reflects both the special conditions and problems
 

of northeast Brazil and the substantial agreement among AIFLD,
 

AID, and Department of State representatives about the U.S. role
 

in alleviating them.
 

These special conditions are both economic and political.
 

The northeast is universally identified as the area of greatest
 

rural poverty in Brazil. Partly as a result, it has also been
 

the site of the most revolutionary labor movements. This combina

tion produces, under current conditions, a continuing political
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tension that is particularly manifest in pressures for agrarian
 

reform and for trade union survival. In this context, the
 

U,,S. Mission and AIFLD view themselves as a vanguard within
 

the narrow limits currently permissible, assisting agricultural
 

workers in these concerns. Urban trade unions are also invoived
 

in the labor program, but the primary challenge and priority is
 

rural. Approximately 80 percent of the AIFLD/NE effort is
 

concentrated on rural unions and federations.
 

The present context of labor work includes not only
 

intervention by the government in union affairs such as removal
 

of officers and designation of candidates, but also alleged
 

violence by government and employers that goes unpunished. The
 

impact of violence and intervention on labor leadership and members
 

is demoralizing, making the AIFLD task extremely difficult. The
 

absence of meaningful collective bargaining or other apparent
 

possibilities for improving his lot causes the northeast worker
 

to be more passive toward labor organization and education than
 

his brothers in other countries.
 

The rural labor groups allowed to remain are heavily
 

influenced, in the ! ate of Pernambuco, by two Catholic priests 

whose ideological views seem to be less important than their 

desires to differ with each other, particularly on the role of 

the rural labor federation and the means for implementing agri

cultural reform. The AIFLD considers them seriously in all
 

program planning because of their large followings and political
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influence, and accommodates the interests of both. SORPE, the
 

organization sponsored by Father Crespo, is directly involved in
 

Pernambuco Center activities.
 

Also important to the AIFLD context is GERAN, the govern

ment agency charged with modernization of the sugar industry,
 

including a mandate for implementing agrarian reform in the process.
 

The agency has not so far been distinguished in its agrarian
 

reform 	achievements and is the principal target of rural labor's
 

hopes and frustrations.
 

AIFLD works closely with FETAPE, the Federation of Agri

cultural Workers of Pernambuco, and with similar federations in
 

Alagoas and Seargipe. Efforts in other states are very limited and
 

the three states mentioned are identified as priority targets, with
 

Pernambuco having been the recipient of most attention. FETAPE
 

includes seventy-six unions with over 100,000 members, an estimated 

40 percent of whom pay dues. FETRAL, the Alagoas federation, now 

has thirty-five unions and claims 35,000 members, including 20,000
 

dues-payers. In Sergipe, the federation includes twenty-two unions,
 

but total membership is uncertain.
 

a. 	Program History
 

The AIFLD northeast program began with a 1964 visit by
 

the Institute's Executive Director that, though accomplishing its 

purpose, created an ambience unpromising for the program. AIFLD's
 

admirable concern for the plight of the northeast worker became, ac

cording toanAID representative still on the scene, a near

demand for rural service centers, to be financed by AID and 
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administered by FETAPE with AIFLD help. Neither AID nor AIFLD
 

appears to have spent much time considering alternatives to the
 

rural service centers or the implications of saddling the Pernambuco
 

group with three of them, the proqram finally established. The
 

first Project Agreement, dated July 20, 1965, called for 350 million
 

Cruzeiros (then about $170,000) for the creation and initial
 

operation of the centers. On November 27, 1968, 
a new Project
 

Agreement allocated 120,000 NCr for continued operation of the
 

centers and two other agreements provided 90,000 NCr each for
 

construction of smaller centers 
in Alagoas and Sergipe. All other
 

northeast program funds have come from regular AIFLD task orders
 

and country budgets, and include little more than staff salaries
 

and 	 routine office expenses. 

The initial planning errors were compounded by early AIFLD
 

attempts to implement the project. Early personnel apparently did
 

not meet minimal standards for performance and personal conduct.
 

More important than the details of these calamities are three
 

conclusions vital to understanding the current situation and project:
 

(1) 	Current AIFLD staff in Recife are comparable in
 

dedication and competence to most U.S. governmental
 

and contractor personnel abroad.
 

(2) 	The early mistakes of AIFLD still plague that present
 

staff, through current financial reporting requirements,
 

requests for reconstruction of past transactions
 

inadequately reported, and the need to accomodate
 

to earlier commitments. 
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(3) The working relations of AID and AIFLD 
in the
 

northeast are now excellent and the scars of
 

earlier battles are healed.
 

This evaluation assumes that 
a positive approach to the
 

question of how AID and AIFLD can continue to assist 
the rural
 

worker 	is more important than reporting the residual 
traces of
 

past errors. Fair appraisal of the labor project requires that
 

current status and prospects be reviewed without bitterness or
 

preconceptions arising from previous conditions.
 

b. 	Program Goals
 

Because the principal AID and Department of State roles in
 

Recife are combined in one man, the determination of labor goals
 

and objectives is simplified. AIFLD and the Mission agree on the
 

need for U.S. efforts to help the rural worker and on the choice
 

of AIFLD to perform them. The early emphasis on rural service
 

centers established a program direction and commitments that
 

would 	be difficult to change in any case. However, 
the labor
 

project has recently shifted emphasis, through a joint planning
 

effort, in 
a way that further clarifies objectives.
 

Building and operating rural centers is an intermediate
 

goal that leads to questions about long-run specific purposes.
 

AID and AIFLD are now committed to the goal of strengthening the
 

role of the rural worker in relatihn to agrarian refo -m, through
 

the centers and other labor-related activities. Whe.n the first
 

three centers were completed, attention shifted from the myriad
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construction and financial reporting problems accompanying the
 

early work to the details of program strategy. The goals of
 

"building service centers" or "strengthening the federations" 

were seen to be inadequate as guides to action. While the program 

strategy has not yet been translated into a detailed program plan,
 

broad agreement on the importance of agrarian reform, and the
 

choice of the rural labor federationsas instrumentalities for
 

pursuing it, givces the northest labor project unity of commit

ment and direction.
 

While "a voice in agrarian reform" is again an intermediate
 

goal, since the reform itself it is
is the real aim, a useful focus
 

for defining the limits of U.S. policy and identifying the poli

tical assumptions underlying ic. There is first the recognition,
 

shared at the Embassy level, that the U.S. should remain involved
 

with the free labor movement, whatever the immediate prospects
 

for substantive accomplishment, to be ready for future liberalizing
 

changes by Government. In the northeast, where the rural workers
 

have no one else to turn to, humane considerations and political
 

concerns coincide in making a U.S. response vital.
 

Present Brazilian legislation and statements of intention
 

make pressure for land reform one of the few permissible outlets
 

for worker frustration and for U.S. attempts to influence the
 

present regime in a direction consistent with Alliance for Progress
 

goals. Making rural labor unions a more effective voice for
 

agrarian reform requires improvement in ability to speak, act,
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and administer effectively. It also requires that some immediately
 

apparent benefits of organization accrue to the workers, that
so 


their incentive does not diminish.
 

AIFLD/NE has not yet reviewed program activities and
 

impact 	to determine the appropriate types and balance of activities
 

required to maximize progress toward the long-term goal of rural
 

free labor union self-sufficiency, nor has it identified indicators
 

of intermediate achievement to mark current progress. 
 While
 

current activities are not linked as effectively as they might
 

be, they are consistent with broad free labor goals. There is
 

enough 	evidence of progress to suggest that an effective routine
 

reporting system, concerned with progress indicators directly
 

related to the goals, would amply justify most project activities.
 

c. 	Program Activities
 

The northeast project deviates from the typical education
 

and social projects characteristic of most AIFLD projects. Because
 

the task order emphasizes "technical assistance" and the rural
 

centers also dictate a broad range of concerns, AIFLD is more
 

clearly building institutions than performing specific activities.
 

Staff is strict about placing maximum feasible responsibility
 

on local groups, particularly FETAPE, and consciously sacrifices
 

volume, in number of courses, for example, to increasing the local
 

effort. This approach, vital but rare in institution-builders,
 

should not be discouraged by overemphasis on quantification of the
 

wrong variables. Measurement should, for example, be concerned
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with 	"number of FETAPE-administered" courses, 
not simply "number
 

of AIFLD courses," recognizing that the lower number does not
 

necessarily mean a less effective project.
 

The general technical assistance role is accompanied by
 

the following specific activities:
 

(1) 	Assisting in programming and financial record

keeping of the three operating centers in Pernambuco.
 

(2) 	Assisting in the construction of new centers 
in
 

Alagoas and Sergipe states.
 

(3) 	Assisting unions and cooperatives in development
 

and presentation of social projects.
 

(4) 	Monitoring, implementation, reporting, and repayment
 

for 	projects already disbursed.
 

(5) 	Providing agricultural assistance and training to
 

unions and cooperatives.
 

(6) 	Instructing in courses organized by AIFLD and by
 

others.
 

This listing does 
not convey the direct sympathetic, suppor

tive involvement of AIFLD staff with federations, unions, and
 

individuals, that is responsible for any success attained through 

other activities. AIFLD maintains the American presence in the 

northeast through a range of ontinuing contacts at all levels that 

would be impossible for a program not staffed by 
labor people or
 

more 	directly 
identified with the U.S. Government. The term
 

"public relations" is an inadequate description of a variety of
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social and ceremonial activities that are demanding but indispensable.
 

These activities are carried on by seven professionals,
 

including three North Americans, with four vehicles and a local
 

supporting staff of five. The Director, a Brazilian consulting
 

architect, and a U.S. agricultural specialist, are joined by four
 

staff members with varying involvements in cooperatives, education,
 

and community development. Job titles are misleading, since
 

activities frequently overlap, and AIFLD has 
not yet recognized
 

that broadly-defined rural labor extensionist role that has developed,
 

The group functions as a team, with the specialists frequently
 

supporting the extensionists. The agricultural specialist will
 

soon be replaced by an ex-Peace Corps Volunteer whose primary role
 

will be to serve as 
liaison between the rural workers' federation
 

and GERAN. He will also be involved with IBRA (the Brazilian
 

Agrarian Reform Institute) and will help prepare data useful 
to
 

FETAPE.
 

FETAPE operates the three rural centers in Pernambuco with
 

a zeal and efficiency that, though far below the early optimistic
 

expectations of AIFLD and AID, 
is passable and promising. AIFLD
 

exacts course and financial reports that should, when FETAPE
 

can handle them routinely, make the federation an excellent can

didate for substantial future projects or loans. In Alagoas,
 

where the new center should open in June, AIFLD staff have coordi

nated and taught five courses to prepare the federation there to
 

conduct its own courses. 
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Since 1966, AIFLD has instituted thirty-four projects with
 

local unions and cooperatives. Exchange variations make deter

mination of dollar amounts difficult, but the local groups have
 

used approximately $180,000 NCr ($40,000 at current rate) of 

AID and AFL/CIO funds to supplement substantial inputs of their
 

own. Present policy allows grants only in special emergency or
 

humanitarian cases and all loans are accompanied by local contrib

utions and review of payment capacity. While more than half the
 

loans have been delinquent on occasion, monitoring has succeeded
 

in avoiding any write-offs. AIFLD estimates of repayment capacity
 

are over-optimistic, perhaps to make projects appear more attractive
 

to reviewers, and this should be corrected. The monitoring of
 

loans is used as the basis for a continuing technical assistance
 

relationship.
 

Sixteen union headquarters have been built with AIFLD
 

financial and technical help. The AFL/CIO Special Impact Projects
 

Fund cannot be used for regular union expenses, which has been
 

interpreted to exclude capital loans for union halls, so that
 

these projects are funded with AID money. The AFL/CIO should
 

reconsider its position, because the union headquarters projects 

appear to be the most important vehiclesavailable to AIFLD for
 

giving union members a sense of progress and participation. The
 

buildingsfrequently become a base for mobilization of private
 

and governmental resources, such as medical and dental equipment,
 

so that visible expansion of services avaiiable to workers takes
 

place. Since Brazilian unions can presently offer members little
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beyond delivery of such services, the headquarters assumes greater
 

importance than in areas where free collective bargaining benefits
 

are possible.
 

The number of projects is not a helpful indicator of the
 

extent of activities, since the time requirements of project
 

development and assistance vary widely. In Camela and Sitio Buraco,
 

for example, the AIFLD effort is better characterized as community
 

development, involving several projects and an extensive contin

uing relationship with weekly visits of AIFLD staff. In projects
 

with cooperatives, too, the loan is the basis for accounting and
 

other kinds of help. A loan to build a headquarters takes much
 

more time, for example, than one involving purchase of a building
 

or vehicle. Making "number of projects" rather than total impact
 

an important criterion discourages the preparation and follow-up
 

that make significant permanent change more likely.
 

In addition to the new centers and the social projects,
 

AIFLD/NE assists the ICT coordinator for the northeast to organize
 

courses for non-rural workers in the area and works with the rural
 

federations on courses for members of agricultural unions. The
 

general goal of educational activities is the training of leaders
 

who can return to their unions and orient the rank and file.
 

However, there appears to be little systematic effort to assure
 

coverage of specific unions and the extent of progress toward
 

full coverage is not considered explicitly by staff. Linking
 

educational activities to other efforts, as in the preparation of
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inistructors for the Alagoas Center, is not typical of the Recife
 

project and this omission is the major impediment to more
 

significant accomplishment. A wide range of activities is
 

undertaken, but too many are cut off before being integrated
 

into some self-sustaining mechanism that will assure independent
 

continuation. Furthermore, the failure to consider all elements
 

required to make a particular system self-sufficient reduces the
 

impact from accomplishments of individual elements in the system.
 

For example, construction of the Pernambuco centers should have
 

been accompanied by more careful consideration of all elements
 

required for it to function effectively. Sufficient instructors 

and administrators could then have been prepared to permit immediate
 

capacity operation of the centers. Early efforts could also have
 

assured presence of additional service activities in the centers. 

To date, the centers operate on a limited schedule.
 

AIFLD has perhaps been over-solicitous of FETAPE in turning
 

over operation of the centers. Fear of imposing or appearing 
to
 

dominate has prevented development of a joint approach aimed at
 

full and effective utilization. Operations were also hampered
 

by an eight-month delay in delivery of counterpart funds and an
 

accompanying government embargo on assistance to unions, in 1968.
 

FETAPE continued to operate the centers on a limited basis with
 

25,000 NCr of its money, a major accomplishment considering the
 

other severe strains and intimidation to which tie rural labor
 

movement was subjected during that period.
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AIFLD, with Federation and AID assistance, recently com

pleted a comprehensive survey of the seventy-six unions affiliated
 

with FETAPE. Extensive data on seventy-six of them was obtained
 

through interviews with officers. The results, 
not yet tabulated,
 

will be useful to all three sponsors and should serve as a base

line for measuring future AIFLD impact. Such a survey would have
 

been helpful years ago for planning a project responsive to the
 

real and felt needs of the unions. The responses, for example,
 

overwhelmingiy confirm the importance of land reform to the workers.
 

The AIFLD concern to avoid appearing to dominate also
 

affects social project programming. The Institute does not actively
 

solicit projects, now that availability of funds is generally known.
 

A union's thoroughness in complying with presentation requirements
 

is a major criterion for acceptance, though occasionally a sincere
 

but poorly-prepared group 
is given extra help in working out a
 

project and presenting it. Although the emphasis on headquarters
 

buildings surfaced as a result of: union requests, no other visible 

strategy is followed in choosing projects. Selection is rarely
 

linked to educational objectives by combining 
courses and projects,
 

nor is the federation encouraged to view the AIFLD funds as 
a tool
 

for strengthening itself. AIFLD handles the approvals and, though
 

Federation and CONTAG (the confederation) approval are required,
 

the social projects are not offered through them. AIFLD, without
 

sacrificing control over 
funds, could do more to educate the
 

federation in the use and supervision of credit and to improve
 

the federation image among affiliated unions.
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The AIFLD activities with cooperatives were also developed
 

without adequate concern for all of the elements required to
 

produce self-sufficiency. A weak federation, which AIFLD could
 

not alone sustain, meant that the individual cooperatives were
 

bound to have difficulty. AIFLD has managed to salvage all of
 

its loans, but has resolved to make no more to the cooperatives
 

for a while, because the monitoring efforts are not justified by
 

the results. The cooperatives, sponsored by unions and often
 

sharing officers, should not be encouraged without AID or national
 

agency commitment to a full-fledged development plan culminating
 

in self-sufficiency. Since an earlier CLUSA contract to assist
 

the federation has been terminated, future AIFLD involvement with
 

co-ops is likely to be limited.
 

After the new Project Director arrived in November, 1966, 

and straightened out the administrative problem, he adopted a 

pragmatic approach to programming that has improved activities. 

For example,(1) the new centers were made smaller because the 

earlier ones were not filled; (2) loans were substituted for 

grants because local unions appeared to be taking help for granted; 

(3) AIFLD payments for lost time were eliminated because workers
 

were using education to rest; (4) vocational classes were ended
 

when the job placement record was found to be under 5 percent;
 

and (5) loans to cooperatives were discouraged. These r'-qmples
 

are mentioned to show that the project has improved by learning
 

from past experience and is now a more intelligent effort to
 

develop a rural free labor movement. The apparent diffuseness
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of activities and the failure to 
link elements relating to a common
 

goal, typical problems in activist-oriented institutional develop

ment programs, are still present 
in the project, but can be
 

remedied with little difficulty.
 

2. 	 Impact of the Northeast Program
 

The quarterly reports of the AIFLD northeast office,
 

incorporated in the Brazil quarterly reports to AID, are replete
 

with data on the number of social 
projects and the number of courses
 

given by FETAPE at the centers (about one per month in each),
 

together with the number of AIFLD-sponsored and ICT-coordinated
 

courses held elsewhere in the region. Of the thirteen northeast 

union 	leaders completing a Front Royal course, twelve are 
identi

fied as still active in the labor movement (two work for AIFLD) 

and committed to the workers. The other, still a officer,union 

is reported to be a government man, though this could not be
 

defined further or documented.
 

The President of the rural workers' confederation, a Front
 

Royal graduate from Recife 
has advanced particularly well. An
 

officer of the commercial workers' union in Caruaru, also an
 

alumnus of Front 
Royal, organized an association of ex-ICT
 

students, named it for 
the AIFLD Country Director, and the group
 

completed its first orientation course during the evaluation visit,
 

with no help from AIFLD. This course was especially noteworthy
 

for bringing together urban and rural workers. 
 In Brazil, labor
 

unity is hampered by the urban failure to understand and support
 

the campesino movement. 
 AIFLD has encouraged integration of the
 

two groups and the Caruaru course is a promising response.
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The sixteen union centers completed are additional tangible
 

impact, along with the other social projects, but this kind of
 

enumeration,and items such as changes in co-op membership,do not
 

permit full appraisal of progress toward AIFLD goals or the
 

organization's effectiveness in performing the activities that
 

produced it. The most important goals involve prospective
 

impacts that go far beyond number of projects or number of course 

participants. AIFLD/NE has unfortunately not yet identified
 

quantitative indicators that would reflect this kind of impact,
 

and the present diffusion of activities makes this difficult.
 

The evaluation visit provided some basis for estimating changes
 

more closely related to ,:evelopment of a self-sufficient rural
 

labor movement fully active, within the limits of the Brazilian
 

environment, in serving its members and pursuing agrarian reform.
 

The Caruaru course, for example, sponsored by forty-six
 

ex-students of ICT courses, illustrates the kind of post-course
 

impact that suggests development of a self-sustaining movement.
 

The Alagoas Federation, prepared to run its own courses with about
 

fifteen AIFLD-trained instructors, is additional evidence of
 

desired results. In Sergipe, AIFLD can point to little evidence
 

of progress toward independent functioning. This suggests that
 

training of instructors and administrators is an important future
 

goal for the new center. FETAPE, with a staff of twenty thau
 

includes three lawyers and four accountants, still lacks staff
 

trained to run a center effectively, though the new treasurer
 

is beginning to meet AIFLD reporting requirements without much help.
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Throughout Pernambuco, and to a lesser extent in other states,
 

beneficiaries of labor education financed by AID through AIFLD
 

are performing services for their unions and providing education
 

to their members. Though continued probing failed to yield any
 

specific figures, AIFLD staff members were able to mention enough
 

examples to suggest that the time has come to assess systematically
 

the gaps remaining in development of continuing, independent
 

education programs. The use of union and federation instructors,
 

for example, is desirable but should be accompanied by additional
 

training or monitoring to improve proficiency.
 

Membership levels in Brazilian unions and federations are
 

so fragile, and subject to so many other influences, that in the pres

ent context they are little evidence of AIFLD impact. Cooperative 

membership, too, is a fragile indicator that is less useful than
 

volume of sales, condition of accounting records, functioning of
 

committees, and other variables that reflect self-sufficiency.
 

Six of seven AIFLD-assisted cooperatives improved in membership
 

after receiving loans, but it is already obvious that the groups
 

will require extensive assistance for a long time to come, if they
 

are to survive.
 

The FETAPE-directed centers are not yet the hubs for labor

serving activities that they were intended to be, nor is FETAPE
 

likely to be financially able to make them so in the near future.
 

The federation is too busy using its money for fighting workers'
 

battles and keeping unions together, to spend more on the centers.
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This is certainly a permissible choice of priorities and federation
 

performance must be appraised in this context. The evaluator's
 

meeting with the federation's officers conveyed an impression
 

of dedication, remarkable knowledge developed from a very limited
 

base, and cooperation accompanied by independence. All indications
 

suggest that substantial progress toward effective and self

sufficient functioning has been made.
 

The AIFLD Director suggests, and observation confirmed,
 

that the federation needs help in 'improving administration."
 

AIFLD has not yet used its relationship of trust and confidence,
 

or the resources available to it, to assure that this help is
 

received by FETAPE and constituent unions. By strengthening locals,
 

the support burden on FETAPE can be reduced.
 

In sponsoring courses, the centers are not operating at
 

capacity, but there are enough courses to permit consideration of
 

their program implications. Besides the federation-sponsored
 

courses, INDA, ANCARPE, and other national agencies conduct 

training activities. While commendable as orientation courses, it
 

is evident that they do not constitute a developed educational
 

program. A one-week preparation on cooperatives,trade unionism,
 

or agricultural reform, particularly for campesinos previously
 

uninvolved in such matters, can do no more than create an interest
 

and perhaps stimulate desire for continued study. AIFLD has made
 

little provision for follow-up of students, for development of
 

a progressive curriculum, or for other reinforcement. The ICT
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involvement in rural education is negligible. A few top campesino
 

leaders may go to Front Royal 
or an AIFLD campesino course in
 

Colombia, but there is no established pathway to leadership or
 

technical competence. 
 If AIFLD is serious about building a strong
 

rural labor movement, steps must be taken to broaden center educa

tional activities into authentic leader training programs, or 
to
 

provide other means 
for enabling promising students to rise.
 

Another aspect of impact that 
is not clearly recognized
 

or reported by AIFLD involves development of local unions' capacity
 

to mobilize resources and deliver services. The Labor Delegates
 

(representatives of the Minister of Labor) 
for Pernambuco and
 

Alagoas outlined a Brazilian government blueprint in which trade
 

unions are to be the chosen instrument for bringing government
 

services to the workers. 
 While this paternalistic pattern is
 

hardly the ideal for 
a free labor movement, it makes sense in
 

the Brazilian context for unions 
to take advantage of the offer.
 

One of the delegates identified AIFLD as "a little SUDENE,"
 

comparing its aid to the labor movement with 
the northeast develop

ment agency's role in bringing governmental assistance to industry.
 

The AIFLD social projects are a kind of miniature develop

ment bank for trade unions, permitting them to build locales
 

suitable for use as schools, medical centers, and the 
like. AIFLD
 

should develop a strategy that maximizes the infusion of government
 

services resulting from each project. 
 The extent of government
 

responses to current projects has 
not been tabulated, but it was
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apparent that almost all 
union center projects involved develop

ment of additional services. 
 This makes the failure of the more
 

elaborate three Pernambuco centers to become focuses 
 for services
 

more evident. 
 AIFLD has accompanied construction of the two
 

new federation centers with the seeking of commitments from govern

ment agencies to bring services into the centers. 
 Each new cen

ter will 
also have a federation or union headquarters on the
 

premises, an 
omission that has hindered development of
 

activities 
in the first three major centers.
 

The AIFLD community development efforts compare favorably,
 

in 
cost and results, with more elaborate projects of other agencies.
 

Characterized by 
a practical and experimental approach, rather
 

than an academic blueprint, the work 
in Camela, for example, has
 

had visible impact on the motivation and standard of living of the
 
people. 
 The project began partly as a political gesture to placate
 

Padre Melo, 
an opponent of unions organized under current Brazilian
 

law who proposes to build "ruropolises" on land acquired from
 

sugar plantation owners. 
 These villages, combining work in the
 

city with subsistence agriculture in a rural area are like "new
 

towns." In Camela, there 
are now two wells with pumps and water
 

storage, electric lights, a center with school 
and medical services,
 

a small 
plant for grinding manioc flour, and a laundry. Though
 

community plots do 
not receive all the attention needed, individ
uals are building and 
improving houses, cultivating individual
 

parcels, and meeting 
to discuss their problems. AIFLD has brought
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a union into the community, but it has been received half

heartedly. Promotion of 
a free trade union movement is not the
 

major goal or result of this AIFLD project.
 

While the effort may be necessary to divert Padre Melo's
 

influence from preventing union development, AID and AIFLD are
 

faced with a hard choice of alternatives in relation to similar
 

future projects. AIFLD's concern and creditable performance
 

should not divert attention from the most effective allocation
 

of limited resources. Given the fragile status rural
of unions,
 

it is hard to justify the investment in major community develop

ment efforts not directly related to rural union gorwth.
 

AIFLD could combine objectives by making pressure for more
 

and better support of community development activities a major
 

FETAPE target. The present Brazilian context is likely to make
 

requests for additional government services, 
including assistance in
 

community development, the only permissible avenue rural
for 


union advocacy. AIFLD can achieve more permanent community
 

development impact by encouraging responsive governmental
 

community development activities through the unions than by
 

running its own rural program.
 

Progress in development of self-sufficient unions and
 

federations does not mean automatic improvement in the workers'
 

share of the gross national prouct, achievement of meaningful
 

reform, or the gain or any other 
 long-term objectives desired by
 

the workers. While five years of 
labor work in the northeast
 

may seem like a major effort, progress must be viewed in the
 

cultural and political context of the northeast. The AIFLD is
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not likely ever to bring about agricultural reform or any other
 

major economic change by itself, though 
it is making a contribu

tion, and will make a greater one if labor is given more oppor

tunity to press for improvements in Brazil. At an intermediate
 

level, however, 
the rural labor federations are functioning,
 

helping their workers express grievances and occasionally winning,
 

protesting illegal action, and making their voice heard (though
 

not yet listened to) in agrarian reform circles.
 

Outside the three states 
where AIFLD is sponsoring rural
 

centers, the 
impact of AIFLD in the northeast is sketchy. In
 

Belem, Para, for example, where an evaluator visited a 1968
 

Front Royal graduate, he found little more than a token AIFLO
 

presence. 
The graduate, president of a small union and a director
 

of its federation, spoke wistfully of 
ICT, whose yearly visit
 

was not due for several months. 
 An AIFLD social project in the
 

state kept the name alive~as 
did monthly mailing of the Institute's
 

paper. However, it was obvious 
that without more follow-up and
 

investment of resources, the AIFLD impact in Para would be
 

negligible. Hopefully, with increase 
in self-sufficiency of
 

labor organizations in areas in which AIFLD/NE is now concentrating, 

it will be possible for the program to broaden its impact to other 

parts of this immense section of Brazil. 

Despite the current limitations on AIFLD/NE's ability 
to
 

detail the economic, human resource and institutional development
 

progress being made through 
its work, the evaluation suggests
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that labor institutions and union members are doing more for
 

themselves, and receiving more services, because of AIFLD efforts.
 

There is, in addition, the improvement in self-image and human
 

dignity, measurable only at great expense, that results from
 

education in the principles of joint effort and mutual respect.
 

While resource allocations must ultimately rest on the importance
 

given to helping northeast workers, the non-political impact of
 

the AIFLD projects suggests that the decision should not be based
 

solely on political considerations.
 

3. Problems and Outlook for Ncrtheast Program
 

Despite the dimness of the future from a Brazilian free labor
 

point of view, the AIFLD project offers opportunity For continued
 

significant impact. 

The outside evaluator, free of the daily problems con

fronting a project director, can look at the labor project from
 

a perspective too often denied, though vital, to the director.
 

While reviewing objectives, accomplishments, and alternativs,
 

the evaluator must not measure by an unobtainable ideal but by
 

the possibilities inherent in a situation that involves legacies
 

from the past, daily crises of the present, and human limitations
 

of ability and of prescience.
 

There is substantial room for improvement of the north

east project, part of which is due to progress in meeting initial
 

goals. For example, within the present framework, the project 

should begin to concentrate on education in those unions which
 

have no trained members or none who are passing their orientation
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on to the rank and file. The absence of routine follow-up data
 

prevents this kind of focus at present. By picking carefully,
 

the educational network now being built like a jigsaw puzzle
 

can be made to include all the missing pieces. Review of the
 

federation's capacity for advanced instruction, and filling of
 

gaps there, can then broaden the network and help assure that
 

rank and file benefit from their training.
 

Thie project staff should also take a hard look at cooperative
 

education. Pernambuco unions are very much in a pre-coop education
 

phase, but it is not clear that the cooperative federation frame

work,required to take them beyond it, will ever thrive. AIFLD
 

staff admit, too, that the present tax structure makes it impossible
 

for co-ops to compete. Savings and loan groups are not promising
 

in inflationary Brazil, consumer groups cannot offer benefits in
 

most contexts, and production cooperatives outside agriculture
 

are sophisticated and difficult. If co-op education is to be
 

linked to agrarian reform, the plan should be clearer than the
 

present general feeling that co-op education is a good thing, so
 

AIFLD should do it. It is good, but there may be other things,
 

such as technical training for union officers, that would give
 

AIFLD's limited resources greater impact. There are also others
 

doing co-op educationand only AIFLD is available to handle the
 

union training. Similar considerations affect agricultural
 

training.
 

AIFLD has, for example, emphasized dialogue with management
 

and government as desirable. Some initial efforts have taken
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place. 
There should be systematic weighing of this alternative
 

against co-op education and other activities, so that the more
 

important activity receives sufficient attention to reach the
 

critical level required for 
more than transient impact. At
 

present, the tendency is to do a little of many good things,
 

resulting in too many dissipated efforts.
 

The absence of collective bargaining over wages, though
 

irlimical to development of the free labor movement in Brazil,
 

does not bar concentration on 
specific areas of legislation,
 

now unenforced, that allegedly exist 
to help workers. Both urban
 

and rural groups need fu-ther help in this area, though the FETAPE
 

centers give courses on 
agrarian reform and, hopefully, will do
 

more when AIFLD's staff specialist is available. The unions
 

and federations 
lack competence in developing statistical support
 

to assist in forming and advancing their views. Here, too, AIFLD
 

can do more to build a self-sustaining institutional base.
 

The possibilities for flexibility are constrained by the
 

requirements of the five major centers. 
 Nevertheless, subject
 

to these constraints, a more directed program for attaching priority
 

problems can be developed. While the federations may disagree
 

with AIFLD on priorities and alternatives, and their wishes should
 

be heeded, 
it is evident that they have not been presented by
 

AIFLD with more than a highly subjective and speculative analytical
 

basis for decision-making. 
Comparison of alternatives, based on
 

consideration of specific priority goals and estimates of 
likely
 

progress toward them, will be valuable for developing independent
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and effective decision-making ability in the federations.
 

It is not clear that the U.S. Government is fully prepared
 

to accept the political implications of assisting in development
 

of a free rural labor movement in Brazil. Inadequate Brazil ian
 

governmental response to legitimate pressures may bring explosive
 

consequences. Unless the U.S. is confident that responses will
 

be adequate, or is prepared to assist rural federations to mount
 

ever stronger pressures, it is a cruel fraud on Brazilian campesinos
 

to encourage their hopes. This issue can be avoided for a while,
 

because the rural movement is not yet an effective voice, but the
 

decision to assist it has implications for future programming.
 

The choice of this priority requires a continuing commitment of
 

resources for years to come. It is better not to start than to
 

leave the work unfinished, for disillusionment would nullify early
 

efforts and damage the U.S. image.
 

The role of labor in a society governed as Brazil can be
 

frustrating to militant trade unionists. The "cutting edge" of
 

labor concerns is dulled and possibilities for improvement seem
 

too limited. Those who choose not to work "within the system"
 

cannot justifiably condemn all who do. 
 There are Brazilian labor
 

leaders who are making limited gains for their workers and who
 

are retaining their independence. The support given them through
 

AIFLD helps them maintain their balancing act and work more
 

effectively. It is easy, at broad policy levels, for both ends
 

of the political spectrum to generalize about labor's fate and what
 

labor should do. It is quite another thing to be a local labor leader
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trapped in the realities of competing claims, loyalties, and
 

ideals. At this level, there is still maneuvering room,and
 

this is where the AIFLD project operates. In Brazil, at this 

time, this is about the best the Alliance for Progress can do.
 

4. Administration of Northeast Division
 

The early difficulties of AIFLD/NE have not been entirely
 

overcome. Things get done and money is accounted for, but an
 

outsider wonders 
if it could not all happen more simply. With
 

AIFLD/W, AIFLD/Rio, AID/Recife and the Brazilian Government
 

(payroll requirements) to account to, 
some confusion is excusable.
 

The 1966 and 1967 construction expenditures 
for the three centers
 

are still being battled over, and it is still not clear who the
 

final referee is to be. At no time does it appear that FETAPE or
 

AIFLD have been suspected of misappropriating funds. The centers
 

are completed, and the matter should be dropped. 
The centers
 

and social projects involve relatively small expenditures and it
 

is a tragic waste of time to over-account for them. AIFLD/NE
 

spends an inordinate amount of time on such matters and needs
 

both consideration and help from AID, so that a simple, under

standable system acceptable to all concerned can be implemented.
 

Northeast reporting is similar to that for the rest of
 

Brazil, which means that results measurement is just beginning
 

to receive attention. Social projects payments are monitored
 

carefully, but tabulation of post-course and post-project results
 

is weak. Contact with AID is almost daily and AID personnel are
 

fully informed of all developments. Their approval is solicited
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for all actions remotely likely to be of concern to them. Staff
 

members of the small AIFLD office make weekly reports to their
 

director, which could be dispensed with by a fifteen-minute
 

structured conference that would be less time-consuming and more
 

effect ive.
 

Routine office expenses are paid by AIFLD/NE from a fund
 

advanced monthly from the Rio office and replenished on the basis
 

of disbursement records forwarded by Recife. Repayment of social
 

project loans has also been centralized in Rio. The Project Agree

ment funds are more trouble, because even with record-keeping
 

handled from Rio the Recife office is obliged to rely on the
 

federation's reports of expenditures. AIFLD staff combine tech

nical assistance and dunning with a sensitivity that appears to
 

maintain satisfactory relationships in what is too often an unpleasant
 

situation in other circumstances. The same is true of efforts to
 

collect money and reports from the unions with social project loans.
 

AIFLD/NE has not been delegate a clear sphere of operations
 

responsibility in the region. There are reports of Front Royal
 

invitations and social project approvals going to federations in
 

the northeast, without the regional office's approval or knowledge.
 

Management economies and efficiency would suggest that the north

east office should administer fully a defined geographical area.
 

E. POSSIBLE NEW PROGRAM ACTIVITIES 

There are a number of areas in which consideration is
 

being given or might be given to amplification of the AIFLD program
 

activities in Brazil.
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1. Labor Statistics
 

rhe labor confederationsof Brazil have shown considerable
 

interest in working together to establish a labor-statistics
 

organization to gather information on wages, cost of living, and
 

other relevant matters throughout Brazil. They envisage that
 

this would entail having a network of people in the various
 

states of the country who were trained to assemble data and send
 

it to a central point, plus a central organization to compile and
 

interpret information gathered.
 

The objective of this program would be to arm the labor
 

unions with statistics of their own to improve the prospects of
 

successful negotiation on wage questions with the Government.
 

At the present time confederations frequently have meetings with
 

the Government to seek the setting of more favorable wage and
 

salary standards. However, lacking data of their own, they have
 

relatively little basis for challenging the Government statistics.
 

AIFLD/B has discussed this problem at various times with
 

the confederations, and AIFLD/W has also taken the matter under
 

consideration. From AIFLD's point of view the plan has merit,
 

aside from its specific purpose, in providing a means for building
 

a further cooperative effort among the labor confederations of the
 

country. The proposal has been made that the project might be
 

undertaken as a parallel institution to the existing AIFLD/Confedera

tion labor education institute at Sao Paulo (ICT). Still another
 

factor is that, as pointed out in the education section of this
 

report, AIFLD has trained a number of Brazilians in labor economics
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in the U.S. who are not being advantageously used for the purposes
 

trained.
 

A drawback to the plan is that there may be difficulties
 

in getting all confederations in agreement. At least one confedera

tion would prefer to do this type of work on a confederation
 

rather than labor-wide basis. The reason stated is that conditions
 

vary in the different labor fields. Another reason may be that,
 

given a Government policy to restrain wage and salary increases
 

in the interest of overall economic development, there may not
 

be much possibility for one confederation to gain except at the
 

expense of another. Another drawback is that the plan would
 

involve sizeable annual expenses which the confederations may
 

have a hard time either financing or agreeing upon a plan for 

financing.The proposition does not, at least at first blush, seem
 

to us attractive on the basis of near 100 percent AIFLD financing.
 

Nonetheless, we believe there is merit in considering plans
 

that might give labor a stronger voice in the economic decision

making of the country. In addition to further study of this
 

plan, we would suggest also the study of possible alternatives
 

or permutations to determine whether other approaches might be
 

more effective. For example, it might be worthwhile for labor
 

to conduct various forms of economic research--for example, to
 

show how the economy might benefit from productivity schemes
 

in which wage increases would play a role or through measures of
 

land reform that might increase agricultural output. Perhaps,
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in such 	ways as 
these,labor could make a contribution to economic
 

planning in the country 
in ways that involve compatibility
 

between objectives of national economic development and the specific
 

interests of labor.
 

2. 	Community Development
 

In the section on housing we point out 
the very creditable
 

prformance of AIFLD/B 
in community development at the Samuel
 

Gompers housing project and the 
interest of the Brazilian National
 

Housing Bank that 
it render similar services at other Brazilian
 

housing projects. Given the desirability--as we have noted at
 

several points 
in this report of finding means by which AIFLD
 

can achieve greater 
impact in the big city areas--this has much
 

appeal. It appears to us 
to constitute an opportunity to achieve
 

considerable impact among 
large groups of workers at very modest
 

cost.
 

3. Vocational Education
 

In view of the suggestion in the Rockefeller report that
 

AIFLD should extend assistance in the form of vocational education,
 

we have given some consideration to this possibility, Under a
 
broad interpretation of the term "vocational education" AIFLD/B
 

is already substantially engaged in it in rural 
areas of the
 

country and has sponsored a course in
in school administration 


Rio de Janeiro. 
 We can conceive that, with careful pinpointing,
 

AIFLD might make some valuable use of vocational education with
 

a view to increasing its impact in selected urban areas. 
 Basically,
 

however, the country 
is so vast and the Government itself has
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embarked on a program of such scale, that AIFLD could register
 

little impact. Our inclination would be to avoid initiatives
 

which count for little and could result in spreading AIFLD too
 

thin.
 

4. Worker Safety
 

Brazil nownominally has a system whereby there are joint 

management-labor groups that look after problems of worker
 

safety arid accident prevention. One union leader suggested to
 

us that he would like to have assistance from American labor
 

unions in this area. The particular problem that he was con

cerned with was fumes in paint factories, on which he felt that
 

information from the United States would be helpful.
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CHAPTER V
 

MANAGEMENT OF AIFLD PROGRAM IN BRAZIL 

A. AIFLD RELATIONS WITH EMBASSY AND USAID/BRAZIL
 

Relations between the Mission (USAID/B) and Embassy are
 

exceedingly good. AIFLD/B may at times feel that the Mission
 

does not ascribe as much importance to its program as it should.
 

However, this is largely a matter of perspective. On the political
 

level, the Embassy is conscious of the iimited role of the labor
 

movement 
in the country, both politically and economically, under
 

current conditions and the unlikelihood of any immediate and
 

early change. Nonetheless, it is in basic accord with the philos

ophy and objectives of the AIFLD/B program and recognizes the
 

significant role that it could potentially play time.
over 


At the AID level, the AIFLD/B program is a minor portion
 

of the total technical assistance program, and only a fraction of
 

one percent when loans are taken into account. Accordingly, the
 

AIFLD program is not a major focus of attention. Nonetheless,
 

AID officials are sympathetic to the needs and objectives of a
 

labor program within the context of their total effort to support 

social progress and development. They appear to regard the AIFLD 

component of the labor program as of at least equal, and perhaps of 

greater significance thanthe other elements of the Mission's labor 

program. For this reason, they have an essentially sympathetic
 

outlook with respect to AIFLD/B program proposals and funding
 

requirements. 
 It may be noted, however, that their evaluation of
 

AIFLD/B program impact and potential with respect to activities
 

in the northeast is less positive than with respect to other
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program activities.
 

The AIFLD program in Brazil is administered "unilaterally,"
 

that is, without a program agreement with the Government of Brazil.
 

The absence of a Project Agreement with the Brazilian Government
 

involves administrative problems for AID, such as AIFLD personnel
 

tax status in the country, customs clearance complications,
 

and the like. From the AIFLD point of view, however, these
 

difficulties are a small price to pay for avoiding over-identification
 

with the host country government. In Brazil and elsewhere,
 

some governments prefer to avoid the impression of approval
 

implied by execution of a Project Agreement, though willing to
 

countenance continued operation of the direct AIFLD-to-local

unions program. While Project Agreements are desirable for more
 

orderly administration, their absence is not a major impediment
 

to effective program operation.
 

The AIFLD/B program is monitored through the Embassy's
 

Labor Attache, who also serves as Labor Technical Officer for
 

USAID/B. During recent years, this relationship has worked
 

well. In developing the budget for the AIFLD/B operations,
 

the Labor Attache has fully consulted with the CFD to assure
 

that his views were considered and that a viable program would
 

result. The CPD in turn has conscientiously complied fully
 

and promptly with reporting requirements. Closer consultation
 

between the Labor Attache and AIFLD/B CPD on basic strategy
 

and on increased coordination of their activities would achieve
 

greater reinforcement and complementarity among Mission
 

programs in the labor field.
 

There has been some development of over-control of
 

the AIFLD/B program through reporting requirements. This arises
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out of historical factors and continues in large measure owing to
 

reservations as 
to the adequacy of AIFLD's own monitoring pro

cedures. This indicates that 
there 	should be strong mutuality
 

of 
interest between AID and AIFLD in the strengthening of overall
 
AIFLD program planning, management, and evaluation procedures.
 

Further, as 
is stated in the subsequent section on accounting,
 

the USAID/B Controller and USAID Regional Auditor 
are fully satis

fied with the adequacy of AIFLD/B accounting and consider that
 

such difficulties as 
remain 	stem from AIFLD's Washington office.
 

B. ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING
 

1. 	Organization
 

The AIFLD/B organizat;on structure 
is simple and geogra

phically dispersed, providing AIFLD/B with coverage of three
 

major trade union centers, Rio de Janeiro, Recife, and Sao Paulo. The 
diagram on Table 10 outlines schematically the assignment of 

professional level positions among these offices. 

2. Staffing 

a. Rio de Janeiro 

i) Country Program Director (CPD)
 

Rio de Janeiro is the site of 
the headquarters and 

the CPD's office is there. He is responsible for the 

planning, direction, and control of the AIFLD/B program 

effort and its administrative support. 

The CPD designates the Education Director to act 	 in 

his absence, although the scope of 
the delegation is
 

sharply limited. In most matters that arise during his
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absence, he requires that he be contacted personally.
 

He has delegated personnel and office administration
 

within the Rio de Janeiro office to an Administrative
 

Ass istant.
 

ii) Education Director
 

The Education Director is responsible for the develop

ment of the education program, and works as required with
 

the ICT and the AIFLD/B field staff in the design, sche

duling, and evaluation of programs. The Education Director
 

is also responsible for assembling materials pertinent to
 

the evaluation of student participation.
 

In the absence of the Country Program Director, the
 

Education Director assumes resnonsb*flty f .r direction of 

the total country program, although the scope of the 

authority delegated is limited, as noted above. 

iii) Social Projects Coordinators 

Two Social Projects Coordinators, reporting to the 

Education Director, are responsible for the initial assess

ment of applications for social project loan and grant 

funds, the preparation of necessary documents, and the 

continued evaluation of projects aftei awards have been made. 

iv) Architect/Social Projects Advisor 

A large proportion of social projects monies and counter

part funds have been awarded for the constri ' ion c,, iilti

purpose community centers, union halls .ii schoc<,;. Ar 

architect on the Rio de Janeiro stOff provizes ass istanicc 
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in the design, contract preparation, bidding, contract 

award, and construction phases. 

v) Administrative Assistant 

Authority for supervising the AIFLD/B financial
 

operation is delegated to the Administrative Assistant.
 

He is responsible for expense records, cash management,
 

and budgetary control. Within the Rio de Janeiro office
 

he is also responsible for questions of personnel and
 

office administrat ion. 

This is a new position which was created in mid-1969
 

when, as the result of Mission audits, it became apparent
 

that AIFLD/B operations were funded at such a level as to
 

necessitate the presence in Brazil of an experienced, full

time, financial supervisor.
 

b. Recife
 

The Director of the Recife office has been delegated authority
 

to administer the AIFLD/B program in the northeast. The actual
 

authority delegated for program operations is substantially cir

cumscribed by the CPD. There is no administrative budget for the
 

Recife office, although a permissible level of average adminis

trative expense is known to the Director. However, since the
 

Director can never be certain of the level of administrative support
 

available, the responsibility for program operations is necessarily
 

limited. In actual practice, the Director, before coimiting funds,
 

regularly checks on most unusual expenditures, thereby giving
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implicit recognition to the 
limited authority delegated to the office.
 

The program in the northeast includes technical assistance
 

to campesinos, trade unions, and cooperatives. Five staff spe

cialists, reporting 
tothe Director, carry out these activities.
 

A fifth staff specialist, Social Projects Advisor, provides assis

tance to applicants for small projects and 
impact program monies,
 

although all applications must be transmitted through Rio de
 

Janeiro.
 

A full-time accountant is employed because the Recife office
 

is financed through a local 
bank account oniwhich checks 
are drawn
 

in payment of locally-incurred expenses, and for which a monthly
 

expense report must be prepared. The Recife accountant is respon

sible for the preparation of bank reconciliations and monthly
 

expense reports, which are, 
in turn, verified in Rio de Janeiro.
 

c. Sao Paulo
 

The Sao Paulo office is staffed by three professionals, a
 
Director and two Trade Union Advisors. The observations recorded
 

above regarding the scope of the authority delegated to the Recife
 

Director generally characterize the authority of the Sao Paulo
 

Director as well. 

3. Observations
 

The present organizational structure and staffing pattern
 

appear appropriate for carrying out the current AIFLD
 

program in Brazil. 
 We found the staff to be very competent, and
 

often excellent, both with respect to 
American and local employees,
 

and fully utilized. 
We were most favorably impressed by the interest
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and industry of the AIFLD/B personnel in the performance of their
 

work.
 

C. PROGRAM PLANNING AND CONTROL
 

1. 	Planning Cycle 

There are four parties to the AIFLD/B planning cycle: 

AIFLD/B, AIFLD/W, AID/B, and AID/W. The diagram on Table lloutlines 

the procedural steps in the planning cycle and indicates the points
 

of convergence. Each step is amplified in the ensuing discussion. 

May, 1969. Policy guidance is given the CPD on the basis 

of a Country Labor Plan and estimated budget which he 

submitted in the preceding fall. The Country Labor Plan 

is a narrative, citing program accomplishments and including 

a general discussion of program expectations. The estimated 

budget follows a format established by AIFLD/W. Adminis

trative costs and program costs are fairly well itemized. 

But there is no reference in the Country Labor Plan narrative 

to the specific budget items. Nor is there any reference to 

historical cost data, so that the proposed budget can be
 

placed in a proper perspective.
 

Discussions with AIFLD/B staff indicated substantial thought
 

and considerable reference to previous cost experience had
 

formed the basis for each budgeted item. Nevertheless, it
 

is not really possible for the Board of Trustees or AIFLD/W
 

program and financial officers to review the Country Labor
 

Pian and budget adequately on the basis of the supporting
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documentation. There is ample opportunity, generally not
 

capitalized upon, for a thoroughly integrated presentation
 

of program and cost experience and anticipated relationships,
 

September, 1969. The budget which the Board of 
Trustees
 

approved in May, 1969, was, in fact, drawn up in the fall
 

of 1968. Revisions may be appropriate due to inflation,
 

a changed political environment, willingness of unions 
to
 

contribute a greater share to the cost of education programs,
 

and the like.
 

October, 1969. The Country Program Director
 

stated that he negotiated his budget with the Labor
 

Technical Officer. Independent corroboration from the
 

LTO supports this description of the procedure. The evident
 

interest of the LTO to understand the AIFLD/B objectives 

and to support with AID funding a realistic program is to 

the credit of both the CPD and the LTD.
 

November, 1969. It is incumbent upon the CPD to advise
 

AIFLD/W of any changes in the proposed budget and the
 

reasons therefor. At the same 
time that the revised
 

budget is submitted, he must also prepare and submit a
 

Country Labor Plan and estimated budget for the next two
 

years. In effect, therefore, there is an excellent oppor

tunity to take a three-year period and establish some fairly
 

long-range program objectives. There is, however, no
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evidence to suggest that this is an explicit factor in 

the AIFLD/B planning process. To illustrate, in the estimated
 

budgets for 1971 and 1972, (the first years for which the
 

longer perspective is available), there is an increase of
 

total expenditures in 1972 over 1971 of $21,592. Of that
 

amount, only 14 percent is attributable to program cost,
 

namely participant costs for programs in the U.S. On the
 

other hand, 73 percent can be traced to increased salaries
 

and benefits for the same number of staff.
 

The Labor Technical Officer must secure the concurrence of 

the AID/B Program Office, the Controller's Office, the
 

Contract Office, and the Management Office on the budget
 

he has negotiated with AIFLD/B. He thereupon prepares a
 

Project Implementation Order Technical Services (PIO/T)
 

describing the agreed-upon prograrr and budget, which is for

warded to AID/W Contract Office by A ID/B. It is apparent that 

the Brazil Country Proqrar, Director has had article opportunity 

to present his views to the Labor Technical Officer prior
 

to the latter's preparation of the PIO/T. The Country
 

Program Director stated that this was an important element
 

in his administration of the country program.
 

December, 1969. In theory, agreement should be reached
 

on a contract between AIFLD/W and AID/W in January 1970,
 

so that funds are available at the beginning of the AIFLD/B
 

program year. Agreement was not reached on 1969 fundi, ;
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until May. (The pressures that this creates for the 

field operation are discussed under the section Accounting 

Procedures. ) 

January, 1970. The Country Program Directors' Conference 

provides each CPD with an opportunity to describe fully 

his Country Labor Plan and estimated budgets to AIFLD/W 

program and financial officers, prior to the submission 

of these documents to the Board of Trustees. If, as 

noted earlier, the Country Labor Plan and budgets were
 

more thoroughly integrated and a cost perspective provided,
 

this review would likely be more useful and expeditious.
 

May, 1970. On the basis of the documentation presently
 

provided the Board of Trustees, it is unlikely that the
 

Board can make much more than a highly generalized policy
 

review prior to approval of the Country Labor Plan and
 

budget,
 

2. Preparation and Utilization of Budget
 

a. 	 Introduction
 

Budgets provide an effective tool for planning and control.
 

Because AIFLD/B is becoming more adept in its utilization of this
 

tool, this section describes the present procedures, identifies
 

weak spots, and suggests remedial action.
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The essential steps in the budget process are:
 

i) an explicit statement of plans for a future period,
 

expressed in specific numerical terms;
 

ii) a consolidation of each department's estimates 
into
 

a well-defined and balanced program; and
 

iii) a comparison of actual results with 
the budget and
 

adjustment of plans as shown to be necessary.
 

b. Statement of Plans 

The statement of plans should represent, as nearly as
 

possible, actual plans rather than 
informed guesses as to what
 

is likely to happen. Historical perspective should be added
 

wherever available. It is our observation that the AIFLD/B
 

budget format does not present as complete a statement of program
 

plans as would be desireable for optimum direction and control.
 

On the other hand, we find that AIFLD/B now has in its files most
 

of the data necessary to present a complete picture.
 

Table 12 indicates one way in which rent, an administrative cost,
 

and various program costs might be shown on a budget. The budget
 

should, of course, be supported by a narrative statement which
 

would explain any significant changes from the preceding year.
 

c. 	Consolidation of Each Department's Plans
 

The statement of program plans in 
a budget contributes to
 

coordination within the organization. AIFLD/B emphasizes an
 

education program and 
a loans and grants program. The design
 

of an appropriate strategy, focusing these two major thrusts,
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TABLE 12 

A IFLD/BRAZ IL 

BUDGET FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 3-1, !970 

Selected Items Only
 

1970 1971
 
1969 Approved Approved


Actual Budget Budget
 

RENT
 
Rio de Janeiro oFfice
 
Recife office
 
Sao 	 Paulo office 

TOTAL RENT
 

ICT 	PROGRAM
 
Residential program


Number of courses 
Course duration
 
Stu6ent enrolment per course
 
Student cost
 
Administrative cost 

Total cost residential program
 
Total cost per student
 

Regional program
 
Number of courses
 
Student enrolment per course
 
Cost of courses rO 

Total cost regional program 
Total cost per student 

TOTAL COST ICT PROGRAM
 

SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
 
Course
 

Title
 
Frequency

Cost 

Course
 
Title
 
Frequency
 
Cost
 

Regional Centers' Program
 

TOTAL SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM COST
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such as on a specific region or a particular program activity
 

will be facilitated by the exchange of information requisite to
 

budget 	 planning. 

d. 	Comparison of Actual Results with Budget
 

As in any control technique, a report showing deviations
 

of actual operations from standards is significant only insofar
 

as it provides a basis for corrective action. It will be noted
 

therefore that on 
the sample budget diagram more than financial
 

measures were suggested. This is because the budget should serve
 

as a comprehensive control mechanism. 
The measures suggested
 

systematically cover major intermediate program impacts. 

Intangibles may of course be concealed, and a narrative statement
 

is likely to be appropriate to present a complete review.
 

Importantly, very effort
little special is required for
 

the comparison of actual 
results with the standard, since the con

trol standard, the budget, is classified and expressed largely
 

in terms of the regular accounts. It may be necessary to establish
 

one or more subsidiary ledgers to accumulate specific program
 

costs, 	but no additional inspection or reporting system 
is required.
 

The Administrative Assistant in the AIFLD/B Rio de Janeiro
 

office today prepares a monthly report showing expenses to date
 

against budgeted annual figures. A further control shows monthly
 

expenditures against budgeted monthly targets. 
 The expenses
 

reported conform to the budget as currently presented.
 

While both measures embodied in the report are useful
 

tools, the report could be improved. To arrive at the monthly
 

target, the annual budget is divided into twelve equal parts.
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This is a satisfactory procedure for the edministrative expenses
 

which tend not to vary from month to month. But for program
 

costs, especially the education course program, it is unrealistic.
 

An attempt should be made to reflect in the monthly targets the
 

actual scheduling of ICT and other course offerings. Th( report
 

could also be improved to the extent that it was modified to
 

include the kind of standards suggested on the sample budget.
 

A by-product of a more realistic statement of the timing
 

of program expenditures would be a more accurate statement of
 

cash requirements each month. Difficulties in the reimburse

inents procedure have placed a burden on AIFLD's cash position,
 

as discussed elsewhere. A more accurate statement of cash require

ments from the field would relieve some of the pressure.
 

e. Relationship of Budget to Organization Units
 

Ordinarily in the budget process accounts are divided
 

according to managerial responsibility, so that costs attributable
 

to specific organization units may be readily isolated. Within
 

AIFLD/B a distinction should be drawn between the operations of
 

three offices, namely, Rio de Janeiro, Recife, and Sao Paulo,
 

and an operating budget set 
forth for each. Such is not the case.
 

There does not appear to be any formal pattern by which
 

the Recife basic program costs are considered in the formulation
 

of the country budget. Program requirements and office support
 

are generally solicited informally from the Recife office prior
 

to the October budget submission to the Labor Technical Officer.
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The office's basic program costs 
include local salaries and
 

benefits, travel and per diem, rent, supplies, and the salaries,
 

benefits and housing allowances of U.S. employees. The Recife
 

office accounts for approximately 46 percent of the AIFLD/B
 

basic program cost, as shown on Table 1, p. 67.
 

Similarly, 
once the budget is approved, there is no
 

breakdown of the cost categories to show Recife targeted amounts.
 

The CPD explained that this 
was not done because he wanted to
 

maintain full centralized control and flexibility in the use of
 

funds. 
 He felt the Recife Director would regard the budgeted
 

amount as 
his, and this would hamper the CPD's ability to move
 

funds according to the respective need of the three offices.
 

We have two difficulties with this approach. 
 First, it
 

restricts sharply the ability of 
the Recife office to plan the
 

operation of its essentially autonomous program 
in the north;east.
 

Apparently, this problem is met by 
a procedure whereby the Recife
 

office can 
incur most types of local operating expenses without
 

specific approval from Rio and is controlled essentially only 

by remonstrances from Rio should expense!: appear too high. 

The second problem is that the CPD has no guidepost as
 

to how to distribute funds among offices and in effect is allocating 

funds on the basis of expenses incurred rather than in accordance 

with a plan. 

We believe that an improved budgeting system with break

downs of proposed expenses by offices is desirable to achieve
 

greater understanding and control 
by the CPD of his total operation, 

and would serve,rather than hamper,decision-making as to desirable 

shifts in the use of funds. The important point for the CPD is 
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that his authority over the Recife operation, including the
 

right to change budget allocations, be fully recognized by
 

AIFLD/W and USAID/B. His flexibility would, of course, be
 

destroyed if budgeting breakdowns on the respective offices
 

became line item requirements.
 

It is our recommendation that more formal attention
 

be accorded to the Recife office in the preparation of the Country
 

Labor Plan and budgets; that Recife's budget be prepared in Rio,
 

but with specific Recife inputs as necessary on estimated local
 

costs; that it be presented in the same detail which is outlined
 

in the sample budget; that monthly reports be furnished to the
 

Recife Director indicating annual expenses targeted, and expenses
 

recorded to date by budget category. It is our feeling that the
 

explicit, formalized planning requirement will provide the founda

tion for careful program assessment and assure appropriate support
 

in the Country Labor Plan and budget.
 

While the same observations apply to the Sao Paulo operation,
 

we consider formalization of the planning and control functions
 

somewhat less urgent in view of the fairly small proportion of
 

basic program expense, 8 percent, generated in that office.
 

D. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
 

1. Requirements
 

a. AID/B
 

The Task Order for 1970 enumerates the following reports,
 

which are required to be sent to AID/B by AIFLD/B:
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i) Status and progress reports on rural education 

ii) 

iii) 

seminars and social projects (including identifica

tion of travel and administrative costs),quarterly; 

Personnel travelling and on TDY, number of days in 

travel and TDY status, and project to which costs 

are to be charged, monthly; 

Statement of tunds disbursed under ICT sub-contract 

for regional courses, listing of courses given, 

names and positions of students, itemization of admin

istrative costs, and Brazilian unions' contribu

tions, monthly; 

iv) 	Names, unions, positions of students, ICT evaluation
 

of student performance, itemization of administrative
 

and 	program costs for each ICT residential course,
 

within forty-five days after conclusion of each course;and
 

v) Evaluation of worker education and social 
projects
 

funded, annually.
 

b. 	AIFLD/W
 

AIFLD/W requires a copy of each report sent to AID/B,
 

plus the following:
 

i) Status and accounting of Impact Projects, monthly;
 

ii) Status and accounting of Small Projects, monthly;
 

iii) Listing of regional courses conducted by AIFLD/B
 

field staff and ICT, monthly;
 

iv) 	Activities Report from professional level staff
 

members, quarterly;
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v) Evaluation of each Impact and Small Project award,
 

quarterly;
 

vi) For each ICT residential course, dates held and
 

students participating, upon close of course; and
 

vii) Resume of each special education course and receipts
 

for expenditures, upon close of course.
 

2. Observations
 

a. Need for Reports 

It appears that present reporting requirements reflect the
 

earlier disillusionment of monitoring organizations with AIFLD/B
 

performance. Consequently, it is our suggestion that current
 

reporting requirements be reviewed within the perspective of the
 

present level of staff performance.
 

Reports, in the first instance, should be designed to
 

illuminate the degree to which performance conforms to plans.
 

Hence, in the discussion of budgeting we have suggested that
 

plans be thoroughly described in the budget, and we have noted
 

several standards that describe the adequacy of the performance
 

expected. Comparison of these expected levels of performance
 

with acutal results should be the crux of reporting requirements.
 

Because it is impractical to report on every activity an organiza

tion undertakes, a premium should be placed identifying strategic
on 


points in the organization's activities and concentrating the
 

reporting requirement on these focal points. Reports should pro

vide timely, economical, and comprehensive checks on these key
 

points.
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Not infrequently, a multiplicity and detail of reporting
 

requirements reflects either an inability to identify the really
 

crucial indicators of performance and/or a lack of confidence in
 

the capability of those responsible for performance. We suspect
 

that the present plethora of reporting requirements, and the
 

ancillary reports which have developed around the required docu

ments, 
reflect a combination of both of these difficulties.
 

3. 	Recommendations
 

It was not possible to review each and every report prepared
 

by AIFLD/B for either external or internal use. The following
 

recommendations apply to the most frequently utilized documents.
 

i) ICT Data. We have suggested to AIFLD/B that all 

data relating to ICT residence and regional courses
 

be collected by the ICT and simply transmitted to
 

AID/B and AIFLD/W by AIFLD/B. Data should be
 

collected and summarized by the personnel responsible
 

for the activities being reported upon. AIFLD/B
 

may have to give guidance to the ICT in the collec

tion of data and in the design of reporting formats
 

acceptable to monitoring agencies. ICT financial
 

data, i.e., the analysis of student and administrative
 

costs, 	 may require AIFLD/B supplementsto the ICT report, 

but such supplements should be kept to a minimum.
 

ii) Quarterly Status and Progress Reports to AID/B. The
 

Task Order specifies only that a report be made on
 

rural education seminars and social projects. It has
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grown, however, to include a complete review of all
 

AIFLD/B activities, e.g., office administration,
 

public relations, labor community centers, and
 

Vila Gompers.
 

Apparentl.', the additional information was requested
 

by the Labor Technical Officer to assist him in 
a
 

regular review of AIFLD/B program. The report now
 

requires substancial time to prepare, and we suggest
 

that the content be reviewed with AID/B with the
 

objective of deleting that which may be unnecessary
 

to presently appropriate monitoring, or duplicative
 

of other reports. An instance of the former might
 

be the section on public relations; an instance of
 

the latter, the section on ICT, if ICT reports can be 

designed as discussed in the preceding section. 

i) 	Monthly Reporting of Impact and Small Proiects Awards.
 

It is our recommendation that the interval between
 

reports be reviewed. A general rule to be observed in
 

reporting is to report only at significant intervals.
 

It is not readily apparent to what use analysis of
 

monthly data is necessary to effective monitoring.
 

Quarterly reporting might well be all that is required,
 

and this could consist more of statistics and of high

lights of significant successes and failures, and less
 

of routine narrative detail.
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iv) 	Bi-weekly Activities Report. The need for a bi-weekly
 

report of each professional's activities is of question

able utility to AIFLD/W. More pertinent would be a
 

monthly review of major program developments and
 

administrative changes, presented in the form of a
 

concise narrative.
 

On the other hand, from our observation,the Activities
 

Report serves to provide the Brazil staff with a report
 

of country activities. It is, in other words, being
 

used as a substitute for staff meetings. This is not
 

a satisfactory practice because of its economic cost
 

and 	because it provides no opportunity for group dis

cussion or questioning. 

Consequently, we suggest that professional level staff
 

meetings be held in each office, either bi-weekly or
 

monthly, that notes be taken, and that a summary of the
 

discussion be circulated to each of the other offices
 

as well as forwarded to AIFLD/W.
 

E. 	ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES
 

1. Background
 

It is the policy of AIFLD/W to focus all accounting oper

ations in the headquarters office. Hence, field accounting is
 

little more than expense reporting. This financial operation
 

has not always been carried out adequately. In an audit covering
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the period February 20, 1964-April 30, 1969 USAID/B auditors
 

concluded that ,. .. the AIFLD/B organization did not have an
 

organized accounting system, or even the semblance of a simple
 

one." 	 The report takes note, however, of the fact that with the
 

assistance of AIFLD/W personnel, a system providing improved
 

internal control over cash and operations generally had been
 

designed and was being implemented.
 

A subsequent audit by the Mission for the period April 30,
 

1969-November 30, 1969 states that ".. an effective accounting
 

system 	has since been instituted to assist management 
in the coor

dination and control of operations; and internal procedures have
 

been designed to protect the organization's assets, e.g., cash.
 

A selective test disclosed such practices to be in accordance with
 

sound accounting principles and standards."
 

2. 	Description of Financial Records
 

Current AIFLD/B financial record-keeping to which the
 

second 	Mission audit refers may be described briefly,
 

a. Expense Reportnq
 

A full-time accountant(locally-hired) collects invoices for
 

locally-incurred costs, prepares checks in payment thereof, and
 

posts the expenses to a monthly expense report under appropriate
 

expense categories, Checks drawn are entered in a check journal,
 

and the 	journal entries serve as a control in the preparation of
 

the monthly expense report. The journal also serves as the basis
 

for bank account reconciliation. The expense report and the
 

underlying documentation are forwarded to AIFLD/W for posting to
 

the official country ledger.
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The AIFLD/B Rio de Janeiro office incorporates expenses of 
the Sao Paulo office with its own expenses; the AIFLD/B Recife office 
prepares 
its own expense report which is forwarded to Rio de Janeiro
 

for verification and then submitted to AIFLD/W along with the
 

combined report for Rio de 
Janeiro and Sao Paulo.
 

b. Cash Control
 

i) Bank Accounts. AIFLD/B has four local currency 

accounts, three 
in Rio de Janeiro and one in Recife.
 

The Rio de Janeiro accounts are designated for 

operations, for impact project funds, and for small 

project funds. AIFLD/B allmakes deposits to and 

withdrawals 
from these accounts, and reconciliation
 

is a regular monthly function of the accountant. The
 

fourth local currency account is in Recife. It is
 

utilized for operations, and the Rio de Janeiro office
 

makes deposits to that account generally monthly and
 

in pre-determined amounts. 
 The account is reconciled
 

in Recife and verified in Rio de Janeiro. There have
 

been no evident difficulties due to 
the fact that deposits
 

are made by personnel in Rio de Janeiro and checks 
are
 

drawn by personnel in Recife.
 

A dollar drawing account 
is maintained in a Washington, D.C.
 

bank which provides funds for the AIFLD/B program opera

tions and the expenses of U.S. employees in Brazil.
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AIFLD/B draws checks on the account and converts the
 

withdrawal to local currency at the Embassy. Local
 

currency is then deposited into the four local accounts
 

described above.
 

Reconciliation of this account is done in Washington 

since the checks are returned there. 

Problems which arise from the handling of this account 

are discussed subsequently; they stem from the fact
 

that while checks are drawn in the field, deposits are
 

made irregularly in Washington. Lack of timely deposits 

provides substantial opportunity for frequent overdrawn 

positions. 

i) 	Petty Cash. Small petty cash funds are kept in each
 

of the three field offices. Although common practice
 

calls for a separation of the record-keeping and custodial
 

functions, AIFLD/B has found the practice not practicable
 

considering the small amounts kept on hand, generally
 

about $100-115 per week. Records are maintained for
 

receipt and disbursement, and the chief financial officer
 

makes frequent, unscheduled inspections.
 

i) 	 Special Purpose Funds. Separate journals are kept for 

receipts, including repayments on loans, and disburse

ments made from impact project funds and small project 

funds. 
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3. Problem Areas
 

a. 	Reimbursement Procedure
 

i) Description of Procedure. AIFLD/B prepares a com

bined monthly expense report for its Rio de Janeiro
 

and Sao Paulo offices and one for its Recife office.
 

Expenditures for the month are listed and the amounts
 

are entered under appropriate expense classifications.
 

The reports are submitted to AIFLD/W in duplicate within
 

ten to fifteen days of the close of the month.
 

Expenses are reviewed in AIFLD/W and may be reclassi

fied by 	the financial office prior to entry in the head

quarters journal for Brazil expenses. When reclassi

fications are made, or when any other changes are made
 

that make the report prepared by AIFLD/B different
 

from that posted by AIFLD/W, the second copy of the
 

report submitted by AIFLD/B is returned to it with all
 

changes noted.
 

AIFLD/W prepares a voucher submission for the period
 

covered by the monthly expense report. The voucher
 

shows the task order budget by major line item categories,
 

the charges to date, charges covering the period for
 

which the vuucher is submitted( distinguishing between
 

Washington-incurred and field-incurred expenses),and the
 

balance in the task order. Copies are sent to AID/W
 

for reimbursement, and to AIFLD/B, the AID/B Labor
 

Technical Office, and AID/B Controller's Office for
 

information purposes. Importantly, the voucher is the
 

only notification to AIFLD/B of the expenses incurred
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in Washington and chargeable to the Brazil task order.
 

These expenses include the salaries and benefits
 

of U.S. employees in Brazil.
 

After review for certification and compliance with
 

budget restrictions, AID/W advises the Treasury
 

through an, Advice of Charge to reimburse AIFLD/W the
 

amount of the voucher submission. A copy of thu
 

Advice of Charge is forwarded by AID/W to the Mission,
 

so that the amount of the payment can be charged to
 

the AIFLD/B allotment.
 

The time period required for reimbursement of local
 

expenses is approximately two months. That is, expenses
 

incurred by AIFLD/B during April are submitted by
 

MaylO-15, submitted to AID/W for reimbursement in early
 

June, with a check sent to AIFLD/W by mid-June.
 

i) Problems. There has been continuing difficulty in
 

reconciling AIFLD/B expense records with the voucher,
 

submitted to AID/W by AIFLD/W. The return of a
 

corrected expense report to the field--a procedure
 

initiated late in 1969--has helped to reduce the number
 

of discrepancies. But the Mission auditors noted in
 

their second report "... the AIFLD/W reimbursement billing
 

statement..still bears no relationship to AIFLD/B records."
 

The situation remains true today, and may be illustrated
 

by the following examples:
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la) In June 1969 AIFLD/B paid $13,803.74 from 

the ICT and AIFLD Severance Fund, and entered
 

that amount on its expense report. The June
 

submission to AID/W showed only $3,000 charged
 

to the Severance Fund, the balance charged 

elsewhere. AIFLD/W was advised by the field
 

of the discrepancy; the problem was acknowledged. 

Not until the October submission was a further 

charge made, and then the Severance Fund was 

charged too much. 

ib) AIFLD/B is required by law to make monthly
 

payments to a government social security fund.
 

It records these payments as monthly expenses on
 

its reports to AIFLD/W. However, during 1969,
 

AIFLD/W placed these actual expenditures in a 

payable account, and only in December were they
 

transferred to expense.
 

The first example highlights a difficulty often encoun

tered in highly centralized financial operations. There
 

is generally a substantial amount of record-keeping,in
 

this case, 20-25 monthly reports from the field, plus
 

the records of the headquarters office. The Brazil
 

submissions generally run 200 expense entries per
 

month for the combined Rio de Janeiro--Sao Paulo report,
 

and perhaps 90 for the Recife report.
 

http:13,803.74
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With this volume of data comes a high probability
 

for human error in posting to ledgers and in preparing
 

documents from these ledgers.
 

The second example illustrates that there is room to
 

improve the reciprocal flow of financial information
 

between AIFLD/B End AIFLD/W.
 

The bookkeeper at AIFLD/W with responsibility for posting
 

Brazil expenses also posts for several other countries.
 

Practices vary among countries with respect to
 

social security requirements; for example, some coun

tries require monthly payments, others, quarterly;
 

employer and employee contributions may be treated
 

differently. The difficulty in properly recording the
 

Brazil social security expenses was because the book

keeper did not know the specific Government of Brazil
 

regulations.
 

The cases cited highlight the difficulty of the country
 

program director in determining where he stands vis-a-vis
 

his budget. The problem is not limited to control by
 

the country prngrem director. Neither the Mission con

troller nor auditor nor the labor attache's office
 

can exercise effective local monitoring either if the 

documents they receive, that is, the voucher submissions,
 

do not accurately reflect the field's expense position.
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b. Delays in Program Year Funding
 

Task Orders for the years 1969 and 1970 were not signed
 

until the AIFLD/B program year was well underway. The 1969
 

program agreement was concluded in May 1969, and that for 1970 in
 

March 1970. Funds cannot be released until the contractual agree

is signed, but necessarily expenses are incurred from the first
 

of the year because of the on-going nature of the field activities.
 

The absence of funds requires AIFLD/W to keep substantial year-end
 

funds available or to secure non-AID funds in order to make advances
 

to the field and to shift available monies with some dexterity among
 

field operations and the headquarters office.
 

The effect of the shortage of funds is, in turn, shifted
 

to the field where disbursements may be deferred, loan and grant
 

awards delayed, and education programs rescheduled. Here, too,
 

a premium is placed on dexterity.
 

The potential For jeopardizing the effectiveness of the
 

field operation is inherent in delayed program year funding. It
 

may well be that AIFLD/W is able to keep appropriate balances or to
 

secure funds from non-AID sources to insure program continuity.
 

But it would seem that a more productive effort would be one directed
 

toward minimizing the year-end "crisis" and maximizing the utiliza

tion of cash in continuous year-round support of program operations.
 

To this end, it is necessary to accelerate the negotiations
 

between AIFLD/W and AID/W. The contract discussions must begin
 

earlier and/or more authority must be delegated to the AIFLD/B CPD
 

and AID/B Labor Technical Officer to negotiate definitive terms, so
 

as to reduce the topics to be settled in Washington.
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c. 	Underfunding of Field Operation
 

The time lag in the reimbursement procedure and the delay
 

in program year funding are manifested in underfunding of the
 

field operation. The AIFLD/B dollar account in Washington is more
 

often 	than not in an overdrawn position. AIFLD/B has overdrawn
 

its dollar account as follows:
 

July 31, 1969 	 $ 12,340 
August 	31, 1969 969
 
September 30, 1969 	 4,831
 
October 	31, 1969 56,056
 
November 30, 1969 	 7,842

December 31, 1969 	 6,623 
January 	31, 1970 10,332
 
February 27, 1970 	 26,151
 
March 31, 1970 	 21,791
 
April 30, 1970 36,327
 

AIFLD/W advises that it has worked out a satisfactory arrangement
 

with the bank's officers to cover this repeating situation, so
 

that the potential for jeopardizing the field operation for insuf

ficient funds in the operations accounit is minimized.
 

4. Relations with Financial Monitoring Offices 

a. AID Labor Technical Office
 

The position of Labor Technical Officer has recently become
 

vacant. The incumbent also served as the Embassy's Labor Attache.
 

AIFLD/B enjoyed a good working relationship with this officer.
 

He was instrumental in assisting AIFLD/B to correct various audit
 

deficiencies and to initiate more satisfactory internal control
 

procedures. During the past three years he worked closely with
 

AIFLD/B on questions of program design, implementation, and
 

evaluation. The PIO/T's for those years were written only after
 

extensive discussion with the Country Program Director. 
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Prior to his departure the Labor Technical Officer expressed
 

concern over his inability to monitor effectively because of the
 

discrepancies in expense reporting between AIFLD/B and AIFLD/W.
 

Because of his frequent contact~with AIFLD/B on questions of pro

gram, he was able to secure financial information on an informal
 

basis. Nevertheless, his correspondence reflects a concern over
 

the absence of a formal procedure that would illuminate expense
 

data accurately and in timely fashion.
 

The Labor Technical Officer is responsible for monitoring
 

AIFLD/B compliance with budget restrictions established in the
 

Task Order. In Task Order 51 for calendar year 1970 these are:
 

i) 	Administrative expenses, special education program
 

expenses, and expenses of participants attending
 

AIFLD courses in the U.S. may not exceed 15 percent
 

of the amounts specifically budgeted, without the
 

approval of AID/B.
 

ii) 	Social project funding and ICT program funding may 

not exceed the amounts budgeted without the approval 

of AID/B. 

AIFLD/B is obliged to submit a memorandum to the Labor
 

Technical Officer for a waiver of these restrictions, The LTO
 

considers the necessity for the waiver with the AID/B Program
 

Office and the AID/B Controller's Office, If the request is
 

approved, AIFLD/B is so notified. AIFLD/B sends a copy of this
 

notification to AIFLD/W.
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It should be observed that the inability to reconcile 

AIFLD/B expense records with AIFLD/W voucher submissions to AID/W 

has impeded the Labor Technical Officer in his review of requests 

for waivers of line item restrictions. If Washington and t6razil 

disbursement records differ, it is not possible to grant appro

priate approval. I6 October 1969, the Labor Technical Officer 

addressed a telegram to A!D/W advising that the Mission's com

pliance with a request from AIFLD/B for a line item change was im

peded over accounting differences. He insisted thaL resolution of 

these difficulties was essential for competent administration of 

the contract.
 

AIFLD/B expects to work closely with the new officer who
 

is scheduled to arrive in August 1970. In the interim it will
 

maintain its liaison with both AID and the Embassy through the
 

Assistant Labor Attache. 

b. A!D Office of the Area Auditor-General
 

The Area Auditor-General considers that the AIFLD/B
 

financial oneration is satisfactorily performed. However, as
 

noted in the audit reports cited earlier, he continues to feel
 

that he is hampered in the performance of a legitimate monitoring
 

responsibility through the inability to reconcile the AIFLD/B
 

expense reports with the voucher submissions by AIFLD/W to AID/W.
 

Mission audits conclude that the difficulty resides in the A;FLD/W
 

financial operation, and have therefore recommended that AID/W
 

undertake a close look at that operation.
 

c. AIFLD Auditors - Touche Ross & Co. 

i) Proposed disallowances for 1966 and 1967. Touche Ross
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& Co, audits of AIFLD/B for the years ending December 31,
 

1966 and 1967 include a substantial list of proposed
 

disallowances. The most frequently cited category
 

for such disallowances is salaries, and particularly
 

a lack of salary authorization and security clearance,
 

and various salary payments. A second category of
 

expenditures, cited for lack of adequate support, is
 

payments to students and costs of special seminars.
 

These proposed disallowances account for 827 of the
 

costs disallowed for the two years exaiiined.
 

la) 	 Salary authorization and security clearance.
 

The major oversight was related to salary authoriza

tion; generally, security clearance had been
 

secured. A procedure satisfactory to AID/B
 

and 	 Touche Ross & Co. has been in effect since 

early 1969, in which appropriate approvals are 

secured at one time by nlearis of a form designed 

specifically for this purpose. 

ib) 	Bonuses and other payments to employees, required
 

by Brazilian law. Salary payments that were called
 

bonuses .ere questioned because no bonus payments
 

are contemplated in the Task Orders. However, the
 

term "bonus" is misleading; it is a payment of
 

one month's wages to the employee, required by 

Brazilian law to be paid by employers tu employees
 

upon the completion of twelve months' employment.
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Payments to a severance fund, payroll taxes,
 

and liability insurance are similar legal obliga

tions of AIFLD/B. The legitimacy of these payments
 

under the Task Orders has since been satisfactorily
 

settled with Touche Ross & Co.
 

Ic) Inadequate support for student costs and special
 

seminars. It had been AIFLD/B procedure not to
 

require receipts from students who received travel 

and per diem payments while attending education 

courses. The procedure now requires that such 

payments be advanced to the instructor and expensed 

only upon the return of a receipt from the student 

that he received the payment. This procedure is 

satisfactory to Touche Ross & Co. 

id) 	Other proposed disallowances. Of the proposed
 

disallowances remaining after accounting For the
 

foregoing items, 11 percent can be traced to
 

inadequate supporting records for such expenditures
 

as travel and pe- diem, supplies and equipment,
 

rent and utilities, and the like. The procedure
 

initiated to collect and report expense data,
 

ensure that there is now adequate documentation
 

for expenditures.
 

le) 	 Expenses in question. Approximately 7 percent of the
 

proposed disallowances are not yet satisfactorily
 

explained. Entertainment costs, various family
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.allowances, education aliowances, transfer allowances,
 

and contributions are 
included in this unresolved 

category. The amount involved is less than $18,000 

out of total costs examined of just over $975,000. 

i) Adegqacy oLpesent procedures. It is our observation 

that AIFLD/B has initiated appropriate procedures to 

ensure compliance with contract requirements and to 

meet generally accepted accounting standards. As pointed 

out in the foregoing section, the Mission audits reach
 

a similar conclusion.
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LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED
 

AMERICAN EMBASSY, Rio de Janeiro 

C. Burke Elbrick, Amuassador
 
John J. Snyder-, Labor Attache (to April 1, 1970)

Herbert Baker, Labor Attache (1967-68)

Stephanie Mayfield, Asst. Labor Attache
 
Robert H. Shields, Political Officer
 
William Young, Polit*cal Officer (Brasilia)

Arthur Lefkowitz, USIS/Labor

Richard McKierna, USIS/SPEC Asst. for Information
 

USAID/Rio de Janeiro
 

Robert J. Ballantyne, Acting Director
 
Harlan Harrison, Asst. Director (Program)

William F. Gelabert, Program Officer
 
Albert D. Nemecek, Comptroller 
J. R. Smith, Human Relations Officer
 
Allen E. Broehl. Human Relations Officer
 
R. T. McGuerty, Human Relations Officer
 
Owen Lustig, Evaluation Officer
 
Joseph Quinn, Development Planning
 
Marshall Brown, Capital Developments

E. John Eckman, AID Regional Auditor" 

AMERICAN CONSULATE, Sao Paulo
 

Robert Corrigan, Consul General
 
Allan Silberman, Labor Officer
 

AMERICAN CONSULATE, Porto Alegre
 

Robert Lane, Consul
 

U.S. CONSULATE AND AID MISSION, Recife 

Donor Lion, Consul-General and AID/NE Director
 
George Pease, Deputy Director, AID/NE

Douglas MlcClain, Deputy Principal Officer
 
James Villalobos, Public Administration, AID and AIFLD Contract Monitor

David PIcGrath, Political Officer 
Luis Guzman, Agrarian Reform Specialist

Charles Bosley, Peace Corps
 

AIFLD/Brazi1
 

Americo Ramos, Country Program Director
 
Vicki Latham, Program Officer 
Arthur Hill, Administrative Officer
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LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED
 

AIFLD/Sao Paulo
 

Ruben Ramos, Director
 

AIFLD/Rec ife
 

Elfriede Thiemarin, Director
 
Herbert Stein ; , Agricultural Technician
 
Isaac Barnes, Program Officer
 
Edison Buarque Ferraira, Education Officer
 
Jose Lopez, Cooperative Technician
 
Demasio Marquis da Silva, Rural Devel. Technician
 
Bruce Jay (interviewed in Washington) Program Officer
 

GOVERNMEN! OF BRAZIL
 

Ministry of Labor
 

Julio Barata, Minister of Labor
 
Romiulo Marinho, Director General National Department of Labor
 

(Front Royal Graduate)

Dr. Sales Pupo, Director, National Salary Department

Dr. Armando de Brito, Secretary General
 
Sr. Cortes, Coordinator of Salary Policy, National Salary Dept.

Se. Necchi, Chief, Data Collection Section, National Salary Dept.

Sr. Bernardo, Chief, Computer Section, National 
Salary Dept.

Sr. Amaury, Chief, Family Expenditure Study, National Salary Dept.

Sr. Luis, Legal Advisor, National Salary Dept.

Sr. Dannemann, Director, National 
Maripower Department
 

BRAZILIAN LABOR LEADERS
 

Jose Francisco da Silva, President, Confederation Agricultural Workers

Jose Felix Neto, Vice President, Confederation Agricultural Workers

Rudor Blum, Secretary of Finance, Confederation of Industrial Workers

Ary Campista, Secretary of International Affairs, Confed. of Ind. Workers
 
Joao Wagner, Secretary', Confederation Industrial Workers
 
Ruy Brito de 0. Pedroza, President, Confeder. of Bank & Ins. Workers

Oswaldo Alves de Andrade, Ist Vice Pres., Conf. of Bank & Ins. 
Workers
 
Laecio Figueiredo Pereira, Sec. General, Conf. of Bank & Ins. 
Workers
Augusto Lopes, President, Chemical Workers Union of Sao Paulo
 
Joaquim dos Santos Andrade, President., Metallurgical Union of Sao Paulo
Paulo Zimmermann, Director, Social 
and Labor Affairs, Conf. of
 

Bank & Ins. Workers
 
David Jose Zonata Filho, Exec. Sec., Conf. of Bank & Ins. 
Workers
 
Adao Mendes Jurak, President, Federation of Construction Workers,
 

Porto Alegre (Front Royal Alumnus)
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LIST OF PERSONS INT- VIEWED
 

Dalimar Severo, Director, Instituto de Orientacion y Divulgacion,

Sindical Porto Alegre


Fiorentino Barbieri, Secretary, Federation of Construction Workers,
 
Porto Alegre


Alceu Portocarrero. President, Federation of Communication Workers
 

Raimundo Lopes da Conceicao, Secretary, Perfume Workers Union (Belen)

and Front Royal graduate


Jose Rodriguez da Silva, Commercial Workers' Federation, Front Royal

graduate, and Director of Education, City of CarL'aru
Euclices Almeida do Nassiriento, President and other officers of FETAPE
Benedito Fernandes da Silva, President of Federation of Agricultural
 
Workers, Alagoas
Luis Geneino da Silva, President of Construction Workers, Recife and

President of Carpina Co-op and Rural 
Workers Union
 

LABOR REPRESENTATIVE 
IN BRAZIL
 

Joviano de Araujo, ORIT Representative in Brazil
 

INSTITUTO CULTURAL DO TRABALHO
 

Helcio Maghenzani, Adm. Director

Leopoldo Brissac, Director (Also President, Gas Production Union
 

Evaldo Borba, 
and Treasurer, Federation of Urban Employees,
Instructor-Coordinator (Front Royal alumnus) 

Sao Paulo) 

AMER ICAN BUS INESSMEN 

Harold Walker, Managing Director, Union Carbide (Brazil)
J. Waters, President, General Motors (Brazil)
Gene Richards, Industrial Relations Director, General Motors (Brazil) 

OTHERS 

Gustavo Colaco Dias, President of Union of Sugar Refinery Owners
Romildo Leite, Regional Labor Delegate, State of Pernamburo

Jose de Barrosarmento, Regional Labor Delegate, State of Alago3s

Padre Antonio Melo
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Article Published: JORNAL DO BRASIL - May 3, 1970 

LABOR UNIONS OFFER SERVICES IN ORDER 

NOT TO LOSE MEMBERS 

At the hall of some labor unions in Guanabara, several posters can be seen, as follows: "Sewing Classes Will Begin May 4"; "Elect the Queen
of Your Group"; "Visit our Vaccation Club"; "Daily Legal Assistance
 
up to 20:00 PM).
 

The labor unions of Guanabara face an option: if they do not offer services, as it is the case of the majority of them, the worker will not
 
come 
since the major attraction - the perspective of better wages
longer 

- no
exists after they lost the power to negotiate. Now, unionas an 

leader stated, "the union is a mere service office, that's all". 

NO ATTRACTION 

A technician from the Ministry of Labor, quite knowledgeable on labor

union problems, reads a publication of the SEPT 
(Social Labor Statistics
Service) before he answers the question on the cause for the draining
from the unions. He finds the right page and shows: in 1968, the average
wage of the workers in the Southeast region (the most developed one in

the country) varied between NCr$130, 00 and NCr$150, 00.
 

To him, these are important figures because they show that the worker

is in no condition to at 
least pay his morthly union dues. When the worker
still had the hope of, through the union, get a higher percentual wage
increase, he then would join the union and would participate in the uniongslife due to the fact that his contribution would help to get a better wage 
for his group. 

But now he knows that a tight wage policy is in force. It is worthlesr orthe union to even try to negotiate because the increase index wili b,! fixed
by the National Salary Department. of the Ministry of Labor. Last year,
the netalworkers, one of the major trade categories of the State of Guana
bara, went through the experience. 



They tried agreements with the nine employer unions in order to obtain2% above the index determined by the Government. All of them agreedto, but one of the u.ions, the Union of Naval Construction IndustrialWorkers, explained that they would have to get authorization from Sunamam. This entity refused to accept the increase and the agreement wasnot made. Once the collective dissension was establishcd, the LaborRegional Court maintained the official index,not taking into account thecareful consideration of the me, taiworkerst lawyer that the employers,
themselves, had agreed to give the 2% more. 

In view of this rev;,ndication i1 otence on the part of the unions, the
worker prefers to save the nio.-x.y he would have used to 
pay the uniondues. From a general view point, the unions, in the last years, have
not been able to increase the number of mernbers 
 and the new ones arenot in a sufficient number to compensate the loss of the old members. 

HARD WORK 

Some labor technicians and lawyers defend the thesis that the Brazilianworker has not yet acquired the necessary awareness to perceive thatunionism is not only for the purpose of wage increases. To them, theunionism "en masse" would dynamize the unions and would force the
labor leaders to 
improve the services alr ady existing as well as to 
create new services for the members. 

But, does this awareness not exists or has it simply been discouraged bypolitical problems? In the Union of Bank Employees, President AntonioGuedes talks about the situation of the "carioca" unions. The lack ofconfidence on the part of the official authorities difficults the work of the
 
labor leaders.
 

"- Our little band" - says Mr. Guedes - "which goes to the streets to
convoke the members for assembly meetings where 
salary increases willbe discussed, must previously obtain authorization from the DOPS (Departmenw of Political and Social Order). And, sometimes, our fellow
workers are arrested for doing so. 

At the office, according to Mr. Guedes statements, those who collaboratewith the union are not looked upon with good eyes and, whenever an opportunity presents itself, they are fired. In the Metalworkers Union, President Teixeira speaks of the same problem. The union's Board of Directorshas been arrested a few times and those who divulge the union within theplants have their work very much hampered. 
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NO POWER
 

The 108 labor unions in Guanabara have, to date, nearly 350 thousand
 
members against a 
number of workers many times superior. The Pre
sident of the Union of Bank Employees expresses his opinion on-the 
cause 
for union's draining. 

"-We do not agree with the Government Wage Policy, because the increases 
never correspond to the real percentual in the rising of the cost-of-living
index. But the fight in the wage field is each time more difficult. The
 
workers have already perceived that the unions 
have lost the power to
 
negotiate. There is a general disillusionment -cowards the union, and the
 
result is that the interest of joing'the union is falling little by little. We
 
have to go out for the worker because, otherwise, he will not come to us. 

In order to substitute the strongest appeal - the hope for better wages 
the union, according to the President's statements, "nust create 
a
 
number of services to avoid its draining. " With nearly 25 thousand mem
bers, 
 the Union of Bank Employees have had only a vegetative growth of
 
its membership"?.
 

An average of 30 daily ratifiqations of working contract rescissions (which 
he attributes to the FGTS (GARANTEE FUND FOR LENTH OF SERVICE),

makes the Legal Department one of the busiest in the Union, followed by

the dental a'sistance (l1 dentists), The Union of Bank Employees also
 
maintains an intensive course of Article 99 (high school taken in two years

only) for which 70 members are enrolled. There are other courses with
 
less attendance: sewing classes, guittar le..ssons 
and, ioga. 

J 
The leader explains that one other alternative for the union to show that
 
it exists, is to conduct smaller campaigns.
 

"-We have to think of a series of things to attract new members. We 
conduct unionism campaigns, hold Christmas parties for the members' 
children (last year we spent 27 thousand new cruzeiros in gifts), and we 
are in constant contact with the Ministry of Labor in thator der to see 
they keep checking the banks accordingly. 

IDENTICAL PROBLEM 

Labor leaders of the Metalworkers Union face the same problems and 
present the same solutions. In sptaking of the unhealthy working condition,
the union, in order to obtain special retirement for the workers of this 
category, was able to attract 5 thousand new members in 1969. By the end 
of the year, the union had 42 thousand members against a labor force of 200 
thousand metalworkers. 
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Should the Wage Policy be less rigid and the union more free to negotiatebetter wages than those fixed on official indexes, there is no doubt thatthe joining would be much more impressive, states Secretary Waldir Pe
reira. 

In order to attract new members, the union has taken other measures.
It remodelled the legal and medical departments to better service its
members and their dependents. N'ew clinics were 
open in Nova Iguagu,Caxias, lfIbrica Nacional de Motores, and Paracambi. At the union'sheadquarters, the union maintains two doctors, four dentists, and onepharmacist who give daily assistance to the members. The union alsohas its own laboratory for clinical tests. 

In the field of professional qualification, the union offers courses, asfollows: technical drawing; mechanical drawing; drawing reading andinterpretation; mechanic tehnology; radio, electrical, coiling, and welding courses. In the educational field, High
there is the MetalworkersSchool "Elpidio Evaristo dos Santos" holding afternoon and night classes,
and where dues for members' children are 
smaller. 

NO POLITICS 

The union of Commercial Employees operates 
in a private owned building
(nine story high) located at Rua Andr6 Cava]canti. Just as the metalworkersand bank employees unions, it is part of the small active group of unionsin Guanabara. But President Luizant Mata Roma has a different opinionabout unions draining. There poorly managed unionsare and leaders who
are not eager to challenge government policy.
 

Mr. Roma is also of the opinion that the revendication impotence of the
union has not kept the worker away,

asoistances provided by the union are 

in view of the fact that the variouj
similar to better wages. PresidentRorna sounded pleased with the 24/c increase obtained for his group whichwas granted this year. He states that he is politically independent and is
of the opinion that te unions must 
live to render services, such as thoserendered by his own union. 

Other leaders are not of the same opinion which isorientation given by Minister Julio Barata 
quite similar to the 

(the unions cannot play politics,but only render all types of assistance to their members). 
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MUCH WORK 

But, what has the Commercial Employees Union made for, as stated byits president, to increase its membership from 2 thousand members in
1967 to 40 thousand members in 1969? For nearly 230 thousand commer
cial employees with wages a little over the minimum-wage, there is no
question that medical, legal, educational arnd recreation assistances pro
vided by the union, furiction as a reasonable attraction. 

The same arrangements are used by the mntalworkers and bank employees
leaders. A perfect medical assistarce at its headquarters where 20

doctors attend the members in offices well equipped and located on the

ground floor of the building. There are offices for general clinic,

pediatricians, orthopediacs, 
 protologists, urologists, gynicologists,
othorrinolaringologists, ophtamologists; physioterapy services, radios
cophy, X-rays, and electrocardiograms; and laboratories for clinical tests.
On the sixth floor, two dentists give daily assistance. in short, all kinds

of services which were to be 
granted by INPS to the worker. 

Legal assistance is also complete and, in the educational field, the union's 
high school handles almost I thousand students, divided into two shifts.
The union also maintains a course of the Article 
99 (high school in two
 
years only) and another one on optical techniques. Other plans 
are under
 
study depending on the financial possibilities of the union.
 

Vaccation Cluh VILA RICA, savings and loan cooperative, and un unemploy
ment fund complete the series of assistance provided by the union. All this,
according to the President, signifies authentican labor movement and it

is the reason why the member is searching for the union. But, for a

working group of nearly 230 thousand people, 40 thousand members is 
a
 
fair number?
 

NO RENNOVATION 

Labor leaders, officers of the Ministry of Labor, and labor lawyers, are
unaninous to affirm that there is no renovation in the leaderships. What 
are the reasons for this stagnation? The right diagnosis becomes quite
difficult for the Brazilian labor movement presents structural errors 
which have been piling up since its creation. 

At present, the situation is one of the most difficult ones. The lack of
renovation in the leaderships is an effective prove for the workers not 
come to the unions. The observation made by the President of the BankEmployees Union regarding the distrust on the part of the official organs, 
seems to be one of the factors to make the problem worse. 
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Under such clinmte, few are those who become particularly interested inparticipating to union life, in Brazil. Consequently a new problem arises:the leaderships take advantage of the union for personal benefits.
"pelegos" The
continue to exist, according to Mr. Jarbas Passarinho, formerMinister of Labor, when, last year, he made a conference at the War
Superior School. The former Minister said:
 

"- It is 09:00 AM. 
 At this time, thousands of workers and their dependentsmust be standing in line outside INPS clinics awaiting for medical assistante.Meanwhile, the "pelegos" are sleeping. They wake up late. " 

MAJOR PROBLEM/ 

The union tax is, at the same time, the financial support of the Brazilianunions and the generating element for nationa] union problems. The leadersare conscious of this but explain that, unfortunately, it cannot be yet abolishedfor, otherwise, the majority of the unions would have to close down. 

The union monthly dues, according to one labor leader, "is the umbilicalcord which attaches and subordinate the unions 
a 

to the Government. " Besides,for leader less active and without awareness of the labor problems, thistax provides all conditions for his inertia. And, this, is what can be noticedin the majority of the unions of Guanabara. 
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LABOR EDUCATION AND RELATED DEVELOPMENTS IN
 

RIO GRANDE DO SUL
 

The labor program in Rio Grande do Sul, most especially the
 
labor education program, is an offshoot of the contractual arrange
ment between the AIFLD and the ICT, Sao Paulo. In a sense it is
 
a pilot program. The Regional Coordinator of the ICT with the
 
collaboration of the leaders of the Regional Labor Federations,
 
set up a separate institute under the aegis of the ICT, Sao Paulo. 
It is the plan of the ICT to set up similar institutes in the other 
states using what it learns from the Rio Grande do Sul experience 
as a guide. 

Although commonly referred to as the ICT, the proper name
 
of the Rio Grande do Sul Institute is "Instituto de Orientacao e
 
Divulgacao Sindical." Except for the bank workers all of the Rio
 
Grande do SUW federations are cooperating in the Institute. The
 
rretal workers is the largest of the federations and is participating.
 
"Ideological" differences was given as the reason for the non
cooperation of the bank workers. (Its president is currently in
 
jail.)
 

The Institute was started in February 1969. It has now
 
given thirty courses with from thirty to thirty-five participants 
in each course. It has thus reached about 1,000 unionists. For
 
the current year twenty-three courses are planned in twenty-three
 
different communities.
 

The Institute has no office and no staff except the Director 
who has desk space in the construction workers' federation offices.
 

In its method of operation the Institute follows the method
 
of going to the workers rather than bringing the workers to che 
Institute. Its course materials are supplied by the ICT Sao Paulo 
and its ii;strtictors are drawn from union members who have attended 
the Sao Paulo Institute courses. Because it works in small as well 
as large communities course materials are tailored to the local 
situation. It has the Type A course which is used in the larger 
communities and a Type B course at a somewhat lower academic level 
for use in small anc'/or rural communities. In both cases the courses
 
are open to the rank and file membership as well as to the union
 
officers.
 

The Institute uses a selection process. Participants for 
the ICT course in Sao Paulo are selected from theorrst likely looking 
of the participants in the local courses. Instructors are then 
selected from those making the best record in the Sao Paulo courses. 

Although approximately 1,000 persons have gone through the 
Institute courses the Director felt that it is too soon to be able 
to determine results except in a subjective way. Less than a year 
has passed since many of these people attended .the course. The next
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union election results may prov;de a more realistic gauge of
 
whether these courses have enabled participants to move up the
 
union ladder. He did report thac the interest in the courses at
 
both the leadership and rank and file levels is great and that
 
there is greater demand for the courses th-7n the Institute is able
 
to satisfy. The people interviewed agreed that there has been an
 
increase in both membership and rank and file interest but were 
unable to translate this into quantitative terms. 

In summary, those interviewed spoke highly of the course
 
materials being supplied by the ICT Sao Paulo and the courses it
 
gives which have supplied them with competent instructors. They
 
see the benefits of the program l'mited only by the resources
 
available to them. They pointed out that while they will give
 
courses iii twenty-three communities this year this will cover only
 
about 10 percent of the more than 230 communities (municipios)
 
in Rio Grande do Su!.
 

Regarding employer cooperation in the work of the Institute
 
those interviewed reported it as minimal. From time to time a
 
local employer will make space available for holding a course but
 
employer cooperation does not seem to extend much beyond this point.
 
On the other hand, the Institute does not face employer objection
 
or obstruction to the education program. Rather than opposition
 
or support the employ'er attitude appears to be one of neutral ity or
 
perhaps dis interest. 

Social projects have not played a prominent role in AIFLD
 
program in Rio Grande do Sul area. However, those interviewed
 
expressed strong approval for this type of program. One of them
 
whose union has secured a small loan for a medical facility said
 
that it increased the interest of the rank and file of his union
 
in the union affairs and resulted in some increase in membership
 
although again he was unable to put a quantitative measure on this
 
resu l t. 

It was the consensus of those interviewed that the education
 
und social projects programs are complementary. While the latter 
program has not been large they profess to have noted an increased
 
demand for education coujrses in areas where social projects have
 
been carried out. They would like to see both programs expandec.
 

The unicn-to-union program is viewed in a very favorable
 
light. Those interviewed were of the opininn that the Brazilians
 
who participate in the program return able to speak authoritatively
 
about the United States and cspecially about the U.S. labor move
ment. They were especially favorably disposed toward the visits
 
of the U.S. trade unionists in the program. They cited the in
stance of two U.S. trade unionists who visited here and although 
neither spoke Portuguese they talked to a number of trade union
 
meetings, in one instance to a group of more than 200, and left a
 
lasting favorable impression.
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The Federat*on of Agricultural Workers offers another facet
 
to the AIFLD operation here. The Federation has 223 unions with
 
about 400,000 members scattered throughout the state. Membership

dues are about eight cruzeiros a year and some of the membership

has difficulty paying this amount. Roughly 60 percent of the mem
bership is illiterate. Most are small 
holders but with insufficient
 
holdings to provide support for themselves and their families.
 

The federation, using funds supplied by the Fondo Sindical
 
and in collaboration with the Frente Agraria Gaucha (a church
sponsored group set up in 1962), has established three schools
 
in Tapera, Novo Prato and Bom Principio. Children of the members
 
are brought in for one month resident training courses in farm
 
skills, mechanical skills and trade union orientation. The three
 
schools combined are turning out between 180 to 200 graduates a
 
year. Instructors are recruited in the various specialties at
 
small fees; many contribute their services free. The trade union
 
courses are taught by ICT instructors and the federation has two
students in each ICT class and is reaching a point at which it will
be able to supply its own needs. This summer the Secretary of the
 
federation wil attend the course at 
Front Royal on an AIFLD scholar
ship. The ultimate goal of the federation is to open eighty such
 
schools and to lend technical assistance to the graduates in farm
 
crafts aid methods. Significant here is the degree of cooperation

between the Frente, the federation, ICT and AIFLD,
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,CHAPTER I
 

GENERAL ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 

A. General Assessment
 

Overall Program Impact and 
Potential
 

1. Assistance by the American 
labor movement and AIFLD
 

has helped the Guyana labor movement to play a substantial
 

and constructive role 
in building and maintaining democratic
 

institutions of government and society 
in Guyana.
 

2. The AIFLD program continues to 
provide effective
 

support for the free 
labor movement in Guyana. 
 This movement,
 

as the largest organized body 
in the country, constitutes an
 

important force for 
the democratic development of Guyana
 

for the following reasons:
 

(a) 
 it is ideologically democratically-oriented both
 

within Guyana and in its international trade
 

union associations;
 

(b) it is engaged in 
continuing confrontation with
 

communist-oriented unions and has 
the potential
 

to weaken the hold of communist leadership on its
 

constituency;
 

(c) it exercises significant influence over 
political
 

and economic policy within 
the country; and
 

(d) 
 it is one of the media through which progress in
 

inter-racial cooperation may be realized.
 



3. The AIFLD program has made 
its most solid impact in
 
the training of Guyanese labor leaders in the United States. Its
 
labor education efforts and small 
projects within Guyana have made a
 
further but more modest impact which has fallen short of the poten

tial 
that might have been realized. 
 Its project in vocational
 

education has been highly successful and its 
housing project,
 

despite serious difficulties, has made a positive contribution
 

without incurring financial losses 
for either AIFLD or AID.
 

4. The AIFLD program has been well 
received in Guyana
 
not only by the 
labor movement but also by the Government and the
 
business community. Both the 
labor movement and the Government
 

strongly desire to see a continuance of the AIFLD program and would
 

welcome its amplification.
 

Labor Education 

5. Training of Guyana unionists in the United States ha,.
 
been highly productive. 
 Of fifteen Front Royal graduates, all but
 

two remain in the 
labor field and most in positions of greater
 

scope. One is currently Minister of Labor and another served a
 
term as Chairman of 
the Guyana Trade Union Council. There is
 
every evidence of continuingfriendly ties between these men and 

the American labor movement.
 

6. 
AIFLD support of labor education in Guyana has been of
 
major importance in the development of the program which 
is cur
rently 
in being. This program is generally credited by the unions,
 
Government, and the business community with having positive value.
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Nevertheless, there are many indications that it is comparatively
 

less effective than AIFLD-supported educational programs elsewhere.
 

7. Labor educatior, in Guyana does not appear to have
 

been organized with suFficient thoroughness. There are deficiencies
 

in overall course planning, in instruction, and in availability
 

of textbooks and other course materials. Courses are often
 

regarded as pitched too high for the students selected and not
 

always to provide adequate coverage of the subject matter that
 

should be taught.
 

8. 	A particular deficiency of the labor education program
 

at the present time is that it does not address itself sufficiently
 

to education of the rank and file and lower echelons of leadership
 

in the field.
 

9. Contributing factors to the inadequate development of
 

labor education in Guyana have been:
 

(a) 	inadequacies in joint planning between AiFLD/G
 

and the TUC;
 

(b) 	insufficient depth of professional support by 

AIFLD; 

(c) 	 confusion and financial complications caused 

by the creation of a labor college; and 

(d) 	misunderstandings and differences of view between
 

AIFLD and USAID/G.
 

At the time of the evaluation team visit a realistic plan,
 

agreed upon between TUC and AIFLD/G and supported by USAID/G-

the essential prerequisites to a fully effective program--did not
 

exi st.
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10. General recognition by Guyana labor leadership of 

deficiencies of the present labor education program provide a 

basis on which to believe that a more effective and balanced pro

gram is achievable. 

11. The solution does not lie in a patchwork approach to
 

the problem. There should be thorough planning of a program,
 

based on a fresh assessment of needs, in which worker education
 

at the grass roots and courses at Critchlow Labor College play
 

complementary roles.
 

Vocational Education
 

12. The Guyana Industrial Training Center is a sound project
 

which is making a significant contribution to vocational training
 

in the country. A high record of placement of graduates, coupled
 

with a most favorable reaction to the project by both Government
 

and industry, indicate that it has made a substantial impact.
 

13. The impact of the project could have been improved 

through better advance planning between AID and AIFLD and by reten

tion of the American teaching staff until teaching methods had 

been more fully implanted and a viable two-shift program had been 

achieved. 

14. The addition of courses to upgrade existing skilled
 

workers is the unfulfilled major objective of the GITC project
 

and a continuing priority need.
 

15. There is a continuing need in Guyana for technical
 

assistance in vocational education, Further AIFLD and/or AID
 

assistance in this field would be well-received in Guyana.
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Social and Impact Projects
 

16. 
 The major housing project--TUC Cooperative Housing
 

Society--encountered difficulties owing 
to a financial failure
 

of the contractor that could not 
have been foreseen. Final
 

costs make the houses too expensive for any but the more
 

highly paid unionists; nonetheless, the houses represent
 

good values for the purchasers, all of whom are 
union members,
 

and neither AIFLD 
nor AID are expected to incur a financial
 

loss. The pioneering nature of the project has also helped
 

to stimulate other 
similar housing developments in Guyana.
 

Current AIFLD proposals for new housing projects (under RRLF)
 

would, like the first venture, appear to help only trade
 

unionists in the highest income groups, except to 
the extent
 

that additional 
housing may relieve housing conditions
 

generally.
 

17. Small 
projects have been generally successful
 

and well targeted to meet needs of 
key unions and to further
 

social progress among wcrking people. 
 The largest expenditure
 

(for a printing press) has particularly helped the sugar
 

estate workers union to keep in touch with its 
large member

ship. However, overall program size has been too 
limited
 

to achieve major impact. 
 Sirce USAID/G has decided to
 

eliminate small projects from its 
program and AIFLD/G has been
 

inactive in developing new impact projects, 
there is currently
 

no plan to achieve impact through 
small social projects.
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18. There would appear to be significant opportunities
 

available in Guyana to use small 
social projects effectively,
 

particularly to serve key objectives of:
 

(a) assisting communist-threatened unions 
to operate
 

more effectively and build stronger 
ties with their
 

rank and file; and
 

(b) furthering inter-racial cooperation among unionists
 

and workers generally.
 

A program of helping the sugar workers to develop union halls 
on
 

sugar 
estates where they could conduct their activities and
 

provide some social services to broaden the union's appeal 
would
 

appear particularly worthy of consideration.
 

Management of AIFLD Country Program
 

19. AIFLD/G's annual Country Labor Plan is an 
inadequate
 

instrument for effective planning and does not 
provide a satisfac

tory base for USAID/G and AIFLD/G negotiations on program or budget.
 

20. 
 There had been virtually no accounting records and/or
 

books maintained by AIFLD/G until March 
1968. The accounting system
 

established at that time is considered adequate, and 
there appear to
 

be no current accounting problems stemming from 
the AIFLD office in
 

Guyana.
 

21. The principal problem besetting the AIFLD program in
 

Guyana is a complete lack of mutual confidence at this time between
 

USAID/G and AIFLD/G. Unless this situation is remedied there will
 

not be a sound foundation on which 
to develop a more effective program.
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B. Recommendations
 

General
 

22. The AIFLD program in Guyana warrants continuance
 

ane continued AID support in order to make the following contrib

utions to the development of Guyana:
 

(a) 	to strengthen the leadership of the trade union
 

movement and to encourage its continued democratic
 

or ientat ion;
 

(b) 	to assist in revitalizing the labor education
 

program of the country to one which measures up to
 

needs;
 

(c) 	to help in promoting greater understanding among
 

unionists and workers generally of different ethnic
 

backgrounds and to strengthen the position of unions
 

directly confronting communist opposition;
 

(d) 	to provide limited assistance, as opportunities
 

permit, in such fields as vocational education and
 

community development, in furtherance of the above
 

aims and the social and economic development of the
 

country.
 

23. The level of AID support should not be based on the
 

principle of immediate progress toward phase-out of the entire
 

AIFLD program 	in Guyana. Nonetheless, particular AIFLD projects,
 

including labor education, should be planned on a scale and conducted
 

in a manner that is consistent with Guyanese capability progressively
 

to take over operational and financial responsibility.
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Labor Education
 

24. Subject to AID concurrence, AIFLD should negotiate
 

with TUC a comprehensive plan to develop a more balanced and
 

effective labor education program in Guyana, including leadership
 

training and worker education of the rank and file, through CLC,
 

TUC Education Committee, local unions, or whatever combination 

of institutions they may mutually agree upon. 
 AIFLD should bring
 

to such negotiations and subsequent program development the best
 

of its educational planning and administrative talent to assure
 

a high quality program. (See pp. 46-48 for further suggestions on 

possible elements of an agreed program.)
 

25. AID should consider providing modest additional annual
 

financial support to AIFLD for educational activities to make the
 

achievement of a viable program, as recommended in 24. above,
 

possible. The provision of a reasonable sum of one-time aid to 

develop teaching materials should also be considered.
 

26. AIFLD should continue to bring a limited number of
 

Guyanese to the United States for labor training at Front Royal
 

(and,where appropriate, to special courses as
such labor economics
 

at other institutions). Particular attention should be given to
 

training of younger men with superior leadership potential, parti

cularly from the larger and more important unions and union branJies. 

Vocational Education 

27. AID and AIFLD should give further consideration to
 

the desirability of instituting at Guyana Industrial Training
 

Center a second shift rrogram for the upgrading of skills of
 

existing skilled workmen. This might best be approached on a one
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or two skills at 
a time basis rather than the launching of a new
 
major program. (Note: The current plan to 
retrain railroad
 

workers, while useful, should not be confused with a program to
 
upgrade existing skilled workers 
in their present trades.)
 

28. 
 AID and A'FLD should consider the desirability of
 
further assistance to Guyana in the field of vocational education.
 
A useful starting point might be a project to assist the Ministry
 

of Labor 
to assess current deficiencies 
in and future needs for
 
skilled workers, together with study of possible means 
of rational
izing various training programs (including vocational schools,
 

GITC and apprenticeship programs) 
to best meet such needs.
 

Social Proiects
 

29. AID and AIFLD should give consideration to the desira!-il

ity of revital izing social projects, either through AIFLD 
impact
 
projects or 
various forms of AID financing. Study of the 
feasib
ility of assisting sugar workers, particularly with un'on halls,
 

is suggested.
 

30. Proposals for housing projects for higher paid unionists 
should be given 
less emphasis and should be balanced with considera

tion of means of benefiting lower-paid workers with respect 
to
 

either housing problems or other essential needs.
 

31. Particular efforts should be made to look 'r oppor

tunities to support projects 
that may promote better relations
 

among working people of different ethnic groups.
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Management of AIFLD/G Proqram
 

32. AIFLD should considerably revise its Country Labor
 

Plan procedures 
to make them a more real istic and effective tool
 

of program planning and of program negotiation with the AID Mission.
 

33. There should be full consultation between USAID/G and
 

AIFLD/G at all points 
in program planning and budgeting for the
 

AIFLD/G program in order to achieve greater mutual 
understanding
 

of objectives and to enhance the possibilities of program agreement 

at local level. Where this cannot be achieved, problems should be
 

referred to Washington for resolution, and there should be efforts on
 

both sides to avoid involving the Government of Guyana in differences
 

between them.
 

34. There should be clarification of the role of AID moni

toring (whether through the Labor Technical Officer or otherwise)
 

to assure that it is consistent with a mcnitoring function, that the
 

role of this function is well understood by AIFLD/G, anJ that it
 

does not involve conflicts with AIFLD/G responsibilities in program
 

direction.
 

35. The staffing pattern of AIFLD/G needs 
to be reconsidered
 

in the 
light of future program plans to assure that adequate and
 

effective assistance 
is provided for accounting and administrative
 

support of the CPD. 
 In this respect, we consider that needs 
can 

be effectively met through local hiring without requiring a second 

American position. 

36. A particular effort needs to be made by AID/W and AIFLD/W
 

to 
restore an atmosphere of mutual confidence and effective working
 

relations between their respective offices in Guyana.
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CHAPTER II 

THE CONTEXT OF THE AIFLD PROGRAM 

A. Political, Economic and Social Background 

1. The present government came to power in elections held
 

in December 1968. Under its constitution, which provides for 
a
 

parliamentary system of government, the government will hold office
 

for five years. However, also under its parliamentary system,
 

new elections could be called before that 
time by action of the
 

Parliament.
 

2. The political scene is dominated by two major parties-

the Peoples National Congress (PNC) and the Peoples Progressive
 

Party (PPP); a third, the United Force (UF), plays a minor role.
 

In the 1968 elections the PNC won thirty seats, 
the PPP nineteen 

seats arid the UF four seats in the fifty-three-member Parl iament. 

Both the PNC and the PPP are labor-based parties. 

3. The incumbent PNC government headed by Linden Forbes
 

Burnham as Prime Minister (he is on leave from his position as
 

President of the Guyana Labor Union while serving 
as Prime Minister)
 

is dedicated to democratic principles with socialist overtones.
 

The PNC has indicated its intention to deal and trade with 
the East
 

as well as the West and is sympathetic to the "third world" or
 

"unal igned" posture. 

4. The PPP, the principal opposition, is led by Cheddi Jagan,
 

an avowed communist, bitterly anti-American.
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5. The UF, also in the opposition, is a business party
 

endorsing free enterprise capitalism and in a difFicult position
 

in making common cause with the PPP.
 

6. On February 23, 1970, the ties with Great Britain
 

were severed (except for membership in the British Commonwealth)
 

and the country adopted the name of the Cooperative Republic
 

of Guyana. Exactly what the term "Cooperative" means beyond
 

stimulation of the cooperative movement and greater 
inclusion of
 

the people in exploitation of the country's natural riches is not
 

clearly known at 
the moment. That the labor movement and other
 

national institutions probably will be more deeply involved in
 

cooperative endeavors is indicated but the mechanisms by which
 

this will be achieved have not been disclosed in any detail.
 

7. Two spectres hover in the wings of the political scene.
 

The first is that there is a racial division between the two major
 

parties. The PNC is predominantly African while the PPP is pre

dominantly East Indian. Racial animosities have been deep and
 

bitter in the past and on occasion have flared into violence and
 

bloodshed. The Prime Minister has been trying to soften this
 

racial polarization by including East Indians in Government activities
 

and by other means but the effectiveness of these measures remains
 

to be tested.
 

8. The second spectre is the claim by Venezuela to a large
 

area of presently Guyanese territory. Border incidents have occurred.
 

A resort to force by Venezuela would pose an almost insuperable
 
problem for the Guyanese Government./
 

/I 	The accord recently signed between Guyana and Venezuela appears
 
to have placed this problem in abeyance.
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9. Economically, Guyana has been experiencing steady
 

growth for the past five years. 
 The GNP in real terms has grown
 

at a rate of about five per cent per year and may show a level
 

somewhere between six and seven 
per cent in 1969 when the final
 

data become available. The domestic price trend has been steadily
 

upward but at a tolerable average annual 
rate of about two to three
 

per cent. Labor unrest diminished sharply during 1969 but the 
impor

tant negotiations on 
a new contract in the sugar industry have not
 

been completed and could be the source of 
labor unrest in 1970. /1
 

10. 
 Sugar, bauxite and rice provide something over 80 per
 

cent of Guyana's export earnings. Earnings from all 
three sources
 

have been favorable and combined with a policy of fiscal 
and
 

monetary restraint havu kept the Guyanese dollar 
firm.
 

11. In consequence, the government has 
not been faced with
 

the need to adopt restrictive domestic economic policies which
 

might serve to limit the freedom of the unions 
in their organizational
 

or collective bargaining activities. Additionally, the close per

sonal and professional ties existing between the 
trade union leaders
 

and many officials of the government probably tend to give the
 

unions 
a somewhat freer hand than they might otherwise enjoy. The
 

present union leadership seems 
to be trying to maintain a cooperative
 

yet independent posture Far as the government
so is concerned.
 

12. In the offing there is a bill pending before the
 

Legislature, the Trade Disputes Bill, 
which may have a far reaching
 

effect on collective bargaining. No one could provide us 
with
 

the exact text of the bill although it has been under discussion
 

/1 A strike was called as 
we left Guyana and subsequently settled.
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between government, labor, and employer representatives for more
 

than a year. It appears to be patterned somewhat on 
the Trinidad
 
and Tobago Industrial Stabilization A~ct and will 
impose some degree
 

of compulsory arbitration.
 

13. Opinion regarding the bill 
is mixed. Government and
 
business circles generally favor it while 
labor leaders generally,
 

but not unanimously, oppose 
it. Labor leaders favoring the bill
 
base t:heir position on the opinion that it would 
serve to prevent
 

a recurrence of 
the wave of wildcat strikes which plagued Guyana
 
in 1968. In addition it is reported that the proposed 
law includes
 
a provision for the establishment of 
some 
form of the "agency" or
 
"union" shop which 
some union leaders consider an adequate com

pensation for the compulsory arbitration features.
 

14. 
 Guyana, while enjoying the advantage of a very high
 
(probably close to 90 per cent) literacy rate, faces serious
 
problems arising from a lack of trained and skilled workers and
 
a high rate of unemployement, variously estimated at 
15 to 20 per
 
cent. Thee government recently put 
into limited effect a National
 

Insurance Scheme (NIS), 
a social 
security plan, which eventually
 

will cover 
industrial accident, sickness, maternity, dependent
 

and old age benefits. The 
labor movement is represented on the
 
Board of the NIS. Although the economy 
is growing, inequities in
 
the distribution of this growth 
remain. 
 Housing and medicasl faci

lities remain in short supply.
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B. Overall U,S. Obiectives in Guyana
 

15. The U.S. objectives in their broadest terms are to
 

assist Guyana 
in achieving a viable economy and a democratically
 

oriented society reflected in an effective government freely
 

chosen by the Guyanese people.
 

16. The objectives of the AID program in Guyana as stated
 

in the 1970 budget presentation were as follows:
 

"AID is attempting to assist the Government of Guyana

in its efforts 
to promote the social and economic

integration of its major racial groups and to lay
the base of self-sustaining economic growth.'
 

17. Against this background of broad U.S. objectives the
 
labor program spells 
out specific objectives and activities related
 

to reduction of unemployment through skill 
training and upgrading
 

through the mechanism of the Guyana Industrial Training Center
 

(GITC) and the fostering of a democratically oriented, independent
 

and responsible trade union movement 
through the facilities of the
 

Critchlow Labor College (CLC), 
lower level labor education courses
 

and labor-related social projects.
 

C. Review of the Guyanese Labor Movement
 

18. The background and origins of the Guyanese labor 
move

ment differ from others 
in Latin America 
in certain essential
 

respects.
 

19. 
 Whereas most of the other national labor movements of
 
Latin America at 
their start had a strong infusion of European socialist,
 

communist, and anarchist philosophies, the Guyanese labor movement
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was a creation of the British labor movement and consequently
 

British socialism played a stronger doctrinal role. For many
 

years the principal support and tutelage of Guyanese trade
 

unionism came 
from the British and Canadian labor movements. Al

though there had been contacts between the U.S. and Guyanese labor
 

movements prior to that time, substantial assistance from the U.S.
 

to Guyanese labor did not begin until AIFLD became operative in
 

1962. British and Canadian help in the meantime had decreased leaving
 

the U.S. labor movement and AIFLD as Guyanese labor's major foreign
 

support.
 

20. With few exceptions the Guyanese labor leaders are
 

warmly attached to the U.S. labor movement. They feel that the
 

AFL-CIO gave them help when they needed 
it most and a substantial
 

number are graduates of various AIFLD courses. The present Labor
 

Minister is a graduate of Front Royal. 
 They are nationalistic
 

(in the best sense of the word) but seem strongly convinced of the 

merits of international cooperation in the labor movement. While
 

these leaders want to cooperate with the present government they
 

also voiced the opinion that in order to do this effectively the
 

trade union movement must remain independent of government.
 

21. The Trade Union Council (TUC), with its affiliated
 

unions, is by far the largest organized non-government institution
 

in Guyana. It is democratically oriented and has strong ties and
 

associations with the U.S., British, and Canadian trade union
 

movements. 
 It is also one of the places where Africans and East
 

Indians not only have a community of interest but seem able to 
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cooperate with one another in an effective manner. 
 To what extent
 

this may be effective in reducing race polarization and breaking
 

the emotional commitment of rank and file membership of the communist
 

led PPP is not readily measurable. However, the TUC is an insti

tution in which racial polarization has been reduced, at least to
 

some extent.
 

22. The TUC is weak on several counts. Although on a
 

basis of estimated membership of some 40,000 /1 in a labor force
 

of about 175,000 it appears that over 20 per cent of the workers
 

are organized, the picture 
is spotty. While t:e larger activities
 

such as sugar and mining are substantially organized, union member

ship in other activities, construction, for example, is estimated
 

to be as little as 5 per cent or less.
 

23. The relatively small scale establishment predominates
 

in Guyana and this type of enterprise is traditionally difficult
 

and costly to organize. This situation plus the liberal provisions
 

of the Guyanese law governing the organization of unions encourages
 

proliferation of small unions. According to 
the Directory of Trade
 

Unions (September 1969), of the 37 unions listed, 28 
or about 75
 

per cent have individual claimed membership of less than 1,000 and
 

of these 23 claim membership of less than 500 each. 
 Only two unions,
 

the rival pro-Jagan General Agricultural Workers' Union (GAWU) and
 

the TUC-affiliated Manpower Citizens' Association (MPCA) claim
 

membership of 10,000 or more, /1
 

/1 Statistics on union membership are extremely shaky. 
 In
 
particular the membership figures 
of the rival sugar workers'
 
unionsappear to be little more than claims. 
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24. A third weakness lies in th lack of professional
 

preparation of the leadership, most especially at the lower 
or local
 

union level of leadership. Most of the top leadership has received
 

training either in the U.S., England, or Canada. These men are
 

well-informed and competent. 
A second level is being reached, if
 

perhaps insufficiently, through the Critchlow Labor College. 
 At
 

the 
local and shop steward levels, however, a gap exists. 
 The
 

handling of grievances and interpretation of collective contract
 

provisions is a complex task and there 
is a scarcity of qualified
 

personnel to fill 
these posts. The top leadership is fully aware
 

of this deficiency and is trying to solve 
it Ly means of local
 

seminars and courses 
in which these people can participate without
 

having 
to take time off from their jobs. However, the sheer
 

numbers involved and resources required pose serious problems. 

25. Finally, the unions are financially weak. This is
 

not surprising in a low-wage scale area 
for the simple reason
 

that 
the rank and file of the membership cannot afford to pay more
 

than minimal dues and sometimes cannot pay even these.
 

26. In spite of these weaknesses there was 
near unanimity
 

of opinion among persons from all 
sectors of the society with whom
 

the evaluation team spoke that 
the labor movement is a significant
 

political and economic 
force in the Guyanese society. Because of
 

its multi-racial composition 
it may ameliorate, in some degree at
 

least, the racial polarization within the country. 
 Additionally,
 

it is represented 
on a variety of official boards and commissions
 

such as 
the National Planning Council, Guyana Development Corpora

tion, National Insurance Board, etc., 
giving it a voice in national
 

policy and decis ion-making. 
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27. Neither the Communist Party nor the Communist Labor
 

Movement is a recognized legal entity in Guyana. The PPP 
is
 

headed by an avowed communist. Whether the rank and file of
 

the PPP know or cares very much about communist political dogma
 

is unclear but the fact is that the charismatic Dr. Jagan has
 

been able in the past to command at least a substantial part of
 

its loyalty. The labor arm of the party, 
the GAWU, is the spearhead
 

of the communist effort in labor. 
 The GAWU collects only nominal
 

dues and is more interested in maintaining a roster of membership
 

than in developing a full scale union organization. Its base is 

in the East Indian sugar workers and it represents a continuing
 

challenge to the democratically-oriented MPCA. Racial, rather
 

than ideological considerations, probably constitute the basic 

cleavage. Nevertheless, the communist element 
is active and militant
 

and constitutes a force against which the legitimate unions must
 

maintain a running struggle, not only among the sugar workers but
 

in the other areas as well.
 

D. Labor Programs in Guyana Other Than AIFLD
 

28. While the great preponderance of activity in the labor
 

field from overseas organizations is concentrated 
in the AiFLD 

program, the U.S. Agency for International Development (AID) and 

several of the international agencies such as the International 

Labor Organization (ILO) and the Inter-American Development Bank
 

(IDB) have active programs on labor matters or have had such
 

programs in the recent past.
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29. Under its participant training program USAID/G has
 

sent from FY 1956 to FY 1968 35 Guyanese to the United States
 

for training in the labor field. Seven of these were from the
 

Ministry of Labor and Social Security and 27 from the TUC, and one
 

from the personnel department of a company. A TUC participant was
 

sent by USAID/G to the International Manpower Institute in 1969;
 

in addition to his post as Secretary General of his union, he is 

now serving as the head of the TUC Education Committee.
 

30. Also, under USAID/G auspices over the past three and
 

a half years, three technical specialists have been assigned to
 

Guyana for varying tours of duty ranging 
from two to six months.
 

One of these, a Manpower Adviser, assisted in planning the First
 

tripartite conference on manpower training ever held 
in Guyana.
 

A second, an Occupational Guidance Adviser, assisted 
in developing
 

a system of testing and counselling for young applicants at the
 

Guyana Industrial Training Center. The third, an Employment Services
 

Adviser, was detailed to assist the Employment Service Section of
 

the Ministry of Security on
Labor and Social the development of
 

operating procedures, job descriptions and an occupational classi

fication system. The specialists were supplied by the U.S. Depart

ment of Labor International Technical Assistance Corps (DOLITAC)
 

under a contractual arrangement with AID.
 

31. Relations between Guyana and the ILO have been good
 

and Guyana has received some technical assistance from it. An ILO
 

technician in skill training played an important role in the creation
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of the GITC. It appears that the original concept of the Critchlow
 

Labor College was drawn on a somewhat modest scale. An ILO
 

technician was an important factor in changing this concept of the
 

institution from that of an "Institute" to that of a "College"
 

with the higher academic level implied by the name. This action
 

has had a profound effect both on cost and operations. The only 

current ILO project is that of an expert on social security adminis

tration working with the Ministry of Labor and Social Security on 

a one-year assignment during 1970. Not yet firm but under considera

tion is a plan of the Government of Guyana to avail itself of.three 

training grants at the ILO training center in Turin, Italy for 

three men who, after the Turin course, will be assigned to the staff
 

of the GITC.
 

32. Guyana is not yet a member of the Organization of
 

American States (OAS). Nevertheless, Labor Minister Carrington
 

attended the Third Inter-American Conference of Ministers of Labor 

in Washington in October of 1969 as an observer. Guyana has already
 

implemented many of the recommendations of previous conferences
 

through its encouragement of cooperatives, credit unions arid the
 

inclusion of labor representation on national planning boards and
 

councils.
 

33. Guyanese labor has extensive affiliations with the
 

international labor movement. The TUC is affiliated with and active
 

in the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU),
 

the Inter-American Regional Organization of Workers (ORIT) and
 

the Carribean Congress of Labor (CCL). Additionally, corresponding
 

individual Guyanese unions are affiliated with the following inter

national Trade Secretariats (ITS):
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Public Service International (PSI)
 

International Transport Federation (ITF)
 

International Metal Workers' Federation (IMWF)
 

Postal Telephone and Telegraph International (PTTI)
 

International Federation of Plantation Agricultural

and Allied Workers (IFPAAW)
 

34. The ITS generally have limited financial resources for
 

assistance programs, but do manage some limited action in the form
 

of advisory services and an occasional seminar. At the time of the
 

visit of the evaluation team the PTTI was just completing a seminar
 

using the facilities of the CI.C.
 

35. Although there is no recognized Social Christian political
 

party, there is a small but active Christian Trade Union group,
 

especially active in the rural areas. One small union of some
 

1,100 claimed membership, the Guyana Farmers and Workers' Union
 

(GFWU), 
is affiliated with the Latin American Confederation of
 

Christian Trade Unionists (CLASC). Just how much assistance, finan

cial and other, the GFWU is receiving from CLASC is not known.
 

36. The GAWU is affiliated with the communist World Federation
 

of Trade Unions (WFTU), but again the extent of the assistance GAWU
 

is receiving from this source is not known.
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CHAPTER III
 

THE AIFLD COUNTRY PROGRAM
 

A. Objectives
 

1. The stated objectives of AIFLD/G are set forth as
 

follows in the 1968 Country Labor Program for Guyana: /1
 

"The primary goal of the AIFLD in Guyana is to support

and assist the one element in the society which is
 
militant in the cause of freedom, democracy, and
 
economic and social progress--the trade union movement...
 
The 	secondary goals...(are):
 

"1. To reinforce the image of the Guyana Trades
 
Union Council as a responsible spokesman
 
for Guyana labor.
 

"2. To develop trade3 union solidarity through
 
programs that reflect the sincere desire of
 
the TUC to better the lives of workers.
 

"3. To channel the energies of the movement in
 
the developmeit of the country.
 

"4. To encourage a continuation of labor's policy
 
of no political alignments.
 

"5. 	To aid specific unions as a means of bolstering

the entire movement."
 

B. Historical Development
 

2. There has been a considerable history of fraternal
 

relations between the labor movement of Guyana and 
that of the
 

United States. Even prior to the establishment of AIFLD, contacts
 

were developed and counsel and assistance were provided to the
 

Guyanese labor movement.
 

/1 	The 
1970 plan contains a similar but more abbreviated statement.
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3. AIFLD as such made its first substantial impact on the 

Guyana labor movement in 1962, when eight Guyanese labor leaders 

participated in the Washington training course held from June to 

September 1962. 
 These men were mostly senior officials of
 

unions covering the bulk of organized urban and rural workers in
 

Guyana. Three others were sent later courses in 1962
to or 1963;
 

three in 1965; and one in 1967. In addition one was sent to a nine

month labor economist course in 1968.
 

4. The AIFLD office in Guyana was established in the spring
 

of 1965. Almost concurrently with its organization it embarked
 

upon what have been its three main projects in Guyana to date:
 

(a) workers' education through the Critchlow Labor
 

Institute (now Critchlow Labor College) and the TUC;
 

(b) establishment of the Guyana Industrial Training
 

Center; and
 

(c) development of a cooperative housing program under
 

the aegis of the TUC.
 

During the entire life of AIFLD/G, these have been its major program
 

activities.
 

5. AIFLD also engaged during the period 1966-69 
in seven
 

AIFLD impact projects and eight AID-AIFLD small social pro>ects in
 

various parts of the country.
 

6. Table I presents a breakdown of AIFLD's expenses during
 

the years 1965-69 according to object and source of funds.
 



TABLE I - EXPENDITURES OF A!FLD/G PROGRAM 
BY OBJECT AND SOURCE OF FUNDS 
(1965-69 and estimated 1970)

(in U.S. dul| rs) 

USAID Funds AFL-CIO Funds 

YEAR Total 
Basic Prog. 
Expenses 

Labor 
Educ. 

GITC Bldg. 
Construc. 

Other GITC 
Expenses 

Small 
Projects Total 

Impact Pro-
ject Funds 

Housing 
Loan Funds 

1965 $54,647 $51,204 $3,443 - - - $1,575 

1966 136,814 116,092 8,834 $5,500 $5,749 $639 

1967 239,032 152,528 12,383 34,830 35,705 3,586 2,082 

1968 418,523 122,559 35,321 122,791 126,935 10,917 4,931 

1969 235,581 65,833 20,148 - 149,600 -

TOTAL $1,084,597 $508,216 $80,129 $163,121 $317,989 $15,142 $702,188 $8,588 $693,600 

1970 
Est - II 
mated $128,000 $56,000 $22,000 - $50,000 -

I/ This is a minimum figure which does not fully take into account probable expenses arising from
 
extension of the services of the U.S. administrator (advisor) at Guyana Industrial Training Center. 

Source: Information on USAID-funded expenses compiled from accounting records of AIFLD/W
other data from A IFLD/G.
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C. Guyanese Receptivity to Program
 

7. There is no question that AIFLD, together with the
 

AFL-CIO, have earned in Guyana considerable good will and respect,
 

both for the American labor movement generally and for the United
 

States.
 

8. Almost every labor leader of consequence in Guyana has
 

visited the United States and met with American labor leaders-

either in connection with attendance at 
the AIFLD Front Royal
 

course or under AID or other programs. Members of the evaluation
 

team were frequently shown with pride photographs of Guyanese
 

leaders meeting with American labor leaders and--in the case of
 

those who attended the 1962 class--treasured photos of handshakes
 

with President Kennedy.
 

9. The Prime Minister (himself a labor union president on
 

leave from his union) has had a long and friendly association with
 

the AFL-CIO.
 

10. Other major leaders of Guyanese labor indicated to the
 

evaluation team on repeated occasions that the support they
 

received from AIFLD was of much greater value than what 
they had
 

received from the British TUC. These comments were not elicited
 

by the evaluation team--the Guyanese took the initiative to make
 

the point. One leader stated that he had had training in the
 

United States, Britain, and Germany, and found the American
 

approach decidedly most useful and relevant to Guyana problems.
 

11. The trade union movement has provided major suDport 
for
 

the present government.
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12. We believe that 
the weight of evidence is that the
 
American labor movement continues to play a highly useful role
 
in strengthening democratic forces and 
ideals in Guyana and the
 

friendliness of Guyana towards the United States.
 

13. The labor movement is the largest and most 
influential
 
organized movement 
in Guyana, and practically the only important
 
group with inter-racial 
leadership, supporting the present goveri-:ment.
 

14. We believe that 
the strong desire of Guyana political
 
and labor leaders to maintain their prestige with 
international
 

labor movements and with AFL-CIO 
is a constructive force in
 
maintaining a democratic form of government. 
 Continued AIFLD'
 

representation 
in Guyana and tangible support from AIFLD have
 

substantial value in sustaining this keen 
interest in co-Itinued
 

alignment with labor 
movements in the free world.
 

15. . We are 
aware that serious concerns 
have been expressed
 
that AIFLD's position that 
labor unions should maintain their
 

independence of government may be 
inconsistent with political
 

realities in Guyana. 
 We have found, however, no ideological
 
disagreement within Guyana to the principle 
that unions ought to
 
be independent of government. 
 The leader of 
one union stated:
 

"We do not want to see 
the labor movement emasculated by political
 

patronage."
 

16. Under the realities of Guyana life, it is true that 
govern
ment and labor are closely allied 
in terms of political, economic
 
and social 
objectives, personal friendships, and other 
common interests.
 
They are reciprocally much more directly susceptible 
to pressure, the
 
one from the other. Under such circumstances, AIFLD may well 
at
 
times voice concern that the 
labor movement is compromising its
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independence in 
one way or another. 
 We do not believe that this
 
is harmful. Guyanese labor 
leaders are articulate and well able 
to
 

take on AIFLD 
in ideological discussions.
 

17. Furthermore, 
it should be recognized that another keystone
 
of AIFLD ideology, also shared by Guyanese 
labor leaders, is the
 
"solidarity" of the 
free labor movement. As indicated below in
 
greater detail, TUC leadership of constituent unions and union
 
leadership of 
the rank and 
file are often imperfect. Most strikes
 
have been wildcat. 
 AIFLD stress on solidarity of the union move
ment can be 
a constructive force in stabilizing labor relations and
 
achieving a more effective relationship between labor 
leadership
 

at various levels and with 
the rank and file.
 

18. 
 Finally, a continuing dialogue between American and
 
Guyanese labor 
can be very helpful as 
a factor influencing the
 
economic philosophy and investment climate of 
the country during
 
these critical early years of 
independence. Guyanese labor 
leader
ship (and thus political as well) 
has been greatly conditioned
 
by the moderate socialistic ideas of British 
trade unionism. In
 
consequence, there 
is a heavy emphasis on "socialism" in the 
sense
 
of 
stressing the importance of a sharing by the common man 
in the
 
fruits of 
the country's production. The importance of the public
 
sector is accepted as 
a matter of course, but is tempered as in
 
Britain by a recognition of 
the vital role the private sertor 
can play
 
as well. 
 More recently, -this socialist 
tradition and other factors
 
have given impetus to the policy, embraced in the concept of 
a
 
'Cooperative Republic," cf 
a cooperative sector 
as a third sector in
 
the country's economy. 
 Against this background, American 
labor
 
philosophy can contribute some 
further 
healthy inputs. Perhaps
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most central is the concept that labor should concentrate as much
 

in enlarging the size of the pie as in seeking a larger share of
 

the existing one. In this respect, ideas such as cooperation
 

with management and government in improving productivity, responsib

ility in avoiding unnecessary work stoppages, and the necessity
 

in collective bargaining to take account of the needs of the country 

and of industry for stability and growth can all have significant 

value. 

D. Labor Education 

19. The core of AIFLD's program to promote the development
 

of a strong free democratic labor movement in Guyana has been and
 

is labor education. It is useful for discussion to consider labor
 

education in three tiers: 

(a) education of top leadership in the U.S.;
 

(b) education for middle and lower level leedership;
 

(c) education of rank and file.
 

Education of Top Leadership in the U.S.
 

20. Since 1962, AIFLD has provided opportunities for
 

fifteen Guyanese labor leaders or potential labor leaders to parti

cipate in training at Front Royal. Of these, at the time of their
 

courses, four were presidents of their unions; ten held other
 

offices in their unions; and one was an ordinary member of a union.
 

21. Appendix I contains a list of these trainees showing
 

their positions when they came to the U.S. for training and their
 

positions today.
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22. Of the four presidents, two remain presidents of their 

unions. 
 One of these, however, is on leave serving as Minister of
 

Labor and Social Security in the Guyanese Government (Winslow
 

Carrington). A third president has stepped down 
to become full

time paid executive director of his now much stronger union, and the
 

fourth president (of a small 
union) has becone an Industrial Rela

tions Officer with the Ministry of Labor,
 

23. Of the ten other officials, eight remain in the labor
 

movement in posts at least as high as those held at 
the time of
 

the course. One of these has already served a term as 
Chairman of
 

the TUC but chose to return to New Amsterdam, where he leads the
 

major union branch in the eastern province of the country. Another
 

rose from Education Office to General Secretary of his union and
 

another from Secretary of his union to Registrar of Critchlow Labor
 

College. Others have returned too recently for 
a change in position
 

to be expected.
 

24. The one ordinary union member sent to Front Royal has
 

remained an ordinary union member.
 

25. On the whole, therefore, it can be concluded that
 

candidates for Front Royal were generally well chosen and as 
a
 

group have subsequently played important roles 
in the Guyanese
 

labor scene.
 

26. While it is therefore evident that in terms of persons
 

selected, the Front Royal courses 
have been well targeted, it is
 

more difficult to determine the extent to which Front Royal 
training
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helped them to become more effective leaders. 
 The following
 

factors are indicative that the training was of substantial benefit: 
(a) All 
five of the trainees whom the evaluation team
 

interviewed agreed that 
it was a very valuable
 

experience. 
 They felt particularly that it
 

assisted them in very practical ways both in
 

bargaining with employers and 
in the organization
 

and conduct of union affairs.
 

(b) Employers expressed to us 
the view that AIFLD
 

training was constructive in broadening 
the horizons
 

of labor, One expressed the view that there was 
a very
 

sharp difference between leaders whose experience was
 

exclusively 
in Guyana and those who had had opportuni

ties for extensive study abroad.
 

(c) Members of the evaluation team were 
impressed on the
 
whole with the knowledgeability of the 
trainees and
 

with attitudes that appeared constructive in terms
 

of the needs of Guyanese labor in particular and the
 

country in general.
 

27. The one candidate sent by AIFLD to the U.S. 
for training 
as a labor economist is now working full time for the largest un;on 
in the country (MPCA), which deals with 
the important sugar, elec
trical and rice 
industries. 
 He is also made available to render
 
service to other unions. He appeared to enjoy 
the confidence of
 
his union president, who had him at his 
right hand during our interview.
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Inasmuch as the union was involved at the time of our visit in major
 

bargaining on wages and fringe benefits with the nation's 
largest
 

employer group (Sugar Planters' Association), the need for the 

staff support of a labor economist was manifest. 

28. At the present time there appears to be little or no 

continuing need of AIFLD training 
in the United States of present
 

top leadership of the Guyana trade union movement. Heads of important
 

unions who have not taken part 
in the AIFLD course have generally
 

received training as participants under the AID technical assis

tance program.
 

29. There is, however, an important continuing need to iden

tify and provide opportunities for AIFLD training to younger men
 

who are 
likely to rise in the movement or who are already important
 

in the leadership of 
large labor branches outside the Georgetown
 

area. 
 The number of suitable candidates is likely to be small.
 

Local Education for Middle and Lower Level 
Leadership
 

30. Since the inception of the AIFLD program in Guyana,
 

education for labor leadership within the country has been centered
 

in Critchlow Labor Institute, founded on 
May 1, 1965, and changed
 

to Critchlow Labor College in October 1967. During the early
 

period of Critchlow Labor Institute, AIFLD largely provided the
 

funds for its operation. In 1969, it provided about $17,750 to
 

the College; the total expenses of the College were 
$37,000,
 

exclusive of mortgage payments. The newly completed College building
 

includes an administrative block housing both CLC and TUC head

quarters, three classrooms, a large auditorium and foyer, 
a kitchen
 

and cafeteria. A dormitory and library facility 
is planned.
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31. The following is a record of the number of labor
 

education courses given by Critchlow Institute (College) during
 

past years:
 

Year No. of Courses No. of Students No. of Class Hrs.
 

1965 5 123 n.a,
 

1966 6 
 128 n.a.
 

1967 n.a. n.a. n.a.
 

1968 13 376 
 648
 

1969 18 
 485 704
 

1970 20 550 962
 
(proposed)/l
 

Courses vary in length from week-end seminars to three-month courses.
 

32. The $17,750 spent by AIFLD in 1969 went to pay for
 

scholarships (bursaries) of 400 students attending labor courses.
 

Normally AIFLD will pay for only twenty-five students per class
 

and only for labor courses. In addition to labor courses, CLC also
 

gave in 1969 five evening courses in business management, public
 

speaking, local government, and social studies. These courses are
 

open to trade unionists and non-trade unionists alike, although
 

the former are in the majority.
 

33. The effectiveness of the labor courses offered at Critchlow
 

is difficult to measure. No attempts have as yet been made to intro

duce formal measurement. The evaluators did, however, discuss this
 

at length with the college administration, which indicated strong
 

interest in developing an evaluation system. The lack of any such
 

/1 According to ProAg dated February 10, 1970, and excluding

Four proposed public lectures.
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system to date they attributed to the short period of the College's
 

existence and the problems involved in organizing the college and
 

developing its initial program.
 

34. Our evaluation at this time, therefore, must be made on
 

the basis of views expressed to us in interviews and available
 

data on course content.
 

35. 	 On the plus side may be listed the following factors:
 

(a) 	Without exception labor leaders described the courses
 

as useful and said that their members had benefited
 

from them. The General Secretary of the TUC, for
 

example, stated that before AIFLD entered Guyana,
 

labor education had "no real meaning" and only occasional
 

courses were given. Labor education was credited with
 

strengthening the stability of unions; increasing the
 

ability of members of the labor movement to express
 

themselves; and in contributing to reduction in
 

wildcat strikes.
 

(b) The argument with respect to reduction of strikes (most
 

of which are wildcat, though unions frequently make
 

them "official'lcan be supported by the following dat6:
 

Year No. of Strikes Man-days I.ost
 

1965 146 137,098
 

1967 170 150,000
 

1968 136 306,000
 

1969 129 38,000
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Some observers, however, 
look 
to other factors
 

than labor education as 
more important 
in the reduc

tion. These 
include efforts by the Government to
 
achieve labor peace 
in the interest of the national
 

economy; however, it can well be argued that better
 

union leadership, trained to ,naintain greater discipline
 

and to deal 
more effectively with grievances, made 
it
 
possible for labor 
to cooperate more effectively with
 
Government and business 
in avoiding work stoppages.
 
A representative of a mining company attributed 
improvement
 
in his company to a change in cor9pany pol icy by utilizing 
the union as a channel to inform its workers instead of 
holding of direct management meetings with workers.
 

At the time of the evaluation team visit, a major strike
 
developed 
in the sugar industry, which will 
undoubtedly
 

reverse the decline, at 
least in man-days lost, 
in 1970.
 
Our judgment is that education may be biting somewhat
 
into the problem by helping 
to reduce the number of
 
strikes developed over inconsequential causes. 
 With
 
respect to major 
issues, its effect 
is less likely to
 
be noticed 
in terms of man-days 
lost than more intangibly
 

in terms of the manner in which strike action is conducted 
end settlements 
are reached.
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(c) 	Members of management interviewed take a friendly view
 

toward the labor education program and believe 
it has
 

been useful in training union leadership--though 
some
 

would say this impact 
is barely, if at all, discernible.
 

The advocacy by some CLC professors of union represen

tation on boards of directors appears to concern some
 

while others take the view of 
"let them talk" and
 

criticized the program mainly on 
ground of low and
 

confused intellectual calibre of the 
institution.
 

(d) 	Participants in courses, to the 	 limited extent we were 

able 	to 
talk with them, felt they had benefited from
 

the training. 
 They were not, however, very articulate
 

in explaining how. 
To those in lower echelons parti

cularly, attendance provides a form of prestige and a
 

variation from their work routine. 
37. The following factors are suggestive of material weak

nesses in the Critchlow program: 

(a) 	The quality of 
labor education available at Critchlow
 

Labor College appears to be lower than in other AIFLD

supported educational programs with which we are
 

famil iar. There appears to be a dearth of 
textbooks
 

and other course materials. 
 AIFLD's Spanish materials
 

are, of course, of no value. 
 In this respect, we
 

understand that AIFLD has 
a program to develop
 

materials in English for 
the Carribean area but 
this
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has been stalled for lack of funds. Overall course
 

planning seems to leave much to be desired. Instruc

tion appears to be left essentially to instructors,
 

drawn from a variety of sources on a part-time basis,
 

who are not of uniformly high quality. Courses are
 

frequently described as being too philosophical and
 

insufficiently practical. In short, there does not
 

exist the evidence of careful programming and pro

fessional teaching that we fo-ind in Brazil and Honduras.
 

(b) 	There was a general feeling that CLC courses were.
 

pitched too high. This was stated both by labor
 

leaders and other observers. In consequence, it is
 

felt that unions have too few people to send who can
 

really benefit. This feeling was particularly strong
 

in the two major unions (well over half TUC membership)
 

whose strength lies mainly outside the Georgetown area--


MPCA (sugar estates) and the GM1U (mines).
 

(c) 	Concommitantly, it was felt that labor education in
 

the field was being neglected. Labor leaders considered
 

that more needed to be done for shop stewards and other
 

minor officials or potential officials at the local level.
 

(d) 	While it is claimed by TUC and CLC that East Indians 

participate proportionately in the program, enrollment 

records that we examined for a sampling of courses 

suggest they are much in the minority, although they 
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constitute half of the 
labor force of the country.
 

The MPCA (the largest union, of which the majority
 

of members are East Indians), supports CLC but
 

observed that the TUC divides things up among
 

unions and the large 
ones get proportionately
 

less than others.
 

(e) 	There is substantial feeling that CLC was
 

conceived as an overly ambitious project.
 

38. Considering all 
of these factors our judgment is
 

that the net effect of CLC is constructive but that much more.
 

needs to be done 
to achieve 
a balanced and effective labor
 

education program. It is encouraging to note that the leader

ships of both TUC and CLC recognize in large measure current
 

weaknesses and 
the need to fashion a more effective institution.
 

Local Education of Rank and File
 

39. AIFLD/G has attempted to carry out with the Trade
 

Union Council, through its 
Education Committee, a program
 

of workers' education at the "grass roots." 
 For this purpose
 

AIFLD has a mobile unit for travel 
into rural and mining areas.
 

This is equipped with transformer, projector and screen, 
tent
 

and cots, and other items to permit the program to be carried
 

into areas lacking electrical Dower and other amenities.
 

40. This activity was never 
strong and has essentially
 

dried up in consequence of a lapse of the TUC Education Committee into
 

relative inactivity during the course of 
1969. Some individual
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unions do conduct education of their workers 
in the field, but
 

this appears 
to be slim and without TUC's support or guidance.
 

41. Owing to the inactivity of the program of workers'
 

education of the rank and file, the evaluation team has not found
 

much to evaluate. From such reports as 
we have been able to obtain,
 

its effectiveness has been 
limited.
 

42. 
 In our view, an educational program at the grass roots
 

is essential to a balanced worker education program in Guyana.
 

There are further many indications of weaknesses 
in the Guyana
 

labor movement closely linked with 
lack of grass roots education.
 

Management sources indicated to us 
that they felt unions were defi

cient in educating their rank and file. 
 A particular point made
 

was that 
the unions did not have thorough programs of educating
 

their membership or the various 
levels of union officials to the
 

provisions of collective bargaining agreements entered 
into. They
 

also felt that shop stewards 
were often poorly selected and had
 

limited conceptions as to 
their duties and how to discharge them.
 

43. The evaluation team also found that 
there often was a 
gap between union leadership in Georgetown and the rank and file 

in the field. As one source expressed it to us, the rank and file 

likes to lead the leadership. One indication of this is the pre

valence of wildcat strikes, sometimes over issues which do 
not even
 

lie in the field of 
labor union concerns.
 

44. Again it was widely indicated, as mentioned above, that
 

training at Critchlow was 
pitched too high. Collateral to this is
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a lack of basic training in the field to prepare candidates for 

Critchlow and to identify better those who can benefit from it.
 

45. Finally, while Guyanese 
labor statistics have little
 

reliability, one gains the impression that membership growth 
is
 

very slow. This is particularly a problem among the East Indian
 

agricultural workers, who are subject 
to proselytizing by pro

communist labor organizers. 

AIFLD/G Problems with Labor Education Programs
 

46. Inability to achieve an effective program of workers'
 

education for 
the rank and file has been a primary cause for con

cern by AIFLD/G (and AIFLD/W) during 
the past year. A major source
 

of the problem without doubt is the financial strain on TUC to
 

maintain and operate Critchlow Labor College. The budget of 
the
 

College for 1970 is G$102,000 (or U.S.$51,000), of which G$12,968
 

represents mortgage payments. 
 This is not a vast sum when it is
 

considered that the building is also useful to TUC to house 
its
 

own secretariat and other union purposes. 
 However, it is enormous
 

in terms of the small sums TUC can raise through constituent unions
 

of modest membership and low dues.
 

47. In consequence TUC has 
been under pressure to obtain
 

funds 
from every possible source to finance Critchlow. /1 Thus, 

the TUC appears to have followed a pragmatic policy of encouraging
 

the flow of AIFLD funds to Critchlow and discouraging their use
 

/I Indeed a major source is the Government of Guyana, which AIFLD
 
considers tends to compromise TUC independence of government.
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for educational purposes 
in the field. Further, AIFLD feels bitterly
 

that USAID/G has been pushing in the same direction.
 

48. What has actually transpired, however, appears far 

murkier than this simple explanation suggests. The TUC has never
 

abolished 
its Workers' Education Committee or indicated that its
 

functions should not be funded. 
 Further, while in its ProAg with
 

the Guyana Government, USAID/G earmarks workers' education money
 

only for Critchlow and none the TUC
for Education Committee, none

theless in its letters it sometimes indicates
 

that the money can be used either for Critchlow or for the TUC
 

Education Committee.
 

49. For the year 1969, AIFLD/G budgeted the funds allowed
 

it for workers' education ($22,000) as follows:
 

$15,000 for Critchlow
 

$ 5,000 for TUC Education Committee
 

$ 	2,000 for the mobile unit (used by TUC 
Education Committee) 

50. The amount of $15,000 
from AIFLD/G was listed by Critchlow
 

in its budget as an anticipated receipt. 
 By the end of the year,
 

however, AIFLD/G had actually spent 
the money approximately as
 

follows:
 

$17,750 for Critchlow 

$ 2,750 for TUC Education Committee and robile unit 

$ 1,500 	unexpended
 

51. it is very difficult For us to understand why, since
 

AIFLD/G considers the needs for funds 
for workers' education through
 

the TUC Education Committee to be so critical, it agreed to finance
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Critchlow above the level budgeted or why AIFLD/G and TUC somehow
 

could not get together to make use of the unexpended funds.
 

52. One explanation given us 
by the TUC Education Committee
 

is that the method of financing TUC Education Committee projects
 

by AIFLD/G precludes them from drawing the money until after 
the
 

work is performed and expenses 
must be paid. Therefore, it has
 

to seek an advance from the TUC. 
 The TUC in turn, reportedly, has
 

not had available cash 
to provide advances. Whether TUC's 
finances
 

have been consistently so tight, or whether TUC hoped that by 
not
 

making advances to the Committee more AIFLD funds would be directed
 

to Critchlow, is a matter for 
speculation. Both factors 
were probably
 

operative.
 

53. For the year 1970 Critchlow has budgeted $17,500 as
 
expected receipts from AIFLD. 
 This is presumably based on 
its 1969
 

experience rather than any understanding with AIFLD/G. 
 In any event,
 

this would leave a balance of $4,500 in the AIFLD workers' education
 

fund presumably available for the TUC Education Committee Program.
 

Meanwhile, as the evaluation team 
left Guyana, the TUC Education
 

Committee met and agreed to ask TUC for stronger financial support.
 

54. In our view it is unprofitable 
to explore further the
 
intricacies of the actions taken 
or not taken by AIFLD/G, TUC, 

TUC Education Committee, Critchlow, and USAID/G. What clearly
 

emerges 
is that there has not been a sharply defined well-laid-out
 

policy or plan. In consequence, grass roots education of the rank
 
and file appears 
to have been, and to remain, in a state of drift.
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55. We strongly support AIFLD's view that education of
 

the rank and file has been neglected and requires attention.
 

We also sympathize with AIFLD's problems 
to the extent they
 

have been created by conversion of Critchlow Labor 
Institute
 

into a College arid the construction of 
the College building.
 

56. Nonetheless, we 
do not believe that a viable
 

labor education program can be achieved by ignoring the
 

important substantive role of Critchlow Labor 
College as
 

capstone of workers' education within Guyana or by concentrating
 

all substantive attention on 
workers' education for the
 

rank and file.
 

57. In this connection, it needs 
to be emphasized
 

that AIFLD's difficulties with labor education in Guyana by
 

no means began with the building of Critchlow College and
 

the tapering off of activity by the TUC Education Committee.
 

The AIFLD Country Plan for 1968 (prepared in early 1967)
 

contains the following statements, among others, that suggest
 

how long-standing the problems have been:
 

"The CLI has not functioned as well as desired. 
. 

. . . the failure to establish standards for performance
 

for the instructors, who are not 
necessarily them

selves 
trained in AIFLD organizing techniques, has
 

undoubtedly hindered the program 
. . .
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"The problems of the CLI 
are extremely difficult to
 

rectify by direct AIFLD action. . .
 Although arrangements
 

were made for consultation and jointly-arrived at decisions,
 

the TUC gradually took over the decision-making in several
 

important areas, e.g., the selection of students and the
 

selection of instructors. . .
 

". . . More thought should be given to directing the instruc

tion to meet the problem areas of the union movement and of
 

industrial relations generally 
rather than simply to rehash
 

the history of the Caribbean labor movement and similar 
topics.
 

". . . The Education Committee, which consists of eighteen
 

persons, is the 
largest TUC Committee, with no decision

making powers. This makes it in fact 
a well attended
 

debating society. . .'
 

58. All of these problems persist today, and strongly
 

suggest the lack of a concerted and professional plan to develop
 

an efficient 
labor education system supported by effective teaching
 

resources.
 

Future Prospects
 

59. Inadequate as the development of labor education in
 

Guyana has been, 
there are solid reasons for believing that an
 

effective, realistic and balanced program 
is achievable.
 

60. On the Guyanese side the evaluation team has found
 

widespread recognition both of inadequacies of the Critchlow Labor
 

College program and of the serious lack of effort at the grass roots
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both 	for basic workers' education and to provide a feeder 
into
 

Critchlow. On the labor side this view was 
expressed by both the
 
President and Vice President of the TUC, and the views of other 
leaders were generally supporting and in no case conflicting. The
 
Minister of Labor expressed the view that CLC 
is at 	the "saturation
 

point" and that to 
develop workers' education programs feed
to 


into 	CLC the 
"TUC should lay down policy that AIFLD should work
 

with the unions and TUC should give ground rules 
therefore."
 

He added that 
"it should be possible to work with 
individual unions
 

and maintain good relations with TUC and do a better job."
 

61. 	 Our conclusion 
is that what ;s basically needed is
 
for AIFLD and TUC 
to work out a viable long-range labor education
 

program in which both Critchlow Labor College and workers' education
 

through the individual 
unions each play a proper and coordinated
 

role.
 

62. 	 If this 
is to 	be achieved successfully, there 
are three
 

problems that should be squarely faced:
 

(a) 	the substantive problem of program planning and
 

implementation;
 

(b) 
the problem of program control; and
 

(c) 	the problem of finance.
 

63. 
 With respect to substance, we would suggest that TUC
 
and AIFLD work out a multi-year plan for 
the development of a
 
balanced program 
in which the respective roles of Critchlow and
 

basic education 
in the field at union 
level 	are well-defined and
 
complementary. Such 
a plan should include a good outline of courses
 
and seminars to be offered, number of workers 
to be 	accommodated,
 



and 	the frequency with which each course and seminar should be
 

given; arrangements to assure 
that the best possible cadre of
 

instructors is made available and that instructors receive adequate
 

training in what they are to 
teach; and finally arrangements to
 

develop or 
provide course outlines, textbooks, and other needed
 

materials. 
 The plan should be developed utilizing the best
 

talents of the AIFLD Washington office as well as the CPD.
 

64. With respect to control, we would commend to AIFLD
 

the statement in its 1968 Country Program Plan 
that "Any attempt
 

to directly control the CLI 
program would cause a serious collision
 

with the TUC 
that would demolish AIFLD's effectiveness in the
 

country ....the changes which are so necessary ....must be effected
 

in a deliberately diplomatic and 
indirect fashion." We stress
 

this language out of conviction that at 
times AIRLD has been too
 

preoccupied with control per se 
rather than with availing itself
 

of opportunities to bring to a cooperative program the 
full weight
 

of its substantive professional expertise.
 

65. Further, 
it would seem to us that there should be a
 

mechanism through which 
a joint program can be developed and
 

reviewed. 
Accordingly, we would suggest establishment under TUC
 

of a small working group on Labor Education Programming, in which
 

AIFLD would have representation, that would be responsible for
 

continuous program planning and evaluation. Such a mechanism would
 

provide a means for developing a cooperative program without the
 

objections involved in AIFLD membership on the Board of Directors
 

of CLC. /1
 

/I 	About two years ago AIFLD voluntarily withdrew its CPD from
 
this body.
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66. With respect to the third problem--finance--it 
is
 
suggested that AID agree in principle to a modest 
increase in
 
funds for 
labor education to permit development of a well-rounded
 

program. This sum should be adequate to cover, expenses of an
 
effective program for education of the rank and file, including
 
employment of a well-qualified Guyanese natioral 
to work full
 

time to keep the program moving.
 

67. 
 We also believe that the support for scholarships
 
to Critchlow Labor College should be 
limited to no more than
 
the current rate of $17,500. This is a substantial part of the
 
cost of the College and is sufficiently generous. 
 To do much
 
less at this 
point would be to waste energy in trying to develop a
 
substantive program against a background of financial crisis.
 
Further, to assure 
that the funds for Critchlow will be used with
 

maximum effectiveness and to avoid the possibility of courses
 
being given primarily because they 
are eligible for AIFLD's financing
 
we believe the funds should be available for other courses (such 
as on cooperatives) of benefit to unionists and not solely 
for
 
courses strictly relating to 
trade unionism. 
 This would be
 

consistent with AIFLD practice in other countries.
 

68. Finally, we believe AID should agree 
in principle to
 
provide reasonable additional 
sums (say, $20,000) on a one-time
 
basis for the development or acquisition of books and other course
 

materials or 
other special purposes necessary to increase the
 

quality as opposed to the quantum of courses. 
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E. Vocational Education: 
The Guyana Industrial Training Center
 

69. Under AID financing, AIFLD has sponsored the develop

ment of Guyana Industrial Training Center. 
 This involved the
 

construction and equipment of 
a building costing $163,121 /1
 

and an additional $318,000 essentially 'or provision of a staff
 

of seven vocational teachers for periods ranging from about thirteen
 

to twenty months. The school 
is now being turned over to the
 

Guyana Government.
 

70. The Center has been extremely well-received. The
 

Prime Minister cited it as being in his view the most 
important
 

thing AIFLD has done in the country. The Executive Secretary of
 

the Consultative Association of Guyana Industry, which has several
 

representatives on 
the GITC, also referred to it as an outstanding
 

project. The Minister of Labor 
told us he regarded GITC as even
 

more important than the training of 
trade unionists. Employers
 

with apprenticeship programs generally indicated that 
it was
 

impossible or difficult to fit graduates of 
the Center into their
 

organizations except under 
conditions of significant expansion
 

of work force. 
 However, employers without apprenticeship schemes
 

regarded it as a highly promising source of workers for their
 

operations.
 

71. The school has a capacity for 120 students for day
 

classes and a like number for evening classes. Only the day
 

program has been made operative. As some of the courses are six
 

/1 Excluding land contributed by the Guyanese Government.
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months and others 
twelve, the number graduated in 1969 was 155.
 

Of 59 graduated 
in June, 49 reportedly found employment, 47 in
 

the trades for which trained. 
 Of the 96 December graduates, 64
 

were employed by March. All classes for the first half of 
1970
 

are filled and it is reported that there are 
1,800 applications
 

for admission to subsequent courses. Therefore, on the basis of
 

serving an obviously useful purpose in Guyana, the Center may be
 

rated as a very successful project.
 

72. 	 The basic success 
of the GITC has been unfortunately
 

clouded by extensive controversy over the project between USAID/G
 

and AIFLD. This controversy largely revolved around the 
question
 

whether the American instructors hired by AIFLD and financed by USAIL/G
 

should have been withdrawn after one year of school operation, or
 

whether they should have been financed for a longer period. 
 In
 

Appendix III we provide as 
full an account of this controversy
 

as possible. Our conclusions are the following:
 

(a) 	There could have been better planning of the project
 

from the outset by both AIFLD and AID.
 

(b) 	USAID/G maintained a consistent position that the
 

school should have been turned over 
to the Guyanese
 

on December 31, 1969.
 

(c) 	As a practical matter 
it would have been preferable
 

in order to achieve the full potential of the project,
 

to have kept the instructors for a longer period. (It
 

has, however, been beyond the scope of 
our study to
 

investigate the whole of the AID program 
in Guyana and
 

to reach judgments as to the priority that should have
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been 	given this project in comparison with other
 

needs for program funds.)
 

(d) The institution of a second shift program at GITC 
for
 

upgrading existing skilled workers 
remains a conti

nuing high priority need in vocational education
 

in Guyana. This was the original intended purpose
 

of the school, which remains unfulfilled. We consider
 

it desirable for AID and AIFLD 
to give continued atten

tion to this matter. Rather than the launching of a
 

new major program, we believe that 
it could be approached
 

on a one or two skills at a time basis.
 

(e) 	Guyana appears to be an excellent country in which to
 

carry out the recommendations of the Rockefeller mission
 

for continued AIFLD technical assistance in the field
 

of vocational education. Our suggestion would be
 

smaller, thoroughly planned projects based on 
careful
 

assessment of needs. 
 A useful starting point might be
 

for USAID/G and AIFLD/G to consider a project to assist
 

the Ministry of Labor 
to assess deficiencies in and
 

future needs for skilled workers, together with study
 

of possible means of rationalizing various training
 

programs (including vocational schols, 
GITC and appren

ticeship programs) to best meet such needs. /I
 

/ On a return trip 
to Guyana we were told that USAID/G had already

undertaken some work 
in this direction.
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F. Small Pro i ects 

73. Between 1966 and 1968, AIFLD/G was involved in eight
 

small 	projects approved and financed by USAID/G, totalling $15,100
 

in amount.
 

74. The most important of these projects was the supplying
 

of $10,000 of printing equipment to the largest union, MPCA,
 

which hitherto had been unable to produce enough copies of its
 

newspaper for its large membership. This project encountered
 

early difficulties inasmuch as the press had mechanical defects and
 

was not a piece of equipment with which Guyanese technicians were;
 

famil iar. It is to the credit of the present AIFLD Country Program
 

Director that he succeeded, where others had failed, in finding
 

someone to repair it. The press is now operating and fulfilling
 

the important purpose for which it was intended.
 

75. The other seven projects app:ar to have been well 

worth the limited funds devoted to them ki as'sisting unions and 

working communities. Examples are a small calculating machine 

and a large but modest conference table and chairs which we saw 

being put to effective use in a large and active branch union office. 

76. In addition, seven impact projects have been undertaken
 

with AFL-CIO funds totalling $8,600. The only serious failure was 

$1,400 expended for equipment to help a laundry cooperative. The 

cooperative was not well conceived and the equip nt ca i , con

sidered a total loss. A second project involving arm incon - "iuential
 

sum also failed.
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77. It is noted that all the projects that have failed
 
or on which difficulties h3ve been substantial 
involve the supply
 

of mechanical equipment. Greater attention might be paid to 
the
 

technical 
resources of the donee and the country generally.
 

78. Although small projects 
have been generally successful,
 
AIFLD/G appears to be no 
longer looking for new ones to propose.
 

One reason 
is that USAID/G has decided no longer to consider
 

small projects; however, 
there appears to be no reason for not
 
submitting projects 
that could be financed by AIFLD/W as impact
 

projects and the country 
is sufficiently small 
that this should
 

provide an adequate source of funds for most purposes. 

79. In our 
view, the most appealing use of funds would
 
be for projects to strengthen the free 
labor union movement on
 

the sugar estates, where a communist-oriented union 
is engaged
 

in proselytizing. For example, for some years 
now the sugar
 

workers' union (MPCA) has been asking 
for help to build small
 

union meeting places 
on the estates to provide facilities where
 

they can carry on their activities free of communist 
interference.
 

We believe this merits serious study and, 
if found desirable,
 

consideration of means of financing. 
 (The financing of union
 
halls has been excluded by AIFLD as 
a use of impact project funds.)
 

80. By the same token, we also feel 
that the provision
 
of some social services for sugar workers through the union could
 

provide an 
important means of increasing the identification of
 
sugar workers with the free labor movement. In this respect USAID/G
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has provided some support to an MPCA credit union in Berbice.
 

While we have made no evaluation as to whether further support
 

(as requested by the Union) is necessary to ;ts viability,
 

we would consider it unfortunate to the strengthening of
 

free trade unionism in the area if it were to fail. Accordingly,
 

we would recommend that its development be closely followed.
 

G. TUC Housing Project
 

81. AIFLD cooperated with the Guyana TUC to establish
 

the Trades Union Council Cooperative Housing Society, a non

profit association, to construct a total of 568 houses for TUC
 

members. The project, known as Tucs'uille, has been supported
 

by provision of up to $2 million in mortgage loan funds by
 

the AFL-CIO Pension and Welfare Fund under USAID guarantee.
 

82. The project encountered early difficulties
 

owing to financial failure of the U.S. Contractor, who had
 

been approved by both AIFLD and AID.
 

83. Thereafter, the Housing Society endeavored to
 

continue the work oi its own. The result, it is generally
 

agreed, by TUC, USAID/G and AIFLD/G was inadequate management.
 

However, the Housing Society, as an independent body, was not
 

subject to control by any of these organizations. An AIFLD
 

engineer, who spent a great deal of time in Guyana on the project,
 

is credited with doing the best anyone could do with a bad
 

situation. The Government of Guyana finally stepped in and
 

appointed an administrator to replace the Housing Society
 

management. It also provided constructioi loan money.
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84. To date 214 houses have been completed with $693,600
 

drawn from AFL-CIO funds. Another 115 houses are under construc

tion and arrangements have been made to build 205 more, for a
 

grand total of 534. Inasmuch, however, as the agreement with
 

AFL-CIO permits drawing on the loan only to June 10, 1970, the
 

long-term financing of any houses built after that date is unre

solved. This is currently a matter under negotiation between GOG
 

and AIFLD/W.
 

85. It is unfortunate that the Tucsville project has
 

fallen short of achieving its hoped-for impact. It has not
 

demonstrated the ability of the Trade Union movement to undertake
 

large-scale social projects responsibly. In addition, escalation
 

in the costs of the houses has removed them from the range where
 

they can be bought by any but the most affluent trade union members.
 

Whether these are sufficient to take up all the remaining houses
 

planned for construction does not appear to be established.
 

86. On the other hand, it would be unwarranted to charac

terize the project as a failure. The houses built to date are
 

considered to be worth well over their mortgage value and
 

the AFL-CIO loan can be fully paid, without recourse to the AID
 

guarantee. Furthermore, the project does not compare unfavorably
 

with other housing projects in Guyana, and others have been stimu

lated to build similar projects including a major one adjacent
 

to Tucsville. Certainly the failure of the original contractor
 

was an event that could not have been foreseen.
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87. One lesson to be drawn from the project perhaps is
 

the importance from the beginning to assure that responsibility
 

on the Guyanese trade union side is vested in individuals who
 

can be relied upon to act responsibly. To this we would add the
 

observation that the construction of low-cost housing in South
 

America, particularly on a pioneering basis, is fraught with
 

difficulties, From our report on Brazil as well as observations
 

in Guyana, AIFLD is not unique in experiencing problems.
 

88. The only current activity of AIFLD/W on social or
 

impact projects is the development of housing projects for possible
 

financing under the Regional Revolving Loan Fund (RRLF). Plans
 

have been made for a 16-unit workers' housing development for
 

the Local Government Officers' Association union and other projects
 

are being considered.
 

89. It is our understanding that USAID/G has suggested to 

AIFLD/G that plans for these projects be reviewed with USAID/G 

prior to their development in order to determine their consistency 

with U. S. policies, and to avoid the ,-isk of unnecessary dis

appointment of the unions concerned. AIFLD/G has not adopted this
 

suggestion and is believed by USAID/G to feel that it would be
 

the latter that would bear responsibility for the disappointment
 

if favorable action were not forthcoming. Whatever may be the 

exact situation, the evaluation team considers that there are 

elements in this situation which reflect the continuing lack of 

effective communications between the two organizations in Guyana. 
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CHAPTER I V 

THE MANAGEMENT OF AIFLD COUNTRY PROGRAM
 

A. Program Planning and Budgeting
 

1. 
AIFLD/G prepares for each calendar year a Country Labor
 
Plan, which includes a budget. This plan is prepared in the early
 

part of the previous calendar year and submitted to AIFLD/W, which
 

revises the submission into a final document. It is then approved
 

by the AIFLD Board of Directors 
in May and sent to AID in the
 

United States and AIFLD/G in Guyana.
 

2. 
While the Country Labor Plan is apparently designed"to
 
be a basic programming instrument, 
it does not appear to fulfill
 

this function. The following (using 
the 1970 Plan as an illustra

tion) 	are the factors: 

(a) 	The AIFLD/G 1970 Country Labor Plan was 
not supplied
 

to USAID/G by AIFLD/G until 
August 1969, after USAID/G
 

had already made its preliminary allocation of funds
 

for FY 1969-70, including the amounts 
to be allocated
 

for AIFLD programs. 
 Thus, quite apart from the question
 

of the merits of AIFLD progranis or financial require

ments, 
its country program became available somewhat
 

late for fully effective consideration in the USAID/G 

planning process. 

(b) 	While the Country Labor Plan included a proposed budget,
 

it was 
unsupported and unrealistic. No attempt was
 

made to compare the funds sought for 
1970 with those
 

actually provided 
in 1969 nor were any justifications
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given for the increases. Thus, the Country Labor Plan
 

for 1970 budgeted $236,885 for the Guyana Industrial
 

Training Center (::ompared with $149,600 provided
 

in 1969) and $143,0/I for ali ,ther purposes (com

pared with $88,300 in 1969). These were fairly big
 

tickets to present to an AID Mission after 
its FY 1970
 

had already begun--amounting to 
some 40 percent of the
 

AID grant funds expected to be made available for Guyana.
 

Leaving aside the complexities of the GITC, which will
 

not 
be recurrent, it is sutl'icient to note that with
 

respect to other budget items, Countrythe Labor Plan
 

offers no justification for proposed increases in
 
salar'ies, overseas ollowances, travel, transportation
 

and per diem, utilities, supplies, equipment, printing,
 

comur nicat ions 
and p,, tad e, tournefits, consultant iees
 

and expenses, or other costs of the A IFLD/G office. 

With respect worker .oduc program, 

justification is skimpy. 

to the I rat ion tihe 

Although the hudgeted figures 

propose an increase inu schu larsh ips to Cr itch low Labor 

College, the text states only that "AIFLO will have a 

scholarship program to 
the CLC in calendar year 1970,
 

but on a limited scale." The need for weekend worlkers'
 

education seminars 
is referred to but no explanation
 

as to how the number or cost was arrived at. Budget
 

estimates for 
a labor economist scholarship, travel
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and expenses--lecturers, audio-visual 
vehicle main

tenance and insurance, and special seminars 
on credit
 

unions, etc. (aggregating $20,500) are not
 

mentioned in the text. 

(c) The Country Labor Plan does not 
identify and discuss
 

the basic policy problems that are crucial to 
the
 

AIFLD/G program. For example, although all 
program
 

documents between AIFLD/W and USAID contemplated
 

termination of the American instructors 
at GITC in
 

December 1969, the Country Labor Plan does 
not identify
 

this as a problem or describe how the school will be
 

turned over to the Guyanese. It simply assumes that
 

the instructors will remain 
throughout the whole of
 

1970, and indicates no date whatever for their 
termina

tion. 
 Again there is no effective discussion of the
 

difficulties involved 
in getting "grass roots" 
labor
 

education under way again and of 
the problems being
 

encountered 
in this respect by AIFLD/G with the TUC and
 

Critchlow Labor College although 
this was becoming a
 

major concern. Indeed, 
the entire section of the Country
 

Labor Plan concerning AIFLD/G Guyana goals 
in 1970
 

covers only nine lines of text. 
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The whole of the budgeting process 
was done by USAID/G
 

unilaterally without consultation with AIFLD/G. 
After
 

having prepared its tentative budget for AIFLD/G for
 

1970, USAID/G sent it to AIFLD/G on August 21, 1969.
 

In so doing it expressed will ingness to discuss with
 

AIFLD/G possible changes 
in line items but not any 

changes in the total allocation. Upon receiving this 

information, AIFLD/G sent to USAID/G for the first
 

time its Country Labor Plan for 
1970. In so doing it
 

took the position that since USAID/G would permit no
 

discussion of the total amount, discussion at 
the local
 

level would be meaningless.
 

B. Relations Between AIFLD/G and USAID/G
 

3. At 
the time of the evaluation team visit 
it was apparent
 
that mutual confidence between AIFLD/G and USAID/G was 
non-existelit.
 

The relationship was perhaps 
most aptly and moderately expressed
 

to us as characterized by a "lack 
of dialogue."
 

4. 
From the point of view of AIFLD/G, the USAID/G was
 
interested in doing everything 
in its power to eliminate the AIFLD
 

program in Guyana. AIFLD/G felt that 
through cutbacks in its
 
programs it had been eliminated from any role other 
than to provide
 
a funnel for the passage of limited funds 
from USAID/G to Critchlow
 

Labor College for a program over 
which it 
was able to exercise no
 
control and little influence. It was 
also under notice of USAID/G's
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questioning of the necessity of AIFLD's field office 
in Guyana. /1
 

AIFLD/G felt further that USAID/G was 
interested in developing a
 

complete labor program of its 
own 	through its Labor Technical Officer
 

and 	 projects with the Ministry of Labor and Social Security. 

5. A particularly sore point with AIFLD/G and AIFLD/W is
 

that representatives of USAID/G are in frequent contact with repre

sentatives of TUC and Critchlow Labor College, and AIFLD considers
 

that the discussions involved tend to confuse and 
to conflict with
 

its 
freedom and flexibility in administering its program. Among
 

other things, AIFLD considers that USAID/G is biased in support of
 

Critchlow Labor College and undermines AIFLD's prospects for success in 

developing a broader workers' education program.
 

6. AIFLD points especially to the fact that USAID/G is the
 

only AID Mission which has a Labor Technical Officer /2 and regards
 

the function of such a position (at least insofar as it relates
 

to trade union activities rather than technical support to the
 

Ministry of Labor) as inconsistent with its program responsibilities.
 

7. AIFLD has also expressed strong objections to action
 

by USAID/G in passing to the Ministry of Labor copies of letters
 

from USAID/G to AIFLD/G. It considers that matters between the
 

two organizations should be solved between them.
 

/1 	Letter of October 23, 1969, from USAID/G to AIFLD/W,

stating: "... I am not prepared at this time to indicate that I

would plan to continue to finance this 
part () AIFLD (personnel

services to AIFLD office) in 1970."
 

/2 	An exception is Brazil where there is a substantive labor program

and this function is consolidated with the Embassy Labor Attache.
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8. On the other hand, 
it became evident to the evaluation
 

team that AIFLD/G for its 
part does not hesitate to go directly
 

to the offices of the Guyana Government to secure support 
for its 
efforts to obtain reversal by USAID/G of budgetary and program 

dec is ions. 

9. The result, in the evaluation team's view, 
is a tho-oughly
 
unsatisfactory situation requiring 
remedial action. 
 It is damaging
 

to both organizations for 
the Government of 
a host country to be
 
cast 
in the role of middleman between an AID Mission and an 
 AIFLD
 

Miss ion.
 

10. USAID/G for its 
part felt strongly that AIFLD/G 
was
 
seeking additional funds for projects which either had no justi
fication or were low priorities for Guyana both 
in its judgment and
 
in that of the Government of Guyana and at worst might 
run seriously
 

counter to interests of the United States in the country. On the 
first score it was convinced that AIFLD's main request for 
funds
 

(for continuance of U.S. 
teachers at 
GITC in 1970) was unnecessary
 

since the Guyanese instructors were able to take over 
and since
 
the Guyana Government was unwilling 
to sacrifice funds from any
 
other AID project to make this possible. Further, it was concerned 

by AIFLD/G's desire to undertake workers' education programs other
 

than through Critchlow Labor College, to which 
it considered that
 
the Guyanese Government and TUC desired all 
workers' education funds
 
to be channeled. 
 For this reason, and apparently on the basis of
 

more general impressions, it was concerned that AIFLD/G was 
trying
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to "drive a wedge" between the Government and the labor movement.
 
USAID/G recognized the usefulness of an 
AIFLD presence in Guyana
 

to maintain union-to-union contact with the Guyana 
labor movement.
 
However, 
in view of the strength and comparative maturity of the
 

Guyanese labor movement, it did not feel 
that more than a limited
 

program was necessary. 
 USA ID/G was further concerned by the
 

accounting problems that had been encountered with AIFLD projects, 
including what it considered to be attempts 
to secure payments for
 

items not allowable under 
the AIFLD contract and task orders.
 

11. In consequence concernof its both over policies that 
AIFLD might pursue and over AIFLD administrative and fiscal practices,
 
USAID/G expressed to 
us the further view that 
it would prefer that
 

AIFLD/G program be financed and administered out of AIFLO/W rather
 

than through the local AID program.
 

12. This basic lack of mutual confidence in effect was 
rendering extremely difficult harmonious resolution of any problem
 

affecting AIFLD operations in Guyana at 
the local level.
 

13. On the formal side, contacts between USAID/G and AIFLD/G
 
generally take place between the AIFLD/G Country Program Director
 
(CPD) on the 
one hand and the Mission Director arid/or the Labor
 
Technical Officer. 
 Since most recent matters relating to program
 

appear to 
involve both questions of money and controversy over
 

policy, the Mission Director is very substantially involved. 
 On
 
each task order AIFLD/G 
is required to submit quarterly reports
 

to USAID/G. At 
the time of the evaluation team visit 
there was
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dissatisfaction on 
the part of 
USAID/G with the quarterly
 

report submitted on 
GITC under Task Order No. 44 since it
 

was Center rather than

prepared by the Administrator of the 


the CPD and did not 
contain certain evaluative data that
 

USAID/G thought would be desirable. It indicated, however,
 

willingness 
to accept the report 
if the CPD would endorse it.
 

14. With respect 
to program planning and budgeting,
 

as indicated above, the two organizations, like ships passing
 

in the night, plan independently and there is no point at
 

which they come together.
 

C. Relations Between AIFLD/G and Embassy
 

15. There appears to be 
little contact between the
 

Embassy and AIFLD/G. The Ambassador has been kept fully
 

informed of developments through USAID/G. AIFLD/G has
 

made no direct approach to the Ambassador, nor does the Ambassador
 

appear to have called in 
the AIFLD/G CPD.
 

16. USIS/G is under instruction from USIA to be as
 

helpful as 
possible to AIFLD and considers the AIFLD program
 

consistent with its own objectives. AIFLD/G has drawn upon
 

USIS/G from time 
to time and has found the latter cooperative
 

and useful. We believe 
that, particularly in connection with
 

promotion of workers' education in the outlying sections of
 

the country, AIFLD/G would derive much 
practical advantage
 

by maintaining a close relationsh-ip with this office.
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D. Relations Between AIFLD/G and AIFLD/W
 

17. AIFLD/G makes a bi-weekly report to Washington
 

that covers both 
labor developments 
in Guyana and activities
 

of 
the AIFLD/G office and AIFLD/G country projects. 
 It also
 
submits 
a monthly financial 
report and other financial data.
 

In addition, AIFLD/G makes the annual 
country program
 

submissions referred 
to above.
 

18. In the conduct of projects in Guyana, the AIFLD/G
 
Country Program Director has general authority to carry out
 
the work provided 
in task orders, which 
are signed by AIFLD
 

in Washington. Important matters of 
program and policy,
 
however, are 
discussed through correspondence, or 
orally
 

when possible. In addition 
to keeping AIFLD/W itself 
informed,
 

the CPD also passes 
through AIFLD information and 
requests 

which he considers of importance to offices or officers of 

AFL-CIO. 

19. While trips 
to Guyana by AIFLD management are few,
 
it is contemplated 
that the CPD make two trips a year 
to
 
Washington for consultation, during which visits all 
significant
 

matters are 
discussed.
 

E. Accounting
 

20. The accounting records of 
the American Institute
 
for Free Labor Development (AIFLD) both 
in Washington and 
in
 
the AIFLD Field Offices have been audited on 
numerous occasions.
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These audits have been performed by public accounting firms
 

as well as by the Auditor General's Office of AID and the
 

U.S. 	General Accounting Office. 
 The audit report findings
 

pointed out the areas in which the 
contractor was not complying
 

with certain terms of 
the basic contract (AID/la-259) between
 

AID and AIFLD/W. A sample of the exceptions taken are as
 

follows:
 

(a) 	Fiscal and accountability records were not
 

satisfactorily maintained.
 

(b) 	Overpayments made on 
contractual transactions.
 

(c) 
There were not always records on file to support
 

recorded expenditures.
 

(d) No travel authorizations were issued for either
 

U.S. 	or local personnel.
 

(e) 	Per diem expenses for travel to and from the U.S.
 

not paid in accordance with terms of contract.
 

(f) 	American flag airlines were not used.
 

(g) 	Taxi 
services were used for non-official travel,
 

such as travel to and from work.
 

(h) Property inventory records were incomplete.
 

21. A concentrated effort has been made by AIFLD/G
 

to comply with the recommendations made in Audit Report No.
 

70-1 covering the period May 14, 
1965 through December 31,
 

1968. A number of the recommendations have been satisfied,
 

and the management of the office has improved.
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22. The accounting procedures and records maintained
 

by AIFLD/G were examined in their offices 
at Georgetown,
 

Guyana.
 

23. There had been virtually no accounting records
 

and/or books maintained by AIFLD/G until 
March 1968. The
 

accounting system established at that time 
is considered to
 

be adequate. 
 It consists of the following:
 

(a) 	Check Register for U.S. dollar 
account with the
 

National Savings and Trust Company in Washington,
 

D.C. (This account is used primarily to transfer
 

funds 
into 	the Guyana dollar account.)
 

(b) 
Check Register for Guyana dollar account maintained
 

at 
the Royal Bank of Canada, Georgetown, Guyana.
 

24. The deposits, as well as disbursements, are
 

recorded by check number, 
 date, payee's name, and the amount,
 

in the above Registers.
 

(c) 
Two Cash Journals are maintained. One is for the
 

U.S. 	dollar account and one 
is for the Guyana
 

dollar accuint. 
 The date of the disbursement,
 

payee's name, description of the transaction,
 

and the amount paid 
is recorded in these Journals.
 

(d) 	Two Payroll Journals are maintained. One is for
 

the AIFLD/G and one is for 
the Guyana Industrial
 

Training Center.
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25. The expenditures recorded on 
the above records are
 

reconciled on a monthly basis, with the Guyana dollar bank
 

account.
 

26. At 
the month's end, AIFLD/G prepares Expense
 

Reports on the U.S. 
dollar and Guyana dollar accounts. The
 

expenditures reflected on 
these reports are reported by the
 

object codes prescribed by AIFLD/W procedures. The Guyana
 

dollar expenses are converted and reported in U.S. dollars.
 

The Monthly Expense Reports show the disbursements as they
 

appear in the Cash Journals under each object class 
(expense
 

classification) and Task Order. 
 When the Expense Reports
 

are forwarded to AIFLD/W, they are 
supported by original
 

documents such as vendors' 
invoices, payrolls, and expense
 

account vouchers.
 

27. Upon receipt of 
the above reports and supporting
 

documentation, AIFLD/W reviews them for accuracy and proper
 

accounting classifications. A voucher 
is then prepared,
 

(Standard Form 1034-A Service Other Than Personal) covering
 

the expenditures shown in the Monthly Expense Report. 
 This
 

voucher is submitted to USAID/G for approval. 
 The USAID/G
 

Labor Technical Officer and the 
Controller examine the voucher
 

for compliance with applicable regulations and contract terms.
 

It is then certified and scheduled to the U.S. Disbursing
 

Officer in Washington, D.C. for payment. 
 The U.S. Treasury
 

check in payment thereof 
is forwarded by the Disbursing Officer
 

to AIFLD/W where it is deposited into AIFLD/W operating
 

accounts.
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28. Until recently, AIFLD/W would make certain corrections
 

to the Expense Reports received from the field offices without
 

notifying them what the corrections or adjustments entailed.
 

AIFLD has now designed a form entitled "The Following Corrections
 

Have Been Made in the Expense Report of , 19 ." 

This form is transmitted to the field office with a corrected 

copy of the Expense Report giving an explanation for the 

change. 

F. AIFLD/G Staffing
 

29. AIFLD/G has a staff consisting of two Americans-

a country director and a program officer--and three locals.
 

Of the locals, one is a professional intended to develop
 

special projects, one is a secretary, and one a driver-messenger.
 

30. USAID/G believes the second American position is
 

unnecessary and has budgeted it to be phased out as of June 30,
 

1970./I The AIFLD/G CPD stated that he needed the position
 

because the individual concerned does the accounting and he
 

requires someone who knows the AIFLD procedures. The evaluation
 

team considers that the incumbent in the second American
 

slot is not given tasks of sufficient responsibility to warrant
 

the cost incurred and that the accounting function could be
 

performed by.a qualified local on a part-time basis.
 

/1 The incumbent left for the United States in May 1970.
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31. The local Social Projects Officer appears to us
 

not to be fully utilized or fully effective. He does some
 

limited teaching at Critchlow Labor College and provides
 

some general assistance to the CPD. As indicated above,
 

AIFLD/G is not currently engaged in developing social projects
 

(other than housing under RRLF). If he cannot be given more
 

substantial responsibilities, there should be a change in
 

staffing pattern.
 

32. The office should have an additional competent
 

local employee capable of handling accounting and record

keeping and of helping out 
somewhat with typing and recepcionist
 

duties.
 

33. Office space and equipment appeared satisfactory.
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Alan Price, Administrator-Designate, Guyana 
Industrial
 
Training Center
 

Alan Reid, Chief Engineer, Ministry of Works and Hydraulics
 

* Also President (on leave), Guyana Labor Union 

Also President (on leave), Transport Workers' 
Union
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Neil Moore, Personnel Officer, Sandback Parker Co.; 
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AIFLD GUYANA
 

WASHINGTON PARTICIPANTS
 

UNION AFFILIAT!ON, POSITION, AND ACTIVITIES
 

GUYANA
 

Name: James Thomas Anthon 
 Course: I Resident (6/18-9/14/62)

Prior: Third Vice Pres. and Branch Pres. (Guyana) Mine Workers' Union
 
Present: Supervisor with Reynolds Guyana Mines Ltd. (no longer with TUC)
 

Name: Winslow Carrington Course: I Resident (6/18-9/14/62)

Prior: General Pres., Transport Workers' Union and General Council
 

member, Guyana Trades Union Council
 
Present: Member of National Assembly, Minister of Labor and Social Security
 

Name: Albert Critchlow Course: I Resident (6/18-9/14/62)

Prior: Pres., iunicipal Branch, Public Service Employees' Union
 
Present: Industrial Relations Officer - National Level
 

Name: Herman S. Cyrus Course: I International (9/9-12/3/62)

Prior: Educ. Officer (Guyana Medical Employees' Union)

Iresent: Educ. Officer and Gen. Secretary, Guyana Medical Employees'


Union; during his period in office, union membership has been
 
doubled
 

Name: Selwyn H. Daly Course: I Resident (6/18-9/14/62)

Prior: Treasurer, Central Executive, Transport Workers' Union
 
Present: Same
 

Name: George DePeana 1962
 
Prior: 
 Local Pres. and Central Exec. Board Member, Clerical and
 

Commercial Workers' Union
 
Present: Exec. Secretary (Elect.) Clerical and Commercial Workers' Union,
 

(resigned as Coordinator of AIFLD affiliated Critchlow Labor College)
 

Name: Neville Griffith Course: I Resident (6/18-9/14/62)

Prior: 
 Gen. Secretary, Guyana Post Office and Telecommunications Workers'
 

Union
 
Present: Registrar, Critchlow Labor College
 

Name: David R. Persaud Course-: I Resident (6/18-9/141162)

Prior: Sr. Field Secretary, Manpower Citizens' Association
 
Present: Same (was Pres. of TUC for two years)
 

Name: Arthur Winslow Pyle Course: I Resident (6/18-9/14/62)

Drior: Ordinary Member, Guyana Mine Workers' Union
 
Present: Same
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4ame: Sydney Hector Farley 	 Course: IV Resident (5/20-8/9/63)

Prior: Field Secretary, Manpower Citizens' Assoc ,ation
 
Present: Same
 

Name: Reginald McLean Waddell 	 Course: 
IV Resident (5/20-8/9/63)

Prior: Gen. Secretary, Amalgamated Building Trade Workers' Union
 
Present: Ordinary member of 
the Guyana Labor Union and Clerk of Construc

tion Critchlow Labor College's building.
 

Name: Clinton Samuel Cameron 	 Course: III Resident (10/4-12/7/65

Prior: Grievance Officer (Guyana) Mine Workers' Union 
Present: Same 

Name: Horace B. Felix 	 Course: III Resident(lO/4-12/7/65)
Prior: President, Guyana Medical Employees' Union
 
Present: Same
 

Name: Rudolph Mascoll 	 III
Course: Resident(lO/4-12/7/65)

Prior: Educ. and Research Secretary, National Level, National Union
 

of Public Service Employees 
Present: Grievance Office No. 2 Section NUPSE
 

Name: Darrel S. Sukhdao Course: XVI Course (1966-1967)

Prior: Clerk, Manpower Citizens' Association
 
Present: Same
 

Name: Mehan Rambaian 
 Course: 	II Labor Economist Course 
( I/15/68- 10/10/68)

Prior: Agric. Field Assistant, Civil Service Association

Present. Labor Economist, Manpower Citizens' Association 

Name: 
 Winston Verbeke Course: 	Steel Workers' Convention
 
August 19, 1969)


Prior: President, Guyana Mine Workers' Union
 
Present: President, Guyana Trades Union Council
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THE CONTROVERSY OVER GITC 

The controversy began in earnest with a letter from USAID/G
 
to AIFLD/G dated August 27, 
1969, stating that there would be 
no
 
funds available 
for the American instructors assigned to AIFLD's
 

Guyana Industrial Training Center project beyond December 31, 
 1969,
 
and advising it to inform the instructors so th-.-t they could make 

orderly arrangements 
for their departure.
 

This caused grave concern to AIFLD/G, which considered that
 

this action imperilled the success 
of the GITC project. The
 
Guyanese counterparts 
were only then being recruited and a Guyanese
 
administrator not yet selected. 
 The CPD felt that this allowed too
 

little time for effective training and turnover of the school.
 

Accordingly, AIFLD/G expressed its objections to USAID/G. 
The response made by USAID/G was 
that AIFLD/G had been repeatedly
 

on 
notice that the instructors were 
to be phased out by December 31,
 
1969, and that there would not be sufficient funds available for
 

1970 to continue them.
 

The matter then became the subject of an appeal by AIFLD/W
 

to USAID/W for a continuance of the instructors, and a 
reply from USAID/G. In its to
reply USAID/G adhered 


its 
position, stating (a) that USAID/G had repeatedly since October 31,
 
1968 told AIFLD that the instructors were to be terminated on
 
December 31, 1969, and that 
this was 
noted in the Project Implementa

tion Agreement of January 30, 1969; 
(b) that the Ministry of Labor
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stated that he was fully prepared to have the Government operate
 

the school; and (c) that USAID/G was convinced that the Guyanese
 

instructors could do as good a job as 
had been done by the American
 

instructors.
 

The problem was also taken up by AIFLD/W with AID/W and a
 

meeting was held at AID/W in early November. One wing of AID
 

(Office of Labor Affairs) supported the AIFLD position and indeed
 

wrote a letter to USAID/G expressing this support. Other elements
 

of AID apparently were unwilling to overrule the USAID/G position.
 

Meanwhile, in Guyana, the Board of Management of GITC appealed
 

to USAID/G to continue the American instructors. Following this
 

USAID/G discussed the GITC teacher problem with the Ministry of
 

Labor, which was to take over responsibility for GITC and with
 

which relevant AID project agreements for GITC and other labor
 

programs are signed. On the basis of these discussions USAID/G
 

concluded that the Minister was 
prepared to have the Government
 

operate the school as 1969, and that
from December 31, the Minister
 

would not wish money diverted from AID programs in support of the
 

Ministry of Labor 
to continue the American instructors. Nonetheless,
 

USAID/G found monies sufficient to extend the teachers to February 28,
 

1970 (and later to extend the American Administrator to March 31).
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Accordingly, on February 10, 
1970, USAID/G signed a
 

program agreement with 
the Minister of Labor providing for
 

$37,100 for continuance of the instructors to February 28, 
1970.
 

On a formal point at issue, 
there seems 
little question
 
that AIFLD should have been continuously aware 
of the contem

plated December 31, 1969 termination date. 
 The evaluation
 

team has found no evidence that USAID/G ever 
agreed on a
 

later one. Both 
the Pro Ag of January 30. 1969, and Task
 

Order 44, signed by AIFLD/W as late 
as 
May 1, 1969, stated:
 

"it is contemplated that 
the U.S. Administrator and the U.S.
 

instructors will 
terminate in December 1969, at which time
 

the administrator and the 
local instructors will have been
 

selected and trained, and will 
be capable of operating the
 

center for the Government of Guyana." 
 In retrospect, it is
 

evident that 
 the
it was intent of USAID/G to hold AIFLD/G
 

to the date and to expect it to meet the condition of training
 

the instructors and preparing the Center 
for Guyanese takeover.
 

Conversely, AIFLO, to 
the extent 
it focused on this provision,
 

apparently regarded the condition as more 
significant than
 

the date.
 

On the 
substance of the problem--whether the 
instructors
 

should have been retained 
longer in the interest of assuring
 

the full success of the project--be believe the evidence strongly
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supports the conclusion that they should have been continued. This
 

judgment is based, of course, on an evaluation of GITC alone and with

out 	review as to whether all other needs for AID funds allocated
 

for 	Guyana were so pressing as to be overriding, or as to whether
 

AID/W might have considered the possibility of providing some
 

additional funds to meet the crisis.
 

Our 	conclusion is based on a study of the program from its
 

conception to the time of our visit (February 1970) to Guyana.
 

The 	original AIFLD feasibility study /1 prepared for AIFLD
 

called for a "five-year program" to establish the Center. It was
 

contemplated that American instructors would stay for three years
 

and 	the American Administrator would depart only after the fourth
 

year "if possible." At some point, however, USAID and AIFLD agreed
 

that 18-24-month tours by the American staff would be sufficient.
 

AIFLD recruited on this basis.
 

We believe much of the problem stems from deficiencies in
 

planning at the outset of the project. Assuming it would take six
 

months to set up the school and start classes, not much time was
 

allowed for getting the center in operation and training counterparts.
 

The matter was further complicated since the original plan of the
 

feasibility study--to recruit counterparts from the first graduating
 

class (a proce'-re that seems to us dubious at best)--was not aban

doned. Accordingly, we believe that, certainly on the basis of 18

month tours, a deficiency in time for molding the institution and
 

training counterparts was built into the project from the outset.
 

/I 	Feasibility Report, Industrial Training Center, Georgetown,
 
British Guiana, September 1965.
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A further factor which gives us much difficulty is that
 

the feasibility study recommendation for a center was justified
 

on the immediate needs of Guyana over a five-year period to
 

upgrade existing skilled workers. It also stressed that the
 

center could be particularly useful for upgrading workers for two
 

large projects being planned at the time the study was made. Though
 

the projects were irrelevant by the time the Center got underway,
 

AIFLD and AID do not appear to have gotten together to shift the
 

emphasis to meet the realities of the situation. Indeed, this has
 

led USAID/G at times to take the position that the
 

Center was intended as only a temporary institution, which would
 

be written off after two or three years and which came into being
 

too late to serve its purpose. If there is validity in this view,
 

it would appear to us that $163,000 of buildings were constructed
 

on rather slender planning. 

Still another factor, which was neither AIFLD's nor AID's 

fault was that the construction of the building fell behind 

schedule. Thus, some instructors arrive in Guyana as early as 

April 1968 though the school was unable to open until December 2 

(following turnover by the contractor on November 15). 

During the organization phase of the school, the American 

instructors, realizing the difficulty of starting out t,. school 

on the original plan, decided to open the Center as a day training 

school for unskilled youths and to defer instituting upgrading 

courses for skilled workers until they had Guyanese assistants 

and could also start an evening program. This was approved by the 
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Center's Board of Management. We believe this made good sense 
in
 

the orderly development of an effective two-Thhft training center;
 

however, 
it made the plan of recruiting counterpart teachers from
 

the first graduating class completely impracticable, a fact which
 

should have been recognized when the Pro Ag signed on January 30,
was 


1969, 
two months after the school commenced operation on the
 

revised basis.
 

In the upshot it took time to change the plan, to decide to
 

hire the best Guyanese teachers available on the market, 
to
 

advertise for them, review applications, interview candidates, make
 

selections, hire them and get them board.on While AIFLD/G might
 

have expedited this process somewhat, we do not believe that under
 

the circumstances much time could have been gained,
 

By the time the counterparts were recruited in the latter
 

half of 1969, the American staff never 
knew where it stood. Even
 

in August 1969, when USAID/G asked AIFLD/G 
to notify the teachers
 

of the December 31, 1969 termination date, AIFLD/G instead informed
 

the teachers 
that the matter would be straightened out and that
 

they would probably continue for another year. Therefore, from
 

August 1969 
to February 1970, the teachers were living in month-to

month uncertainty, trying to train counterparts without knowing
 

how much time was available, whein 
they should terminate leases on
 

their houses, whether they would be able to stay 
in Guyana long
 

enough 
to establish tax-free positions, and as of when they would
 

have to find new employment. Under the circumstances, the evaluation
 

team considers that 
they rendered a very creditable performance.
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In our discussion with the American Administrator of the
 

Center, he offered the following reasons why he felt the teachers
 

should stay longer:
 

(1) 	to train a second set of teachers for the evening
 
program to double the Center's capacity and institute
 
the upgrading program for which the Center had been
 
originally conceived; 

(2) 	to demonstrate how to operate a school in two shifts; 

(3) 	 to teach the Guyanese teachers some upgradin skills 
necessary fo- the evening proqram (e.g., heli-arc welding); 

(4) 	to show how to organize lesson plans;
 

(5) 	to impart the philosophy of vocational education;
 

(6) to be sure the instructors do not go back to teaching 
antiquated "Victorian" techniques. 

In our discussion with the Minister of Labor he said that he 

had very much desired that the American instructors be continued, 

but had not wished to tell USAID/G what it should do or to make 

demands. 

One of the business members of the Board of Management of 

the Center stated that he had been trained in the United States and 

knew the limitations of his own people; accordingly, he felt that
 

if the American instructors were being pulled out so soon, it would
 

have been better not to have gone into the project in the first 

place. He also asserted that Guyana could utilize several more
 

such centers and that, before it became apparent that an evening
 

program could not be started, he had arranged for a sizeable group
 

of his firm's employees to attend an upgrading course in welding at
 

company expense. 
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The 	evaluation team does 
not take the extreme view that
 

retirement of the American instructors will result in failure of
 

the Center. It was favorably impressed with the quality of Guyanese
 

instructors recruited. Though some are very young, 
they all have
 

teaching backgrounds in school other training programs.
or They
 

appeared keen enough 
to benefit from further training. We also met
 

the 	Guyanese appointed Administrator, who made a favorable impres

sion although he does not have vocational teaching skill. It is
 

planned to recruit a Guyanese "Chief Instructor" to assist him.
 

Aside from the desirability of keeping the instructors
 

longer to implant more firmly their methods of instruction, we
 

consider it particularly regrettable that they could not have
 

remained long enough to have started a second-shift program to
 

upgrade existing skilled workers. The original objective of the
 

Center was to upgrade skills rather than train the untrained, and
 

we found much evidence in Guyana of need for, and interest in,
 

upgrading skills. This in our view continues to be a priority need
 

particularly as we were repeatedly told 
that the greatest shortage
 

was in the highly skilled. /1 Accordingly, we consider it highly
 

desirable that AID and AIFLD give furtherconsideration to this matter.
 

The need, as we see it, does not have to be fulfilled by launching
 

a new major program. Rather, we believe it can be handled more
 

/1 	About the time the team completed its evaluation in Guyana,

the Minister of Labor requested and USAID/G agreed to the conti
nuance of the American Administrator for another six months 
(to

September 1970) in order, to establish a program at GITC 
for
 
retraining railroad workers who were being made redundant by a
 
cut-back in rail service. 
 This, however, is a retraining and
 
not 	an upgrading program.
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surely and effectively, and with less strain on USAID/G program
 

funds, on a "one skill at a time" basis. it would
For example, 


appear that a good demand exists for a course in advanced welding
 

techniques. A program of this 
type might be instituted and,
 

thereafter, on the basis of experience gained with respect to
 

deiand for and techniques of conducting upgrading courses, consi

deration could be given to moving on to other 
skills.
 

Our study of GITC led us to find that there exists no
 

recent data on present or prospective needs of Guyana for voca

tional skills either generally or as to particular skills. There
 

was much difference of opinion as to particular skills. There
 

was much difference of opinion as to the extent and nature of
 

needs other than unanimity on a shortage of the highly skilled.
 

There is also a great deal of dissatisfaction with the present
 

apprenticeship system and with vocational training offered at
 

secondary school level.
 

Accordingly, we believe there is considerable scope for
 

continuing technical assistance to Guyana (in line with recommenda

tion of the Rockefeller Mission) in vocational education. 
 This
 

need not, and probably should not, involve new projects of large
 

size such as GITC. The initial step rather should be to provide
 

assistance to Guyana in assessing its needs for skilled workers
 

and for vocational training and in working out a plan whereby the
 

apprenticeship program, the GITC, and secondary schools providing
 

vocational training can be rationalized to complement each other
 

in effectively meeting the country's requirements. Such an assess

ment, in addition to its general value, might well indicate some
 

specific areas in which further technical assistance through AIFLD
 

would be particularly desirable.
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INTRODUCTION
 

The American Institute for Free Labor Development
 

operates a program in Honduras, under contract with the 

Agency for International Development, to strengthen free
 

labor unions, implementing the policy of the United States
 

declared in Section 601 of the Foreign Assistance Act of
 

1961, as amended. The Honduras AIFLD program is subject 

to the provisions of AID/la-259, the general document
 

establishing and defining the contractual relationship
 

between AID and AIFLD, and is specifically covered by Task
 

Order 34 under the contract.
 

From inception of AIFLD's Honduras activities in
 

January, 1963, until August, 1969, the Honduras national 

program was an integral part of IESCA (Central American 

Labor Education Institute), the ROCAP-sponsored AIFLD

operated educational program for trade unionists from all
 

Central American countries, also located in Honduras.
 

IESCA was moved to Guatemala early in 1970 and the Honduras
 

national AIFLD program, that shared its instructors and
 

administrative support, now operates independently with a
 

much-reduced staff. This report deals with IESCA opera

tions only as involved in the national program.
 



CHAPTER I
 

GENERAL ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 

A. 	GENERAL ASSESSMENT
 

Overall Program Impact 

1. 	AIFLD has becn an 
important influence on the dedication,
 

understanding, and technical competence, of Honduran 
trade union
 

leadership, which has produced 
a growing free, democratic, and
 

responsible movement, with 
a steadily improving record of 

sound contract negotiation and administration. 

Labor Education
 

2. AIFLD education acti- ties have had significant
 

positive impact on membership and leaders of the Honduran free
 

labor movement. 

3. The two principal regional labor federations of
 

Honduras have the will, the instructional capacity, and the
 

administrative ability, to operate their 
own 	education programs,
 

but, in the absence of AIFLD or other outside support, their 

limited resources and the competing Jemands of other 
service
 

activities make implementation of an adequate program unlikely
 

during the next Five years.- /
 

4. AIFLD and the federations have successfully undertaken
 

to expand and support a campesino federation (ANACH) that is a
 

critical element in implementation of agricultural reform in
 

Honduras and will require extensive assistance for more than
 

the 	next Five years.
 

I/ 	Because of the reluctance of the federations to disclose income
 
and expenditures data to the evaluators, 
it was not possible
 
to ascertain the financial resources of the unions with any

degree of precision. Observation of union facilities and
 
interviews with labor that the
leaders suggest financial
 
resources of the unions and the federations are severely
 
limited.
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5. The AIFLD educational activities are not designed to 
provide for achievement of specific skill levels and the relation

ships among student capability, course 
length and content, and
 
achieved skill levels, are 
not known or 
evaluated by the contractor. 

Social , roiects 

6. AIFLD social projects have had significant impact on
 
the well-being of Honduran workers and campesinos, and have made
 
a demonstrable contribution to theindividual and institutional
 

capacity of the labor movement to develop and implement economic 

activities. 

Housing Proiect 

7. AIFLD has made a major contribution in helping a Honduran 
labor federation undertake an 
important housing project (1,000
 

homes) by assisting it to establish credibility as a borrower Ond 
by supplying architectural and engineering assistance.
 

Program Mana ement 

8. The AIFLD/H program is well managed and relations with
 

AIFLD/W and USA ID/H are good.
 

B. RECOMMENDATIONS
 

1. Considering the growing capability of the Honduran
 
labor movement 
to manage its own affairs, AIFLD/H should seek
 
progressively to 
"phase out" of Iccal 
basic labor education
 

activities and concencrate attention on:
 

(a) providing assistance at 
more sophisticated levels, while
 
(b) aiding the federations in establishment of 
a basic
 



education program to be financed and administered
 

by them; and
 

(c) 	training an adequate number of instructors to permic
 

professionalization of basic course teaching.
 

2. 	AID should request AIFLD to develop and implement
 

a system for measuring progress toward specific labor educa

tion 	and social project goals.
 

3. The labor education program should be improved by 
careful planning of number and types oF courses based upon
 

assessed needs for 	worker training and the development off 

specific leadership skills, 
 Study shotild also be wade to 
relate student capability and course 
length and content to
 

specific skill levels desired.
 

4. 	4IFLD/H should continue efforts to help 
ANACH become 

a more effective instrument f or supporting agricultural 

worker agrarian reform aspirations, using social projects to 
expand agricultural credit and improv, the organization's 

administrative capability. 

5. 	AIFLD/H should review alternatives, in addition 
to
 

conventional education and social 
project activities, for
 

developing self-sufficiency of the Honduran free labor move

ment, including:
 

(a) 	internship arrangements; 

(b) 	technical assistance in management and adminis

tration; and
 

(c) 	direct administration of social project funds by
 

the federations.
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6. AID/H and AIFLD/H should join with cooperative
 

federations and the national Agrarian Reform Agency (INA)
 

in coordinating their efforts to assist Honduran campesinos
 

through mutually reinforcing programs addressed to education,
 

agricultural assistance, and cooperative development.
 

7. Responsibility for USAID/H monitoring of 
AIFLD/H
 

should be concentrated in a single officer who would follow
 

the program in close association with the Embassy Labor
 

Attache.
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CHAPTER II 

THE CONTEXT OF THF AIFLD PROGRAM 

The Conservative and Liberal 
parties are both continuing
 

strong presences in Honduras. The elections are
1071 already
 

creating an atmosphere of uncertainty. The Social Christian
 

element is an active political force and maintains links
 

with some labor groups. The Latin American Confederation
 

of Christian Trade Unionists 
(CLASC) has affiliated to it
 

the Authentic Labor Union Federation of Honduras (FASH)
 

which claims nine constituent unions and 
1200 members.
 

The Communist Party is illegal 
but extremist
 

elements continue to seek influence with students and
 

workers. Both labor and employer spokesmen expressed
 

concern over this.
 

The increased nationalism growing out of the
 

Salvadoran conflict and the exodus of 
Salvadorans from
 

Honduras also affect labor 
and the AIFLD role. In addition, 

the hurricane during September, 1969, considered by many 

to have done more economic damage than the war, involved
 

a financial drain on 
the unions and also reduced employ

ment, temporarily slowing the 
labor movement's steady
 

financial progress.
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The very limited Honduran industrial development and the
 
heavy dependence on banana exports have also shaped the 
labor
 
movement. 
 The 
largest and financially strongest unions 
are
 
SITRATERCO, the United Fruit 
Company Workers' organization
 

with more than 10,000 dues-paying members, and SUTRAFSCO,
 
with about 7,000 SLC'ndard Fruit 
 Company workers. These two
 
unions make up more 
than half of the 28,000 recorded members
 
of FESITRANH, the north coast 
federation. 
 Of the 28 other
 
unions 
in the Federation, only the campesino group has 
more
 
than 1,000 members. FECESITLIH, the FederaLion for
 
Teguciga'pa and the south, 
 includes many government workers 
among its estimated 7,000 members from more 
than 50 unions.
 
Both Federations are affiliated with CmH, 
the national
 

confederation of free trade unions.
 

Because Honduran labor is more than 70 per cent agri
cultural, and vagaries of the banana business 
cause constant
 
shifts from campesino to fruit 
company worker and the 
reverse,
 
the Honduran labor movement 
is closely tied 
to agricultural
 
laborers and small 
cultivators. 
 ANACH, the campesino union,
 
is part of the north coast federation, heavily supported by
 
it and by the larger individual unions. ANACH 
is weaker in
 
southern Honduras,and FEMTCH, 
the campesino group of FASH,
 
(the CLASC-affiliated federation), competes most 
strongly there.
 
The appropriate resource allocation and strategy for meeting
 
this challenge is a major policy 
issue facing the Honduran
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federations and 
the AFLD program. The campesino
 

issue is especially important 
because the Agrarian Reform Law,
 

presently administered by INA (the national Agrarian Reform
 

Agency), 
is beginning to have substantial impact. The
 

landless are a potentially strong source 
of political and
 

financial support.
 

The AIFLD program is also influenced by the 
remarkable
 

quality of Honduran primary labor leadership. Oscar Gale
 

Varelq and 
Ceieo Gonzales, Presidents of SITRATERCO and
 

FESITRANH, both veterans of the 
1954 United Fruit Company
 

strike that marked emergence of the free labor movement as a 

major force in Honduras, are universally respected and
 

acknowledged to be the dominant 
free labor leaders. In no
 

interviews with Hondurans from various groups, 
or with U.S.
 

private industry or governmental personnel, was there
 

expressed anything but 
the highest regard for these two men.
 

There was no suggestion of venality, rivalry between them,
 

personal political ambitions, or 
excessive commitment to U.S.
 

or AIFLD interests. Although Gale and Gonzales have shared
 

their leadership roles with others, 
their pre-eminence
 

raises serious question about the future of Honduran labor
 

leadership. There are clear heirs
no apparent and, despite
 

past stability, the possibility of a splintering struggle
 

for power exists. The situation has 
important implications
 

for the AIFLD pronram. 
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These two leaders have kept the labor movement notably 

free of internal political bickering and have retained the 

support of their membership. They have helped strengthen 

the Tegucigalpa southern movement and have curbed many of the 

local regionalist rendencies that might otherwise weaken labor 

nationally. Labor is an important democratic political force
 

without being tied to any parry. 
 The union leadership lobbies
 

continuously for favorable legislation, but has not yet been 

successful in raising minimum wages or requiring non-union
 

beneficiaries of collective agreements to share union expenses,
 

their major interests. 

Honduran employers, including U.S.-owned businesses, 

vary widely in their acceptance of trade unionism. While the
 

United Fruit Company manager and the Honduran president of 

the San Pedro Sula Chamber of Commerce, for example, were
 

very positive in their appraisals of the bargaining process
 

and the unions' role in it, paternalistic and hostile attitudes
 

were encountered frequently among other management people,
 

especially 
in the south. The Honduran Labor Code, considered
 

by many employers to "favor the worker too much," does not 

prevent mass firings and other union-busting tactics during 

attempts to organize unions.
 

The Labor Minister signs off on the AID labor program 

document and is friendly to AIFLD, does not get
but involved
 

in program matters. The Honduran government, though the target
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of a 1968 general strike over regressive taxation, does not
 

hinder operation of trade unions. 
 The labor movement and the
 

government maintain respectful relationships and trade union
 

officials sit as 
members of governmental bodies, 
but both
 
groups also appear to perceive each other as 
potentially
 

threatening. Government's support of the collective
 

bargaining process might be 
severely tested 
if maintenance of
 

Honduras's present relative financial 
stability required more
 

stringent measures 
of economic stabilization or austerity.
 

The labor movement's desire 
to avoid dependence on
 
government 
 has made labor increasingly concerned with social
 

projects and non-wage benefits. This concern 
is frequently
 

broadened to include interest in projects that benefit 
the
 

community beyond trade union membership.
 

ORIT (Inter-American Regional Workers' 
Organization), the
 

International Labor Organization, Organization of American
 

States, and the international 
trade secretariats 
 do not
 
maintain continuing active programs in Honduras. 
 Their inter

mittent activities are 
done in coordination, and often 
in con

junction, with AIFLD, but they are 
less involved with the
 

national labor movement because of their 
I initedoperations. 

United States government policy toward the Honduran 

government and the labor movement can be described as plural
istic or contradictory, depending on 
the describer's predilec

tions. The Honduran government is supported while the
 

Honduran labor movement,which will 
often differ wit:h the
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governmentis also encouraged. 
 The AIFLD program is funded,
 

but a contract program with ACDI (Agricultural Cooperative
 

Development International), 
to develop and assist agricultural
 

cooperatives serving many identical 
constituencies, receives
 

greater financial assistance.
 



CHAPTER III
 

HISTORY AND OBJECTIVES OF THE AIFLD PROGRAM 
IN HONDURAS
 

A. HISTORY
 

Activities of the U.S. labor movement and AID in
 

Honduras preceded formation of AIFLD. Honduran labor
 

leaders still refer gratefully to the help of AFL-CIO's
 

Andy McLellan, than a roving international representa

tive. He helped them win the critical 1354 SITRATERCO
 

union recognition strike against United Fruit Company
 

that formed the country's free labor leadership.
 

Jesus Artigas, first AIFLD Regional and Country
 

Program Director in Honduras and a strong influence on
 

Honduran leaders, participated with other U.S. trade
 

unionists as an instructor in AID-sponsored courses,
 

during the years immediately before AIFLD was organized.
 

The AFL-CIO and AIFLD emphasize that AID support
 

reinforced already existing private activities. In
 

Honduras, although funding of the labor program by AID 
is
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acknowledged, AIFLD is still viewed primarily as a pri

vate group continuing and expanding the early union-to

union activities.
 

The first AID contributions to AIFLD operations in
 

Honduras were part of the IESCA budget. In 1965, the
 

first separately funded national program received $5,000.
 

Subsequent AID commitments have increased the total
 

funds obligated through 1970 to $352,400.
 

These funds represent only the national program
 

and do not include expenditures for IESCA. Separate
 

financial allocations were made and separate records
 

kept for the two programs, although they were indis

tinguishable in operation, sharing staff and facilities.
 

The IESCA departure presents a serious handicap to the
 

national program, because staff and facilities pre

viously made available by it at little or no cost must
 

now be obtained elsewhere.
 

The 1970 national program budget provides funds for
 

a country director, an educational coordinator in
 

Tegucigalpa, and a cooperative technician who serves as
 

social projects coordinator. The three professionals,
 

one full-time and one part-time local secretary, are
 

the entire staff. Salaries, travel, and office
 

expenses account for over $90,000 of the total task
 

order budget of $145,038. The only substantial flexible
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item is $55,000 for direct costs of the education
 

program. There 
is no separate social projects program
 

budget.
 

The only other governmental funds in proincluded 


gram input are amounts received by AIFLD/Honduras from
 

AID/financed regional social 
project funds, the costs
 

of AIFLD regional consultants,and allocable expenses
 

from AIFLD Regional and International courses, financed
 

under other task orders.
 

Non-AID program dollars have been limited to 
AFL-CIO
 

contributions for 
special impact projects. Since
 

January, 1966, $41,387 has 
been made available to
 

AIFLD/H in the form of either 
loans or grants.
 

B. OBJECTIVES
 

The Honduras Country Labor Plan FY
for 1970 con

tained no statement of specific goals 
or objectives.
 

The proposed program called for twelve two-week
 

seminars, a special seminar for 
the campesino union
 

executive council, 
five four-week advanced seminars 
for
 

selected graduates of basic courses, and three week-end
 

round table discussions between labor 
leaders and
 

employers. The plan also described social projects
 

activities, including:
 

(1) technical assistance to housing projects;

(2) technical 
assistance to union organizations on
 

cooperative efforts;

(3) advice to the vocational education program;
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(4) 	technical assistance for construction of union
 
buildings;


(5) 	assistance to the medical brigades and other
 
campesino projects;
 

(6) 	development of impact projects.
 

The absence of specific objectives and the couching of
 

plans almost exclusively in activity terms are partly a conse

quence of the AID practice of viewing the labor program
 

contract as the purchase of activities rather than as the
 

expenditure of funds for achievement of specific labor objec

tives. Although this approach makes 
financial review and
 

control 
simpler, since delivery of the activities becomes the
 

basis for certifying performance, it diverts attention from
 

the important analytical tasks of identifying the results to
 

be anticipated from these activities and reviewing the
 

consequences that actually occur.
 

The AID Non-Capital Project Paper (PROP), a 5-year plan
 

for -he Honduras Labor Education and Social Development Project,
 

dated January 5, 1970, goes further, identifying the project
 

objective as
 

'to develop democratic worker organizations and related
 
groups, who can effectively participate in and contribute
 
to the social and economic development of Honduras."
 

This document emphasizes popular participation in the develop

ment process, comparing trade unions with other private
 

sector institutions receiving AID attention 
in Honduras.
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The project paper identifies subsidiary 5-year targets,
 

encompassing both activities and goals that 
flow 	from the
 

broad 	objective of developing a strong democratic movement,
 

incl uding:
 

(1) 	Basic, intermediate, and advanced seminars, 
both 	full
and part time, for union officers and members,
 
campesinos, women workers, and social 
projects.
 

(2) 
An adequate supply of officers and rank, and file
 
members qualified to act as instructors in basic
 
labor and social service programs.
 

(3) 	A strengthened and expanded ANACH (National

Association of Honduran Campesinos) program with
campesinos and other agricultural workers. 

(4) 	An expanded volunteer ANACH Medical Brigades program. 

(5) 	An increase in union membership, including campesinos,

of at least 10,' annually.
 

(6) 	Establishment of labor information centers in the
 
principal cities.
 

(7) 	Increased participation of unions in social arid
 
civic development activities.
 

(8) 	Skill training, literacy training, and English

language training programs in North Coast and
 
Tegucigalpa area. 

(5) 	Increased union participation in the legislative
 
process and 
improved liaison with governmental
 
agencies.
 

(10) 	 An appropriate technical assistance program devuloped

between USAID and the Ministry of Labor for personnel

training. 

A later statement converts some 
of these targets into
 

quantitative goals such as:
 

(1) 	150 seminars.
 

(2) 	5,000 course participants, including 1,000 graduates

of instructor training. 
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(3) Increase in ANACH paid memberships from 1,500 
to
 
15,000.
 

(4) 	Increase in campesino families treated under Medical
 
Brigade program from 2,500 to 5,000 per year.
 

(5) 	Growth of membership in democratic labor organiza
tions from 30,000 to 50,000.
 

(6) 	Average of 2-man years of participant training for
 
key personnel in Ministry of Labor.
 

Despite the increased precision in identification of goals and
 

quantification of anticipated results, 
the program document
 

still rests heavily on seminars and social 
projects, attributing
 

to them broad potential results such as 
the membership growth
 

figures forecast for ANACH and the whole democratic labor
 

movement. 
 Such objectives are useful in identifying the
 

general direction of AIFLD program efforts, but 
do not provide
 

a sound basis for 
review of program activities in relation to
 

performance. The 
labor program would benefit from establish

ment of milestones and intermediate performance objectives
 

directly related to project activities, that more readily
 

permit measurement of short-term progress.
 

For example, the long-term goal of assisting the Honduran
 

free labor movement to operate its own education Drogram can
 

readily be broken down 
into a series of short-term goals
 

relating to the number of instructors to be trained, the skill
 

levels they will attain, and the post-course activities they
 

will perform.
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CHAPTER IV
 

THE AIFLD PROGRAM IN HONDURAS
 

The AIFLD program in Honduras 
is based upon activities
 

broadly defined as 
labor education and social 
projects. The 31
 

courses sponsored by AIFLD during 1969, 
and the five new and
 

four continuing social projects 
financed from various 
sources
 

with the Institute's assistance, are 
formal measures of the
 

program's intermediate output, 
but they do not convey the
 

essence of either the AIFLD techniques in Honduras or 
their con

tribution to development of a free and effective 
labor movement.
 

The labor program has from the 
start 
been a broad technical
 

assistance effort 
through which AIFLD staff have helped Hondur,i
 

trade unions move to constantly higher 
levels of proficiency in
 

achieving their objectives. AIFLDsponsorshipofcoLlrses i 
eviS,
 

tiallya support, stimulus, and coordination effort that brocLdL;
 

and improves the educational and other activities of the I-onura,-,,
 

federat ions.
 

Course length and content reflect only a part of 
the i:oi.cji
 

assistance effort. 
 There is no 
fixed package of courses that u,-i
 

be considered as an isolated input. 
 For example, inatypical bas>;
 

course, there are 
no lost t'me payments and the AIFLD contc 
but e

may involve only furnishingacoordinator, oho finds a donat,!d 

and assembles a roster of instructors from Honduran labor, univer

sity, private, and governmental sources. 
 From the arrival of Dircc

tor Alvin Warren in September, 1969, until in
the evaluation visit 


late February, 1970, AIFLD paid no instructional costs for basic
 

courses in the Tegucigalpa area 
and very little elsewhere.
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For intermediate and regional courses, instruction has been
 

provided by the AID-funded instructors of the IESCA staff. With
 

their dismissal when the Institute moved to Guatemala, the AIFLD/
 

Honduras national education program will be more dependent on
 

volunteer instructors and will increasingly become part of the
 

local federations' educational activities. This is similar tothe
 

pattern found in Colombia, for example, where AIFLD adds a fixed
 

amount to the educational budgets of the two major confederations,
 

using personal and institutional influence, along with this
 

financial 
leverage, to affect goals, content, and administration.
 

The coordination of labor education courses 
by AIFLD,
 

essential because the federation and confederations cannot
 

afford the full-time help required to do this for themselves,
 

has brought the Institute into such close relationship with the
 

labor movement that the AIFLD coordinators have typically become
 

consultants,. guides,i ar.d mentors to the groups with which they
 

are involved. As the AIFLD Director put it, in opening a basic
 

course, AIFLD provides "formal and infoimal' education. Labor
 

education 
is the vehicle through which AIFLD, in Honduras and else

where, has gained the trust and confidence of local labor move

ments sufficiently to permit provision of the broad range of
 

technical assistance required to advance a free labor movement.
 

Jesus Artigas was described by labor leader Celeo Gonzales as "un
 

brazo" (an arm) of the Honduran labor movement, emphasizing their
 

highly personal relationship and the broad role AIFL.D has played
 

in Honduras.
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The independence and ability of Gonzales and Oscar
 

Gale, the two principal Honduran leaders, led AIFLD into
 

an 
ideal technical assistance relationship in which dialogue
 

among equals, accompanied by the continued operating
 

responsibility of those being assisted, brought about steady
 

growth in skills and performance. Although neither Gale 
nor
 

Gonzales were ever enrolled in an AIFLD course, both
 

acknowledge the 
importance of continujed assistance received
 

from AIFLD staff.
 

The evolution of SUTRAFSCO, the union of Standard
 

Fruit Company workers, From a communist-dominated group of
 

little value to the rank and 
file, into a responsible and
 

effective free trade union, is another examle of 
the
 

AIFLD role. It was accomplished, according to informed
 

observers, by Honduran trade unionists 
 who had participated
 

in AIFLD labor education programs.
 

The influence and impact of AIFLD on the Honduran
 

labor movement results principally from the counseling and
 

other activities of the Country Program Director 
(CPD)
 

and those working with him. Their education administration
 

work is important but the effect of 
it is rarely separable
 

from that of the direct involvement with local unionists
 

it facilitates. Programming documents can 
too easily ignore
 

this critical aspect of the union-to-union relationship and
 

its implications for labor solidarity. Concern over details
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of seminars and expenditures should not be permitted to obscure
 

importance of the 
personal relationships that are critical
 

to the success of the education program.
 

A. EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
 

1. Description of Courses
 

Review of 
The AIFLD educational input emphasizes the
 

difficul:ies of describing the 
program in terms of numbers of
 

seminars or social projects. The education activities
 

include provision of coordination, instruction, and 
lost

time payments, that are different in each course. There
 

are basic, residential, intermediate, national and special
 

courses. Honduran unionists are also 
sent to IESCA Regional
 

courses and the Institute's Front Royal and Georgetown
 

University prrprams. Separate basic, 
intermediate, and
 

regional courses are given for campesinos.
 

The third week of each four-week regional campesino
 

course is an "action week," during which students get
 

practical experience assisting local communities with
 

social projects. The education program 
is, at this p nt,
 

so linked to social project activities that attempts to
 

separate them would give 
a distorted picture of the total
 

)rogram. The 
"action week" results, for six courses since
 

1964, have included 21 different construction efforts.
 

;chools, roads, water systems, and 
similar projects have
 

)een completed, with work and 
funding coming primarily from
 

:he course participants and communities.
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The AIFLD ,,ontribution averages less 	than $250 per course for
 

the project vwork.
 

The AIFLD and local federation basic courses 
are designed: 

(1) to motivate members of local unions to further union 
activity; 

(2) to give them an introduction to the rights, benefits, 
and responsibilities of union membership; 
and
 

(3) 	to help the federations select promising candidates
 
for further training.
 

They 	are typically given immediately after a new union has been
 

organized (to give them earl ier would alert employers 
to tile
 

organizing effort). The federations also offer annually, with
 

AIFLD assistance, 
a number of other basic courses for older
 

unions throughout the country. 
 In 1968, 11 basic courses were
 

identified as AIFLD-sponsored and 25 
were included among the
 

activities of 1969. 
 The federations and local unions offered
 

an unascertained number of additional 
basic courses during [:hesu
 

years, in which AIFLD was 
not directly involved.
 

Many 	Honduran unionists have specialized training and 
can
 

teach sections of the basic courses, but there 
is no cadre of
 

union people trained specifically for labor education. 
 A Front
 

Royal instructor's course graduate heads 
the budding FECESITLIH
 

education program, but the standards 
required of the instructors
 

he is obliged to use are necessarily elastic. The failure to
 

professionalize labor education reflects the federations'
 

decisions to give priority in use of their 
resources to training
 

for contract 
negotiation and administration. 
 It may be remedied
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as their resources and AIFLD support permit employment of paid
 

full-time instructors.
 

Because the IESCA regional program has been in Honduras,
 

with full-time instructors also collaborating in national
 

courses, the quality of most AIFLD instruction has been high.
 

Unlike countries where full-time instructors include AIFLD

trained graduates from local unions, the Honduras group are
 

all older, university-trained, people with extensive practical
 

experience in their specialized area. The intellectual level
 

of Honduras advanced labor education reflects their qualifi

cations, judging from the obvious command of sophisticated
 

collective bargaining issues by most of the graduates inter

viewed during the evaluation visit.
 

The basic courses are relatively free of ideological
 

indoctrination or pressure, according to Celeo Gonzales and
 

Oscar Gale, who indicated that they would permit none. Brief
 

discussions of FASH and CLASC, the Christian Democratic
 

Federation and confederation, in an early class on trade union
 

history, and one two-hour session on democracy a,,d totalitar

ianism, are the only political el2ments in a twenty-hour basic
 

course that typically also covers union organization, collective
 

bargaining, cooperatives, parliamentary procedure, and labor
 

law. An opening class attended by one of the evaluators
 

included brief negative reference to Christian Democratic and
 

Communist approaches to trade unionism, that could do no more
 

than alert students to ask questions. The volunteer instructor,
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an 
AIFLD alumnus, emphasized principally the economic benefits
 

that could result from free trade unionism and the CPD, who
 

also spoke, did the same.
 

The influence of basic 
courses ;s well illustrated by a
 
situation encountered by the evaluation team at 
the Port
 

Workers union 
in Puerto Cortez. The union presidenc, who had
 

completed three AIFLD courses, 
was obliged to cancel 
an annual
 
assembly for lack of 
a quorum. Without prodolng, he pointed
 

out 
that those union members who had attended a recent basic
 

course had been far 
more diligent in attending than their 
less
 

interested brothers. 
 He also pointed out that, because t:he
 
basic course is voluntary, attendance is the first step
 

toward leadership positions for those sufficiently motivated.
 

Other Honduran leaders emphasized that the basic course
 
is to give "conscience,' "responsibility"' or "discipline" 
 to 
the membership, with success 
measured ultimately by willingness
 

to support a democratically reached strike decision. 
 Some
 
added that worker conduct during the 1968 general strike,
 

called to protest government-imposed taxes 
on consumer goods,
 

indicated considerable need for more 
labor education.
 

In Honduras, successful completion of a basic course is a
 
prerequisite 
For entry into higher level courses. Papers are
 

written, examinations 
are given, and evaluations are made of
 
participating students. 
Course records serve as the reference 

source for selection of students 
to attend advanced courses.
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Although formal enrollment in basic is limited to union
courses 


members, outside auditors 
are oermitted. Instructors suggest
 

that the auditors occasionally become active 
in organizing a
 

union, a fringe benefit of the education program that has
 

seldom been noted.
 

The regional intermediate and national advanced courses
 
are 
arranged jointly by AIFLD and the federations. Some include
 

more intensive general study of the material 
covered in basic
 

courses, but there 
is also an effort to provide technical pre

paration in specialized fields such 
as accounting, cooperatives,
 

union organization, and contract 
negotiation. AIFLD has also
 

sponsored a vocational training course for hotel 
wc.kers. The
 

AIFLD/Honduras program has 
not yet provided specialized pre

paration for instructors, as 
has been done systematically and
 

effectively in Colombia and Ecuador. 
 While this is explained
 

in part by the greater Honduran emphasis on training for
 

services perceived as 
more useful by members of local unions,
 

development of a body of instructors with common training
 

should be encouraged by AIFLD.
 

Specialized courses are offered to actual 
and prospective
 
union officers, so that the criteria for 
reviewing effective

ness must 
include both later assumption of office and per

formance 
in positions already occupied. Passage through the
 

labor education system, culminating with international study,
 

is an important part of the 
informal selection requirements
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accepted by trade union leaders and members 
in expanding or
 

replenishing the leadership pool. 
 The quality of leadership
 

is more a function of the personal and political factors
 

affecting selection than of the kind of education offered,
 

but in Honduras labor leadership and labor education are
 

serious business. Economic bene-Fits share importance with
 

political appeal as the tests of leader survival 
and labor
 

education is viewed as a key to obtaining ever-greater
 

benefits. Creation of this environment, though partly a
 

tribute to AIFLD, reflects the complex personal, cultural,
 

and historical influences that 
have made the Honduran labor 

movement a very important democratic force in the country 

and one that is widely respected in Latin America. 

2. Impact and Evaluation 

The AIFLD and IESCA labor education activities have
 

served as the principal training ground for the Honduran labor
 

movement. 
 While Celeo Gonzales and Oscar Gale, the movement's
 

leaders, say they had 
learned their work through the lessons
 

of experience and informal education before the Institute
 

was organized, they acknowledge the importance of labor
 

education and point out that the selection of 
local and
 

national officers from among course graduates, and the entry
 

into courses of non-graduate officers, are almost automatic.
 

The 25-man directiva of ANACH, for example, includes only AIFLD

trained people. In both the free labor federations and their
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affiliated unions, the prevalence of 
Institute graduates is so
 
evident that detailed tabulation would be superfluous. The
 

president of CTH, 
the free labor confederation, is 
a Front
 

Royal graduate.
 

More impressive than the number of AIFLD-trained people
 
in high positions are the depth and 
independence of their
 

commitment to 
free and democratic trade unionism. 
 Unlike
 

Ecuador, 
for example, whe-e a young free labor movement too
 

often appears dominated by AIFLD guidance and local 
leaders'
 

opportunism, the Honduran trade unions view their 
AIFLD
 

assistants as partners 
in a broader effort to further
 

workers' interests. The pluralistic U.S. government approach,
 

supporting an independent labor movement 
and a government not
 

noted for labor sympathies, helps 
avoid any impression that
 

the trade union movement is "sold" 
to the United States. The
 

conduct of Honduran leaders 
is even more effective in dispelling
 

any such impressions. FECESITLIH's president, when asked
 

whether an 
American labor presence should continue 
in Honduras,
 
spoke of moral 
support and technical assistance, but emphasized
 

the need for help 
in keeping the Honduran movement from
 
"diverging" into less responsible paths. 
 Further discussion
 

revealed that his reference was more economic than political
 

or ideological.
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3. Indicators of Impact
 

There 
is no systematic evaluation of program impact or
 

effectiveness by AIFLD and AID. The criterion of continued
 

participation in union activities, an intermediate measure,
 

suggests a high degree of post-course involvement. Spot
 

checking of two regional courses given six months earlier
 

indicated that all of the students 
had remained active in their
 

unions. All Front Royal and Georgetown graduates of the last
 

three years are also still involved in the movement. An
 

AIFLD tabulation in December, 1966, showed that only 13 of the
 

100 prior Regional or International course graduates had ceased
 

to be active in labor activities, compared with 24 percent in
 

Guatemala. A more detailed study in November, 1967, showed
 

28 union presidents out of 116 graduates.
 

While an information system based on regular tracking
 

would permit more precise statement of results, the most
 

useful evaluation effort would involve intensive study of
 

performance by graduates of advanced and specialized courses
 

to test the relationship of courses to performance in related
 

activities. There is at present 
no serious attempt to revise
 

course lengths and curricula on the basis of (1) experience in
 

achieving terminal training objectives and (2) the relation of
 

these Jchievements to later performance of specific tasks.
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One of the evaluators observed a course on cooperative
 

accounting, scheduled to take advantage of the presence of an
 

ILO expert. The students were underqualified for the material
 

and it was apparent that the 20-hour series was 
likely to be
 

of limited value for them. More important, it was not clear
 

that any well-planned curriculum for further development of
 

specific skills existed. While continued study, practical
 

experience, and the help of others, eventually produce some
 

skilled performers, a more precise preparation series would
 

accelerate the process and increase the number achieving
 

proficiency.
 

This criticism is less applicable to basic courses. Here
 

the end is primarily motivational and the steady flow of
 

students into advanced courses 
and union leadership positions
 

suggests that the present formula 
is better than adequate. The
 

20-hour introduction covers such 
a broad range of subjects, and
 

the entering knowledge of students is so limited, that little
 

more than exposure is accomplished. The basic courses are,
 

nevertheless. an essential tool for keeping open the paths 
to
 

trade union 
leadership and giving direction and reinforcement
 

to motivated aspiring members. 
 Since the average cost to AIFLD
 

for each course is about $350, the benefit-cost relationship,
 

even in the limited terms of number of people exposed to
 

favorable U.S. presence, is high.
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The specific accomplishments of the AIFLD labor education
 

program are only suggested by the total of 
more than 10,000
 

students who have passed through courses 
since 1965. This
 

figure, which includes some double counting of those attending
 

more than one course, tells little of the contributions made
 

by the program to elevation of the analytical level of
 

collective bargaining negotiations and the emergence of modern
 

labor-management relations in Honduras. The local manager of
 

United Fruit Company operations and the president of the San
 

Pedro Sula Chamber of Commerce, for example, noted that informed
 

and responsible trade unionism had steadily increased 
in Honduras
 

during recent years. The Chanter head described, with admiration, 

the high quality of union participation in a recent AIFLD-sponsored
 

labor-management round table. 

It would be presumptuous to attribute all Honduran labor 

progress to the Institute. Nevertheless, the wide range of AIFLD 

technical assistance and the absence of other substantial outside
 

inputs suggest that the AIFLD program has been consequential to
 

the growth of 
the free labor movement in Honduras.
 

The education program's effects are particularly evident
 

in ANACH, because that group started with no base of trained
 

personnel. AIFLD-trained campesino activists and union officers
 

now administer an institution that appears to be an authentic
 

example of improved control of individual destinies by a
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previously ignored group. 
 While ANACH is a long way from self

sufficiency, current progress 
is impressive in relation to the
 

economically and educationally primitive beginnings 
from which
 

it has developed.
 

The evaluators were able to observe a sampling of ANACH
 

organizers, officers, and members 
in action, and to view
 

officials and members of other unions at work as 
well. Their
 

verbal attributions of results to AIFLD efforts 
were supple

mented by specific references to subject matter, such as 
new
 

clauses proposed for collective agreements and new techniques
 

for estimating employers' ability to pay. 
 More important,
 

their ability to discuss intelligently the meaning of free,
 

democratic trade unionism, and the tangible evidence they
 

offered of contracts negotiated, activities undertaken, and
 

services 
rendered to members, also supported the attribution.
 

Observation of secondary union leadership 
',,as especially
 

important in reviewing the Honduras program. 
 The older leaders,
 

veterans of the 1954 strike for 
recognition, were not trained
 

by AIFLD, though they have always maintained close contact
 

with it. 
Impact of the program on them is more speculative
 

than in the case of the new generation, formed in part by
 

AIFLD courses. The younger leaders learned much of what they
 

know about running unions under Institute ausrices and there
 

is palpable evidence that they have 
learned many lessonswell.
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The growth 
in the number of Honduran collective bargaining
 

contracts 
from 38 in 1968 to 48 in 1969, and the increase in
 

FECESITLIH affiliations from 40 unions 
in 1968 to 52 currently,
 

for example, are quantitative indicators of the health of the
 

Honduran labor movement. They are 
not, however, appropriate
 

measures of the 
Institute's impact, since many other 
factors
 

affect them. 
 The activities of course graduates, some of
 

which are attributable to their training, 
influence broader
 

variables such as 
union formation, membership, and the number
 

and terms of contracts. 
 There are serious methodological
 

problems presented in gauging 
this impact precisely, since
 

broad AIFLD coverage prevents use of comparison groups.
 

However, an evaluation system for reviewing direct 
links
 

between advanced course work and specific activit-ies of
 

graduates would still 
be helpful for reporting results and
 

revising activities. The Honduras program should begin to
 

work with the federations on implementation of such a system.
 

There has been no real effort by AIFLD in Honduras to
 
identify the limits of 
labor education, the conditions that
 

should exist before the program goes out of the education
 

business or at least 
is limited to maintaining an achieved
 

level. There 
is sometimes conveyed an unfortunate impression
 

that the Institute simply plans 
to give course after course
 

indefinitely. 
 If the broad education program goal is defined
 

as equipping the 
free labor movement to perform effectively all
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functions necessary to administer existing unions and to
 

maintain a reasonable rate of growth, 
a finite limit to
 
efforts can be identified. This limit is implicit 
in current
 

AIFLD activities 
and is a useful working tool. By defining
 

the ideal achievement 
level for the education program, the
 
resource constraints affecting labor development 
are illumi

nated and new possibilities for program tradeoffs 
are
 

revealed. The achievement of education goals does 
not bar a
 

continuing program based on 
technical assistance and exchange
 

of ideas among equals.
 

In Honduras, for example, the PROP lays 
out a five-year
 

goal of 15,000 members for ANACH. 
 The limited sphere, and
 

inherent difficulties, of further organization among non

campesino workers suggest 
a five-year total 
of no more than
 

35,000, compared to 25,000 currently. The combined target
 

figure of 50,000 organized workers provides a framework for
 
estimating educational requirements. A tentative ratio of one
 

well-trained specialist for every ten union members suggests 
a
 
need for about 5,000 graduates of advanced or 
specialized
 

courses. 
 More detailed analysis would permit specification of
 

numbers for various labor skills.
 

One alternative for achieving this goal 
is to train 20
 
instructors for two years and have them train an 
average total
 

of 250 students each, during the following three years,
 

including some upgrading of present 
leaders. 
 The PROP sets a
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five-year goal of 1,000 trained instructors, adopting an
 

alternative approach but beginning, for the first time, to
 

shift from the earlier practice of taking a given number of
 

courses as the only program objective. AIFLD seems rarely
 

to have considered the likely impacts of alternative education
 

program models and, as a result, has not stated progress in
 

terms of realistic quantified objectives. The Honduras
 

program is readily adaptable to this approach. AIFLD
 

should be encouraged to set some targets and to compare a few
 

alternatives for reaching them.
 

The lack of clear definitions for levels of educational
 

achievement, and routine testing of them against graduates'
 

performance of related tasks, is not limited to Honduras.
 

The ROCAP - AIFLD Regional Program, designed for graduates of
 

national courses, is plagued by a wide range of student
 

preparedness that makes it impossible to assume any generally
 

applicable base from which further instruction can begin.
 

While part of this difficulty results from national confedera

tion failures to honor prerequisites given them for selection
 

of students, it is also clear that an 'advanced graduate"
 

means something different in almost every country. Despite
 

the diversity of country conditions, there is a very substan

tial body of concepts and knowledge, such as the principles
 

and economics of negotiation, that should be common to advanced
 

labor education in all of them. Uniform mastery of these
 

materials can be improved by (1) identifying a standard
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curriculum with tests for accomplishment and (2) varying the
 

number and length of national courses to permit students from
 

countries with less sophisticated labor movements to study
 

longer before entering Regional courses.
 

AIFLD is qualified to identify desirable achievement
 

levels for trained l~ior leaders. Some setting of standards
 

and uniform definitions would help assure that instructional
 

time is used most efficiently to achieve educational 
objec

tives. It would also be a major step toward coordination
 

among AIFLD national, Regional, and Front Royal efforts, and
 

of these with labor education act ivities of ORIT and other
 

agencies.
 

Much that is designated as advanced "labor education" is
 

really provision of opportunities to build solidarity through
 

acquaintance and dialogue. The AIFLD program would avoid a
 

lot of misunderstanding 5y distinguishing these "courses" from
 

those directed to the transfer of specific knowledge or skills.
 

The training of trade union officials, like the training of
 

the skilled craftsmen who make up many of their unions, should
 

not be haphazard exposure to a loosely defined subject matter.
 

It should include mastery of the skills required for effective

ness and sufficient guided experience to assure proficiency in
 

their regular performance.
 

The era of AIFLD-sponsored courses should soon disappear.
 

The Honduran labor movement has a cadre of trained leaders who
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could readily be turned into excellent instructors with a
 

little assistance and guidance. The federations claim they cannot
 

pay these people to be full-time labor educators. The lack
 

of resources, not the lack of courses, obstructs efficient 

achievement of program goals, and there 
are more efficient
 

ways to provide resources than by sponsoring courses,
 

This conclusion is also supported by a review of recent
 

Georgetown graduates. The last one from Honduras lost his
 

job after being given the scholarship and has not found a
 

new one since his return. Some Honduran private and govern

mental employers are reluctant to make commitments to such
 

students because they expect that 
improved qualifications
 

will mean a demand for higher salary.
 

This Georgetown labor economist is voluntarily teaching
 

in AIFLD seminars while he waits for a possible opening at
 

FESITRANH. Once again, effectiveness of 
labor education is 

diminished by the lack of union resources and not by a short

age of trained people. 
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B. Social Proiects 

The view of the AIFLD program as generalized technical
 

assistance delivered through education and social 
project
 

activities is supported by review of the Honduran social 
pro

jects. The AIFLD program input is not the amount 
of money
 

granted or lent 
to the unions and federations, nor is it the
 

volume of project proposals prepared. It must be understood
 

as the totality of efforts involved 
in helping a developing
 

institutionthe Honduran free 
labor movement, build the
 

capability to perform increasingly more difficult tasks 
useful
 

in achieving its objectives.
 

The AIFLD program resembles typical AID efforts in
 

cooperatives, including that 
in Honduras. Co-op contract
 

technicians, though heavily involved in education, 
are
 

essentially builders of an 
institution and movement, who must
 

direct their assistance wherever it can be most useful in
 

reaching program goals. 
 Although AIFLD task orders emphasize
 

educational activities and implementation of social projects,
 

operation of the program actually 
involves a wide range of
 

assistance useful in building the free 
labor movement. The
 

proliferation of special 
task orders for various new projects
 

and activities reflects the difficulty of fitting desirable
 

AIFLD efforts into the two principal categories, emphasizing
 

the need to develop goal-oriented resource allocation and
 

coordinated sets 
of related activities.
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For example, the Institute role in the FESITRANH housing
 

project, involving a BID loan of more than $2,000,000 for 1,000
 

homes, 
included the supplying of conventional architectural and
 

engineering assistance. It also involved a $3,158.77 loan from
 

the ALF-CIO impact projects fund, to permit early construction
 

of a model house, so that the final design would more accurately
 

reflect the workers' desires. More recently, a $34,000 loan
 

from the AID-financed Regional Revolving Loan Fund has helped
 

the FESITRANH project survive war and flood-induced delays
 

until the BID funds begin to flow. 
 The first 350 houses of the
 

project are now being constructed on schedule.
 

The major AIFLD contribution has perhaps been the provision
 

to FESITRANH of help that gave that Federation the nerve and
 

knowhow required to turn an inexperienced labor group into a
 

capable and acceptable borrower. Informed observers, including
 

Hondurans and Mission personnel, assert that the AIFLD role was
 

critical in bringing the labor group to BID attention, esta

blishing its credibility, and pressing its claim for resources.
 

This combination of catalytic role, moral support, and technical
 

guidance, 
is the essence of AIFLD's social project activities in
 

Honduras.
 

AID finances the performance of similar roles in assistance
 

to cooperative movements and in the Pan-American Development
 

Foundation program of self-help community projects, 
among others.
 

This pluralistic approach to institutional development recog

nizes the unique capabiiities of particular U.S. groups for
 

assisting their related groups in developing countries.
 

http:3,158.77
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1. Fund Sources
 

The AIFLD social projects program of generalized technical
 

assistance helps the Honduran 
labor movement to mobilize
 

resources, including, but not limited to, AID and AFL-CIO funds,
 

for the satisfaction of worker needs by their own 
efforts.
 

Assistance includes (1) motivation, (2) technical help in
 

design, financing, and construction, (3) supervision of credit
 

and repayment, and (4) education for continued 
independent
 

efforts. Although recourse 
is had to various suppliers of
 

resources, the following regularly available funding 
sources
 

are considered to be part 
of the specific AID-AIFLD input:
 

(1) 	AIFLD Regional Revolving Loan Fund (AID Task Order
 
No. 43);
 

(2) 	ALF-CIO impact projects fund;
 

(3) 	AID Mission "small projects" and other funds;
 

(4) 	ANACH Revolving Loan Fund (includes grants and 
loans
 
from AID, AFL-CIO, and others);
 

These funds and the administrative costs of operating the
 

social projects activities are the program input that 
is supple

mented by self-help labor and other Honduran 
resources. The
 

AIFLD Honduras staff includes 
a co-op specialist who serves as
 

a full-time social projects technician. AIFLD regional staff
 

and outside consultants also provide intermittent help. The
 

IESCA instructors formerly devoted part of their time 
to
 

social projects and the Country Program Director will 
continue
 

to do so. A $2,400 grant from the AIFLD regional campesino
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office funded four staff people for ANACH from January through
 

June, 1970, and most of their work is social project activity.
 

The AID-sponsored Regional Revolving Loan Fund of
 

$500,000 was established in 1968, to provide no-interest
 

loans not available to unions from other programs. The fund
 

is administered by AIFLD, but all loans, from $5,000 to
 

$50,000 for up to five years, are approved by the AID
 

Director of the borrowing union's country. AIFLD/Honduras
 

helped SITRATERCO borrow $50,000, one of only four loans
 

made by the Fund during its first year, for construction
 

of a warehouse, consumer cooperative supermarket, and community
 

center building that will enable the union co-op's well

established operation to expand sales volume and serve members
 

more effectively. The building is an impressive addition
 

to the workers' neighborhood.
 

A non-American technician, temporarily assisting the
 

co-op instocking and record-keeping for its expanded
 

operation, remarked that, although he had seen evidence of
 

sona anti-American feeling during his three months in
 

Honduras, the labor movement appeared to be strikingly free
 

of such sentiments. It is reasonable to assume that Drojects
 

such as the SITRATERCO co-op building have contributed to this
 

condition.
 

AFL-CIO impact project funds are administered by AIFLD
 

under rules similar to those applied to AID small projects.
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Both appear in the AIFLD Impact and Small Projects Combined
 

Manual (January, 1969). AID projects involve up to $2,000,
 

while AFL-CIO efforts can be as much as $5,000. Labor funds cannot
 

be spent for "ordinary union activities," but priorities and
 

purposes of both sources are otherwise similar, emphasizing
 

local contributions, preference for continuing activities
 

and for loans over grants, and projects that are "genuinely
 

initiated by local unions." AID approval is required only for AIL
 

projects. In both categories, the AIFLD reporting requirements
 

are as stringent as those of AID.
 

This list indicates the type and magnitude of 1969-70
 

projects:
 

Date Title of Project Source of Funds Amount 

1/15/69 SITRATERCO--Consumer 
Cooperative building 

AID RRLF $50,000 

3/11/69 

5/26/69 

SITRATERCO--Vocational 
school equipment 

Grant to FESITRANH--

AFL-CIO 

AFL-CIO 

4,038 

1,165 

sewing machines 

5/26/69 ANACH Medical Brigade AFL-CIO 2,025 

9/5/69 FESITRANH--ldurricane 
relief 

AFL-CIO 500 

2/11/70 FESITRANH--to assist 
in housing project 

AID RRLF 34,000 

ANACH Revolving Loan 
Fund--farm loans 

AID & AFL-CIO $14,000 
(from 
4/1/67) 
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Projects not yet completed from previous years require
 

continuing attention and disbursements may take place in more
 

than one year. In addition, AIFLD assists in development and
 

implementation of projects that do not receive direct U.S.
 

funding.
 

The ANACH revolving fund, though appearing as a single pro

ject, has included 15 or more separate loans requiring individual
 

attention. It is amore impressive effort, with greater economic
 

impact, than the useful but diffuse array of small projects.
 

The fund was started in April 1967, with a $3,000 grant from
 

AID, entrusted to AIFLD for administration. InJune, 1968, AID
 

added another $6,000. Late in 1969, AID added $2,500 more from
 

the Special Projects Fund and the AFL-CIO made a $2,500 loan
 

to the Fund, bringing the total invested to $14,000. During
 

the evaluation visit, the President of the Republic delivered
 

$15,000 to the Fund, supplementing a $75,000 commitment made
 

almost simultaneously by the Banco de Fomento. The Bank
 

agreed that ANACH could administer the fund on its behalf and
 

that loans would be made only to campesinos. AIFLD then
 

helped ANACH start a "technical department," including a fund
 

administrator, a development officer, and an agronomist, by an
 

impact project for $1,400 and assistance in negotiations for
 

assignment of a Peace Corps Volunteer. The governmental
 

confidence in ANACH, manifested by the entrusting of funds,
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indicates the effectiveness of AIFLD and Honduran efforts to
 

build a strong campesino in3titution.
 

ANACH, with the assistance of AIFLD's full-time coopera

tive technician, has developed a long-term Plan Cooperativo,
 

designed to make the campesino union not only the principal
 

political instrumentality of the campesinos but also a major
 

source of economic power for them. The strengthening of
 

ANACH, politically and economically, is a major objective of
 

the Honduran free labor movement. AIFLD, through counselling,
 

financial support, education and social projects, isa critical
 

factor in achievement of that objective.
 

All loans made from the rotating fund are for supervised
 

agricultural credit, including cultivation and storing of
 

grains, purchase of livestock, and similar economic activities.
 

Eighteen "pre-cooperative" groups are now cultivating parcels
 

collectively through loans 
from the Fund. Members of the
 

pre-cooperative are 
also free to cultivate individually. As
 

ANACH has been the campesinos' political spokesman in support
 

of rights under the Honduran agrarian reform program, the
 

Revolving Fund has 
been a source of the economic strength
 

needed to make acquisition of cultivation rights more thai an
 

empty ceremony. Fifteen loans had been repaid by the end of
 

1969 and another fifteen were outstanding. Hurricane losses
 

have caused some delay in repayments, but no campesino group
 

has been financially irresponsible. Only one loan, about
 

$1,900 for cattle, has been for 
more than $1,500, and since
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the average number of cooperative cultivators is about 20,
 

the AID-AIFLD effort has directly affected more than 600
 

campesinos already.
 

2. Impact and Evaluation
 

Officials of INA (the Agrarian Reform Agency) and the
 

cooperative movement 
raise serious questions about the future
 

role of ANACH and the pre-cooperatives, preferring less
 

political, "pure cooperative" alternatives. Labor movement
 

leaders have pursued an independent course, convinced that
 

their model is the best hope for campesino security and
 

economic progress. They acknowiedge the highly political
 

involvement of their approach, but 
assert that the campesinos
 

can be protected in no other way.
 

The AID mission has supported INA, the co-ops, and ANACH,
 

urging pluralism and healthy competition. The relatively small
 

commitment 
to ANACH up to the present time, and the convincing
 

evidence that the Rotating Fund responds to felt needs of botn
 

the campesinos and their trade union brothers, suggest that 
the
 

group should receive continuing support unless circumstances or
 

performance change significantly.
 

AIFLD records on the Rotating Fund have to date been
 

concerned almost exclusively with documenting disbursements
 

and repayments. As the ANACH technical department becomes
 

active, the economic consequences of the loans should be
 

tabulated, since this will 
furnish broader evidence of the
 

social project impact.
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One member of the evaluation team accompanied the AIFLD
 

cooperative specialist and an 
ANACH activist on visits to
 

three pre-cooperatives. Observation confirmed that AIFLD is
 

helping AID give effective assistance to people who need it
 

most, is broadening the base of Honduran society, and is
 

building a new institutional structure that will add
 

political 
and economic strength to the free labor movement.
 

Non-labor observers seemed concerned that AIFLD and the
 

Honduran federations are working with campesinos. Honduran
 

labor leaders at all 
levels made clear that their commitment
 

to ANACH was not only the implementation of a socio-political
 

view about the organization of labor in a predominantly
 

agricultural society but also had deep cultural 
roots. As
 

the leader of a SITRATERCO local explained it, there is 
a
 

common 
bond of heritage and interest between the agricultural
 

laborers of United Fruit 
Company and landless campesinos, due
 

partly to the similarity of their work and mobility between
 

the two sectors. He added that the campesinos had supported
 

the fruit workers in the critical 1954 recognition strike.
 

Oscar Gale pointed out that the first six seminars given by
 

IESCA in Honduras had culminated in the founding of ANACH,
 

simultaneously with signing of the Agrarian Reform Law, in
 

1962, emphasizing that concern for the campesinos has been
 

part of free labor movement and AIFLD concerns 
from inception
 

of both. With at 
least 70 percent of all Honduran workers
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classified as campesinos, the social and political rationale
 

for their inclusion in the labor movement is clear,
 

In addition to the Rotating Fund, AIFLD also provides
 

continuing assistance to campesinos through the Medical
 

Brigades project. This wholly non-governmental effort,
 

coordinated by an 1ESCA instructor, brings volunteer doctors
 

to various rural sites on Sundays. Campesinos pay one lempira
 

($.50) for medicine prescribed, but examination and treatment
 

are free. The AFL-CIO impact fund furnished $1,500 for initial
 

medical supplies and later granted $2,800 to help in replenish

ment and expansion. Self-help construction of a dispensary
 

that will serve ten surrounding hamlets is also being assisted
 

currently, but the bulk of program support is generated from
 

other private sources. An evaluator listened to the instructor
 

discuss the question of procuring wood for doors, windows, and
 

furniture, with the campesino group's head, and the process
 

was in the best tradition of self-help community development
 

practices. AIFLD social projects are helping ANACH mobilize
 

resources from private and governmental sources lor the benefit 

of campesinos. 

3. Indicators of Impact 

Although the goals of social project activites are even 

less tangible than those of the education program, the results
 

are easier to measure in Honduras. As in education, the low
 

baseline level of the campesinos causes changes attributable to
 

social projects to stand out more clearly than Eiong more
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sophisticated groups. However, the tangible accomplishments
 

created by major social 
project efforts with the federations,
 

for example, are also dramatically visible. While it is
 

misleading to say that AIFLD "caused" construction of the
 

new $50,000 SITRATERCO community center and consumer coopera

tive building, there is little evidence to support any claim
 

that the building would have been built without the Institute's
 

financial and technical help. The improvement in SITRATERCO's
 

capacity to obtain and administer loans, another major goal of
 

the project, has not been measured but is evident. The attri

bution of specific results to a catalyst is at best ambiguous,
 

but description of the catalytic process and its outcomes is
 

nevertheless useful for decision-makers.
 

The concentration on campesino self-help projects reflects
 

an AIFLD emphasis forced by the priorities of the federations
 

and the difficulties of finding useful small projects in the
 

cities of Honduras. The numbers cited are some indication of
 

the magnitude of efforts and results, but full
the measure of
 

impact on individuals and institutions would require a major
 

sophisticated study of attitude and behavioral 
changes that
 

would be a luxury under the circumstances.
 

The volume of Honduran self-help activities and financial
 

resources generated by social projects has not 
been calculated
 

by AIFLD/Honduras. Nevertheless, it was apparent during the
 

evaluation visit that AIFLD loans have permitted recipients to
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complete projects of their own that would otherwise have been left 

uninitiated or uncompleted. While tabulation of local 

contributions would be helpful, it should not be assigned much 

importance as an indicator of impact. Though AIFLD/Honduras's
 

social projects strategy is not clearly delineated, assistance
 

to those least able to contribute is clearly an element in it.
 

While self-help should be encouraged, emphasis on local con

tributions leads too easily to imposition of commercial
 

banking criteria for loans that have goals not limited to
 

economic matters.
 

The American iahor movement was fortunate to be present
 

and helpful in the 1954 founding struggle of the Honduran
 

labor movement. That initial relationship and the strong ties
 

that evolved from it enable the Institute to integrate its
 

social project activities into the plans and programs of the
 

federations, while maintaining sufficient friendly influence
 

arid direction to assure financial probity and avoid gross
 

misapplications of resources.
 

Quick response and a minimum of formal ities are essential
 

to effective use of small project funds. Delayed del ivery of
 

funds reduces impact and often saps motivation. Excessive
 

formal requirements for approval and reporting are wasteful in
 

relation to the possible monitoring or savings benefits
 

involved. The AIFLD project approval and fund delivery system
 

would be improved by treating the first $1,000 of annual social
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project expenditures, for example, as 
a Country Director's
 

discretionary fund, to be replenished after documentation of
 

loans made from it. The sacrifice of AID and AIFLD prior
 

approval prerogatives is minor in relation to the bcnefits
 

of increased program flexibility. A talented Director can
 

describe any project in glowing terms 
and the wisdom of
 

those far from the scene is little protection against poor
 

projects. Examination of field-headquarters correspondence
 

indicated that, at least in Honduras, social 
project funds
 

are not disbursed frivolously. The SITRATERCO official who
 

was obliged to return $5, because disbursements on the $50,000
 

consumer co-op loan exceeded the face amount by that 
sum, will
 

support this view.
 

The February 1, 1970, AIFLD "evaluation system" report
 

for social projects covered 26 projects. Nineteen were
 

'closed" and seven were still "active." All closed projects
 

were listed as "success" and the active projects were not
 

graded. The closed projects were 
also marked "Funds Accounted
 

for," suggesting that this weighed heavily 
in the determina

tion of success.
 

While the actual spending and accounting for money, for
 

the purposes contemplated in project descriptions, are
 

important accomplishments, this evaluation system is not
 

helpful in identifying progress toward the long-run self

sufficiency object;ves of social 
project activities. The
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real value of these projects often depends on what happens
 

after the project is completed and this is presently neglected
 

in the labor program. The Medical Brigades project, for
 

example, would receive high marks. 
 The ANACH technical depart

ment may not, unless sources of continued funding not presently
 

visible are discovered. As the ANACH Revolving Fund experience
 

shows, 
successful social projects can have a demonstration
 

effect that generates unanticipated support.
 

The evaluation of AIFLD social projects is made in
 

Washington by a one-man Community Services Staff. 
 He makes
 

broad judgments of social and political success based upon
 

information from the field. 
 This kind of gross evaluation is
 

helpful in identifying country patterns, such as a series of
 

"failures,' though these would usually be equally apparent
 

without the system. 
 In the absence of more specific objectives
 

for social projects, program appraisal of each project, in
 

terms of achievement of stated purposes, is about all the
 

evaluation can do. An effort 
like the ANACH Rotating Fund,
 

involving many projects with similar objectives, requires an
 

evaluation system that permits tabulation and appraises progress
 

toward the overall goal.
 

When the social projects program is viewed as an aspect of
 

the broader general effort to strengthen free trade unionism,
 

evaluation of impact is linked with the effects of other
 

activities. On this basis the Honduran social projects have
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had substantial 
impact. AIFLD and its Honduran partners
 

have used social project funds to test the viability of
 

innovative institutions and to illuminate important latent
 

capabilities of labor groups. 
 These efforts have helped to
 

achieve the broad partnership effort and wider sharing of
 

benefits contemplated by the Alliance for Progress.
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CHAPTER V
 

ADMINISTRATION OF AIFLD PROGRAM
 

A. Planning and Budgeting Procedures
 

The annual program of the AIFLD in Honduras, and in all
 

other countries, is presented in the Country Labor Plan (CLP),
 

without AID consultation, and edited by AIFLD in Washington.
 

All country plans are approved by the AIFLD Board of Directors
 

at their annual meeting, usually in late spring, and only then
 

are they discussed with AID, serving as AIFLD's basis for
 

budget negotiation. 

In addition to the PROP, previously discussed, AID pre

pares a Project Agreement and a PIO/T (Project Implementation
 

Order/Technical Services). In Honduras, the AID drafters of
 

these documents consulted with the AIFLD CPD, so that they are
 

generally consistent with his views, but he did not review
 

final drafts. Circular Airgram 72 of November 9, 1965,
 

entitled "AID Labor Programs in Latin America," instructed
 

Missions to give "all practicable positive aid to the AIFLD
 

officers in developing and presenting their projects." 
 The
 

response to this in Honduras is unilateral AID preparation of
 

project documents, but if collaboration could take place
 

before preparation of the CLP, a joint program document could
 

serve for both contractor and sponsor. Since the CPD presents
 

an estimated calendar year budget and the PROP uses 
fiscal
 

year figures, a combined document could simplify matters
 

cons iderabI y.
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The difficulties experienced byAID and AIFLD in developing
 

coordinated planning and budgeting cycles 
are evidenced by the
 

January 1965 recommendation of an AID officialI/that the AIFLD
 

budget be shifted from a calendar year to a fiscal year pro

gram cycle. The AIFLD Financial Director is still trying to
 

gear into country planning processes and claims that country
 

dates are constantly changing. He is hopeful that the desired
 

coordination will be achieved for FY71.
 

In Honduras, the AIFLD Country Program Director's pro

posed budget was reduced from $110,000 to $80,000 by an AID
 

program officer, without his knowledge. Thereafter, although
 

the reduction was reinstated, the AID budget submission was
 

forwarded to Washington before the CPD had presented his
 

budget to AID/Honduras. If appropriate budgetary guidance
 

could be given before the CPD begins work on a planning document,
 

more 
realistic programming would be encouraged. For Honduras,
 

planning of the labor 
program involves reallocation of resources
 

within a relatively fixed budget rather than development of
 

plans for use of additional funds. Since flexibility within
 

the existing budget 
is limited by previous commitments and
 

fixed expenses, few planning issues exist. The CPD 
indicated
 

some unhappiness about $4,000 for a new trade union education
 

I/ Cited in "A Report of the Comptroller General," part of
 
Survey of the Alliance for Progress, Senate Committee on Foreign

Relations, U.S. Government Printing Office 1968, p. 39.
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program for school dropouts that was cut from his budget. The 

only other serious planning issue involved disagreement over
 

the appropriate amount for traditional labor education program
 

expenses.
 

Planning, budgeting, and evaluation of the labor program
 

are handicapped by the failure of AlFLD and AID to describe
 

the anticipated relationships between program goals and the
 

activities purportedly related to their achievement. Without
 

this, planning discussions become power struggles for more 

activities money. Each party contends for his version of the
 

appropriate amount of what both agree is something worth doing.
 

In Honduras, these discussions have not escalated to higher
 

authority levels. Program contracts have been negotiated
 

amicably, though without reference to specific proqram goals 

or useful evaluation of prior program performance. 

Despite disagreements over individual program activitic,:
 

and the almost unavoidable contractor pleas for more money,
 

there is a unity of political and educational objectives 

between the contracting parties that permits resolution of
 

planning and budgeting problems at the field level.
 

Honduran labor planning and budgeting would benefit from 

clearer relationship of expenditures to program goals. For
 

example, AIFLD supports ANACH by courses, technical assistance,
 

financing of personnel and social projects. If specific goals
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relating to ANACH were 
identified, and all 
program activities
 

relating to them were grouped together in plans and budgets,
 

more useful documents would emerge. 
Budgetary questions could
 

then be reviewed in terms 
of prospective contributions to
 

program impact, instead of fruitless debates about appro

priate amounts for separate activities, considered without
 

relation to achievement of specific results.
 

The simple budgeting problems 
for AIFLD country programs
 

cause an 
inordinate amount of useless discussion and needless
 

ill feeling, even in Honduras. The decision to have a country
 

program at all is a commitment to fund CPD salary and fringe
 

benefits, secretarial 
help, office rent and supplies, trans

portation, and similar expenses. 
 The extent of variation is
 

negligible from year to year and, once 
AID provides a figure
 

for budgetary guidance, there is little to negotiate. Never

theless, Country Program Directors persistently press
 

unrealistically for money they will 
not get and AID program
 

and financial staff plague the Directors with attempts 
to
 

scale down line items 
that are virtually fixed or certainly
 

not worth the time and ill-feeling involved in the reductions
 

that may be achieved. The entire process shows 
a lack of
 

understanding of budgetary guidance by 
the contractor and a
 

failure to appreciate the need for 
program flc..ibility by AID.
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B. AIFLD/Washington, AID/Honduras, and the Country Program
 

The relationship between AIFLD/Washington and its Country
 

Director in Honduras could serve as an example for AID in
 

developing an appropriate relationship to the contract program.
 

Despite obvious difference in their situations, AIFLD's
 

Washington office and AID/Honduras are both charged with
 

supervision, support, and monitoring of the Honduras contract.
 

AIFLD Headquarters relies heavily on the Director's
 

Country Labor Plan and accompanying budget for guidance on
 

what activities are likely to occur in the coming year.
 

Although there is little evidence that AIFLD's Regional 

Director, Social Projects Director, or Education Director made 

any substantive changes in the 1970 Honduras program plan, for
 

example, they reviewed the document at the annual Country
 

Directors' Conference and asked for clarification on specific
 

points. If the Director's strategy is internally consistent
 

and aimed at strengthening of the free labor movement, lie is
 

given broad authority to develop and implement it. When a
 

social project is proposed, Headquarters requires the Director
 

to justify it and to explain how it will achieve free labor
 

goals, but rarely substitutes its own judgment of importance or 

appropriateness. The Honduras Director stated that a typical
 

small project required 6-7 weeks for AIFLD approial and dei \-,-y 

of funds, which he did not find burdensome. Suppo,-t frown th-

AIFLD regional architect and engineer, and from consultants, is 

also furnished on request and justification. The Headquarters
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staff is a resource available for guidance and for direct help
 

with specific problems that the CPD thinks require it.
 

The Country Director has limited latitude in
 

the choice of participants for the Front Royal and Georgetown
 

programs. He is circumscribed in Honduras and elsewhere by
 

the desire of national confederations to control selection.
 

AIFLD/ Washington intervenes only when a candidate is palpably
 

inappropriate. This intervention has been infrequent, although
 

greater judicious exercise of such intervention would give the CPD
 

a chance to improve selection without jeopardizing his
 

relationship with local leaders. Not all countries have
 

matched Honduras's consistent record for sending students likely
 

to benefit from the programs and to use what they learn.
 

Washington receives bi-weekly reports of activities which,
 

for Honduras, include separate reports from the co-op specialist
 

and the Tegucigalpa coordinator. These reports, plus visits by
 

various Headquarters staff, are Washington's main sources of
 

program information. In the absence of serious complaints from
 

AID or local labor people, the Country Director iscustomarily
 

free to perform without interference from year to year.
 

This system logically calls for some annual review of
 

performance based on comparison of plans and results. To date,
 

AIFLD review is concerned primarily with the number of courses
 

conducted and the number of social projects undertaken, with
 

little examination of their value or consequences. Paradoxi

cally, the Institute, which teaches Latin American unions to
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ask for "more" and support their requests with performance data,
 

is constantly asking AID for "more" without supplying similar
 

data. A useful analogy might be a union seeking higher wages
 

because the members worked hard (i.e., gave courses) rather
 

than because of their higher productivity.
 

While AIFLD criteria for appraising the Country Director's 

performance are vague, the broad autonomy given provides 

opportunity to demonstrate his ability. It is good For riioal 

and avoidsany case unsuccessful Directors might have for claiming 

that Washington caused their difficulties. AID might usefully 

follow a similar procedure. 

In the absence of joint agreement about specific results
 

to be achieved, AID monitoring of the AIFLD program in Honduras
 

and elsewhere involves excessive concern over minute details of
 

expenditures and a general uncertainty about the value of con

tinuing to give so many courses. Because AIFLD can and does
 

justify its program as a vehicle for maintaining dialogue and
 

relationship between U.S. and Latin American labor, the monitors
 

are left with a limited area for surveillance or control. This
 

leads to occasional bickering over amounts that are small in rela., 

tion to the AIFLD budget and negligible in relation to AID
 

expenditures. The time spent in disputations
 

of this sort and the number of AID people involved in it
 

(at least five in Honduras) complicates the contractual
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relationship. AID efficiency would be improved by assigning
 

responibility for review of these issues with AIFLD to one
 

person and allowing the results of joint deliberations to
 

be measured against eventual assessment of performance
 

outcomes. Involvement of more people has not, in Honduras, 

had constructive effects equal to the costs of their 

participation. 

AIFLD and AID view the labor unions as both a
 

democratic force and as an instrument of development.
 

The AIFLD commitment to ANACH, shared by most Mission
 

personnel concerned with the labor contract, reflects
 

joint concern for the campesino sector. Serious disagree

ment arises only with respect to the appropriate economic
 

activities for campesino improvement, with AID viewing
 

the national cooperative movement as an alternative to be
 

encouraged along with the ANACH Plan Cooperativo. Despite
 

this difference of opinion about means, the AIFLD contract
 

in Honduras is generally viewed by its sponsor as a good vehicle
 

for accomplishment of Mission objectives and the contractor
 

is reasonably content to pursue these objectives.
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The supervisory support and monitoring of AIFLD country
 

activities 
in Honduras by both AID and AIFLD/Washington is
 

limited by the inadequacy of written reports for conveying a
 

sense of the field situation. AIFLD Headquarters compensates
 

for this by giving Country Directors considerable autonomy and 

looking for written evidence that activities have been performed.
 

AID, unaccustomed to such contractor autonomy, seeks 
in vain for
 

the additional 
reporting that will permit more intelligent
 

intervention or, at least, assurance that the contractor 's not 

missing anything that AID thinks 
important. It is signiFicant 

that the labor attache who, like AIFLD staff, spends much of 

his time in contacts with labor leaders, does not share AID
 

frustration. He knows what is going on. 
 The difficulties he
 

experiences in conveying this knowledge to AID program staff
 

confirm AIFLD's contention that the limits of reporting prevent
 

useful substitution of judgment by those not 
on the scene.
 

The AIFLD Director now visits Tegucigalpa weekly, at AID
 

request, and it is difficult to imagine what additional
 

reporting might be useful 
beyond the weekly opportunity to
 

compare notes.
 

More field visits by AID program officers would be helpful
 

in improving their understanding. The AIFLD Director also
 

submits monthly plans and quarterly reports to AID, and is
 

obliged to clear all social projects with the Mission. 
 He
 

estimates that ten percent of his time goes 
to providing such
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information. AID receives information about completed
 

activities and can 
review results with the AIFLD Director.
 

Because results are expressed primarily in terms of
 

number of students participating in courses, they do not
 

convey much sense of AIFLD involvement with, and impact
 

on, the labor movement. However, the labor attache's reporting
 

is shared with AID staff and there is no shortage of
 

labor information related to the AIFLD program. Although
 

occasional differences within AID about the appropriateness
 

of AIFLD relationships to various labor and campesino
 

groups aggravate the contractual relationship somewhat,
 

agreement about the direction of AIFLD efforts is still
 

general enough to maintain a harmonious program.
 

The Executive Director of AIFLD 
is sometimes interDreted
 

as contending that U.S. government policy-making in the
 

labor area should be delegated exclusively to the Institute.
 

This is an exaggerated contention, but he is correct
 

in calling attention to the policy formulation implications
 

of the Institute's continuing contractual relationship.
 

AIFLD's CPD in Honduras, by a unique involvement with labor
 

people that is not matched even by the labor attache, is
 

especially qualified to provide information and make
 

judgments. Since this is recognized by the Mission, he
 

plays an important role in developing and implementing
 

U.S. labor policy.
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AIFLD labor education and social projects activities are
 

frequently criticized for being "too American." A sympathetic
 

observer, despite what follows, described the 1962 AIFLD
 

initiation of IESCA in Honduras as a "gringo deal" in which
 

the AFL-CIO, now more heavily supported by AID, "swooped down"
 

to take credit for projects and activities largely initiated
 

by Hondurans, to the annoyance of the latter. Although that
 

situation soon improved substantially, similar criticism is
 

still heard at ORIT regional seminars, for example, when the
 

frustrations of an underfunded program staff are given free
 

rein.
 

The appropriate posture or manifestation of American
 

labor movement presence should not be confused with the question 

of control. In Honduras, American government and U.S. labor 

movement beneficence are not seriously resented. It is the 

appearance and fact of control or dominance that sours posi

tive impact. Since some control is inevitable from donors, 

the degree exercised and the techniques employed are critical. 

AIFLD's occasionally heavy hand elsewhere, and that of the 

AiF-CIO, are rarely felt in Honduras. Although the Honduran 

labor movement could ill afford to do without assistance, its
 

leaders have always made clear the terms on which they will
 

accept it. As a result, neither their followers nor their
 

benefactors consider them 'bought."
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Anti-Americanism Is less apparent within the labor
 

movement than among other sectors in Honduras. The
 

Consul General in San Pedro Sula, for example, emphasized
 

that his reception at labor-sponsored ceremonies was
 

outstanding. Honduran labor and business leaders, even
 

when in disagreement with AIFLD policies, did not express
 

anti-American sentiments. 
 Discussions with beneficiaries
 

of social projects indicated an awareness of private
 

U.S. support that transcended any political basis for anti-


American feeling. AIFLD and other U.S. activities related
 

to the Honduran labor movement are currently sufficient
 

to produce poSitive feelings toward the United States.
 


